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SUMMARY

A. Background

The arid zone covers one-third of the world's land surface, and has a

unique nature of climate, hydrology, hydrogeology, and water resources.

Concern is growing that the Middle East is on the verge of a resources

crisis as indicated by the 1991 Persian Gulf war, whether it is linked

with the Israel-Arab issue or not. Although the region possesses natural

assets in abundance I with an estimated two-thirds of the world's proven

oil reserves I it is deficient in the most strategic and valuable of all

natural resources --- "water". By the year 2000, "water --- not oil"

will be the dominant issue of the Middle East.

The demand for water to serve expanding third world populations continues

to increase I while fresh water supplies are finite. and are becoming more

and more difficult to develop on a renewable basis in their own

territory. By the early decades of the twenty-first century almost all

the states of the arid zone will be forced to solve seve-re water shortages

problems especially in the urban centers as populations continues to grow.

Almost all the fresh and renewable waters such as river streams, lake

water. and groundwater. which are termed as "conventional water " or

"traditional water". will have already been exploited or are going to be

fully developed in many of the Middle East countries by the end of this

century or the beginning of the twenty-first century. The main efforts of

governments will therefore be shifted to making more efficient use of

available supplies than increasing the capacity of conventional hydraulic

structures. Water conservation will be the key concept of sustaining water

resources development in the arid zone. Marginal waters of the non

conventional water resources. which comprise brackish groundwater,

seawater and reclaimed treated waste-water. are becoming increasingly

important factors and will be a key element in water resources planning

in the Middle East.

Since the Iraqi invasion to Kuwait in August 1990, there have been several

changes in the Middle East political situation, which may facilitate a

comprehensive resolution of the Israel-Palestine-Arab problem, whether it

is politically linked or not. Resolution of the water resources problems

including inter-state riparian issues! will be a good start to creating

the foundations for a peace settlement following the end of the Persian
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Gulf war. Indeed no peace settlement is conceived without resolution of

the water issues. This will require undoubtedly integrated development

plan for the Jordan river system that will be not only technically and

economically feasible but also politically desirable and urgent, as shown

by the case studies in this study.

B. Water Resources Development and Management; Present Status t Problems

and Constraints to be Encountered

Many countries in the Middle East have experienced serious water supply

problems since the 19505. corresponding with the rapid increase in water

demand. The potential for renewable water resources development is

limited, owing to the sparse rainfall and the very high potential

evapora tion.

Multi-National River Development; There are two major water resources

issues in the world's large river developments in the arid region: the

quantity issue in inter-state water allocation and the quality issue of

salinity problems. Various and serious salinity problems have been major

issues in the basin management of large rivers since the mid twenty

century, including Indus river in Southwest Asia, the Tigris-Euphrates and

Jordan rivers in the Middle East, the Nile river in the North Africa, and

the Colorado river in the southwestern Arizona of the United States of

America.

Riparian Issues i River waters in the Middle East are a conflict-laden

determinant of both the domestic and external policies of the region' s

principal actors. All the countries of the Middle East, except for those

in the Arabian peninsula and Libya, depend on three major river basins;

the Tigris-Euphrates, the Nile and the Jordan. Given that these rivers do

not respect national boundaries and that those states located upstream

have obvious advantages both political and economic over those downstream,

the potential for conflict over water is great.

Israel and Jordan - until Israel's invasion of Lebanon and her troublesome

stand on clearing out obstructions to the intake of Jordan I s East Ghor

canal - have more or less informally agreed to share the Jordan River

system within the framework of the "Johnston Plan : 1953-1955". By the end

of 1990s, however, Israel, Jordan and the West Bank or Palestine will have

depleted virtually all of their renewable sources of fresh water if

current patterns of consumption are not quickly and radically altered. In
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the circumstances. the Jordan river system, which includes the Al-Wuheda

dam scheme on the Yarmouk river, unquestionably holds the greatest

potential for either conflict or compromise.

Non-Renewable Groundwater Resources Development; A vast amount of the non

renewable or fossil groundwater is tapped in the Paleozoic to Mesozoic

Neogen (Nubian) sandstones which underlie wide areas of the Arabian

peninsula and the eastern Sahara desert including Saudi Arabia, Jordan,

Egypt and Libya. The dominance and importance of the non-renewable

groundwater reserves in national water resources planning became clear in

the 1980s, such as with the "Man-Made River' project in Libya and 'New

Valley" project in Egypt. In Saudi Arabia, a total increase of 89 % was

made in the national water supply during the Fourth Plan period (1985

1990). Many of the traditional and conventional uses of non-renewable or

fossil water developments which have been practiced in the arid countries

including Egypt, Libya, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, and Bahrain, have

been suffered from the depletion of these valuable resources or

deterioration in quality of their water. Taking into account the nation' s

needs for the water conservation and the dominant use of fossil

groundwater in the agriculture sector of about 90 % of the Kingdom's water

supply, the government of Saudi Ar"-bia suggested the first reduction

program including 8 % cut of total water supply, from 16. 2x10 9m3 per annum

in 1990 to 14. 9xl0 9m3 per annum in 1995 in the Fifth Plan period (1990

1995) .

Desalination Qf Seawater; The oceans hold l,338xl0 6km3 of seawater, which

accounts 96.5 % of the total wa ter reserves of the earth of 1, 386xl0 6km3 .

In some of the more dry parts of the Middle East. in particular the

Arabian Gulf states, where conventional good quality waters are not

available and/or extremely limited, desalination of seawater has been

commonly used to solve the water supply problems for the increasing demand

in the municipal and industry (M&I) uses. The cost of the seawater

desalina tion is invariably high, how-ever, and is influenced by petroleum

prices, that have enabled the oil-rich states of the Middle East to

finance the buying of massive quantities of desalting equipment. Two

thirds of the world installations of the desalination plant are located in

the oil-rich states in the Middle East, especially in the Gulf states.

Solar-Hydro Development; The solar-hydro scheme of the Mediterranean-Dead

Sea (MOS) Canal was proposed by Israel in 1980. The scheme which has

multiple socio-economic and political ramifications was intended to convey

water from the Mediterranean Sea to the Dead Sea via canals and tunnels

utilizing the height difference of close to 400 m to generate electricity
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of totaling 600 MW. However, there has been no presentation of the

concept of sharing resources and no effort at joint development. The MDS

project was put aside, owing to the strong opposition of the Arab states

and others and with the confusions and in the world oil market price in

1984. In recent days, however. talk of the much-discussed Mediterranean

Dead Sea (MDS) Canal has again been revived with worldwide attentions of

using clean energy for sustaining global environment.

C. Objective and Concepts of the Study

This study attempts to evaluate some new non-conventional approaches to

water resources which need to be taken into account in building the new

peace in the Middle East. These new approach offer the opportunity to

introduce new applications of well-tried technology to solve long-standing

wa ter problems which are at the center of many of the potential sources

conflict.

This planning study introduces following five concepts;

1) Integration of development alternatives in the context of; a water

master plan. including non-conventional water resources applications

in the arid region.

2) Co-generation for clean energy and water, including solar-hydro.

groundwater-hydro and hydro-powered reverse osmosis desalination.

3) Strategic use of non-conventional water resources for sustainable

development I including brackish water. seawater and reclaimed waste

water.

4) Joint development with sharing of resources for multi-national basin

development of the Jordan river and Dead Sea.

5) 'Water resources planning for a peace foundation settlement, including

Israel-Palestine-Arab issues.

D. The Study

The study has been initiated to review problems and constraints of the

water resources development and management in the arid zone including non

conventional water resources development alternatives. The study

introduces following five key subjects;
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Review Studies

- Arid Zone .!!YQ.!:.QlQ.gy and Global Water Balance; reviews causation and

definition of arid zone in a context of global water cycle and

balance.

Multi-National River Development; reviews the hydrology. water

resources development. salinity problems and riparian issues,

including the major rivers in the arid zone such as the Tigris

Euphra tes. the Indus, the Nile, the Jordan and the Colorado.

- Desalination Practice .in the Middle East; reviews the recent practice

in the the Arabian Gulf countries.

- Non-renewable Groundwater Development i reviews world' s largest fossil

groundwater development in Saudi Arabia, and "Great Man-Made River

Project" in Libya, and the "New Valley Development Project" in Egypt.

Groundwater-hydro Solar-hydro and Seawater Pumped-storage

Development; reviews the non-conventional energy-water development

alternatives.

Application Studies

This study attempts to conceive a sustainable water resources development

plan including the non-conventional applications. The application studies

have been carried out including Km..Tai:.. Jordan, Palestine and Israel.

Desalination of brackish groundwater and seawater is the topic of this

study, taking into account of energy saving made possible by recent

innovations in reverse osmosis (RO) membrane technology. A new co

generation approach is proposed to demonstrate a way that potential

energy can be used in developing on water resources system, including

groundwater and seawater, which has not before been utilized in the

context of conventional water resources development. This approach aims

to coordinate 1) groundwater-hydro. ii) solar-hydro, and iii) hydro

powered reverse osmosis (RO) desalination in an integrated development

context.

The study aims to cope with water resources planning for a peace

foundation settlement with the concept of shared resources and their joint

development between Israel-Palestine-Jordan, by taking into account the

various recent changes in the political situation in the Middle East since

1990's Gulf war.

Kuwait has a hyper-arid climate with no conventional water resources.
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Desalination is a key application to sustain the development of the

country.

Jordan, neighbor country to Israel, will be exploiting almost all its

renewable waters by the mid 1990s when the ongoing AI-Wuheda dam project

on the Yarmouk river is completed. The Yarmouk is the largest tributary

not yet fully developed in the Jordan river system. After completion of

the diversion tunnel by the end of 1989, however, the project was stopped

owing to the strong opposition of the Israeli government which is the

administrator of occupied Palestine or the West Bank.

Israel has an arid to semi-arid climate with a variable source of water

with a number of development alternatives, but has found it to be

extremely difficult to make any extra water supplies available since the

late 1960s. By the mid 1980s, Israel had exploited as much as 9S % of the

total renewa hIe water sources availa ble in its territory, and has been

forced to decrease the national water supply since 1987. Almost one-half

of Israel's total water supply is, however, dependent on the water that

has been diverted or pre-empted from Arab sources located outside the pre

1967 boundaries. The main effort had to be shifted to making more

efficient use of the available supply than increasing the capacity of

hydraulic structures.

Hydro-powered Reverse Osmosis l.EQl Desalination i!l Kuwait; A low cost

desalination method with a low energy requirement for seawater and

brackish groundwater is one main approach to sustainable water resources

development in the state where neither fresh groundwater nor surface water

are available. Application of hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO)

desalination for brackish groundwater resources development is studied to

examine the cost-effectiveness of the hybrid desalination and co

genera tion.

Application Qf Hydro-powered Reverse Osmosis l.EQl Desalination i!l the

Non-conventional Water Resources Development Plan i!l Jordan: The

potential contribution of non-conventional water resources development is

examined in the context of making strategies for national water master

plans for the twenty-first century, which is urgently need in all

countries of the Middle East, but especially in a non-oil producing

country such as Jordan.

Co-generation of brackish groundwater reverse osmosis (RO) desalination

with groundwater-hydro is a key concept examined in this study with the
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aim of reducing abstraction of non-renewable groundwater from Disi

sandstone aquifer. The potential contribution of non-conventional waters

to meet the anticipated water demand is also studied here to provide a

framework for a national water master plan for Jordan for the twenty-first

century

Integrated Joint Jordan River Development Plan; Israel, a neighbor country

of Jordan, and administrator of the West Bank or Palestine since 1967

performs the most comprehensive schemes for water resources management in

the Middle East. Comparative studies are made of hydrology and water

resources development and management between the two states (see Chapters

IV &V) to identify the strategic dimensions of the water problems,

including;

- Hydrology, water resources, water demand and the present approach to

almost complete utilization of renewable water resources.

- Development history of the Jordan river and its complexities,

commonal ties, and conflicts (see Annex-II).

- Integrated national water resources development scheme; Israel National

Water System (INWS).

- Potential contribution of marginal waters to the water master plan of

Israel.

- Solar-hydro potential of the Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS) Canal, and

its application to co-generation with hydro-powered reverse osmosis

(RO) desalination.

- Joint Israel/Jordan Mediterranean-Dead Sea conduit scheme, which is

based on the concept of integrated basin development including the

linkage of AI-Wuheda dam project on the Yarmouk tributary river of the

Jordan river system and side-wadi dam schemes in both West Bank and

East Bank.

The strategic dimensions of the water problems in the Israel-Palestine

Jordan and the Arab worlds and their implications for the future are

discussed to conclude the study on the multi-national water master

planning in one of the world's driest region where the peace of the world

has been at risk for more than forty years.

E. Conclusions

- Most of the flows in the major rivers in the Middle East have fully

been developed in the 1960s-1980s with increasingly salinity problems
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and riparian issues such as inter-state water allocation problems.

Salinity control of the rivers is needed not only to protect the

quality environment of river system but also to manage the desirable

quantity of water to be re-used for the downstream irrigation or other

water supply. Reverse osmosis (RO) application for the brackish water

desalination in line with sustainable basin management will be a key

application of controlling the salinity problems of the twenty-first

century.

- Non-renewable or fossil groundwater resources should be regarded

strategic reserves except for a emergency or short-term use.

- In the Arabian Gulf countries, where the conventional water

such as renewable groundwater and surface water are not available,

water conservation and low cost desalination are still needed to

sustain economic development. The prevailing multi-stage flash (MSF)

desalination is going to be replaced by steps to develop more low

capital and operating cost process such as low pressure type of the

reverse osmosis (RO) membrane. The role of the ocean, which is the

largest water reserves on the earth, will be important to sustain water

resources development in the twenty-first century.

- Non-conventional hydro-power schemes such as the Mediterranean-Qattara

and the Mediterranean-Dead Sea hydro-solar developments have been

revived to take into account worldwide attention to the global energy

environment and the move to increase the share of hydro-electric

potential. Applications of the groundwater-hydro and the solar-hydro in

non-conventional water resources development in the arid regions, which

are typical clean energy developments in the non-conventional water

resources development context, are likely to be a strategic priority to

save the fossil energy and the global environment with economic

feasibility.

- From the case study on the non-conventional water resources development

in Kuwait, the unit cost of brackish groundwater reverse osmosis (RO)

desalination for "with" and "without" application of the hydro

potential energy in the water pipeline system (200 m of differential

head of water) was estimated to be US$0.4/m 3 and US$0.6/m 3 •

respectively, in which the hydro-powered brackish groundwater reverse

osmosis cost is estimated to be as low as one-sixth to one-fourth of

the conventional seawater desalination either by MSF (US$2.7/m3 ) or RO

(US$I.7/m3 ).
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- Potential of brackish waters including both groundwater and surface

water, which have been neglected in the water resources study, has to

be evaluated, taking into account the prevailing water quality in the

arid zone aquifers and the promising progress in the reverse

osmosis(RO) desalination technologies with economic feasibility.

- From the case study of Jordan, two schemes of the "Al-Wuheda tl dam and

the "Disi" groundwater development are identified, which are the key

applications to sustain the national water resources development in the

1990s. After completing the AI-Wuheda dam on the Yarmouk river by the

mid or end of the 1990s, which is the last major renewable water not

fully utilized, the non-conventional water resources development

including brackish groundwater and re-use of treated sewage water

will become the key applications to formulate future national water

master plans of Jordan.

- The proposed co-generation approach of brackish groundwater development

with hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO) desalination in the existing

Aqaba water supply system minimizes both the cost and energy for the

operation, providing 14.6xl06m3 per annum of fresh water with potential

hydro-power generation at 15. 9xI0 6kwh per annum. The sustainable

management or conservation of the non-renewable fresh groundwater in

the Disi aquifer is possible by developing the brackish groundwater in

the Kurnub aquifer which has never been tapped.

- The water conservation and sustai;;.able water resources management are

the key measures to sustain the economic development of the arid

regions, which may even includes the cutting of a part of national

water supply from non-renewable sources. The conservation approach has

to be performed in line with developing non-conventional water

resources. by taking into account the new developments in the

technology of desalina tion, waste water treatment and water saving

techniques.

- Water resources planning study in the arid regions. especially

developing countries in the Middle East, must be based on water

conservation including the following strategic development

alternatives:

1) Water conservation including the diversion of existing water system
from one use to another.
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2) Strategic reserves of the fossil or non-renewable groundwater

resources. with the exception of emergency or short-time use for

specified purposes.

3) Non-conventional water resources development including desalination

and re-use of treated sewage.

4) Inter-state water transfer or importation.

- The priority will, however. have to be given to domestic water

resources development management and conservation including non

conventional measures rather than that of introducing water importation

from outside countries. Inter-state riparian issues of water allocation

have to be resolved.

- The proposed co-generation system which combines solar-hydro with

hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO) desalination on the Mediterranean

Dead Sea conduit scheme could produce 100x106m3 per annum of fresh

water and 500 MW of electricity which is 12 Z of the Israel's national

grid's capacity of 4,060 MW. The unit water cost of the hydro-powered

seawater reverse osmosis desalination is estimated to be US$O. 681m3 .

The generated electricity would be shared by the Israel-Palestine

Jordan to supply their peak demands, while the product of fresh water

of 100x106m3 per annum would be l:sed exclusively for the water supply

in the central Ghor (Jordan Valley).

- AI-Wuheda dam project, which enhances the hydro-solar potential of the

Dead Sea, is to be linked with the Mediterranean-Dead Sea conduit

scheme. to share the valuable inter-state resources and benefits in a

context of the integrated joint development plan, not threatening new

political conflicts but rather promoting peace and economic development

for the Jordan, Palestine and Israel.

- The proposed integrated planning concept to form the framework of

comprehensive development of the Jordan river system is based on the

changes in the Israel-Arab situation since the 1990's Persian Gulf

crisis. It is now possible to conceive a comprehensive joint

development plan which is not only technically-economically feasible

but also politically desirable and urgent.
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~ Kilo Vol tage

- Kilo Watt

~ Kilo Voltage Ampere

~ Hour/Hours
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= Hectare

= Liter per Second

= Cubic Meters per Hour

= Cubic Meters per Second

= Cubic Meters per Day

~ Pound per Foot

= Hillion Cubic Meters

~ Hillion Cubic Heters per Year

~ Million Cubic Heters per Honth

= Parts per Million

= Milligram per Liter

= Ground Eleva tion

= Static Wat.er Level

~ Total Dissolved Solids

= Elee tr ic Candue tivi ty

= Very Low Frequency

~ Alluvium/Basalt

= Opera tion and Maintenance

= Municipal and Industrial

= American Petroleum Industry

Fini te Element Method

= Finite Difference Method

~ Figure(s)

~ Table(s)

~ Reference (s)
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CONVERSION TABLES (1/2) CONVERSION TABLES (2/2)

LENGTH AREA

PRESSURE

in ft

Standard atomos- Mercury Water Water

1bl in2 pheric pressure column column column

14 .22 9678 0.7355 10 1757

0.07031 0680 0.0517 0 7031 1782

0332 14.7 0.76 10 33 2389

359 19 34 1.3158 1 13 6 002343

1 1.422 09678 0.07355 0003239

03048 0.4335 0295 0.0224 3048 1

------------------------

39 37 3.281

0254 0.08333

3048 12

0.303 11 93 9942

VOLUME

---------------------------

1550 10 764

0006452 1 0 006944

0929 144 1

3058 5124 35 58

u. S. Imperial

gailons gallons

(m) (m) (ft)

--------------------------------------------------------

61024 35 31 264 .2 220.0

00001639 1 0 0005787 0 004329 0.003604

02832 1728 7.481 6.228

003785 231 1337 0.8325

004547 277.5 1606 201 1

1804 11008 371 47 66 39.68

Note, 1 acre-feet = 1.223 m3

FLOW RATE

u. S. Imperial

m3 /min. m3 /hour 1/see. gallon/min. gallon/min. ft 3 /min.

POWER

:rench horse British horse Kilowatt Kg-m/sec. ft-1b/see. kea1/see.

powe r (P. S .) powe r (H. P . ) (KW)

0.9859 0.7055 75 542 5 1757

0143 0.746 76 07 550 2 1782

3596 3405 101 97 737 6 2389

01333 01315 009807 7.233 002343

001843 001817 001356 1383 0003239

691 5.611 4.186 426 9 3087

60 16.67 264 .2 222.0 35 31

0.01667 0.2778 4.403 3.666 0 5881

06 3.6 1 15 85 13 2 2 119

1804 10.82 3 007 47 66 39 68 6 371

003782 2271 0631 0 8235 0 1337

004547 2728 0578 1.201 0 1605

0283 699 472 7.481 6.229 1
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CONVERSION TAllLES (3/3)

51 Unit Conversion Table

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

Unit Symbol SI Unit

Jim m. kg. s -2

Pa N/m2 m- 1 kg.s- 2

N.m mZ kg.s- 2

W J Is m2. kg. s-3

Newton

Pascal

Joule

Hatt

Leng th

Area

Volume

Weight

Densi ty

Time

Velocity

Pressure

Symbol/Unit

kg

kg/m 3

m/s
N/m2

angstrom,A=Q .lnrn

hectare, ha~104m2

li tre ,1=10- 3m3

tonne, t~l, OOOkg

minute,min~60s; hour,h=3,600s; day,d=86,400s

lkgf I cm2 ~lkp/cm2~98066. SPa
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Limitations on water, one of scarcest resources in the arid region,

likely to have a significant impact on the economic development of all

countries of the Middle East. Middle East water resources issues in the

aftermath of the Persian Gulf war are also likely to have a significant

impact on the future political framework. The scarcity and the high cost

of its development have long been recognized in arid regions, especially

in the Arabian Gulf count.ries where neither surface water nor renewable

fresh groundwater are available. The demand for water, however, to serve

Lhe expanding third world population continues to increase, while fresh

water supplies are finite, and it is becoming more and more difficult to

develop them on a renewable basis. Almost all fresh and renewable waters

such as river streams, lake wa ter, and groundwater, which are termed

"conventional water" or "traditional water", have already been exploited

or are going to be fully developed in the countries of Middle East and

North Africa by the end of this century.

Few regions of the planet offer a more '.raried physiography or a richer mix

of ethnicities, religions, languages, societies, cultures and politics

than the Middle East. At the same time, no segment of the globe presents

its diverse aspects in such an amalgam of conflicts and complexities. Out

of this compound, one issue emerges as the most conspicuous. trans

boundary, and problematic --- water ---in which its scarcity and rapid

diminution in some of the driest sectors of an area where there also

happen to exist some of the fiercest national animosities. River waters

in the Middle East are a conflict-laden determinant of both the domestic

and external policies of the region's principal actors. However, as one

of the leaders of the PLO recently stated, "water is more important than

oil or politic", so politics may not remain a constraint to water

development much longer.

As water shortages occur and full utilization is reached, policies tend to

be framed more and more in zero-sum terms, adding to the probability of

discord and it would seem to be unavoidable that the severity of Middle

Eastern water problems will continue to increase significantly. In the

already over-heated atmosphere of political hostility, insufficient water

to satisfy burgeoning human, developmental, and security needs among all
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nations of the Middle East has heightened ambient tensions. By the end

of the 1990s, Israel, Jordan and the West Bank or Palestine will have lost

virtually all of their renewable sources of fresh water if current.

pat erns of consumption are not quickly and radically altered. In these

circumstance, the Jordan River system, which includes the AI-Wuheda dam

scheme on a major tributary of the Yarmouk river, unquestionable holds the

grea test potential for conflict.

Despite of the many political complications in the Middle East, there is a

recent his tory of taci t. a1 though limited. coopera tion over mul ti-na tional

river development even among the bitterest opponents on the rivers of

Nile, Euphrates and Jordan,

- Egypt and the Sudan have created a model of cooperation in "1959 Nile

\{a ters Agreement", which not only governs the sharing of the Nile's

waters but contains an instrument for settling controversies by

negotiation. This could serve as a model for other river systems in

the application of technology to alleviate water problems.

- Turkey has continually threatened to cut the flow of the Euphrates.

Iraq and Syria could arrive at an arrangement over the Tabqa dam

operation in 1975. Turkey agreed with Syria on the operation of the

Ataturk dam in 1987, by releasing 500 m3 /sec (15.8x10 9m3 per annum)

wa er to the Syrian border. However, the water was used as a political

\.,reapon to forth Syria to curtail its support for Kurdish activists in

southeast Anatolia.

- Israel and Jordan - until Israel. 's invasion of Lebanon and her

troublesome stand on clearing out obstructions to the intake of

Jordan's East Ghor canal - have more or less informally agreed to

share the Jordan River system within the framework of the "Johnston

Plan 1955". (Ref .1.1-1)

Hulti-national river development has been a keen concern of water

planners throughout the world, especially in the developing

countries in the arid region. Turkey's ambitious proposal for the 'IPeace

Pipeline" project in 1987, to transfer water from Seyhan-Ceyhan river

systems in southeastern Turkey to the Euphrates basin and other downstream

countries by constructing a series of dams, water tunnels, and world

longest international water pipeline system with a total length of about

6,550 km2 and a capacity of 6 million cubic meters a day (Ref.1.1-2), has

been shown to technically though not yet economically feasible. The
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!?roject would involve he crossing of several political boundaries.

however, and is likely to be postponed until some of the most pressing

political issues of the Arab world. including the int.ernational water

rights problems between Turkey. Syria and Iraq have been solved. Trans

boundary river development may not take place this century, but planning

and the easing of water disputes will certainly form an important part in

political discussions which will determine the future pattern of

boundaries to be re-drawn in any future peace settlements.

In the arid region, the potential of fresh and/or good quality of water is

limited, because of the extremely limited amount of rainfall and the very

high potential evaporation which exceeds ten times or more potential

rainfall. Salinity pollution from irrigated agriculture is not a recent

phenomenon, but an age-old problem. An important indirect water quality

effect of irrigated agriculture is becoming increasingly apparent.

Soviet scientists report that the Caspian and Aral Seas are in retreat

because excessive irrigation withdrawals are reducing inflow from their

ca tchments. The Aral Sea has already shrunk dramatically in size; the

water level has dropped by 3 m since 1960, reducing its size by some

18, 000 km2 . In the mean time reduced inflow from the two major rivers of

'·Sir Darya" and "AInu Darya", with enhanced salinity from irrigation

returns. has already increased the salinity of the Aral Sea up to 1,000

ppm of total dissolved solids. (Ref.1 1-3)

Basin irrigation has been practiced on the flood plain of the Tigris

Euphrates rivers since 4000 B.C. Lack of drainage has repeatedly caused

the build up of salts in soil and water that has inhibited food production

and indeed contributed to the decline of Sumerian culture. More

recently modern development 0: irrigation in arid regions have suffered

from a variety of salinity pollution problems since. Problem areas have

been included the Indus river in Southwest Asia, the Tigris-Euphrates

rivers in the Middle East I the Nile river in the North Africa, the Murray

river in Australia. and the Colorado river in southwestern Arizona.

(Ref.1.1-4)

Since the 1950s in the southwestern Arizona the Colorado river has been

seriously contaminated by irrigation return flows and highly saline pumped

drainage water from the Wellton-Mohawk irrigation project. By 1961 the

!;alinity of the Colorado river had reached a level that was unacceptable

to the Government of Mexico. In 1973, Minu te No. 242 of the Interna tional

Boundary and 'Water Commission (IBWC) became effective, which aims to
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improve. enhance, and protect the quality of water available in the

Colorado river for use in the United States and Mexico. The agreed-upon

salini y level in the Colorado river can only be attained by either

bypassing saline drainage or desalting this brackish water before it

rpturns to the Colorado river. Since water is a precious resources in the

semi-arid areas in the southern Arizona, a decision was made to reclaim a

major portion of the Wellton-Mohawk drainage with a desalination plant

which is the world largest reverse osmosis (RO) desalting facility with an

installed capacity of 72.4 mgd (280,000 m3 /day). (Ref.lol-5)

In some of the more arid parts of the Middle East, in particular the Gulf

states, .....·here no good quality water is available or is extremely limited,

desalination of seawater has been commonly used to solve the problems of

water supply for municipal and industrial (M&I) uses. Owing to the rapid

increase in demand for water supply in the Arabian Gulf countries, namely

Soudi Arabia, Kuwait, United Arab Emirate (UAE), Qatar, Bahrain, and Oman,

where the potential for development of conventional water resources such

a!~ fresh surface water and renewable groundwater is extremely limited,

other alternatives such as waste-water reclamation and desalination

processes have been developed since the 1960s. Countries such as Saudi

Arabia. Kuwait, Qatar, and Bahrain are using non-renewable groundwater

r('sources in large quantities, causing depletion of these valuable

Although conventional water resources such as renewable

ground'\.;ater and surface runoff are available in countries like Oman, the

United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia, these resources have yet to be

sustainably developed in an integra ed water resources planning context.

A huge amount of non-renewable or fossil fresh groundwater is stored in

thp Paleozoic to Mesozoic-Neogen (Nubian) sandstones which underlie wide

areas in the Arabian peninsula in Saudi Arabia and Jordan and in the

eastern Sahara desert in Egypt and Libya. The dominance and importance of

the non-renewable groundwater reserves in national water planning is

confirmed by the 1985-90 development plans of Saudi Arabia and Libya.

Saudi Arabia is one of the world's leaders in production of wheat for

self-sufficiency in food. but is heavily dependent on use of non-renewable

groundwater. According to the "Fourth Development Plan (1985-1990);

Ministry of Agriculture and Water", agricultural water demand in Saudi

Ara bia in 1985 amounted t.o 8,000 xI0 6m3 / y, wherea s water demand for urban,

rural and industrial (M&I) use was 1,600 xl0 6m3 /y. It was estimated that

total water demand will be increased to 16,500 xl0 6m3 /y by the year of

2000. being 14,000 xl0 6m3 /y for agriculture and 2,500 xl0 6m3 /y for M&I.
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The huge amount of water demand for agriculture is based on the Kingdom's

policy of self-sufficiency in food and on use of non-renewable

groundwater for growing grain which generally requires 2,000 to 3,000 tons

of water per ton of grain (Refs.lol-6, 7).

Groundwater development and/or mining in the Nubian sandstones of the

inland desert depressions of Libya. "Great Man-Made River (GMR) Project",

will be a key application of the Libya's development strategy for the

twenty-first century. The Libyan government commenced construction in

1984-1986 (1st-2nd phase), with aim of abstracting groundwater in the

inland desert at a rate of 2xl0 9 m3 per annum (66 m3 /sec) in total. The

water would be conveyed over 600 kIn north to farms on the Mediterranean

coast, by installing the world's largest water pipeline system with a

t.otal length of 4,000 km (Ref .1.1-8). The life of the Nubian sandstone

aquifer can only be estimated to be 20 to 200 years, owing to the lack of

data for estimating groundwater recharge through wadi beds and/or

depressions during occasional and temporary flash floods. The total

pipeline system is therefore designed on the assumption of an aquifer life

of 50 years.

The Egyptian government commenced non-renewable groundwater development in

the Nubian sandstone aquifer in the inland Sahara desert in the mid 1950s,

by ~he Ne .....· Valley project which aims to expand the cultivated area in the

Kha:-ga anu Dakhla oases. The construction of deep production wells in

Dakhla oasis was completed by 1966, which increased the combined installed

capacity of shallow and deep systems up to 190xl06m3 per annum, but the

yield had decreased to a level of 159xI06m3 per annum by the end of 1969.

~he Egyptian authorities are planning to augment the extraction till it

reaches 2, 400xl0 6m3 /year by the year 2000. (Ref .1.1-9) The extraction of

the target volume will lead to further decline of the piezometric head and

cessation of the artesian flow. Another problem of the development

project is the human problem in that many of the managerial staff do not

like living in such isolated areas.

Desalination of brackish water and seawater is a key application of the

non-conventional water resources development. The ocean holds

lo338xl0 6 km3 of seawater, which accounts 96.5 % of the total water

reserves of the earth of 1, 386xI0 6km 3 . In some of the more dry parts of

the Hiddle East. in particular the Arabian Gulf states, where conventional

good quality of waters are not available and-or extremely limited I

desalination of seawater has been commonly used to solve the water supply
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1.2 Ohjectives. Concepts and Scope of the Study

a) Hater conservation and diversion of existing water systems from one

use to another.

There are now several changes in the political situation since the Iraq

invasion to Kuwait in 1990, that may form part of a comprehensive

resolution of the Israel-Arab problem. This may make integrated

development concept not only technically and economically feasible but

politically desirable and urgent.

Non-conventional water resources need to be developed properly in an

integrated planning context such as a national water master plan.

However, by the first decades of the twenty-first century almost all

states in the arid region will be facing severe water shortages in urban

centers as populations continue to grow. Water resources planning for the

twenty-first century in the arid regioT!. may therefore comprise following

alternatives;

development including de salina tionb) Non-conventional wa ter

and re-use of treated sewage.

c) Mu1 ti-na tional fresh wa ter transfer or importation by pipeline, tanker

or barge, including;

- Ceyhan-Seyhan-Hiddle East Peace Pipeline

- Euphrates diversion from Iraq to North Jordan

- Shatt EI-Arab diversion from Iraq to Kuwait

- Manavgat-Hediterranean !'Iedusa Bae; Carrier (Ref 1.1-10)

d) Other marginal non-conventional measures including weather

modification, dual (distribution) system, and rain harvesting.

surface water but also non-conventional water resources such as fossil

groundwater, brackish groundwater, seawater, saline drainage water and re

use of treated sewage effluents. The potential contribution of the

marginal waters to meet the anticipated water demand in Israel and Jordan

will be a unique initiative. Another option will be diversion of the

existing water system from one use to another; from agriculture to

municipal and industry, as has happened in large population centers in

Arizona in U.S.A.

problems for the increasing demand in the municipal and industrial (M&I)

Th-e cost of the brackish groundwater desalination is competitive,

while the seawater desalination is invariably high. The cost is largely

influenced by petroleum prices. Two-third of the world installations of

the desalting plant are located in the oil-rich states in the Middle East

which could purchase massive quantities of desalting equipment.

Israel has experienced much difficulty in making additional water supplies

available since the late 1960s, when it was using as much as 95 Z of the

total renewable water sources available in its terri tory (Ref .1.1-8) .

Almost one-half of Israel's total water supply is dependent on the water

that has been diverted or pre-empted from Arab sources located outside the

pre-1957 boundaries (Ref .1.1-1). The main effort had to be shifted to

milking more efficient use of available supplies rather than increasing the

capacit.y of hydraulic structures. In neighboring Jordan, almost all the

rene'oJable waters are going to be fully exploited by the mid to end 1990s

when the on-going AI-Wuheda dam project on the Yarmouk river is

completed. This is the largest tributary not yet fully developed in the

Jordan river system. After constructing the diversion tunnel in late 1989,

the project was stopped owing to strong opposition from the Israeli

government ",hich is the administrator of occupied Palestine or the West

Bank.

.~ solar-hydro scheme by a Hedi terranean-Dead Sea (HDS) Canal was proposed

by Israel in 1980. The scheme which has multiple socia-economic and

political ramifications was intended to convey water from the

Mediterranean Sea to the Dead Sea via canals and tunnels utilizing the

height difference of close to 400 m to generate 600 MW of electricity. In

addition, proposals were made to use the water for cooling nuclear power

stations rated at 1,800 MW, and to investigate the feasibility of

generating 1,500 MW from Dead Sea as a solar pond (ReL1.1-I). There has

been no presentation of the concept of sharing resources with other

countries and no effort at joint development. The MDS project was soon

put aside, owing to the strong opposition from Arab states and others with

the confusion and drop of the world oil market price in 1984. In recent

days, however, talk of the much-disc~ssed Hediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS)

Canal has again been revived by worldwide attention to use of clean energy

and safe guarding the global environment.

Priority in water resources development in each state is still based on

development of the nation's ow"Il water resources including not only the

conventional fresh water resources such as renewable groundwater and the

This study attempts to evaluate some new non-conventional approaches to

resources which need to be taken into account in building the new

peace in the Middle East. These new approach offer the opportunity to
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introduce new applications of well-tried technology to solve long-standing

water problems which are at the center of many of the potential sources

conflicts.

This planning study introduces following five concepts;

1) Integration of development alternatives in the context of a water

master plan, including non-conventional water resources applications

in the arid region.

2) Co-generation for clean energy and water, including solar-hydro,

groundwater-hydro and hydro-powered reverse osmosis desalination.

3) Strategic use of non-conventional water resources for sustainable

development, including brackish water, seawater and reclaimed waste-

4) Joint development with sharing of resources for multi-national basin

development of the Jordan river and Dead Sea.

5) Water resources planning for a peace foundation settlement, including

Israel-Palestine-Arab issues.

The arid zone occupies about one-third of the land area of the earth, and

includes both some advanced countries and many developing cOl;1ntries in

North and South America, North and Southwest Africa, the Middle East,

Central Asia, West Asia and Australia. This study is not a worldwide

review of arid zone hydrology and water resources development but a case

study on water resources planning in the developing countries of the

t-liddle East. In this study, the t-liddle East includes the whole

geographical region including Kuwait, Jordan, Palestine and Israel where

the peace of the world is at risk.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis consists of six chapters with two annexes. Chapter-I being

this introduction.

Chapter-II has been initiated to review arid zone hydrology and problems

and constraints of water resources development and management in the arid

zone including non-conventional water resources development alternatives.

Section 2.1 reviews the causation, definition of arid zone in a context

of global water cycle and balance. Sections 2.2 to 2.5 describe the
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nature of the hydrology and riparian issues of major multi-national rivers

in the Middle East such as rivers of Tigris-Euphrates, Indus, Nile and

Jordan. Section 2.6 examines the world's first major challenge to control

river salinity problems by installing the world' s largest reverse osmosis

(RO) desalinating plant at Yuma on the lower reaches of Colorado river.

Section 2.7 describes large scale non-renewable or fossil groundwater

development projects which are being carried out in Saudi Arabia, Egypt

(New Valley project) and Libya (Great t-lan-made River project). Sections

2.8-2.9 describe desalination practices in the Arabian peninsula including

brackish groundwater desalination by reverse osmosis (RO) in Bahrain and

seawater distillation in the Arabian Gulf countries. Section 2.10

describes pioneer groundwater-hydro projects in Chile and Libya. Section

2.11 describes the world's first solar-hydro and seawater pumped-storage

schemes in Egypt. Section 2.12 summarizes the review studies in Chapter

II and suggests the implications of marginal waters as non-conventional

wa ler resources development in the arid region.

Chapters III to V are the application studies which attempt to conceive a

sustainable water resources development plan including the non

conventional alternatives. The application studies have been carried out

including Kuwait, Jordan, Palestine and Israel where the peace of the

world is at a risk.

Desalination of brackish groundwater and seawater is the topic of this

study, taking into account of energy saving made possible by recent

innovations in reverse osmosis (RO) membrane technology. A new co

generation approach is proposed to demonstrate a way that potential

energy can be used in developing on water resources system, including

groundwater and seawater. which has not before been utilized in the

context of conventional water resources development. This approach aims

to coordinate 1) groundwater-hydro, ii) solar-hydro, and iii) hydro

powered reverse osmosis (RO) desalination in an integrated development

The study aims to cope with water resources planning for a peace

foundation settlement with the concept of shared resources and their joint

development between Israel-Palestine-Jordan, by taking into account the

various recent changes in the political situation in the Middle East since

1990-91 Gulf war.

Chapter-III considers the application of hydro-powered reverse osmosis

(RO) desalination to marginal water resources development in Kuwait and a
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case study on the brackish groundwater development with hybrid RO. The

unit wat.er cost.s have been est.imated t.o compare the cost. effect.iveness of

various desalination methods including conventional thermal (MSF) process

and membrane process with hydro-powered RO application.

Sections 3.1-3.3 describe the physiography, hydrology and water resources

of Kuwait. Sections 3.4-3.5 describe t.he experimental reverse osmosis

desalinat.ion projects which have been undertaken in Kuwait since 1985 on

both seawater and brackish groundwater. Section 3.6 sets out a proposal

for applying hydro-powered reverse osmosis desalination to brackish

groundwater development in t.he southwestern part of Kuwait. Section 3.7

presents a water master plan study for the marginal water resources

development in Kuwait.

Chapter-IV considers the application of non-conventional water resources

development to a national water master plan for Jordan. Jordan has a

limited potential for renewable water resources development and this will

be exhausted by the mid to end 1990s. There are, however, various

development alternatives for both conventional waters such as surface

water and groundwater, and non-conventional waters including brackish

waters, seawater and urban waste water.

Sections 4.1-4.3 describe the background and water resources development

and management of Jordan. Section 4.4 provides an inventory of potential

non-conventional water resources in Jordan. Section 4.5 describes a key

proposal for co-generation by brackish groundwater reverse osmosis (RO)

desalination and groundwater-hydro to sustain the non-renewable and

renewable wa er resources system in he south Jordan. Sect.ion 4.6 presents

a master plan st.udy on non-conventional water use in the extent of a

nalional water master plan for Jordan.

Chapter-V describes the integrated water resources development and

management of the Jordan river system, with the aim of mitigating the

historical complexities, commonalties and conflicts between Israel and the

Arab states. is shown to provide an opportunity for sharing resources and

joint development between Israel and Jordan.

Sections 5.1-5.2 describe the background and water resources of Israel.

Section 5.3 is a review of Jordan river development and Israel's water

resources development and management. Section 5.4 provides a case study on

the joint IsraelI Jordan Medi terranean-Dead Sea conduit scheme, which is a

key proposal in the new co-generation system coupling reverse osmosis (RO)
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seawat.er desalination with solar-hydro. Section 5.5 is a master plan study

on mult.i-national water resources development., management. including

im ortation options among Israel and Middle East. st.ates.

Chapter-VI contains the concluding remarks and recommendations for the

further study.

Annex-I describe the world state of the art in reverse osmosis (RO)

desalination, which has important implications for water resources

planning in the twenty-first century.

Annex-II gives physiography of Jordan and Israel and a historical review

of multi-national river development of the Jordan river system including

notes on negotiations over water allocation problems between Israel and

other riparian states from 1948 to 1967. Some recommendations for the

future plan of the joint development and management of the Jordan river

system are given in the supplement of Annex-II.
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II. REVIEW STUDIES ON ARID ZONE HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT

2.1 Arid Zone in Global Atmospheric Circulation and 'Water Resources

Conce=n over global climatic changes caused by growing atmospheric

conce trations of carhon dioxide and other trace gases has increased in

recent years. Recent symptomatic global climatic changes such as EI-Nino

and Sahel drought and/or desertification have improved our understanding

of atmospheric dynamics and global climate systems. One of the most

important consequences of future changes in climate will be alterations in

regional hydrological cycles and subsequent effects on the quality and

quanti ty of regional wa ter resources. Yet these consequences are poorly

understood. Recent hydrological research strongly suggests tha tit is

plausible that climatic changes caused by increases in atmospheric trace

gas concentrations will i) alter the timing and magnitude of runoff and

soil moisture, ii) change in lake levels and groundwater availability, and

iii) affect water quality. Such a scenario raises the possibility of

dramatic environmental and socio-economic dislocations and has widespread

implica tions for future water resources planning and management.

By looking at the variat.ions of climate and hydrologic conditions in

geological time, we can simulate the analogues of the future greenhouse

conditions which may cause significant changes in water availability.

Nicolson and Flohn (1980, Ref.2.1-1) explored water availability in Africa

using a variety of paleoclimatic records. They suggested that parts of

[he Sahel region which were drier 18,000 years before present (B.P.),

became more moist in the period 10 I 000-4,500 years B. P., and then became

drier up to the present. These changes can then be related to possible

driving forces in global atmospheric circulation, which may explain the

hugt'> 2:ilount of fossil groundwater resources st.ored in the extensive Nubian

sanustones of the Sahara desert during the late Pleistocene age.

I,-iater differs markedly from most other natural resources by its remarkable

property of continuous renewal in the water cycle, the main link in which

is water exchange between oceans and the land. The world ocean is a

giantic evaporator which, in this natural cycle, is the main source of

fresh \~·ater. The fresh water falls as atmospheric precipitation and is the

source of all water flows and water accumulation on land. The greater

part of the water on the earth, approximately 97.5 %, is salt water and
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water that is mineralized.

The volume of fresh water amounts to 35,029,000 km 3 , or 2.52 % of the

total e.mount of water reserved on the earth. Rivers and streams account

for 0.006 Z, fresh water lakes for 0.26 Z and water contained in the

atmosphere for 0.001 % of the total quantity of fresh water. The rest

fresh water component includes soil moisture, permanent snow cover, marsh,

active groundwater (Ref.2.1-2) From the end of the 19th century

onwards. the attention of many scientists has been directed to the problem

of the connection between atmospheric precipitation, runoff and

evaporat1.on in river basins. Water resources development in the 20th

century has been directed to exploiting river streams, lake water and

ground,Yater of which the qualities have had to be exclusively fresh.

Saline waters such as seawater and brackish water, of which storage

potential is estimated to be as much as 97.5 % of the water on the earth

(Ref.2 .1-2), may suggest their increasingly important roles in water

resources planning of arid countries in the 21st century.

2.1.1 Causation of arid zone

On a world scale there is a sharp fall in rainfall near 30 0 la ti tude

(horse latitude) in both hemispheres (Fig.2.1.1-1), and in places, notably

in west coastal Chile and Peru. rainfall is almost unknown and/or zero

record (Fig.2.1.1-2). Since this aridity affects oceans as well as

cont..inents, it is apparent that there must be exist some process whereby

rainfall is suppressed, for there is no shortage of water for

evaporation. We shall look for this process among the dynamic factors

associated 'Iyith the general circulation of the atmosphere.

The immediate causes of this aridity can be listed as follows; the first

is the tendency towards divergent wind-flow at low levels, especially in

the pole-ward parts of the trade winds (Fig.2.1.1-3). This divergence

causes general subsidence of the air column throughout the low troposphere

.....here the wa ter vapor is concentra ted. Dynamic warming associated with

t.his subsidence tends to lower the relative humidity and disperse cloud;

it also create an impressive degree of hydrostatic stability. so that

convection currents and shmYer-type precipitation are inhibited. At sea

the trade winds have a shallow, moist layer of moving air capped by a

stable or inversion layer, above which the air is very dry. Over land, as

in the Sahara, in northern Mexico. Australia and much of the Middle East

(in summer) the dryness may extend to ground level. Hence surface

divergence, general subsidence. low humidities and an absence of deep
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convection form a causally connected sequence over much (but not all) of

the subtropical world. The second cause of aridity, not truly independent

of the first, is the existence of high pressure zones near the latitudes

of 30 degrees north and south (Fig.2.1.1-4). Over the ocean, this high

pressure is recorded at sea level, but inland it may be necessary to

ascend to levels of 2-3 km before experiencing the propagation of

disturbances, and the subtropical high pressure belt which is continuous

in both hemispheres, though considerably modified in form over southern

Asia in summer. The sub-tropical high pressure belts also separate the

circumpolar westerlies from the tropical easterlies. As is well known,

both Hesterlies and easterlies are affected by traveling wave

perturbations, which account for a good part of the precipitation in both

regimes. The amplitude of both sets of waves is at a minimum near the

axis of the subtropical highs; hence the subtropics are least likely to be

affected by rain-bearing disturbances. This constitutes the second cause

of widespread aridity.

In general it should be stressed that low humidities throughout a deep

layer in the lower troposphere invariably lead to aridity, while very dry

climates may also occur in areas of high atmospheric humidity. Thus parts

of the arid southwestern United States of America are dry, not because of

low humidities, but because of the ineffectiveness of rain-making

disturbances (Ref. 2 .1.1-1).

A further point is that.. remoteness from the sea is not a guarantee of

drought; high moisture contents occur deep in the interior of Amazonia,

more than 2,000 km from the ocean along any possible direct streamline,

and rainfall is heavy. Yet extremely low rainfalls occur in many areas

along oceanic coasts, as in Chile. Peru, Morocco and South-West Africa

(see Figs.2.1.1-1&2). The point is. of course, that local sources of

evaporation playa very small role in precipitation, which tends in most

instances to fall from moist air-streams of which the humidity has been

derived from very remote surfaces .

The aridity of the subtropics thus emerges as an aspect of world climate

dependent on deep-seated features of the earth's general atmospheric

circulation. It does not arise from local or man-made circumstances, but

from natural causes involving exceedingly large energy transformations and

momentum transports. It has not been conceived that the regime can be

significantly altered by hwnan intervention. Present discussion in the

early 1990s, however, is based on the worldwide concern with global

climatic changes, which may be due to the substantial increases of carbon
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dioxide caused by the industrialization since World War II.

It is equally unlikely that any past climatic epoch can have experienced a

complete absence of subtropical aridity. As we have seen, the maintenance

of the mid-latitude westerlies absolutely requires the existence of

compensating easterlies in the tropics. Similarly the transfer of

momentum and heat northward in the tropics requires the existence of a

Hadley cell (Figs.2.1.1-3&4), with subsidence (and hence low humidity and

drought) at some subtropical latitude. Hence it seems likely that the

arid zone can have been no more than constricted in extent and driven a

few degrees equator-ward at the height of recent glacial development; it

can hardly have been eliminated altogether (Ref.2.1 1-2).

2.1.2 Definition and classification of arid zone

Deserts have been mapped in regions as diverse such as low and high

latitude zones, inland continents, and coastal zones. Cold deserts,

v;hich are situated in high mountain ranges or high latitude zones, are not

i eluded in this study. This study deals warm deserts which are situated

in the zones between the tropics and the emperate zones.

One of the simplest classification of dry climates states simply that 10

in. (250 nun) is the dividing line between arid and semi-arid and 20 in. (500

nun) between semi-arid and humid (refer to Fig.2.1.1-1). Although these

crit.eria are scorned by many scientific geographers and climatologists, it

is actually not bad for the standard climatic classifications.

types of the world.

Another philosopher analyses the temperature and precipitation ratios of

individual months. The monthly indices, including mean monthly

precipitation (Pm) and temperature (Pt), are then summarized into an

annual figure. Thus, de Martonne's index becomes the total of twelve

monthly indices each of which is calculated as " 12*Pm/ (Tm+l0) ".

Thornth"'aite's (1948; Ref.2.1.2-4) basic system is more complex, but uses

only mean monthly temperature and precipitation to arrive at a figure for

estimated potential evapotranspiration (PEt). An aridity index (AI) was

proposed to classify the arid regions, which assumes; i) AI=O for P-=PEt,

~i) AI=-100 for P=O, iii) AI=+100 for P is much greater than PEt.

Following ranges of the aridity index (AI) were used;

Zone Cia s sif ica tion Aridity Index 16.ll
Semi temperate 0 - -10

Semi-arid -20 - -40

Arid <-40

Thornswaite's method has been widely used by climatologists owing to its

simple methodology. For the irrigation engineer, however, the method of

estimating the parameters for pot.ential evapotranspiration was found to be

not accurate enough to be used for design purpose. He has introduced

:actors of soil to the point where his latest indices can no longer be

considered purely climatic (Thornthwaite and Mather, 1957; Ref 2.1.2-5).

Most classifications today use combinations of temperature and

precipitation, in order to make some allowance for the increasing

evaporation with higher temperatures. De Martonne (1926&1942; Ref.2.1.2

1&2) ar.d Koppen (1923; Ref.2.1.2-3) both used figures of mean annual

reci. itation (P) and temperature (T). The basic de Martonne formula

(2.1.2-1) gives an index of aridity (I) which is a true sliding scale

without artificial break points.

I (Index of aridity) = _.!'. 
T + 10

.(2.1.2-1)

An early version of the concept of evaporation balance devised by

Albrecht Penck (1910; Ref. 2 .1. 2-6), who used the geomorphic factor of

hydrographic balance for a broad climatic classification. De Martonne

(1942; Ref. 2 .1. 2-2) drew a world map upon such a basis.

Emberger (1955; Ref.2.1.2.?) uses mean annual precipitation (P), mean

daily maximum tempera ture of the warmest month (M), and mean daily minimum

tempera ure of the coldest month (m), all combined into a single "moisture

quotient" (Q) using following formula;

Unlike the formulae of Koppen, Thornthwaite, or de Martonne, the moisture

quotient of Emberger cannot be used by itself to make a valid climatic

Koppen's formula has rigid break points, but at least these are varied

according to the season of maximum rainfall. The margin between arid and

semi-arid would be " R (Rainfall) = T + 11 ". Koppen's formulas were an

attempt to assign climatic values to the limits of the main vegetation

Q = - l.!'. - x 1000
(11+m) (M-m)

(2.1.2-2)
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map. His maps appear to be based upon his profound knowledge of

vegetation, not upon the mapping of climatic data. After mapping the

veget.at.ion zones, he determines the associated moisture quotients and

other climatic values within the zones. Thus, the northern limit of his

arid zone in north-west Africa varies from a moisture quotient of 16 to

one of 40. In characterizing he climate of his stations, he uses the

actual mean daily minimum temperature of the coldest month, as well as the

mC'istt:.re quotient. His maps for north-west Africa, which he calls

bioclimatic zone maps, are of fundamental value for all geographers and

climatologists. Because of the accuracy and detail of his mapping, the

maps form a valuable test of the vegetation validity of any climatic

system. A simple check shows, for example, that de Maronne's index of 10

would serve fairly well a s the northern limi t of Emberger' s Medi terranean

arid bioclimatic zone.

Meigs, who was a chairman of Arid Zone Commission of the International

Geographical Union, made a global arid zone map in 1951 (Fig.2.1.2-1), of

which the zonal classifications have been widely used in arid zone

research since World War II. Meigs classification is based on regional

tempera tures (mean monthly maximurn and minimum) and the duration of dry

periods. His arid index map has the following three sub-regions; 1)

extremely-arid region, 2) arid region, and 3) semi-arid region. The

extremely-arid region includes annual sum of zero record of rainfall for

twelve months continuous observation, 't...hich occupies about 4 Z of land

area of the earth. The arid region comprises that with a minimum of one

month of rainy season, which covers about 15 % of the land area of the

earth. The semi-arid region includes a rainy season with an rainfall

of 100-200 mm, which occupies abou 14.6 Z of the land area of the

earth. (Ref.2.1.2-8)

2.1.3 Global atmospheric circulation and climatic changes in the arid

In the last couple of decades low Sahel rainfall, possibly related to

climatic changes, has reduced water availability in North Africa. Folland

and Palmer (1986; Ref.2.1.3-1) noted that there is a strong inverse

relationship between worldwide Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and Sahel ian

rainfall. The SST has been rising since the late 1960s, which period

corresponds with decreasing of rainfall in the Sahelian region. The

presenL .tncrease in SST is considered likely to be linked with global

climatic change, which suggests the warming up of the climate by the
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greenhouse effect. However, the rising SST may also be linked to El Nino

Southern Oscillations (E~SO).

The ';1 Kino events have occurred in 1972-73, 1976-77 and 1982-83 resulting

in drought in the Sahel. Failure or weakening of the Guinea monsoon

seriously reduced the rainfall on the E hiopian Highlands. Most of the

major rivers of North Africa originate in the Central African Uplands,

Atlas Ranges and Ethiopian Highlands (see Section 2.2.4). More than 80Z

of the Nile's water originates in the Ethiopian Highlands. The reservoir

level in Lake Nasser has fallen by more than 18 meters in the last seven

years owing to the African drought. (Ref.2.1.3-2) As a result usable

effective storages are only one fifth (20xl0 9 m3 ) of the 1979 level.

The increasing albedo is another climatic factor that affects water

rpsources. Desertification has increased the albedo level in the

catchment area of Northern Africa rivers. The net effect of high albedo

level is that the sun's energy is reflected to the atmosphere to heat the

air, causing increased evaporation and transpiration I resul ting a decrease

in the potential water resources.

2 .J.. 4 Paleo-climatology and water resources planning

Abou: 10,000 years B. P., the global clima te was moist and cooler

indicating atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations between 260 and 290

mg/1. The earth was covered with 6.2 billion hectares of forest as

compared to 4.1 billion hectares today at the end of the last (4th)

glacial age. (Ref.2.1.4-1)

Kicholson and Flohn (1980, Ref.2.1.4-2) explored water availability in

Africa using a variety of paleoclimatic records. The suggest that parts

ot the Sahel region were drier 18,000 years before present (B.P.), became

Clore moist and cooler with frequent rains in the period 10,000-4,500 years

D.P., and then became drier up to the present. Similarly, Goodfriend et

al. (1986, Ref.2.1.4-3) explored the paleoclimatic evidence for climatic

changes in the area of Jordan River Basin and Dead Sea. They identified

large fluctuations in the level of terminal lake of Dead Sea in the late

Pleistocene period up through 4,300 years B.P.

Reconstructions record back several centuries can provide valuable

informa~.ion on both past climatic conditions and the vulnerability of our

'hrater resources system to the future change. In a striking example.

Stockton and Jacoby (1976, Ref.2.1.4-4) used tree rings to extend the
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runoff record in he Colorado river basin back more than 400 years

(Fig.2.1.4-1). l3C isotope of the tree rings was used for the environment

This kind of study has direct water management and policy

implications. For example, the original 1922 Colorado river water

allocation was based on the hydrologic record available at the time: about

30 years from the late 1890s to the early 1920s. In 1976, when the

historical record was reconstructed back to the middle 1500s, the period

from 1890 to 1920s stood out as a time of abnormally high runoff

(Fig.2.1.4-1). The 400-year record now shows that more water was allocated

tel user~ than is likely to be available on a long-term average basis. If

the long-term record had been available in 1922, the over-allocation might

not have occurred. These changes can then be related to possible driving

forces in the global atmospheric circulation.

Paleo-Carbon Dioxide and Greenhouse Effect

The at.mospheric carbon dioxide (C0 2 ) concentrations in air particles

trapped in the 2,200 meter Vostock ice cores have been analyzed to examine

the historical changes of the climate since 160,000 years B.P (Ref.2.1.4

5). These Antarctic ice cores also provided temperature information for

the snme period based on oxygen isotope (180 ) ratio. The derived

l~m1Jer.)ture changes, closely match changes in carbon dioxide

( mrenaations (Fig.2.1.4-2).

Gammon et a1. (1985: Ref .2.1.4-6) reviewed the history of atmospheric CO
2

from 108 years ago to the present. During Cretaceous (100,000,000 years

B.P) age the carbon dioxide level was perhaps as high as several thousand

parts per million, and then dropped to 200-300 mgjl during the glacial

inter-glacial cycles of the past few million years through 10,000 years

B.P. Since 19 century, the carbon dioxide level increased to about 350

mgtl, \.;hich could owing to the accelerated burning of fossil fuels as an

energy source. (Fig.2.1.4-3) North America, I-iestern Europe and the USSR

and the Soviet block countries emit 67.4 Z of the carbon dioxide to

sustain the industrial activities. (Ref.2.1.4-7)

The scientists of the Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project (COHMAP) have

assembled a global array of well-documented paleoclimatic data and general

circulation models (GCMs). The GCMs model was developed to look at soil

moisture in the mid continental region of the United States of America and

concluded that significant drying may occur if the concentration of carbon
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dioxide (C0 2 ) in the Earth's a mosphere " doubled (Ref.2.1.4-8). The

GCMs-generated hydrologic data suffer from twO major limitations; namely

i) the spatial resolution of GCMs is tOO coarse to provide hydrologic

information on a scale ypically of interest to hydrologist, and ii)

hydrologic parameterizations in GCMs are very simple and often do not

provide the detailed information necessa:,y for wa er resources planning

(Ref .:.1.e-9). The hybrid (COHMAP-GCM) model simulates the historical

worldwide climatic changes in the atmosphere. geosphere. and biosphere

that accompanied the transition from glacial to inter-glacial conditions

during the past 18, 000 years with geologic and paleo-ecologic evidence

(Ref. 2.1. "-1 0), of which the results are to be used not for predicting the

changes if'. water resources systems in future but for understanding the

change in global clima te in a time of geological scale.

To assess the implications of greenhouse effect for water resources in the

arid t.o semi-arid regions, regional-scale details of future changes are

needed ::or temperature, precipi ta tion. evapora tion, soil moisture, and

other hyJ:.-o-climatological va:-iables. It is simply assumed that the more

ll1CreaSlnb concentrations of greenhouse gases will give an adverse effect

on the water resources in the tropic-temperate arid zones.

2.1.5 Nature of hydrological cycle and global water balance

Eyd:'o!o_',:; is concerned with the occurrence and ffi0vement of the water on

t~e ea:-:i.. hater is one of the cormnonest substances in nature. It occurs

in chemically combined orms. f:-ee stales. and biosphere. The free states

include r,roundwater and soil moisture in the upper layer of the

l':"thosphere and in he soil cover, and water in oceans, seas. lakes,

r':"vel-s. glaciers, and pe:-manent snow covers. A small amount of wa er

~~l:-~ ::-. the atmosphere as water vapor. water drops. and ice crystals.

Un.:':"ke ether natura: resources. water is continually moving and changing

from on!.! form to anothe:. The movement is a characteristic of all forms

The movements of ocean currents, rivers, groundwater runoff I

hu:nid ail over oceans and COntlnents, and transpiration, which are links

in the inLer-connected water cycle of :lature.

General concept of the global hydrological cycle is illustrated in

r':"g. 2.:'.5-1. The rectangles of the figure denote various forms of water

sl.crage: in the atmosphere, on the surface of the ground, in the

u:lsaturated soil moisture in tne groundwater reservoir below the
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water table, in the channel network draining the basin, or in the oceans.

The arrows the diagram denote the various hydrological processes

responsible for the transfer of water from one form of storage to another.

Thus the precipitable water (W) in the atmosphere may be transformed by

precipitation (P) to water stored on the surface of the ground. In the

reverse direction water may be transferred from the surface of the ground

by evaporation (E) or from the unsaturated soil by transpiration through

vegetation and subsequent evaporation from the leaf surface (ET).

Some of the wa ter on the surface of the ground will infil tra te through the

surface into the unsaturated soil (F) but some of its may find its way as

overland flow (Qo) into the channel network. During precipitation, if the

field moisture deficit of the soil which has arisen since the previous

precipitation is substantially satisfied then there will be either

recharge (R) to the groundwater or else lateral interflow (Qi) through the

sa tura ted soil into the channel network.

The groundwater storage is depleted by groundwater outflow (Qg) which

enters the channel network and supplies the streamflow during dry periods.

During prolonged droughts, soil moisture may be replenished by capillary

rise (C) from groundwater to the unsaturated zone and subsequent loss to

the a tmosphere by evapotranspiration.

Overland flow (Qo), lateral interflow (Qi) and groundwater outflow (Qg)

are all combined and modified in the channel network to form the runoff

(Ro) from the area for which the balance is being calculated. These

various hydrological processes form the subject. matter of physical

hydrology.

The quantities of water in the ocean, atmosphere, ice masses, lakes and

rivers may be evaluated not so much difficult. It is more difficult to

uf'lermine the amount contained in living organisms, and in the

liLIHlsphere. The figure of greatest uncertainty is that for inactive

gluund·",'ater. A general idea of the world water reserves is shown in

Tab.21.5-1. The total reserves of water is preliminarily estimated to be

about 1. 386x10 9km 3 . The breakdown of the volume of each form of water is

shown below; (Ref.2.1.5-1)

The volume of water in the ocean is estimated to be 1, 338xl0 6km 3 by

assuming the area of ocean covers of 361.3xl0 6kn,z and its average depth of

about 3.7 km, which represents about 96.5 % of the total water reserves of

the earth.

The amounts of water in the ice of polar regions and in the glaciers of

mountalnous regions are estimated to be about 24xI0 6km 3 , which account

68.7 i, of the earth's total resources of fresh water.

Inactive groundwater

Substantial amounts of water are stored in the lithosphere. The amount of

gra';ity water contained in the pores and cracks of saturated strata, which

is an inactive groundwater in the earth's crust, is estimated to be

23.4xl0 6km 3 , by assuming the effective porosity of 5 to 15 % and a maximum

depth of 2,000 m.

Active groundwater

Tnp depths of fresh-water accumulations vary, depending on local

R~c)logical characteristics. By assuming an effective depth of aquifer

between 200 and 600 m, the volume of active groundwater is preliminarily

estima ted to be 10. 53x10 6km 3 . which is 30 % of the total volume of fresh

Soil moisture is more closely related to weather conditions than is

ground",,'ater. During the wet seasons moisture is stored in the soil, while

is is removed by evaporation and transpiration in the dry seasons. The

sr.nr.:J.ge of moisture in the soil is estimated to be O. 016xI0 6km 3 , by

£ssumir:.g a soil layer of 2 m thick with 10% of moisture in average.

There are a numerous lakes in the world. Large lakes with an area of more

than 100 km
2

may store 95 % of the total reserves in all lakes in the

",,·orid. The total water volume in the world's 145 large lakes amounts to
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o.168xln6k.'113. which is 95 % of the world' s total of 0.176x10 6km3 Of this.

O.091xl0 6 ;m3 is a fresh-wat.er lakes, while approximately half the water in

~akes 0.085x10 6 km 3 ) is salty. Host of che salty lake water is

concen:rated in the large lakes withou outlet such as Dead Sea and

Caspian Sea.

The intensive construction of large dams has been carried out especially

sin,'t" I";or':'d \o;'ar II. which created a large reservoirs in the course of the

mJ.J0::" :'1.Ver. The total capacity of the 10,000 reservoirs of the world

amounts to about O. 005xl0 6km 3 with capaclty of about 0 002xl0
6

km
3

\.,'hich -ootrols approxima ely 14 % of the total annual river runoff of

O .. ,/.5:<1 6 km 3.

Harshes occur in many areas of the earth. These are mostly of peat

mal-shes in countries with temperate climates and their equivalents in

tropic.:..:.~ and equatorial areas. The total amount of marsh water in the

". ::~ is ,'reliminarily estimated to be 0.011xl0
6

km
3

The total water storage in river channels of the world at a given moment

<'stimated at 0.002xl0 6km 3 , which accounts only 0.006 % of all fresh

v."a:..,.~:::. hm'lever, it is of great importance to development as a continually

renpwed "..Til er supply.

v;at er is contained in the atmosphere in the form of water vapor, water

(~tT'P" i.lnC ice crystals. The total quantity of moisture in the atmosphere

.::r.:lluntr tn about O.OI2xI0 6km 3 . which is equivalent to 25 mm of water if

sprlo"'au over the whole surface of the globe.

2.1.6 Remarks on globa ......ate: reserves and yo'ater

Tnt' :.:0 .... <11 amount of water in the hydrological cycle is constant and can

nel the!" l'le increased nor diminished. From the global scale water budget

study (\UL] ined above, it looks as though there is more than enough fresh

water to meet the demands of human survival both now and in the

foreseeable future. However. wate: is often available in the wrong place,

at thE' ...}rong time, or in the wrong quality. This uneven distribution is
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highlighted in the arid region. In many of the countries in the Middle

East. the hydrological cycle is being disturbed by over-exploitation

either depleting or causing deterioration of the fresh water system

including both rivers and groundwater aquifers.

The salt waters including seawater and brackish waters in the rivers and

aquifers have been conceived as either useless or harmless, and outside

the scope of the water resources planning except where neither

conver.tional river water nor groundwate:::- of good quality could exist. The

volume of conventional fresh water reserves on the earth are, however,

es imated to be minimal compared with other forms of water such as

sea"ater w ich accounts for 96.5 % of the total water on the earth.

Pot~ential groundwater reserves are estimated to be as high as 30 % of the

total fresh water reserves. However, brackish water is predominant in the

major aC!uifers of the arid region owing to the minimal rainfall and hence

minimal groundwater recharge.

Most of ::he known conventional water resources such as river water and

ground~~'ater of good quality or low salinity have already been developed or

ar~ goiil.g to be fully exploi ed in most countries of the Middle East.

t~on-conventional waters such as seawa~er and brackish waters including

both surface and groundwater', therefore, seem likely to play an

incr'casingly important role in water resources planning of the arid

rer,ion for the twenty-first century, by taking into account the advances

a;l"': in:1CH'ations of desalting technologies including reverse osmosis

applicnt.ions to save energy and cost.
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2.2 The Tigris-Euphrates River

Despite the great size of the Middle East, there are only three rivers,

the Nile, the Euphrates and the Tigris, which can be classified as large

rivers by Horld standards. The watersheds of the both Euphrates and Tigris

are situated within the Middle East, dominantly in the countries of

Turkey, Syria and Iraq. (Fig.2.2-1)

The Euphrates river, which is the longest inter-state river in the Western

Asia, has been developed since 4000 B.C. Several ancient civilizations in

Mesopotamia were supported by basin irrigation from the Tigris-Euphrates

Owing to the extremely arid climate, however, the farm lands on

the Mesopotamian alluvials have been suffered from salt accumulation and

"ater-10gging problems since 2400 B.C. of the Sumerian age. The ancient

civilization disappeared in accordance with the abandonment of

irrigation-canal systems. It would be obvious that the washing down of

rhe accumulated salts, or leaching as it is called, can be carried out

only in an efficient drain area, which requires careful water management

to sustain the irrigation system.

Before Turkey began building large dams on the Euphrates, the river's

averagp annual flow at the Turkish-Syrian border was about 30xl0 9m3 . To

rnis, a rurther 1.8xl0 9m3 is added in Syria from the Khabour river, a

major t.ributary. On several occasions in recent years, low water levels in

the Lakt! Assad reservoir, behind the Tabqa dam have restricted the hydro

pOHer output (with installed capacity at 800 HW) and irrigation

develorment. In the longer term, however. a reduction of the Euphrates

...vater C'ntering the country could be a major constraint on Syrian power

f.,pI:.t?ratlon and agriculture. Iraq could receive 33xl0 9m3 per annum of

rivpr \..-31.e[" at Hit, 200 km downstream from the Syrian border before 1970s

when both Turkey and Syria built a series of large dams on the Euphrates

l"J.ver. By the end of 1980s. the flow discharge decreased to as little as

8x10om 3 rer annum at Hit. In 1989, eighty per-cent (80Z) of the natural

runoff at the Euphrates river has just been developed by adding third

large c.1eJ.:ll of "Ataturk", which is the biggest dam in the Turkey with a

gross reservoir storage volume of 48.7xI0 9m3 (effective volume at

19. 3xIO
Q

m3 ).

Th~· Euphrates river development, which comprise the problems of not only

quanti~j' issue but quality issue such as increasing river salinity in the

d~)y,,'nstream delta. examined distinguish the complexities,
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?ommonal ties, and conflict of riparian issues of the Middle East, where

the peace of the world is at risk.

Historically the river development was limited to the lower reaches of the

Tigris-Euphrates in the semi-arid and arid zones. The valleys of the

Euphrates and the Tigris encompass the northern portion of the famous

"Fertile C:escent", the birth place of the Mesopotamian civilizations.

Owing to salt accumulation, water-logging, and poor management of the

canal sy~;tem, the irrigated lands were progressively abandoned and the old

civilizations declined (Sumerian culture: 2400 B.C.).

Tht' \oJeJ.:er resources of the Euphrates river have been almost fully

dt"velo:Jed since the 1970's by constructing a series of large dams at

Kellan, Karakaya, Karababa/Ataturk, and Tabqa on the upper to middle

reaches of the main stream river. Eighty per-cent (80%) of the natural

flow of the Euphrates river has just been developed by adding the Ataturk

dam in 1989. The inter-basin-multi-national transfer project called the

"Peace ?ipeline' has been studied by Turkey since 1988. This aims to

supply tresh water of 6xl0 6 m3 /day by constructing 6,550 km of the

",:orld's largest pipeline system for the supply water to various countries

of the Middle East. The project includes the inter-basin transfer from

Seyhan and Ceyhan rivers in Turkish territory. Fresh water supplies are

£':r.':':.P. however. and it is becoming more and more difficult to undertake

p:C\j~cts that. include the shifting of available water supplies to new

r:.rt:'3S of demand, specially if the project involves crossing political

buundaries.

2.2.1 The river basin

The Tir:.:-is-Euphrates basin is shared by major three countries such as

Turkey. Syria, and Iraq (Fig. 2.2-1). Both the Tigr.-is and Euphrates rivers

rise in the mountains of southern Turkey and flow southeastwards into

Iraq. The main stream of the Euphrates in the Turkey is named as Firat

",'hieh has four major tributaries 0: Karasu, Murat, Munzur and Peri. After

cr(lssing the border between Turkey and Syria, the Euphrates possesses only

C:.t-? largp tributary, ::.he Khabur, which joins the mainstream in Syria.

i"'!-:':'_~ in contrast, the Tigris has four main tributaries, all of which

L:nite \.;ith the mainstream in Iraq. The largest of these. the Great Zab,

has its source in Turkey. while the lesser Zab and the Diyala rise in

Ira.n. All of the catchment 0: the Adhaim. which is the smallest stream,

situated in Iraq. In southern Iraq the Tigris and the Euphrates unite

to form ~he Shatt el Arab. which in turn flows into the Arabian Gulf.
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The length of the main streams are 2,330 km for Euphrates, 1,718 km for

Tigris, and 190 km for Shatt-el-Arab. The Euphrates crosses Turkey,

Syria and Iraq in a general southeastern direction and is finally joined

by the Tigris, thereafter flowing down to the Arabian Gulf in the river

Shatt-el-Arab.

The hydrographic and hydrological characteristics vary greatly over the

basin. Rainfalls in the headwaters area are abundant, but is seasonal.

On the other hand, from about 37 0 N the river runs through arid countries

such a 5 Syria and Iraq.

The catchment area of the Tigris-Euphrates is 423,800 km2 , of which

233 000 km 2 is of the Euphrates, 171,800 km2 is of the Tigris, and 19,000

km 2 of the Shatt-el-Arab (Ref.2.2.1-1).

2.2.2 Hydrology

The main sources of the Euphrates river flows in Turkey are found in the

tour tributaries, the Karasu, Murat, Munzur and Peri, all of which rise at

altitudes of about 3,000 m or more in the mountainous areas of eastern

Turkey. Hydrological study was initiated in 1927-1929 by installing the

first pluviometric stations in the Firat basin which is the upper most

part of the Euphrates river. The long-term records indicate an average

annual precipitation of about 625 mrn in the Keban basin, decreasing to

approximately 415 mm in the lower Firat basin.

The upper part of the Euphrates basin has a catctunent area of 63,874 km2

at the confluence of the Firat and the Murat near the Keban, which

pruduces 80 % of the total annual flow at Karababa/Ataturk (Fig.2.2.2-1).

flow over the 31 years (1936-1967) of records at Keban station is

including the lowest flow of 136 m3 /sec in September,1961 and

maximum flood of 6,600 m3 /sec in May.194/.. The long-term annual average

flow discharge at the Karababa/Ataturk damsite is estimated to be 830

m3 /sec. (Ref.2.2.2-1)

The Firat has a relatively regular regime which is characterized by two

munths of very high average flow in April and May, and a period of eight

dry mon:::.hs from July to February. The annual flow varies considerably

from year to year, including the extremely low flow records between

July ,1957 and January ,1963, during which the average flow decreased to

only 83 Z of the long-term average. The average winter flows, varying
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betwee~ 200 and 300 m3 / sec, are first increased in February by early

spring :ains at lower elevations. The increase continues during March

whe~ the melting snow begins, and in April and May monthly average flows

of 2,000 m3 jsec and more are reached with maximum floods occurring between

mid-April and early May under the combined effect of snow melting and

The flow rapidly diminishes after June. reaching its minimum

values 1n September and sometimes October.

The river flows of the Tigris-Euphrates in the Iraq are largely dependent

on :he discharges in the Turkey. Much of the discharge of the Tigris

results from the melting snow accumulated during the winter season in

Turkey Hmolever, winter rains, which are corrunon in late winter and early

sprlng. falling on a ripe snowpack in the highlands, can greatly augment

tht' flOI-: of the mainstream and its tributaries. giving rise to the violent

[lewds fo: which the river Tigris is notorious. The period of greatest

discharge on the Tigris system as a whole occurs during March, April and

May, and accounts for 53 Z of the mean annual flow. The highest mean

monthly discharge takes place during April. Minimum flow conditions are

experienced in August, September and October and make up 7 % of the annual

dischaI.ge. The mean annual flow of the Tigris is 48. 7xI0 9 m3 in total at

the confluence with the Euphrates river, which includes major tributaries

such as "The Greater Zab" of 13.2xl0 9 m3 , "The Lesser Zab" of 7.2xl0 9 m3 ,

and "Diyala" of 5. 7xl0 9 m3 , while the Euphrates river has a mean annual

runoff of 35.2xl0 9m3 (Refs.2.2.1-1 and 2.2.2-2)

Thp total flow of the Euphrates is not as great as that of the Tigris,

aldlO\l'lh ::he river regimes are similar. It, too, rises in the highlands

0: Turkey and is fed by melting snows. to an even greater extent than the

Tigris, but lacks the major tributaries which the Tigris possesses. In

!raq, t',hf> pe:iod of maximum flow on the Euphrates is shorter and later

than tr.al of the Tigris, and is usually confined to the months of April

and Hay, Discharge during the two months accounts for 42 % of the annual

total. Minimum flows occur in August, September and October and

c:o:1:ribc.tl-' only 8.5 % of the total discharge, The mean annual runoff of

the Eup:u-ates is 35. 2xl0 9 m3 at the confluence ot the Tigris

(Refs.2.2.1-1 and 2.2.2-2) These mean values. however, conceal the

flL.:cturl:.io:1s in discharge which can occur from year to year, for it must

be !:~m~r:ll'\ered that floods. as well as drought. are themselves of variable

mngnitud~. Schematic regime hydrographs of the rivers Tigris and

Euphrates are shown in Fig.2.2.2-2.
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2.2 3 Eup~rates river development and salinity problems

The Euphrates river, which is the longest multi-national river in the

West.ern Asia. has been under developed since 1.000 B.C. Several ancient

civi iza':ions in Mesopotamia were supported by basin irrigation from the

Tigris-Euphrates river. Owing to the extremely arid climate, however, the

farm lands on the Mesopotamian alluvials have been suffering from salt

aLcum~llation and water-logging problems since Sumerian times. These

civilizations disappeared with the abandonment of irrigation-canal

One of the major reasons for the success of this complex irrigation

net.work was the establishment of an efficient system of drainage. which

prevented water-logging of the soil and consequent salination of the land.

Throughout the lowland as a whole, the drainage was achieved by supplying

irrigation water from the Euphrates in the west. and the Nahrawan canal in

the east. (Fig.2.2-1) This permitted the river Tigris, which was situated

between the two, to function as a drain, and to collect water from the

adjacer1t agricultural lands. So efficient was this system, that it

supported widespread cultivation of the !and in the region for many years

v,·ilhou:-. a serious decline in land quality. The maximum limits of

3"·'icu!;:.u::-al expansion in the Diyala Plains seem to have been attained

during the Sassanian period (AD 226-637). with the collapse of Sassanian

rule. a marked deteriora tion in agricultural conditions occurred, which

continupd almost unchecked for centuries. The reasons for the

agricultural decline are complex. but :he majur one was probably the

decreasing effectiveness of the centra! goverrunen, which meant the

npc;essarv reconstruction and maIntenance of the irrigation ne works tended

to lapsp. Progressive sil ta tion or the rna jor canals occurred, reducing

the erticiency 0: water transmission. and the irrigation control works

fell i:':to dis-repaired. By the time of the Mongol invasions of the

twelfth and thirteenth centu:.-ies AD. t e abandonment of the once fertile

lar:ti \o..a~; almost comple e.

The term ~hydraulic civiliz.ation' has been used to describe societies

similar to those which existed in the alluvial lowlands of Iraq, and which

requit-ed large scale management of water supplies by the bureaucracies of

central governments for widespread agriculture to be feasible.

Although the agricultural recovery of the TigriS-Euphrates lowlands began

during the late nineteenth century. with the cleaning of a number of the

ancient. canals, it was not until the ea:.-ly part of the twentieth century
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that the first modern river control work, the Al Hindiyah barrage (1909

1913) was constructed on the river Euphrates. Its original function was

to diver water into the Al Hillah channel, which was running dry, but

later, following reconstruction in the 1920s, it was also used to supply

other canals. Between the two World Wars, considerable attention was

given to the Euphrates canal system, and many new channels were

constructed and new control works established. On the river Tigris,

development work tended to come later. The building of the Al Kut barrage

cOi1lll1enced in 1934, but was not completed until 1943, while on the Diyala,

a tributary of the Tigris, a weir was constructed in 1927-1928 to replace

a temporary earth dam which had to be rebuil t each year following the

winter flood. The weir allowed six canals to be supplied with water

throughout the year.

Follo~"ing the Second World War. river control schemes tended to

concentrate on the problems of flood control. Two of the earliest

projects, completed in the mid-1950s, were situated towards the upper part

of the alluvial valley. The Samarra barrage was constructed on the

Tigris river with the objective of diverting flood waters into the

Tharthar depression to provide a storage capacity of 30x10 9m3 . A similar

scheme was also built on the river Euphrates, where the Al Ramadi barrage

diverr.ed flood waters into the Habbaniyah reservoir and the Abu Dibis

dep~essio!1. It had been hoped that the stored water from these two

projects :night be used for i:Tigation during the surruner months, but it was

discovE"red that the very large evaporation losses I together with the

dissolution of salts from the soils of he depressions, seriously

dim':'nished water quality and rendered it unsuitable for irrigation

pu~poses. I conjunction with the barrages on the mainstreams themse_ves,

t ...... " rna ior dams were constructed on tributaries of the Tigris. The Dukan

dam, with a reservoi:- storage capacity of 6. 3x10 9m3 , was completed on the

Lesser Zab river in 1959, while further south, on the Diyala river, the

Darbandikhan dam with 3.25x10 9m3 of storage was opened in 1961.

The Tigris and Euphrates rivers are the main sources of water in Iraq.

Due to :lood irrigation, 1,598.000 hectares of land have been affected by

salinity and the government is trying to reclaim this land (Fig.2.2.3-1).

Iraq used to receive 33x10 9m3 /year of river water at Hit, 200 km

dmmsueam from the Syrian border before the 1970s when both Turkey and

Syria built a series of large dams on the Euphrates river. By the end of

tn,' 1080s, the flow discharge had decreased to as little as 8x10 9m3 /year

at Hit (Ref.2.2.3-1).
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Before Turkey began building large dams on the Euphrates, the river's

average annual flow at the Turkish-Syrian border was about 30xI0 9m3 . To

this, a further 1.8xl09m3 is added in Syria from the Khabur river, a major

tributary (Ref.2.2.3-2). On several occasions in recent years, low water

levels in the Lake Assad reservoir (Fig.2.2-l), behind the Tabqa dam have

resuicted the hydro-power output (with installed capacity at 800 MW) and

irrigation development. In the 1970s, the Syria were planning to reclaim

640,000 ha or more in the Euphrates basin. However, progress has been

slow, and only about 61,000 ha of new land has either been brought into

cultivation or will be in the near future. The water requirement for this

area is minimal, and can at present easily be supplied from the 12x10 9m3

in the La ke As sad re se rvoir, or from the river's flow. In the longer term,

however, a reduction of the Euphrates water entering the country could be

a rna jor cons train t on Syr ian powe r genera tion and agr icul ture.

In 1989, eighty per-cent (80%) of the natural runoff of the Euphrates

river was developed by closing the "Ataturk" dam, which is the biggest dam

in the Turkey with a gross reservoir storage volume of 48. 7xI0 9m3

(effective volume at 19.3xl09m3 ) as shown in Fig.2.2.2-1.

2.2.4 Inter-basin development plan in "Peace Pipeline" project

Ar, int.el-basin development plan was studied in the context of Turkey's

ambitious "Peace Pipeline" project in 1987, which would include basin

transfer of Seyhan-Ceyhan-Euphrates rivers by constructing a series of

dams and diversion tunnels. The "Peace Pipeline" would have a total length

of "bollt 6,550 km and a capacity of 6xl0 6m3 /day, with aim to supply fresh

water LO the countries in the Arabian Peninsula, including Syria, Jordan,

Saudi Anlhia, Kuwait, Bahrain. Qatar, United Arab Emirates and Oman.

(Fig.2.L 4-1)

The unit cost. of water pwnped along the Peace Pipeline has preliminarily

been estimated at 0.84 to 1.07 USS/m 3 (Ref.2.2.4-l). The economic

viability of the project was assessed by comparing the other alternative

cost. bv conventional seawater desalination. The unit water cost of the

seawat~r desalination was simply estimated at 5USS/m3 (Ref.2.2.4-l),

hm.,ever, it is not likely to represent the actual desalination cost. The

desalination cost has to be reviewed by taking into account recent

advances in membrane technologies for desalination such as reverse osmosis

(RO). (see Sections 2.8 and 2.9)
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2.2.5 Political constraints and feasibllity

Fresh y.rater supplies are finite, and it is becoming more and more

difficult to undertake projects that includes the shifting of available

water supplies to new areas of demand, especially if the project involves

crossing political boundaries. The "Peace Pipeline" will probably not be a

key application for each state but an option in water resources planning

at a multi-national level. (Fig.2 2.4-1)

The total project cost of the Peace Pipeline was estimated at US$ 21xl0 9

(1990 price; Ref.2.2.5-l), which is one of the biggest global supper

trans-boundary project in the world as compared below;

Project. Name Peace pipeline Euro tunnel Itaipu dam MDS solar-hydro

Cost (USS) 2lxl0 9 l5xl0 9 9xl0 9 2xl0 9

No conunitment with political feasibility, however, was given to the global

supper trans-boundary project of the Peace Pipeline. The water politics

will be a key issue of the trans-boundary river development. in the Middle

East , .. ith aim of settling regional peace of the Arab World after the Gulf

Har in 1991.
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2.3 The Indus River

The Indus river is the second longest river in the West Asia and has a

mean annual discharge of 207,500x10 6 m3 (Ref.2.3-1). In terms of volume

of river flow, the Indus river systEm is ten times greater than the

Colorado river in U.S.A. and Mexico, and more than three times as large as

the Nile river.

Alluvial plains in the middle to lower reaches of the Indus river system

have been developed to form the largest irrigation scheme in the world.

Approximately 16,000 krn of canals have been constructed to irrigate over

9,000,000 hectares (Ref.2.3-1). This irrigation project covers the

greater part of a vast plain covered with fine textured alluvial soil

overlying coarser sediments extending deeply (ten to hundred meters)

dOWTIv.'ard to the bedrock of an ancient valley.

The development of the irrigation project was mostly carried out since

18505 ancient but elements of flood irrigation channel can still be found.

Most of the canals were excavated through the surface soil to the more

pervious underlying fine sand, so that a large proportion of the surface

wa ter diverted through these canals seeped underground. The sediment,

which forms an extensive aquifer, was continuously recha=ged by the

leaking irrigation canals, so that the groundwater table rose al the

regime. In many areas, this rise was estimated to be approximately 30 em

per year. The result was that in much of the Indus plain the groundwater

elevation was near the soil surface where arid climatic condition

prevails. Proper aeration of soil does not take place and the capillary

action and evapo-transpiration moves salts from the sub-surface up to the

root zone of crops and to the land surface, thus once fertile lands have

so deteriorated that crops can no longer be grown. In 1950s-1960s,

salinity and water-logging problems became so serious that an intensive

research work was carried out by international agencies headed by the

Hal-vard University Water Resources Group. The hydrogeological studies are

focused on the aquifer utilization and management. including mining of

ground....'ater.

During the succes·sive stages of development of the irrigation systems in

the Indus valley, little care was taken in the issue of land drainage, and

emphasis was put on maximizing the area of extending irrigated land.

S2linity control by integrated management of the underlying aquifer system

in line with the surface-subsurface drainage could successfully reclaim
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2.3.1 The river basin

7he IlOdus river, one of the mightiest rivers of the world, rise in Tibet

in the snow-clad Kailas range of the Himalayas, at a height of about

5,5000 m above mean sea level. The catchment extends over the four

countries such as China, India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan. The basin area

in Pakistan accounts for more than 50 % of the total drainage area. The

Indus lJasin lies in the subtropical zone; the tropic of cancer passing

through the southernmost part of the basin, whereas the northern edge of

'hp basin reaches the latitude 37 0 N. (Fig 2.3.1-1)

The Indus cuts through mountain rages forming narrow gorge and deep

channel from the headwaters until an important tributary, the Kabul river,

joins it from the west near Attock. A few kilometers above the town of

I-lithankot, the Indus is joined by its most important tributary, the

Panjn2d river, which carries the waters of the five main tributaries

namely: the Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi, Beas and Sutlej CFig.2.3.l-l). The

river slope from the headwaters to Attock is approximately 1/300, from

Attock to Mithankot 1/4,000 and from Mithankot to the sea averages about

1/7,000. The total length of the Indus is about 2,900 km. The drainage

ere.] 0: the whole system is approximately 970,000 km2 .

Tile !lor-thern region of the Indus basin, where the Indus and its main

tributaries, Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi, Beas and Sutlej are originated, is

fully covered with rugged sky-high mountains, comprising a large area of

ahout 1152,000 km2 . Because of the steep and barren slopes of these

mountains. the erosion is very excessive ranging from about 400 tons per

km 2 to over 4,000 tons per k.m2 annually according to localities, with an

average 01 about 1,500 tons per km2 . Lower down, the basin comprises the

vast plains formed and separated from each other by its five main

tributaries. Further down from Mithankot. the Indus valley is covered

v.'i.th alluvium built up by the deposition of silt carried down by the

I::l..ius The delta begins at from Kotri, about 185 km from the sea. where

land is almost level but the soil is generally infertile. Closer to

the sea is marshy land which is generally flooded during high tides.

2,3 2 Hydrology

The Indus basin lies in the subtropical zone. In the plains, the average

temperatu::-e during winter is about 21 0 C Karachi and about 150 C in

Lahore. Summer, hottest season, is from May to August, and average

~emperature ranges from about 29 0 C in May to about 34 0 C towards the end of

June or early July, when the maximum temperature often rise above 27.7 0 C.

Despite the mighty Indus, the Indus plain is semi-arid. There significant

extremes of rainfall in the basin. The area from Sukkur and Mithankot

!'eceives only about 100 mm of rain per annum, while, at Murree, a hill

st.ation ae. elevation 2,280 m, the annual precipitation is about 1,270 rnm.
The precipitation inclusive of snow, is many times heavier in the hilly

region than in the plains. The mid-hill area with an elevation from

about 1,200 m to 2,500 ro, where the southwest monsoon generally strikes

the mountain mass, gives the heaviest rainfall averaging about 1,250 mm to

1,500 mm per annum. Higher up or lower down in elevation, the air is

rr.ore dry and clear to follow the rapid decrease in rainfall The rainfall

further decreases rapidly from north to south in the plains; about 550 rnm

of annual rainfall in the foot hills to only about 100 rnm at Mithankot and

Sukkur. Further down from Sukkur. the rainfall increases a little owing

to the maritime air; from 100 mm to about 200 rnm along the sea coast.

Mean ennual rainfall over the Indus plains is less than 250 mm.

(:'ig.2.3.l-l)

Due to the uneven distribution of precipitation over the basin, the Indus

and i t.s tributaries receive most of their flows from the mountains. The

flm~'s are subject to extreme variations; the maximwn sununer discharge is

over 100 times the winter minimum. During July and August, all the

rlVerf. a~.talns their peaks. discharging considerable volume of water to

the sea.

Mean annual runoff of the Indus is 207.000 xl0 6m3 . which includes yearly

maximum of 264,000 xI0 6m3 and minimum of 171,000 xl0 6m3 . The Indus main

c?r:-ies about 110,300 xI0 6m3 per annum of flow, while major

r.=ihU7".3ries of the Jhelurn, Chenab, Beas, Sutlej, Ravi bring 27,850 xI0 6m3 ,

29.000 xl0 6m3 , 15,650 xl0 6m3 . 16.800 xl0 6 m3 . and 7,900 xl0 6m3 ,

respE:'ccively. Thus the main stream 0: Indus alone carries a little more

than one-half of the total discharge of the system. When combined with

the Jbelum and Chenab, it carries a little more than fourth-fifths of the

over-all total. The three rivers, the Ravi, Beas and Sutlej together

delive:' a little less than one-fifth of the total flow of the system. The

runoff coefficients are as high as 58 Z to 82 Z. (Ref.2.3-l)

2.3.3 \-lilter resources development

As :-ai:--.:all is scarce in the plains whe::-e the cultivable area lie, the
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2.3.4 Salinity and water-logging problems

The following major works undertaken throughout the Indus Basin

Development Fund (IBDF) and its follow-on the Tarbela Development Fund:

':'he IB:)= was originally intended to finance tubewell drainage works to

cl....mpensate for- leakage from the link canal systems, but at the choice of

~~e Pakis::.an government the tubewell program was financed by other means

and the savings to the IBDF were put forwards construction of the Tarbela

ciam,

the Taunsa-Panjnad link canal

the Tarbel dam

Thai canals, Taunsa barrage (Dera Ghazi Khan-MuzaffargBrh

canals), Gudu barrage (Desert. D Unhar, Begari, Ghoti

canals), Kotri barrage (Fuleli-Pinyari canals)

Lower Jhelum canal (Rasul barrage)

Upper Bari Doab canals - extension

Shah Nehar - Hoshiarpur canals

Rajasthan canal

'\0;'8 rsak dam

Kurram Garhi weir

Indus / Jhelum

Lr.dus i':henab

Indus

Jhelum Mangla dam

Jhelu:n/Chenab/Ravi/Sutlej the Trimu-SidhnBi-Mailsi-Bahawal link canal

system

the Rasul-Qadirabad-Balloki-Suleimanki link

canal system

; the Chashma barrage and Chashma-Jhelum link

canal

Kabu~

Jhelurr.

Ravi

Beas

Sutle j-Beas

Indus

:... .. ::::;:g t~p successive stages 0: development of the irrigation systems in

t;;~! ::'Ii"':''..:S va ley. little care was taken in the issue of land drainage I and

e:nphasis was put on maximizing the area of extending irrigated land. In

the Indus valley, as in all other flat valleys in the world, the natural

Surface and the sub-surface drainage is poor. Since there were not enough

drJ.inag p channels, most of the rain water and canal seepage percolated

down to lm.;er depths. As time passed, the groundwater table got higher

and highpr by steps, and finally, in the 1950s-1960s it came close to the

ground su::face and has thus caused water-logging in many large areas.

Proper aeration of soil could not take place and the capillary action and

evapo-transpiration move salts from the sub-surface up to the root zone of

Bec.ause the new international boundary cut across the conunon canal system

0: the Punjab, leaving one part in India and the other in Pakistan,

cnntroversy on the use of the canal waters arose soon after the partition.

It took twelve years of patient negotiation before the controversy was

spt. tiel! in the form of .. The Indus Wa ters Trea ty" in 1960. Before this,

intensive river development have been carried out since 1947 including the

rollowing. (Fig.2.3-3-1);

From thE" middle of the 19th century onwards, a large number of weir and

c;J.nal system were constructed on the Indus and its tributaries. The first

of these was the Upper Bari Doab canal, of which the construction was

started in 1850 and completed in 1859, to bring water from the Ravi river

to the upper half of the doab from Mandhopur to Lahore. Up to the time

when India and Pakistan became two independent countries in 1947, the

Indus wat.er system had already been developed to provide irrigation to

about 10.9xl0 6 hectares. It is remarkable by that time that no single

st.orage reservoir had been constructed on the Indus river system which

served the world's largest irrigation area. A number of huge hydraulic

structures had been constructed on the Indus river system before 1947

(Fig.2. 3-3-1);

a riculture in the Indus plains has to depend almost exclusively on an

irrigation system which utilize the river flows. In most of the areas of

the Indus plains, irrigation is an il1evi able measures to sustain the

agriculture of the semi-arid lands.

Indus Paharpur canal, Sukkur barrage (N. W. ,D Unhar, Begari,

Ghoti canals)

Jhelum Upper Jhelum canal (Rasul barrage)

Chena!> Upper Chenab canal (Merala barrage). Lower Chenab canal

(Khanki ba rrage)

Jhelu:n-Chenab; Tr immu barrage, Rangpur canal, Haveli-Sidhnai canal

Panjnad barrage and canal, Abasia canal

R3Vi Madhopur barrage (Upper-Central Bari Doab canals), Balloki

barrage (Lower Bari Doab canal)

Sutlej-Beas Ferozepore barrage (eastern-Bikaner canals), Suleimanki

barrage (Pakpat an-Fordwah-E.Sadifia canals), Islam

barrage (Mailsi-Qaimpur-Bahawal canals)

S\o:a~ Upper-Lower Swat canals

Kahul Kabul river canal
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the crops _ and to the land surface, thus once :ertile lands had so

deteriorated that crops could no longer be grown.

Ir. the :ormer Pumjab area in Wes Pakist.an. out of 5,000,000 hect.ares have

already gone out of cu tivation due to salinity caused by water-logging,

690,000 hectares are in an advanced st.age of deterioration and 2,000,000

hectares are affected to a lesser degree. (Fig.2.3.1-1) Since 1954,

exte:;.sive groundwat.er and salinit.y investigations were undertaken. As a

resul::. 01 these investigations, recommendations were made to install a

great. nu.rnber of deep wells to lower the groundwater level, and to use the

pumped Hater for flushing the salts from the ground-surface down to the

drains provided as well as to the lower layer of soil. Moreover, the

pumped water is used to supplement the existing canal supplies for

Irrlgatlon.

Ir: 195CJ, the \<lCiter and Power Development Authority (WAPDA), established in

1958 LO take charge of all water and power development in Pakistan,

launched its first reclamation project, called Project No.1, in Rechna

Doab in the districts of Gujarawala, Sheikhupura, and Lyallpur. The

?r0jeCt No.1 comprised about 1,800 tubewells in a gross commanded area of

1,80,000 hectares. The average pumpage of groundwater was about 1,850

xl0 6m3 per annum. In 1961. WAPDA launched Project NO.2 in Chai Doab,

includ.i:lg 3,300 tubewells in a gross commanded area of 920, 000 hec ares

""ith an average pumping amount of about 2.500 xl0 6m3 per annum. WAPDA

extended this salinity control and reclamation work to maintain water

rr.anagt:~:;;Ont until the catastrophic threat to the well-being of the people

{: PalZistan was overcome.

Schema ic diagram of salinity controlling land rE~clamation scheme in the

lower Indus va~ley, 0: which method is largely dependent on the

cor:.junctive aquifer management with surface and sub-surface drainage

measures. is illustrated in Fig.2.3.1.-1.
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2.4 The Nile River

Despite the great size of the Middle East, there are only three rivers,

the Nile, Euphrates and Tigris, which can be classified as large rivers by

:'he world standards. Of these, the Nile is the world' s longest river

which receives most of its discharge from precipitation falling well

outside the Middle East on the Upland plateau of East Africa and highlands

of Ethiopia. (Fig.2.4-1)

The Nile is the whole life of the Egypt. Egypt owes its existence to the

llile. which provides wa ter for agr icul ture, industry and domestic use.

Cultivation is dependent on irrigation from the Nile. The power house at

Aswan on the Nile accounts for 40 per-cent of the national power supply.

The proposal to built a single large dam at Aswan for multi-objectives

including i) flood control, ii) inter-annual water storage and hydro-power

generation was put forward by Adrein Danionson in 1949 as an alternative

to the Century Storage Scheme. Construction of the High Dam started in

1960 and completed in 1970. Before building and operating the High Dam,

the Nile flood brought silt containing potassium and phosphorous ~nd could

leach away any accumulated salts. The fine-grained alluvial soils of the

Nile Valley do not drain easily and need artificial drainage. Due to the

hot arid climate I irrigation water evaporates quickly, leaving behind its

salt causing salinization. In 1982 almost all the irrigated area in Egypt

«as potentially affected by salt. At least half of the area (12,000 km2 )

was more or less affected at present. About 400 km2 are provided with

drainage systems each year at a cost of US$200 per hectare. Nevertheless.

this is not sufficient to stop salinization. Farmers are unwilling to

make this investment and the government authorities have difficulty in

kppping open the drainage channels which are essential for proper

functioning of the tile drainage underneath the farm lands. By regulating

flows of the Nile River by High Aswan dam, costs of agriculture for the

irrigat.ed lands on the Nile delta have inunensely increased by adding

artificial fertilization, drainage system and water lifting. On the other

han<l, however, some costs were reduce':! such as those for clearing the

irr iga tion channel s of sil t.

\·iater levels in the Nile, however, have been falling for nine years since

t.he early 1980s. In 1985-86 there was a 3 m drop in the level of Lake

IJasser the reservoir behind Aswan High dam, and in 1986-87 it fell from

195.6 m to 184.7 m (Ref.2.4-1). Egypt is attempting to avert a national

2.4-1

crisis by three strategies: 1) rationalization, 2) river development, and

3) groundwa ter developmen t ,

2.4.1 The river basin

The Nile basin, which covers approximately one-tenth of the African

continent has a catchment of 3,007,000 km2 , which is shared by nine

countr ies: Egypt, Sudan, Ethiopia, Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Ruwanda, and

Zaire (Fig.2.4-1). The river length is 6,690 km, which is the world's

longest. It flows from south to north over 35 degrees of latitude. All

along the Nile's 6.690 km from its most remote source the Kagera river (in

central Africa) to the Mediterranean, people are affected to some extent

by the river or by its water. The main sources of the Nile are found in

ethiopia and the countries around Lake Victoria. With a few exceptions,

the water resources in the headwater areas of the Nile system are not yet

much developed. The main developments have taken place in the countries

situated in the semi-arid and arid zones such as Sudan and Egypt. The

upstream countries are, however, now considering Nile resources

utlvelopment projects in their territories.

The hydrographic and hydrological characteristics vary greatly over the

basin. Rainfall in the headwater areas, although abundant, is seasonal.

On the other hand, from about 14 0 N the river runs through arid country.

The river system has two main sources of water: the Ethiopian highlands

and the equatorial region around Lake Victoria. More than 60 % of the

river flow arriving in Egypt originates in the Ethiopian highlands by way

of the Sobat, Blue Nile, and Atbara rivers. The bulk of this water comes

down during the summer. The remainder of the flow arrives by way of the

Hhite Nile, which has its most remote source in Burundi. This source is a

~.:.iiJutary of the Kagera, which enters Lake Victoria near the border

between Uganda and Tanzania. In the equatorial region, the Nile system

consists of a number of great lakes, connected either by rocky sections or

swamps. The "'hite Nile, called Bahr el Jabel after leaving the lake area,

enters the Sudan through rocky gorges and then flows through a large swamp

a:"ea (the Sudd region) in the southern Sudan where it is joined by the

Sabat from the east and the Bahr el Ghazal which occasionally receives

water from Lake Chad from the west. In the Sudd region a huge quantity of

water is evaporated or transpired from aquatic vegetation. Only a small

Dart: of the Bahr el Ghazal flow ever reaches the Bahr el Jebel, and

practically all of its water disappears in the swamps. Although the

cunr.ribui:".ion of the White Nile to the total flow at Aswan is only 30 Z, it
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About 800 km ups ream from Khartoum. the "'hite Nile is joined by the

Sabat. of which 90 % of water comes from Ethiopia. About half the

discharge of the White Nile comes from the Sobat, and the other half from

the Bahr-el-Jebel through the swamps of the Sudd Region.

The average discharge of the Whit.e Nile is about. 28xI0 9 m3 per annum. of

·.... hich ::.he Sabat produces 13. 5xl0 9 m3 . and the rest, except.

negligible amount contributed by the Bahr-el-Ghazal, from the Bahr

el-Jebel or its branch, the Bahr-el-Zeraf. This remainder is called

swamps discharge in Fig.2.4.2-2.

The largest proportion of the flows is contributed by the Blue Nile, and

the least by the Atbara during the high flow stage from July to January,

while the White Nile is the more important source of supply during the low

flow stage from February to June. The Atbara carries much less water than

the Blue Nile, but the effect of a peak may be considerable, owing to the

shorter journey with very little damping. The Atbara contributes nothing

:rom January to June.

The average discharge of the Main Nile at Khart.oum. and the portions

contributed by the Blue and White Niles is shown in Fig.2.4.2-2. On the

average of 84 % of the water of the Main Nile comes from Ethiopia and 16 %

:rom the Lake Plateau of Central Africa. An interesting point is seen at

:he confluence of the Blue and I.'hile Niles. To make his clear a do ted

line is interpolated showing the White Nile contribution as it would be

if it were unaffected by the Blue Nile. From this it appears that when

the Blue Nile is rising rapidly, the White Nile discharge is ponded up and

~educe . and only when the rise slows down does the White Nile discharge

hegl.n t.o tncrease. When the Blue Nile falls the White Nile discharge is

increased by water which has been ponded back. The effect of the Blue Nile

is therefore to make a natural reservoir of the White Nile. and this

effect is increased artificially on a great scale by the Gebel Aulia Dam

which is situated about 45 krn from Khartoum some little distance up the

~;--:l1ite Nile.

Per-cent

83%

17%

0:
100%

Flow Discharge

37.5xl0 6m3 /day

7.5xl0 6m3 /day

nil

45 Oxl0 6m3 /day

Rivers

White Nile

Blue Nile

Atbara

Main Nile (Total)

Rivers Flow Discharge Per-cent

h'11i te Nile 70xl0 6m3 /day 10%

Elup Nile 485xl0 6m3 /day 68%

Alba ra 157xl06m3 /day 22%

Hain Nile (Total) 712xl0 6m3 /day 100%

The lJile flows for half of its course through country with no effective

:-ainfall. The rainfall of the Nile basin indeed is scanty compared with

other major rivers in Africa such as the Zaire. Niger. and Orange rivers.

For the size of the Nile basin with its catchment area 3,007,000 km2 , the

annual discharge is as small as 99. 5xl0 9m3 , which is equivalent to 4.3 %

no the annual runoff. Rainfall is rich in the headwater areas. The

a"r,ual average rainfall in the Lake Plateau Basin is about 750 mm (50

inches). The heaviest rainfall occurs at Kalungala on the island of

Bugola, where it averages 2,250 rrun (90 inches) per annum. Other places of

high rainfall are Bukoba on Lake Victoria and Gore in Ethiopia, where the

average is about 2,000 rrun (80 inches) per annum. The distribution of

:-ainfall is shown on the map of Fig.2.4-1.

is most important because of its timing; during the dry season from

February to June its flow is large compared with that of the Blue Nile.

2.4.2 Hydrology

The minimum discharge of about 45xl0 6m3 /day which occurred on May lOth was

made up as below:

':'he dependence of Egypt on the Nile has led to intensive studies of

quantities of water carried by the main stream and its tributaries

t.hroughout the year. Long term records of the annual average flow

discharge at Aswan from 1871 to 1965 is shown in Fig.2.4.2-1. The annual

a'lt>::-age of the 95-years is estimated to be 91.2xl0 9m3 . which was the basis

,=- jps1.gn for over year st.orage at. Aswan High dam. The changes in the

!'-lcin tl:le flo .....·5 be ween Aswan and Rose ta before and after the

construction of Aswan High Dam are also indicated in the Fig.2.4.2-1.

~ig. 2. 11 .2-2 shows the average discharge of the Main Nile at Aswan un

affected by reservoirs (Ref.2.4.2-1). The upper line shows the discharge

ot t.he main river at any time. and a her lines the component discharges.

:",. p{'ak discharge of 712xl0 6m3 /day which was recorded on September 8th

, ... .:lS made up as follo.....·5:

J". to the regulating e:fec of the large swamps of he Sudd region on the
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Bahc-el-Jebel, the discharge of the Bahr-el-Jebel varies very little

throughout the year. When a rise occu!:"s upstream of the swamps, most of

it flows out of the river into the marshes, and only a very small part of

the increase is felt at the tail of the swamps. vihen the river falls

there .'.s a tendency for the marshes to drain back to the river, but large

areas are below river level and cannot drain back. The water which

enters is lost by evaporation and by transpiration from the luxuriant

vegetation. and in fact there is very little return of water to the river,

,;"ith the resu] t that the Bahr-el-Jebel loses nearly half its water in

swamps (Swamps at Malakal).

The heavy evaporation and general dryness of the climate in Egypt, and

most of the Sudan, have various implications, including the substantial

evaporation loss from the surface of large reservoirs. The evaporation

loss from the Lake Nasser is estimated to be about 10xI09m3 per annum,

which is about 10 % of the net storage volume of 90xl0 9m3 . In Egypt

evaporation is at a maximum in June and a minimum in December and January.

In the Northern Sudan it is the same, but May has practically the same

evapo:-ation as June. In the vicinity of Khartoum the maximum is in April

and May. owing to the reduction later caused by monsoon rains, of which

this area is Oll the fringe, In the Southern Sudan the minimum evaporation

is in the mont.hs of July and August. at the height of the rains. The

evaporation in Egypt and the Sudan, on the whole, follows the temperature.

Potential evaporations at selected points in the Nile basin and the

(->stimat':~d mont hly evaporation from the Lake Nasser (Aswan High Dam

reservuir) is !;hown in Fig.2.4.2-3.

2.4.3 Water rl!SOUrCes development of the Nile system

The national economy and social objectives of Nile resources development

may VA.,:y from country to country. Certain Nile projects in the upper

parts of the basin could be advantageous also for the more downstream

countries. The timing of such projects could have a significant effect on

the development of the basin resources as a whole.

The tii10 is a geographical unit. and the projects for its full development

must also form a unity, the parts of which must work together. The basic

idea of a scheme of the 1950s, an account of which follows, was over-year

storage or "Century Storage" as called by Hurst (Ref.2.4.2-1). The key

projects in Hurst's master plan consisted of "Owen Falls Dam", "Lake

Kloga Bart-age", "Lake Albert Dam", "Jonglei Diversion Canal", "Lake Tana

Dam". "Fourth Cataract Dam". "Aswan High Dam", and "Wady Rayan
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Reservoir". The hydraulic works in the Nile Basin are shown

diagramatically in Fig.2.4.3-1.

A major step in achieving collaboration among the Nile Basin states was

ini tia t.ed in 1967 when the five countr ie s Kenya. Tanzania. Uganda, the

Sudan and Egypt started a hydro-meteorological survey of the basins of

lakes Victoria, Kyoga, and Albert, with the assistance of the U.N.

Development Program.

2.4 4 Jonglei diversion canal project

The Jonglei Canal scheme (Fig.2.4.3-1), which was studied by the Sudan

govprnment in 1946, would make significantly more water available for use

dmmstream. The original plans in 1954-59 could be reviewed taking into

account the completion of Aswan High Dam in 1970 which has a gross storage

capaci ty of 168. 9xl0 9m3 wi th a maximum spillway capacity of 11. 000m 3 / sec,

and now that more is known of the hydrology of the 81ue Nile and hydro

meteorology of the Albert-Victoria catchment. The water from the

south,,'estern tributaries (Bahr-el-Ghazal system) for all practical

purposes does not reach the main river, and is lost through evaporation

and transpiration in the swamps. It should be possible to reduce these

losses and to lead at least a part of the water to the main river. This

procedure would require international collaboration because storage and

regulation would become necessary in Lake Albert to reduce flood levels in

the Sudan. Furthermore, storage would probably be needed on the Blue Nile

in Ethiopia because the reservoir of the High Aswan Dam by itself would

not be large enough to regulate the combined floods of the Bahr-el-Ghazal,

Bahr-el-Jebel, and the Blue Nile. Jonglei canal project is estimated to

produce 4.8x10 9m3 per annum of water, including 2.4xl0 9m3 of the 1st stage

project and 2.4x10 9m3 of the 2nd stage project. There are, however,

complex environmental and social issues involved which may limit the scope

0: the Jonglei Project in practical terms.

2.4.5 Hydropower potential

The hydro-potential of the Nile system is enormous, but the energy demand

in the lJile basin countries is at present still small, with the exception

of Egypt.. According to the Ministry of Information of Ethiopia in 1966,

the hydro-potential of the whole Nile system is preliminarily estimated to

be about 8,000 MW (Re~.2.4.5-1). The most promising river for
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hydroelectric power development is the Victoria Nile, of which the hydro

potential is preliminarily estimated to be 1,843 MW in total, including

six potential stations such as Bujagali (180 MW), Busowoko (150 MW),

Kalagala (125 MW), Kamdinia (234 MW), .\ingo (490 MW), and Murchison (664

11'0'). (Ref.2.4.5-1)

2.4.6 Aswan High Dam

The importance of energy production a the Aswan High Dam to the Egyptian

economy is perhaps about equal to tha of making more wa er available for

irriga::.ion, taking into account the huge saving in crude oils for energy

produc tion.

The construction of Aswan High Dam has affected the entire economy of

Egypt, allowing reliable irrigation throughout the year and satisfying

about "0 % or less of the country's energy demands. The flow of the Nile

River below the Aswan High Dam is fully regulated. Releases from the dam

are authorized by the Ministry of Irrigation and are based on seasonal

i.rrigation needs in the Nile Delta. The nature of Egypt's climate, as

'I...·ell. a~ the established cropping patterns. require a very high release in

the SL:~er mon hs when agricultural production at its peak. Monthly

i:-rigation release requirements are shown below (Ref.2.4.6-1);

Honth Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Spt Oct Nov Dec Total

Requircment(xl0 9m3 ) 3.54.0 4.2 4.0 5.3 6.5 7.0 6.3 4.3 3.7 3.6 3055.3

J-1ydrop0'Vl(::>r generation at the dam has always been viewed residual

benefit. Since potential hydropower generation varies extensively between

swruner and winter months because of the uneven distribution of downstream

irr~gation requirements.

Egypt's irrigatio practices require nearly 55xl0 9m3 of water from the

fl;ile ev-:-ry year. This amount is the volume of water allo ted to Egypt by

the 1959 Nile Water Agreement with the Sudan. The Sudan was allotted

18,5xlOom3 by the same agreement but has been using only 16.5xl09m3 per

year in the 1970s. Monthly flows of the Nile River have been recorded

since the late 1800s, at various point along the river. Flow records from

1871-1976 at Station Aswan were adjusted to account for Sudanese

ahs~ra('tions and other evaporation losses.

The water stored in the upper rule storage zone is considered be live

storage and can be released to meet irrigation demands or to prevent
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flooding. Reservoir storage is discretized into 18 states, varying from a

maximum of 168.9xl09m3 (183-m elevation) to 89.2xl0 9m3 (168-m elevation).

According to the world's inventory of hydropower in 1989 (Ref.2.4.6-1),

the power house at Aswan has a rated capacity of 1,815 H\>i with an

installed capacity of 2,100 MW, which accounts for about 40 Z of the

na tiona 1 power supply.

2 .... 7 \':ater-Iogging and salinization problems of the Nile delta

Be:ore imtJlementing over-year storage at Aswan High dam, the Nile flood

brought silt to the field of Egypt containing potassium and phosphorous

and could also leach away accumulated salts.

The fine-grained alluvial soils of the Nile Valley do not drain easily and

need artificial drainage. Due to the hot arid climate, irrigation water

evapC'::'J.t.es quickly, leaving behind salt which causes primary

salinization. Consequently, farmers had to apply more water to wash the

accumulated salts into the ground below the root zone. Deep percolation

hus Laused 2. rise in the water table to a few decimeters below surface

level soon after the change to perennial irrigation. The soil then became

w3ter-1.. ...'gged. When the water table was less than two meters deep,

cBJ1,illary forces lift it to the surface where the salts accumulate after

evapora:.ion. This is known as secondary salinization. Thus, to avoid

primary salinization it is essential to ensure quick infiltration of

it:rigated water, and to avoid the secondary salinization the wa:er table

mus t be kept low.

In 1982 almost all the irrigated area in Egypt was potentially affected by

salt. At least half of the area (12,000 km2 ) is more or less affected at

Dresen:... Egypt's agricu'lture potential and Nile delta salinity are mapped

0:1 Fig.2.1,.7-1. About 400 km2 are provided with drainage systems each

yeao at a cost of USS200 per hectare. Nevertheless, this is not

SL:::.i il'r1t to stop sali ization. Farmers a::,e unwilling to make this

investment and the government authorities have difficulty in keeping open

the dr.ainage channels which are essential for proper functioning of the

tile drainage underneath the farm lands. (Refs.2.".7-1.2,3)

By oegulating flows of the Nile River by the Aswan High Dam, costs of

agricultuce for the irrigated lands on the Nile delta have immensely

increaseJ by adding artificial fertilization, drainage system and water

lifting. On the other hand, howeve::" some COStS were reduced such as
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t.hose for ~learing the irrigation channels of silt.

c.4.8 Egypt's water crisis and Aswan High Dam

Until high flows occurred on the Blue Nile in 1990 which saved the

situation Egypt was facing a national crisis as a result of nine years of

falling of water levels in the Nile and Lake Nasser, the reservoir behind

the ASWi30 High dam. Counter-measures taken to avert the water crisis

corr.;nised the following three strategies (Ref.2.4-1);

ka .... ionalization
-Improving irrigation systems; to save 86xI0 6m3 of water per annum.

-Recycling agricultural drainage; to recover 196x10
6

m
3

of wa ter per

2.) River development

-Building a major new dam on the Nile at Rashid, near Alexandriaj to

reduce the Nile's flow into the Mediterranean.

3) Groundwater development

-Exploiting underground reservoirs; to develop non-renewable

!!rcundwater in the deep sandstone aquifers.

The deiails of the groundwater development plan for the deep sandstone

aq:...:.ifers in the New Valley are shot..T. in the :ollowing Section 2.7.4.
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Tab.2.4.3-1 Ex ist ing Dams in the Ni 1e Bas in 2.5 The Jordan River

Remarks: .) Outf low regu lat ion wi th lake storage, or run of the river

~.) Ba rrage for i rr i ga t ion intake

Owen Fa lIs Uganda Victoria Nile 120

Jebel Au 1ia Sudan Bahr-el-Jebel 3.6 2.8

Tis Abba, Ethiopia Blue Nile 9.6

Roseirf'S Sudan Blue Nile 2.7(net) 15 0.45

I\hdshlll-c:l-Girba Sudan Atbara 1.1 7 0.06

High Aswan Egypt Ma in Ni le 90(net) 1.815 10

fI.S"';dn Egypt Main Nile 5 5

ISlld Egypt Main Nile

flag Hammadi Egypt Main Nile

flssyut Egypt Main Nile

Delta Egypt Maln Nile

iifta Egypt Main Nile

Edfllla Egypt Main Nile

Dam Country River Storage Installed

Capaci ty Capac ity

(10 9
m

3) (HW)

Evaporat ion

Loss

( 109m3)

Q-wing to the general aridity of the region, a very large portion of the

~otal area consists of endoreic or inland drainage. The Jordan River which

is the third largest perennial rivers in the Middle East receives most of

its discharge from precipitation on the southern part of the Anti-Lebanon

range. The discharge that feeds into the upper part of the Jordan River

is derived principally from a group of Karstic springs located on the

western and southern slopes of Mount Hermon (Jabel Esh-Sheikh)

The Jordan river is a multi-national river. which flows southwards for a

total length of 228 km through Lebanon Syria, Israel and Jordan (Fig.2.5

1). The catchment area of the Jordan River is 18,300 km2 , of which 3 Z

lies in pre-1967 Israel. The Jordan river is already over-developed

except for a winter flow in the largest tributary of the Yarmouk river

'i~'hich forms the present boundary between Syria and Jordan for 40 km before

it becomes the border between the Israel and Jordan. In the absence of

irrigation extraction, the Jordan system delivers an average annual flow

of 1,850 xl0 6m3 to the Dead Sea; this is 2 Z of the annual flow of the

Nile and 7 % of the annual flow of the Euphrates; 23 Z of this discharge

origin3tes in pre-1967 Israel (Ref.2 5-1).

The discharge that feeds into the upper part of the Jordan River is

der ived principally from groundwater flow through a group of karstic

springs located on the western and southern slopes of Mount Hermon (Jabel

esh-Sheikh). There are three rivers in the headwaters of the north-folk of

the Jordan River; namely the Dan River. the Hasbani River. and the Banias

River. 0: which the quality of water is excellent with salinity less than

~5 to 20 mgtl of chlorine. The flow in the lower reaches of the system is

supplemented by springs. but much of their contributions are so saline

that they degrade the quality of the river flow, to the extent of several

thousand parts per million of total dissolved solids (TD5) at the Allenby

Br idge near Jerico.

Few regions of the planet offer a more varied physiography or a richer mix

of ethnicities, religions, languages, societies, cultures and politics

than the Middle East. At the same time, no segment of the globe presents

i:s diverse aspects in such an amalgam of conflicts and complexities. Out

of this compound, one issue emerges as the most conspicuous, cross

...:utting, and problematic: - or other its scarcity and rapid

diminution in some of the driest sectors of an area where there also
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happen to exist some of the fiercest national animosities. River waters

in the Middle East are a conflict-laden determinant of both the domestic

and external policies of the region's principal

As water shortages occur and full utilization is reached these policies

~end to be framed more and more in zero-sum terms, adding to the

probability of discord. The severity of Middle Eastern water problems

will, unavoidably, increase significantly during the end of this century.

In an already over-heated atmosphere of political hostility, insufficient

wate::- t.o satisfy burgeoning human. developmental. and security needs among

all nations of the Middle East heightens the ambient tensions. By the end

of 19905, Israel, Jordan and the West Bank will have depleted virtually

allot their renewable sources of fresh water if current pattern of

consumption are not quickly and radically altered. In this circumstance I

the Jordan River system, which includes the AI-Wuheda dam scheme on a

~ajor tributary of the Yarmouk river, unquestionable holds the greatest

potential for conflict.

Despite of the hopeless political complications in the Middle East, there

is a recent history of tacit, although limited. cooperation over multi

national river development even among the bitterest opponents. including

rivers of the Jordan. Until Israel's invasion of Lebanon and her

:rouulesome stand on clearing out obstructions to the intake of Jordan IS

East Ghar canal - have more or less infarmally agreed to share the Jordan

River system within the framework of the ~Johnston Plan 1955 11
• The

Jordan river. which comprise he problems of not only quantity issue but

quali y issue such as increasing river salinity, are examined herewith to

distinguish the complexities. conunonalties. and conflict of riparian

issues in the Middle East. where the peace of the world is at risk.

The largest water resources development project in Israel is the National

\\Tater Carrier, which is a huge aqueduct and pipeline network carrying the

waters of the River Jordan southwards along the coastal region. The water

is pL<.mped from the En-Sheva intake in the northwest of Lake Tiberias at

~n plev.Hion of 210 m be I 0"" sea level to a height from which it flows by

gravity to a reservoir at Rasalom. The installed capacity of the En-Sheva

pumping station was 360 xI0 6m3 per annum in 1968, and it could conceivably

by increased to a maximum level of 500 x10 6m3 per annum which is 90 Z of

'.he inflow of Jordan River of 544 xl0 6m3 per annum at the inlet to Lake

Tiberias (Ref.2.5-2). This cutting of fresh water flows in the upper

Jordan River would, however, have seriously adverse effects on the quality

of Lake Tiberias and its lower reaches by increasing salinity.
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A scheme to build a conduit to carry seawater from t.he Mediterranean to

the Dead Sea and to exploit the 400 m altit de difference for generating

hydroelectricity was dropped in 1984, owing to strong opposition from the

Arab states and others on both environmental and political grounds. In

the mid 1980s, Israeli studied pumped-storage schemes on both the Dead Sea

and Lake Tiberias, to supplement the peak power generation. The pumped

storage scheme on Lake Tiberias, however, could damage plant and animal

life there. Interest has now shifted back to the Dead Sea because of its

t.otal absence of flora and fauna.

Israel currently uses as much as 90 % or more stream water from the upper

Jordan river. Jordan' s water problems have undoubtedly been exacerbated by

Israel actions to deny it the right to develop fully the Jordan water

resources within its borders. The problem is particularly acute over the

postponement of construction works of Al-Wuheda dam on the Yarmouk river.

The upper Jordan River has already been developed to a maximum capacity.

"hen undergoing project of the AI-Wuheda (Maqarin) dam is completed, the

only major undeveloped tributary of Y3rmouk will be also become fully

utilized.

There have been several changes in the Israel-Arab situation since the

I::-aq invasion of Kuwait in 1990. From the integrated hydrological studies

0:1 the Jordan river system. it is now possible to conceive

comprehensive development plan which will be not only technically

economically feasible but also politically desirable and urgent. Both the

Hediterranean-Dead Sea Conduit scheme and the Al Wuheda Dam project could

be discussed simultaneously withou threatening new political conflicts

but ra ther to promote peace and economic development for the Palestinians.

The dialogue between the two states would be based on a sense of the water

cycle and balance of coordinating hydrology, energy and politics. The

following Section describes the hydrology and water resources of the

Jordan river system. The integrated planning concept to form the

rramev'ork of comprehensive water resources development is given in

Chapter-V.

2.5.1 The river basin

The ca tchment of the Jordan river, excluding the upper basin, is an

intp.gl-al part of the arid to semi-arid region. There is a marked spatial

variation in the distribution of precipitation over the catchment. The
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::-echarging area is confined to the upstream mountainous areas in the Anti

Lebanon range where the mean annual precipitation amounts to 1,400 nun.

while the climate in the lower reaches of the Jordan river in the Rift

Valley is arid to hyper-arid with an annual mean precipitation of less

than 50-200 mm.

The Jordan river originates in the southwestern Anti-Lebanon range of

Moun t Hermon which is covered wi th permanent snow and f lows through

Lebanon, Syria. Israel, and Jordan. The river flows southwards for a

total distance of 228 km along the bottom of a longitudinal graven known

as the Rift Valley before emptying into the Dead Sea. Its principal

tributary. the Yarmouk. forms the border between Syria and Jordan and

divides Israel from Jordan in the Yarmouk triangle. The lower reaches of

the Jordan river border on part the Israeli occupied West Bank to the

west and Jordan to the east for a distance of about 80 km. (Fig.2.5-1)

The catchment area of the Jordan River is 18,300 km2 in total, of which 3

;, lies in pre-1967 Israel. The lower Jordan river between Lake Tiberias

and Dead Sea has a catchment area of 1,050 km2

Based on the nature of the hydrology, hydrogeology and water use. the

Jordan river system may be classified into three sections, namely:

(A) Upper Jordan River; Headwaters - Huleh Valley - Tiberias Lake

(B) Yarmouk River

(C) Lower Jordan River; Main stream - Dead Sea

2.5.2 The upper Jordan river

cent of the discharge of the upper Jordan.

The Hasbani River derives most of its discharge from two springs, the

'~Tazzani and the Haqzbieh, the latter being a group of springs on the

uppermost Hasbani. All of these springs rise from subsurface conduits in

cavernous Cretaceous carbonate rocks. The .combined discharge of these two

springs averages 138 x10 6m3 per annum, but the range of values measured

varies over a greater range than that of the Dan Spring. Over a recent

twenty-year period, the flow of the Hasbani varied from 52 to 236 x10 6m3

per annum. The Hasbani discharge responds much more rapidly to rainfall

events than does the discharge of the Dan Spring.

iii) I.b!: Banias River

The Banias River is fed primarily from the Hermon springs that issue from

the contact of Quaternary sediments over Jurassic limestone in the extreme

nonheast of the Jordan Valley. The average discharge of the Hermon

Spring is 121 x10 6m3 per annum: during a recent twenty-year period its

discharge varied from 63-190 xI0 6m3 per annum.

In a typical year, these karstic springs provide 50 Z of the discharge of

the upper Jordan River: the rest is derived from surface runoff directly

after the winter rainfall events. In dry years, spring outflow may make

up as much as 70 Z of the flow of the upper Jordan The following is a

summary of mean annual discharges of three rivers (Ref.2.S-1);

Upper Jordan River system includes; i) three major headwater streams of

"Dan", "Hasbani" and "Basnias". ii) Huleh Valley, and iii) Lake Tiberias

Sea of Galilee (Fig 2.5.2-1).

Dan River

!iashani River

banias River

Mean annual flow
--(10 6m3 ) --

245

138

121

(504 )

Annual~ .2.f flow

(10 6m3 )

173-285

52-236

63-190

(298-711)

Israel

Lebanon

Syria/Israel

':'he largest of the springs is the Dan Spring. which rise from Jurassic

ci1rbonate rocks and supplies a large and relatively steady flow that

~esponds only slowly to rainfall events. The average discharge of the Dan

spring is 245 x10 6m3 per annum, which makes up effectively the entire flow

of the Dan River. The Dan Spring is the least available in discharge

e.ffiong the major karstic sources of the upper Jordan: its discharge varies

from 173 to 285 x10 6m3 per The Dan typically represents 50 per-
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The Dan Spring, the largest of the sources of the upper Jordan, lies

whllily within Israel close to the border with Syria The spring sources

of the Hasbani River lie entirely within Lebanon. The spring source of

the Banias River is in Syria. These three small streams unite 6 kIn inside

Israel at about 70 m above sea level to form the upper Jordan River.
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These spring systems together provide more water than can be accounted for

as a result of rainfall over their immediate watersheds; thus, it is

surmised that the springs represent the outflow of a large. regional

aquifer. The combined outflow of the springs and the precipitation that

falls on the surface watershed of the upper Jordan is of the order of 500

xl0 6m3 per annum.

iv) Huleh Valley

The flow of the upper Jordan enters the Huleh Valley (formerly Lake

Huleh), where it receives additional volume from the flow of sublacustrine

springs. Among the minor springs and seasonal watercourses contributing

the flow of the upper Jordan, the most important is the Wadi Bareighhit.

The water budget of the Huleh Valley is show as below (Ref. 2 5-1);

Lake Tiberias has a volume of 4xl0 9 m3 , which is 6.5 times the annual flow

0: the upper Jordan inflow and 8 times the annual Jordan outflov.·. The

v,,'ater depth is 26 m on average, including: 3maximum of 43 m. The surface

area is 170 km2 , which loses about 270 xl0 m per annum of water from the

surface of Lake Tiberias by direct evaporation. The salinity of Lake

Tiberias varies from a low value of 260 mg!l to a high of 400 mg!l of

chlorine; this variation depends primarily on the flow of the upper

Jordan, in which salinity does not exceed 15-20 mg!l of chlorine (Ref.2.5

1). About 500 xI0 6m3 per annum leaves Lake Tiberias via its outlet and

:lows south along the floor of the Dead Sea Rift for about 10 km to the

con::luence of the Yarmouk River.

2.5.3 The Yarmouk river

Source of Flow

Flow in 0 Huleh Valley

Local runoff Huleh to Jisr Banat Yaqub

Irriga:ion in Huleh Valley

Flow into Tiberias Lake

Inflow Plus Minus

(10 6m3 ) (10 6m3 ) (10 6m3 )

504

140

-100

544

The Yarmouk river originates on the south-eastern slopes of Mount Hermon

i~ a cCi':1plex of wadis developed in Quaternary volcanic rocks. The main

trunk of the Yarmouk forms the present boundary between Syria and Jordan

for 1..0 kIn before it becomes the border between Jordan and Israel. Where it

enters the Jordan River 10 km below Lake Tiberias (Fig.2.5.2-1), the

Yarmouk cuntributes about 400 xl0 6m3 per annum (Ref. 2.5.3-1).

Beyond the Huleh, the North Fork of the Jordan falls 200 m to Lake

Tiberias (Sea of Galilee), which lies 210 m below sea level. The upper

Jordan contributes an average of 660 xI0 6m3 per annum to the lake, or 40 Z

of Israel's total identified renewable water resources. An additional 130

xI0 6m3 per annum enters Lake Tiberias as winter runoff from various wadis

and in the form of discharge from sublacustrine springs which contain high

salinity. The following is a summary of water budget of the Tiberias Lake

(Ret.2 5-1);

Source of Flow Inflow Plus Minus Outflow

(10 6 3) (10 6m3 ) (10 6m3 ) (106m3)

Flow i to Tiberias lake 54~

Ra1:lfall over the lake 65

flow from local runoff 70

Springs in and around lake 65

Evaporat.ion from lake surface -270

Out flow to lower Jordan River 474
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Thpre is no flow contribution from the part of the valley where Israel is

a rioarian. Of the 7,242 km 2 of the Yarmouk basin, 1,424 km2 lie within

jord~n and 5,252 km2 within Syria. The flow of the Yarmouk is derived

from winter precipitation that averages 364 mm per annum over the basin

(Ref.2.5-1) .

'i'!1l:" Yarmouk River is the largest tributa:-y of the Jordan river system, of

\~'hich .... he potential resources have not been fully exploited except for a

major part of the baseflow. The stream flow is supplemented by spring

discharges from the highly permeable zones in the lavas; some further

spring discharges may be channeled to the surface on wadi floors via

solutio:1 pathways in the underlying limestones.

The mean annual flow discharge is 400 xlO m3 per annum, which is 65 Z of

th p total discharge of 607 xl0 6m3 per annum of the East Bank. The flow is

lar-gely influenced by rainfall pattern in the Mediterranean climate,

indici1fing maximum monthly discharge of 101 xI0 6m3 in February and minimum

ot 19 xl0 6m3 in September (Ref.2.5.3-1).

The water salinity of the Yarmouk river is quite low, being in the range

betwee" 280 and 480 mg!l of total dissolved solids (TDS).
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The Yarmouk river, which has a mean discharge of 400xI0 6m3 per annum,

provides almos half of the jordan's surface water resources. The water

in hi ~ river, after allowing for some 17xl0 6 m3 per annum for downstream

in neighboring countries, is diverted through the East Ghar Main

Canal (EGMC), an irrigation canal which runs along the Jordan river, to

agricul tural wa ter needs in the Jordan Valley (Fig. 2.5.2-1). The

unn," East Ghor Canal phase was completed in 1964, and by 1979, it had

cpacheJ a length of 100 km, which could permit the irrigation of 22,000 ha

(Ref.2.5-2) .

Al-Huheda dam, first conceived as early as 1956, is going to be built in

tht:> northern part of Magarin about 20 kIn north of Irbid to store the

v.'at.ers of the Yarmouk River, a largest tributary of the Jordan River

(Fig.2.5.2-1) .

Thl' estimated streamflow at Magarin gauging station is 273xI0 6m3 per annum

0:1 ave:,age. which includes flood waters being discharged downstream

witho\;:.. o;1y use. Based on a bilateral riparian agreement be ween Syria and

Jordan in 1988, preliminary work for opening an 800-meter long diversion

tunnel had been comple ed by the end of 1989. The dam reservoir would have

a gross capacity of 225xl0 6m3 with effective storage of 195xl0 6m3

annually. The water would irrigate an additional 3,500 hectares in the

Jordan Valley, and supply 50xl0 6m3 of water a year to the Greater Amrnan

area a:1d Eastern Heights. It will also generate an average of 18,800 MWh

or electricity a year. Syria y,,'ill be using part of the water and 75 :: of

thp to:-al hydroelectric power generated by a power station near the dam,

HOy,,'pve:-, this project has been stopped by strong opposition from Israel

due to water allocation problems between the two states.

~.r..4 The lower Jordan :-ivE'r and Dead Sea

South of its confluence with the Yarmouk, the Jordan flows over late

Tertiary rocks that partially fill the Rift Valley. For the first 40 km

the river forms the international boundary between Israel and Jordan;

south of that reach, it abuLs the Israeli-occupied West Bank of Jordan,

where it forms the present cease-fire line. The Jordan here flows

through the deepest portion of the Rift Valley to enter the Dead Sea at
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"01 m below sea level, the lowest point of the earth. (Fig. 2.5.2-1)

Runoff from winter rainfall within the valley is carried to the Jordan

river via seep. intermittent tributary wadis incised in the wall of the

Jordan Valley, primarily on the East Bank. The source represents an

aJd:'tional 523 xl0 6m3 per annum, of which only 20 % originates in Israel;

286 xI0 6m3 per annum is derived from perennial spring flow, while 237

xl0 6m3 per annum is provided by winter rainfall (Ref.2.5-1). The main

tributaries on the East Bank including the Zarqa river and Wadi Arab,

Ziglab, Jurm, Ubis, Kafrain, Rajib, Shueib, and Hisban are described in

Chapter-IV.

The quality of the lower Jordan river is influenced both by rainfall

patterns and the amount of baseflow extracted upstream. Water salinity is

about 350 mg/l of total dissolved solids (TDS) in the rainy season, while

it rises to 2,000-4,000 mg/l of total dissolved solids (TDS) in the dry

season at Allenby bridge near Jerico.

Finally, the salinity of the Jordan river system reaches 250,000 mg/l of

total dissolved solids in the Dead Sea, a level approximately seven times

as high as that of the ocean. This salinity level is too high to sustain

~ifp. but certain minerals such as potash and bromines can be extracted

by (solar) evaporative processes.

:'he Dead Sea is located in the lowest spot on the earth in he Jordan Rift

Valley, and covers an area of of 1,000 km2 at a surface elevation of 400 m

beloy,,' mean sea level. It has two basins separated by the Lisan

Straits: the northern basin with an area of 230 km2, and the southern basin

witl1 an area of 720 km2 . The catchment area is 40,000 km2 including parts

.': :::srael, Jordan, and Syria. The shortest distance between the Dead Sea

anJ the Mediterranean Sea is 72 km (Fig.2.5-1).

The Dead Sea is a closed sea with no outlet except by evaporation, owing

·0 very high evaporation from the sea surface which amounts to 1,600 nun

per annum. In the past, the evaporation losses were replenished by an

inflow of fresh water from the Jordan River and its tributaries, as well

as other sources such as wadi floods, springs and rainfall. The mean

volume of water flowing into the sea before 1930 was about 1.6xl09m3 per

annum, of which 1.1x10 9m3 per annum were carried by the Jordan River

(Ref.25.4-1). Under these conditions, the Dead Sea had reached an

enuilibrium level at a height around 393 m below sea level, with some

seasonal and annual fluctuation due variations in the amount of
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~ainfall. However, since the early 1950s, Israel and later on the Jordan,

have taken steps to utilize the f::-eshwater flowing into the Dead Seas for

intensified irrigation and other purposes, which has reduced the amount of

water entering the Dead Sea by lXl0 9m3 per annum. Consequently, the water

level in t.he Dead Sea has declined in recent years, reaching as low as 403

m below sea level today. which is almost 10 m lower than its historic

equilibriwn level. The surface area of the Dead Sea and its evaporated

volume vary only by a few percent between elevations from -402 to -390 m,

while water levels fluctuate considerably.

2.5.5 Water Allocation Problems and International Riparian Agreement

In 1953. the four countries Lebanon, Syria. Israel, and Jordan, agreed

basically upon the priority use of Jordan river waters, in the so-called

"Johnston Agreement". including the priority use of the main stem of

Jordan River by Israel and Lebanon. The biggest tributary of t.he Yarmouk

river which runs along the northern border of Jordan with Syria would be

exclusively used by Syria and Jordan. This established a water allocation

0: the usable Jordan river estimated at 1,380 x10 6m3 per annum in totalj

52 2 (720 xl0 6m3 ) of Jordan. 32 % (440 xl0 6m3 ) of Israel, 13 % (180

xl0 6m3 ) 0: Syria and 3 % (40 xl0 6m3 ) of Lebanon (Ref.2.5-l). It is widely

assumed that he technical experts of each country involved in this

discussion agreed upon the details of this plan. although soon afterwards

~:H:> gO';ernments rejected it for political reasons.

liith the failure of these negotiations, both Israel and Jordan decided t.o

proceed with water projects situated entirely within their own boundaries.

As a result Israel began work on t.he Nat.ional Water Carrier in 1958 which

is currently abstracting 90 Z or more flow of the upper Jordan river by

through the intake in the northwest Tiberias lake.

Syria continued implementation of small-medium size dam development

schemes for the upper i'armouk. These plans could lead to increased

salin:''')' levels in the lower Yarmouk and lower Jordan rivers, lower water

levels in the Dead Sea. and reduced irrigation water for Jordan's East

Ghur Development Project. From a strategic point of view, this long-term

SYlian e:fort could reduce Jordanian access to the Yarmouk, on which

Jordan relies to irrigate the Jordan valley, and may affect downstream

availabilit.ies for Israel. Ultimately. the possibilit.y of height.ened

tension or even armed conflict among the riparians might increase

(Rer.2.5.5-l). In 1988, Jordan and Syria signed a protocol of

unders:....antiing which paves the way to the conunencement of Al-Wuheda dam on
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t.he int€::-national border of the Yarmouk River.

After completing the diversion tunnel for the Al-Wuheda dam at the end of

1989, the storage dam project could not be continued owing to a strong

opposition by Israel. The Israel has been demanding an increase. rather

than a decrease of the Yarmouk's flow, after facing the serious water

problem that utilizing almost all of its replenishable fresh-water

resources such as surface water from Jordan river and renewable

groundwaters in t.he limestone-sandstone aquifers in the 1970s-l980s.
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2.6 Colorado River

Increasing salinity is one of the most significant and certainly the mas

widespread forms of groundwater andlor stream flow pollution. The most

important causes are the increase in salinity of groundwater from the

effects of irrigation. and the intrusion of saline water (seawater).

mainly in basins of internal drainage, islands and coastal areas.

In arid climates infiltration from rainfall may be negligible and leaching

is not effective in diluting soil salt solutions enriched by evaporation.

Any infiltration that does reach the groundwater table will be relatively

highly mineralized. In poor drainage areas, particularly basins of

internal drainage which are groundwater discharge areas, evaporation can

produce significant increases in salinity.

Changes in salinity of rivers along their courses and with time are mainly

the result of influences of return flows from the subsurface drainage

The effect of irrigation returns on river salinity as described

here for the Colorado river in Arizona has been illustrated by rivers in

other arid regions in the advanced countries including Upper Rio Grande in

Texas U.S.A, Colorado river in Arizona U.S.A, Murray river in Australia

(Re:.2.6-1).

Section 2.6 provides a case study in the control of river salinity

problems by using the world's largest desalting facility to salvage about

72.4 mgd (280,000 m3 /day) of brackish water from irrigation drainage in

the Col-orado valley, Arizona, U.S.A. The reverse osmosis eRO) desalination

p::-oject, 'Y.'hich is located at Yuma city in the southwestern corner of the

A!.-izona state in the U.S.A., aims to control the quality of the Colorado

river where it crosses the border between U.S.A. and Mexico.

2.6 1 Background

The Colorado River is one of the world's most regulated rivers. But the

regulation necessary to ensure a sufficient quantity of water for

has also exacted a price in the quality of the water available. As the

Southwest U. S .A. was being developed during the early part of this

century, the big question was "Will there k enough water ?". Today

people also ask, "How R.Q.QQ. will the available water k ?". Under a 1944

treaty with the U.S.A., Mexico has a guaranteed allotment of l.85xI0 9m3 of

waLer per year. Between 1945 and 1961 there were no major problems
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resulting from the Treaty, as the salinity of the water crossing the

border into Mexico was generally within 400 mg/l at Imperial Dam, the last

major diversion for U.S.A. users.

Ir. regulating the Colorado by constructing a series of large dams

(Fig.2.6.l-l), stream salinity has been substantially increased by two

processes; the tremendously increased evaporation surface, and

contaminated irrigation return flows. The stream salinity (TDS) has been

doubled from 400 mg/l in the early 1900s to 800 mgtl in the 1950s that

arrives at the Mexican border. In 1961 Mexico began complaining that the

increase salinity was harming crops in the Mexicali valley. In 1973

U.S.A. agreed in "Minute NO.242" to a salinity level for water being

delivered to Mexico at Morelos Dam.

This agreed upon salinity level has had to be achieved by constructing a

massive desalination plant. Enough of the salts have to be removed from

irrigation return flows to make the water acceptable for discharge into

the river, and later delivery to Mexico. The plant will be the world's

largest reverse osmosis (RO) desalting facility with an installed capacity

C't 27.600 m3 tday. When the Yuma desalting plant is completed in 1992, it

will salvage most of the irrigation return flows of 98 xl0 6m3 tyear which

present being diverted 0 the Gulf of California. (Ref.2.6.1-1)

~ .6.2 The river basin

':'he Colorado River is an in ernational drainage system tha drains an

area of approximately 583,000 k.m 2 and flows through seven states in the

U.S.A. and he Republic of Mexico (Fig.2.6.1-1).

7hr> avel-age annual natural flm,,' of the river at Lee Ferry, Arizona, the

divl.ding point between the Upper and Lower Basins, has been estimated at

a bOll t loxIa 9m3! yea r which a 1so approxima tes to the present consumptive use

w·':"rhin the basin plus deliveries to Hexico. The total annual salt load at

Lep Ferry is 7. 4xl0 6 metric tons, of which the irrigated agriculture is

"sumated to contribute a further 1.8 to 3xl0 6 metric tons. Eighty-eight

(oS) per-cent of the total salt load from irrigated agriculture in the

basin is estimated to originate io the Upper Basin. (Ref.2.6.2-1)

2.6.3 Salinity problems of Colorado river

Salinity is a naturally occurring phenomenon in almost all rivers in the

arid zone. The salinity of the Colorado river water at its headwaters in
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the Rocky Mountains is about 50 mgtl of total dissolved solids (TDS) yet

~'here the river crosses the border into !"lexica. it was already about 400

mgtl in the early 1900's. Owing 0 t e tremendously increased evaporative

surfaces in the over 20 reservoirs and the numerous irrigation systems in

arid terrain, the salinity of river water at the border now reached an un

acceptable level.

In sou~h\...estern Arizona, the Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation and Drainage

District, east of Yuma. was one of the last districts to be developed in

the early 1950's (Fig.2.6.1-l). This project included a system of drainage

wells, the discharge of which included a substantial amount of of highly

saline groundwater that had been concentrated through re-use during the

previous 50 years. Initially it had a salinity of 6,000 mg/l. This

resulted in a sharp increase in the salinity of the water crossing the

border into Mexico from around 850 mg/l in 1960 to more than 1,500 mgtl

in 1962. At about the same time releases into Mexico were greatly reduced

in anticipation of storage behind the newly constructed Glen Canyon Dam.

This loss of dilution water is illustrated by the fact that for the period

195:,-60 the average delivery to Mexico was 5.2xl0 9m3 tyear, while in the

S'J' epding one-year periods to 1970, the flow averaged only

1.9>:l09m3tyear, Mexico raised strenuous objections.(Ref.2.6.2-l)

In 1961 1'1exico began complaining that the increased salinity was harming

crops ':'n the Mexicali Valley, and in 1973 the United States had to agree

~o :--edL:.ce the salinity level. Specifically, the salinity of water as it

enters ~~xico at Morelos dam must average no more than 115 mg!l plus

minus -:10 mg!l over the average annual salinity of waters arriving at

lmperial Dam (Ref.2.6.2-1).

2.6.-'-1 Counter-measures to control river sali .ity

:r Oi.!.;,:y wTith the above agreement t.he U.S.A. has planned the following

"orks: (Fig.2.6.4-1)

1) A major desalting plant for Wellton-Mohawk drainage waters.

2) Extension of the Wellton-Mohawk drain hy 85 km to the Gulf of

California.

3) Li::.ing or construction of a new Coachella Canal in California.

4) Reductiun in Wellton-Mohawk District acreage and improved irrigation
efEciency.

5) Construction of a wellfield the U.S.A. side of the international

boundary to balance wellfields recently installed by Mexico near the
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border.

All of the costs in money or water to achieve the new guarantee are to be

borne by the U.S.A. at a COSt of several hundred million dollars annually.

Both the U.S.A. and Mexico will receive tangible benefits. The United

States Bureau of Reclamation estimates that an increase of one mg!l in

salinity at Imperial Dam results in cost of US $240,000!year to water

users in Arizona, California, and Nevada. In the absence of any measures

to control salinity, the total impact of salinity increases on users in

the three Lower Basin states was predicted to be about US $80xl0 6 per year

by the year 2000. (Ref. 2.6.2-1) Dollar values of detriments to users in

Mexico would be additional, but have not been estimated.

Authorization to commence the salinity control work was provided by the

Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act, passed by Congress in June

1974. This legislation was in two parts; Title One (for salinity control

downstream of Imperial Dam), and Title Two (for salinity control

in the seven Colorado River basin states upstream of Imperial

Dam) .

2.6.5 Salinity control by world's largest RO desalting facilities

The ag:-eed upon salinity level is to be achieved by constructing a

desalination plant. Enough of the salts will be removed from irriga ion

re urn f10....·s to make the water acceptable for discharge into the river

and lale~ delivery to Mexico. Un il the desalination plant is completed,

drainage water from the farmlands east of Yuma will be bypassed around

Hexico's diversion point at Morelos dam and will be carried in a concrete

lined drain to the Santa Clara Slough at the Gulf of California

(Ref.2.6.1-l). Meanwhile. hese bypassed flows "'ill be replaced by water

from upstream storage to fully meet the qua ity of 1.5x10 6 acre-feet

(1. 85xlO 9m3) of wa ter owed to Mexico. When the Yuma de sal ting plant is

corr.pletPd. it will salvage most of the irrigation return flows now being

diverted.

The Yuma desalting plant provides for salinity control measures downstream

of Imperial dam. Approximately 100 mgd (= 166 xl0 6 m3 !y) of saline

irr iga tion drainage from the Well ton-Mohawk farmland will be delivered to

thi:" Yu;na desalting plant via an existing concrete lined drain. The

anticipated performance of the desalting plant is shown in Tab.2.6.5-1.

The RO plant has an installed design capacity of about 72 mgd (262,520

m3!d). which can be expanded to 96 mgd (363.360 m3!d). A flow diagram of
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the treatment system is shown in Fig.2.6.5-1.

Pre-treatment

Before being desalted. the water passes through three pre-treatment steps

to remove all solids in the water which would quickly clog the expensive

desal ring membranes if not removed. Pre-trea ting the wa ter will ensure

tha t membrane life of 3 to 5 years can be realized.

As ~_he \,'ater flows into the plant, chlorine ....·ill be added to prevent

growth of algae and other organisms. The water will first go through the

grit sedimentation basin to remove heavy grit, sediment and sand suspended

in the water. The water will also be softened by removing some of the

calcium. Lime and ferric sulfate will both be used in the solid contact

reactors. The last step in the pre-treatment process will be dual media

fil ters which will remove any fine particles or organisms remaining in the

Revpr-s~ osmosis is the separation of one component of a solution from

another component. (in this case, the salt from the H20) This is

accompl':"shed by means of pressure exerted on a semi-impermeable plastic

membr-ane. A total of about 9,000 membrane elements. inserted into

:iberglass pressure vessels will desalt the water. While the pressure

tubes are all 60 cm (20 feet) long, some membranes have a diameter of 30

em (12 inches) while the diameter of others is 20 cm (8 inches). The

ele:ne:lt is made up of a number of sheets that are rolled into a s iral

....·ound menhrane.

The separation of the salt from the product water is both a chemical

p::-ccess and a physical diffusion process. The water is forced through the

.....·ai~ s of the cellulose acetate membranes by applying pressure at about 30

"n"c
2

(about 400 pounds per square inch), allowing only the freshly

desalted water to pass through. This process removes about 97 % of the

salts from the water. The fresh water is forced by the pressure down

towards the center tube.

After desalination, the product water (with a salinity level of 285 mg!l)

"'ill be collected and combined with untreated drainage water (with
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salinity around 3,000 mg/l of TDS) to achieve the desired salinity level

of about 700 mg/I. The salvaged water will then be conveyed in a concrete

channel to the Colorado rivet. RO brine (with 10,000 mg/l salinity) will

be piped to the existing bypass drain, where it will mix with excess

untrea ted Well ton-Mohawk drainage. Anticipated performance of the reverse

osmosis desalination is shown in Tab.2.b.5-l. This effluent/drainage flow

will then travel to the Santa Clara Slough above the Gulf of California,

where it will combine harmlessly with 30,000 mg!l .salinity ocean water.

(Ref.2.6.1-1) No adverse effects on the water environment in the Gulf of

Calitornia is foreseen.

Until t.he desalting plant is completed, these bypassed flows are being

replaced by water from upstream storage in order to fully meet the

quantity of 1.85xl0 9 m3 (1.5 million acre-feet) of water owed to Mexico.

The unit water costs of the various waters including seawater desalination

by MSF and RO (practice in Kuwait; Ref .2.6.5-2), brackish water

desalination by RO (Yuma, USA) and advanced waste water treatment (Water

Factory-21, USA; Ref.2.6,5-3) are compared as shown below;

Seawa ter Brackish water Advanced waste

desalination desalina tion water treatment

MSF RO (Yuma) (Water Factory-21)

Salinity of source water

(mgll ; TDS) 4S, 000 45, 000 3, 000 1, 000 less than 500

Unit water cost

(USS/m 3 ) 2.7 1.6 0.46 0,14 0,17

The United State Bureau of Reclamation estimated the project cost of the

The ar:nual cost is estimated to be US$ 8.988,500 of the capital investment

,,·iLC. USS 11,520,000 of the operation and maintenance for 126 6 xl0 6m3 /y of

Ut'.sig;, rroduct water with salinity at 386 mg/l of the total dissolved

solids (TDS). The unit cost of the product water is estimated to be US$

0.16 based on 1975 prices without interest dur.-ing the construction. From

a recent cost study on the Yuma desalting project, the unit cost of the

IHoduet water with salinity at 285 mg/l of TDS for the design product

wdLl?r of 85xI0 6m3 per annum is estimated to be US$ 0.48/m 3 , assuming the

construction period of three years with an interest rate at 8 ..... The

project cost of the Yuma desalting plant which is based on 1990 prices is

estimated LO be as follov::

Yuma desalting plant in 1975.

includes;

P::-~-treatment

Desalting plant

Control and operating system

Appurtenant works

The capital cost of USS 149,446,000

USS 56,000,000

USS 70,300,000

USS 5,300,000

USS 17,860,000

The operation and maintenance cost of the RO desalination is likely to be

reduced by introducing low pressure type membrane modules. The major cost

items of the power and membranes expected to be minimized by the

advances in the membrane technology.

2.6.6 Remarks on Colorado river salinity control and water resources

management

The product water from the desalting plant will be blended with raw

drainage water to develop a total of 89xl0 6m3 per annum of blended water

to be delivered to the Colorado River. Salinity control of the Colorado

river by desalting facility is not only to protect the water quality

env i ~onmen t but al so to sus tain the arid land agr icul ture of both U, S, A.

and Mexico. The Colorado river salinity control program, of which the Yuma

cesal ting plant is a key element. may be a significant development in

water resources management of the river. The large scale RO system will

be applicable, however. only in countries when plant operational skills

are already at a high level.

Capital

Design and construction management

Financial expenditure

A;1nual operation and maintenance cost

2.6-6

USS 211,518, 000

USS 52,911, 000

USS 68,672,000

USS 20,551, 000
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Tab. 2.6.5-1 Anticipated Performance of Yuma Desal ting Plant

Constituent Feed Water Reject Water Produc t Water

(mg/l) (mg/l) (mg/l)

------------ ------------ ---- ---- ----- ----- - - - -----

Ca 145 477 3

Mg 85 279 2

Na 739 2.246 93

K 9 27 1

HC0 3 19 15 <1

S04 1,011 3,380 11

Cl 870 2,563 145

N0 3 1 3 <1

Si02 23 63 6

TDS 2,987 9,047 261
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2.7 Non-renewable Groundwater Development in the Middle East

In the Middle East it is possible to distinguish two major types of

aquifers. Along river valleys and beneath alluvial fans and plains, there

are shallow alluvial aquifers. These are generally unconfined. small in

area, and have water tables which respond rapidly to local precipitation

conditions. The second type are deep rock aquifers of sedimentary origin.

usually sandstone and limestone. These are often confined systems.

sometimes of considerable areal extent, and store water which can in part

be many thousands of years old.

The deep rock aquifers often extend over' many thousands of square

kilometers in area I with natural recharge occurring in upland and foothill

zones \"here the rocks have surface outcrops. With these large rock

aquifers there is still considerable uncertainty as to the degree to which

recharge is taking place at the present day, partly because little is

known about how much runoff is generated during the rare, but often

intense. local storm events.

The potential for conventional water resources such as river water and

renewable groundwater is extremely limited in the Arabian peninsula and

lJorLh Africa excluding minor areas in the mountain ranges where annual

rainfall exceeds 10 inches or 250 nun. By over-exploiting major rivers such

as Nile. Jordan, Tigris and Euphrates. groundwater resources in deep

san s "one aquifers, such as Nubian sandstone aquifers and its equivalent

ro:.-mations. could have been conceived a major source of water for

development in the Middle East and North Africa in the 1980s. Groundwater

in the deep sandstone aquifers. hOy,,'ever, is non-renewable or "fossil"

water y,,'hich may offer an opportunity for short t.erm and emergency

Large scale deep sandstone aquifer developmen projects in the Saudi

Arabia, Libya, and Egypt are illustrated in this Section.

The sediments, as a rule, are deposited either in flood facies represented

by poorly sorted, coarse to medium grained. commonly cross-bedded,

brownish sandstones containing mud flakes and quartz pebbles, or in

lacust.rine facies consisting of clay banks and sandstone tongues and

reaching a maximum thickness of 3,500 m. Rapid facies changes are typical

and marine incursions common, particular over the less stable parts of the

platform.

The age of the Nubian sandstone is poorly defined. In Libya, late Jurassic

to early Cretaceous age is indicated, while the formation extends into the

Paleocene in Egypt. It seems that name of "Nubian Sandstone" is best

regarded as a purely litho-stratigraphic unit which does not easily fit

into a chrono-stratigraphic system.

Groundwa ter basins in Sahara

The groundwater of the Sahara is to be found mainly in the following

seven major basins: the Great Western Erg and Great Eastern Erg in the

north, Fezzan and Tonezroft in the central region, the Western Desert of

Egypt in the east, and Chad and Niger in the south (Fig.2. 7.1-1). A very

large groundwater reservoir of fresh water is found in the Libyan part of

the Sahara up to a depth of approximately 3.000 m. The water in the

aquifers of Nubian sandstone correlates with ~Continental Intercalaire~ in

t.he Wes ern Sahara and is normally of good quality with tot.al dissolved

solid (TDS) content being usually less than 500 mg/l (Ref.2.7.1-1). The

Nubian aquifer system of the North-Eastern Sahara, which is one of the

largest groundwater systems of the Sahara. covers an area of about

2xl0 6km 2 . has two principal basins: the Kufra basin in Libya, northeastern

Chad and northwestern Sudan. and the Dal:hla basin of Egypt. (Fig.2.7.1-2)

2.7-1

Sandstones of Nubian facies underlie most of the Arabian Peninsula and the

Sahara. and represent one of the most extensive artesian groundwater

basins of the world. Nubian sandstones derive from the Pre-Cambrian and

form reworked sandy Paleozoic deposits and have not been" altered by

metamorphic process"

2.7-2

Despite the hyper-arid climate, a huge reserves of fresh groundwater is

contained in Nubian sandstone in several thousand meters of saturated

rock. The average rainfall is less than 5 nun per annum, from which it is

obvious that. there has been no recent. groundwater recharge in most of

system. For the occurrence of the groundwater, two flow mechanisms have

been discus sed including s teady- s ta te and non- steady (Ref. 2.7.1-2). The

steady-stat.e concept, that suggests renewable conditions, is based on

observations of piezometric heads and postulates a large-scale flow from

mountainous recharge areas in the southwest such as the Tibesti mountains

in the deep sandstone aquifer2.7.1 Groundwater



on the Chad/Libyan border and Ennedi mountains on the border with Sudan to

a northeast discharge area along the Mediterranean Sea coast. Such

artesian water generally moves very slowly over considerable distances

from the recharge area.

The non-steady concept, that suggest a non-renewable condition, is based

on isotope dating of water samples. indicating ages of groundwater of

25,000 to 40,000 years. The apparent age of a groundwa ter sample, taken

from a certain depth in an aquifer, is not only influenced by the flow

time of the groundwater particle from the recharge area. To a large

extent it is the result of diffusive and convective processes in the

aquifer and of mixing within the well.

A recent model simulation study in 1989 (Ref.2.7.1-2), which took into

account paleo-clima tological factors in the Holocene period, showed that

groundwater in Egypt and Libya was probably derived from precipitation

during humid and semi-arid climatic periods and entered the aquifer in the

unconfined parts of the aquifer.

Aquifers in the Arabian peninsula are found in arenaceous and/or

carbonate formations, including the major formations "Saq"/"Disi",

"Tabuk" and 'l;ajid" of Paleozoic age, "Minjur" , "Dhruma", "Biyadh" and

""asia" of Mesozoic age, and "Umm er !tadhuma" and "Darrunan" of Tertiary

period (Fig.2 7.1-3).

The Saq/Disi sandstone, which is of Cambrian to Early Ordovician age,

constitutes the most extensive aquifer in the Arabian peninsula

(Fig.2.7.1-2). The Saq forma ion in Saudi Arabia is equivalent to the Disi

formation in Jordan. Its outcrops form the western and southern fringes

of the Great Nafud basin of Saudi Arabia which extends northwards into

southern Jordan (Figs.2.7.1-4). It underlies at great depth the whole of

Jordan and a large part of the Nafud and Sirhan basins in Saudi Arabia,

and is composed of a complex sequence of cross-bedded quartz sandstone,

shales 3nd siltstone more than 600 to 900 m thick.

The mechanism of groundwater recharge in such a hyper-arid region is still

under discussion among hydrogeologists, but isotope datings of water in

the Disi sandstone in Jordan and Saq sandstone in Saudi Arabia indicate

ages of up to 35,000 years and 20,000 years, respectively (Ref. 2.7.1-3).
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The current hypothesis is that the observed hydraulic gradients cannot be

~ttributed to replenishment and must be the result of dewatering of an

ancient recharge area at outcrops. Groundwater reserves in the Disi/Saq

aquifer are therefore most probably of fossil origin with very little, if

any, additions from modern recharge.

Develop:nent~

The dominance and importance of non-renewable groundwater reserves in the

national water planning is demonstrated in the 1985-1990 development plans

of Saudi Arabia and Libya. These, and the New Valley project in Egypt,

are described below:

2.7.2 Non-renewable groundwater development in Saudi Arabia

Non-renewable groundwater in the deep sandstone aquifers is concentrated

in the northern, northeastern, and central part of the country. The

surface water and renewable groundwater usually concentrated in the west

and southwest near the Hijaz and Assir mountains. While non-renewable

groundwater with brackish quality in the Mesozoic to Neogen aquifers is

found in extensive areas in the northeastern part of the country as shown

in Fig.2. 7 .2-1.

Saudi Arabia is one 0: he world's leaders in production of wheat for

self - suff iciency in food. The production of whea t, however. is dependent

almos ""holly on the mining of non-renewable groundwater resources.

According to the 'Fourth Development Plan (1985-1990); Ministry of

Agriculture and "'·ater N
, agricul ural water demand in Saudi Arabia in 1985

amounted to 8,000 x10 6m3 /y, whereas water demand for urban, rural and

intlust.rial (M&I) use was 1.600 x10 6m3 /v. It was estimated that the total

,,'ater demand will increase to 16,50'C xI0 6m3 /y by the year of 2000,

comprising an agricultu:-al water demand of 14,000 xI0 6m3 /y and a M&I water

demand of 2,500 x10 6m3 /y. This huge water demand for agricultural use is

based on the Kingdom's policy of self-sufficiency in food. The wisdom of

gcowing grain which generally requires 2,000 to 3,000 tons of water per

ton of grain is constantly under discussion. (Ref.2.7.2-1).

Quality and water use----

Quality of groundwater in the deep sandstone aquifers is generally fresh

with a low-salinity in the range between 300 and 1,000 mg/l of TDS. This
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water is used mainly in growing wheat, with a total yield of 741,000 tons

per annum. The unit water requirement is calculated to be 10.8 m3 per

kilogram of wheat (Ref.2.7.2-2). The most conunonly used method of

irrigation in Saudi Arabia is by central pivot sprinkler system, which

loses a significant amount of wa teI:" through evaporation.

Problems ill sustainable development

Salt accumulations in surfacial soil layers and/or underlying aquifers,

which is a typical and difficult problem for groundwater irrigation in the

arid region, cannot be neglected in any long term development project. In

Saudi Arabia this has already caused with a substantial depletion of

nonrenewable groundwater resources.

'.Jater demand in various sectors is increasing at an alarming rate.

Measures to control demand have become increasingly important to water

resources planners and decision-makers in balancing the needs of

agricultural development with depletion of nonrenewable groundwater

resources I and strategic parameters for self-sufficiency in food.

In the Fifth Development Plan of Saudi Arabia (1990-1995), total water use

in the Kingdom will be reduced by 8 %, from 16. 2x10 9m3 per annum in 1990

to 14, 9x10 9m3 per annum in 1995, compared with a total increase of 89 %

during the Fourth Plan period. The reduction in water consumption will be

the result of the projected decline in agricultural consumption from

1I>.6x10 9m3 per annum at the beginning of the Fifth Plan to 12. 7xl0 9m3 per

annum at the end of the Plan period. TZ1e change in the consumption rate

by agriculture is expected to take place through changing crop patterns,

the intensification of water saving techniques and other appropriate

measures. all of which will not affect the desirable growth rate of

agricultural production or its value added. This 8 Z of reduction in the

national water supply may be the world's first application to conserve the

non-renewable groundwater resources. (Ref.2.7.2-3) Many countries in the

Middle East must consider the conservation policy for the sustainable

development including the reduction of na tional wa ter supply.

2.7.3 The Great Man-Made River project in Libya

SaharalLibyan Desert in~

Libya, is located in the northern part of the Sahara desert in Africa I

extends from 19 to 33 degrees of north latitude and from 9 to 25 degrees
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of east longitude with a land area of 1,759,540 km2 (Fig.2.7.l-2). Except

for the Mediterranean coastal belt. the country consists of barren rock

deserts, undulating sand seas, salt-marsh depressions and mountains that

rise to 1,200 m in the southwest and to 1,800 m in the southeast.

Clima tically Libya is influenced by both the Medi terranean and the Sahara.

The coastal region has a Mediterranean climate: winters are mild with 250

to 400 rrnn of rain and sununers hot and dry. Conditions in the desert

interior are extremely hot and arid with an annual rainfall 0 to 120 mm.

Hydro-meteorologically Libya is a desert in which the surface hydrology is

of no direct practical importance, while huge amounts of fossil

groundwater are stored in the Nubian sandstones which underlie wide areas

of the Libyan desert. Groundwater development and/or mining of the Nubian

sandstones in the inland desert depressions, named the "Great Man Made

River Project", will be the key to the nation's development strategy from

the year 2000.

A vast aquifer estimated to hold an amount of fresh water equivalent to

the total flow of the Nile River over a 200-years periOd was accidentally

discovered by American geologist during the crude oil exploration on the

Sahara desert in the early 1960s. The Libyan government saw an

opportunity to pump the water, at a rate of 5.7x10 6 m3 /d (66 m3 /s), then

convey it over 600 km north to farms on the Libyan coast. The total length

of the water pipeline is estimated at 4,000 km which will be the worlds

largest water pipeline system. (Fig.2.7.3-1)

Some agricultural development has already begun around the desert oasis of

Kufra using the self-flowing artesian wells in the depression. Acres of

whea t, barley and alfalfa grow where there were only desert and gravel

plains before. According to an article in the British journal "New

Sr:ientist", the amount of sustained yield of groundwater resources is in

some doubt. Professor Ahmad, a hydrogEologist at the University of Ohio

says that the water is moving into the two aquifers which are to be tapped

at 80 m
3
/s, whereas Dr.E.Wright from the British Geological Survey says

that t.he figure is close to 5 m3 /s. The life of the Nubian sandstone

aquifer is estimated to be 20 to 200 years, owing to the lack of data for

estimating groundwater recharge through the wadi beds and/or the

depressions during occasional and temporary flash floods. The total

pipeline system is therefore designed on the assumption on the aquifer
life of 50 years.
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In 1984 the Libyan government commenced the 1st phase construction for the

"Grea Han-Made River (GMR) project. This comprises a 2xl0
6

m
3

/d twin

pipeline in eastern Libya leading from wellfields in the Tazerbo and Sarir

regions. deep in the desert, to the small coastal tovm of Agedabia,

Single lines will then lead along the coast east to Benghazi and west to

Sirte.

The 2nd phase commenced in 1986 which consists of a 600 Ian long pre

stressed concrete pipeline to convey 2xl0 6 m3 /d from beneath the western

deserts r.o the Tripoli area on the coast, includes an option for an 18 MW

hydroelectric station to be built adjacent to a terminal reservoir with a

planned capacity of 28xl0 6m3 (Ref.2.7.3-l). The station would use a

difference head of water of some 200 m, and the power output would

compensate for the energy used to pump the water to the coast.

2.7.4 New Valley project in Egypt

Egypt is located in the northeast of Africa. extending from 22 to 31.5

degrees of north latitude and from 25 to 36 degrees of east longitude with

a land area of 1,002.000 lan2 (Fig. 2.7.1-2). About 96 % of Egypt is desert.

The area west ot the Nile is an arid plateau some 200 m high, crossed by

belt~ of sand dunes in the cen er and west. The Nile is Egypt's most

important feature. The Nile divides 25 kIn north of Cairo into the Rashid

and Dt:myat the two main channels of the 22,000 lan2 delta. Rainfall is

mi;.::"mal: Cedro receives only 60 rrun a nually, while the desert often has no

rain at all. A narrow stretch of the Mediterranean coas is milder and

y.'etter with 250 nun of rain a year.

Hydro-meteorologically Egypt is a desert. however, in which the surface

hydrology of the Nile river is of direct practical importance. The Nile

is the basic source of water and. with aid of dams and barrages, supplies

an extensive network 0: distributary canals. West of the Nile, Nubian

sandstones which store a huge amount of fossil to semi-fossil water

underlie the desert. Groundwater development in the depressions. where

the saturated Nubian sandstone aquifer underlies. is the worthy complement

ot the green revolution in the western Egypt.
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In 1950 the culbvated area in the Kharga oasis was about 24 lan2 out of a

total of 4,000 lan2 . Abstraction of groundwater from shallow wells

amounted to 38.7xl06 m3 /year in Kharga oasis and 92.7x10 6m3 /year in Dakhla

oasis (Fig.2. 7 .4-1). Seven deep boreholes drilled between 1938 and 1952,

with depths varying between 342.5 and 509.3 m, encountered artesian flow.

The yield of these deep wells was 20. 6x10 6m3 /year in total, however, they

"'ere decreased after a few years of operation by not less than 40 % of

their initial values,

Groundwa ter development .ir!. New Valley pro ject

Extensive deep production wells were drilled in the mid-1950s t to

correspond with the New Valley project which aims to expand the cultivated

area in the Kharga and Dakhla oases. At first, much of the water self

flowed under artesian conditions. The pressure quickly fell, however. and

ever greater amounts of pumping had to be employed by increasing use of

In some wells, saline water began to be contaminated, limiting the

crops ,·,hich could be grown. In 1963 the combined discharge of shallow

,.,Iells and deep production wells in EI-Kharga amounted to about

117x10 6m3 /year but this had dropped to a level of 80xl0 6m3 /year by the end

0: 1967. The construction of deep production wells in Dakhla oasis

co:r.p~eted by 1966 increased the combined yield of shallow and deep systems

,,- '" 190xl06m3 /year but his had decreased to a level of l59xl0 6m3 /year

i,y the end of 1969. The response of the head of water to the growing

abstractions from the deep production wells in Kharga and Dakhla oases

fran: 1956 to 1975 is shown in Fig.2. 7 .4-1. The Egyptian authorities are

planning to augment extraction until it reaches 2, 400xl0 6m3 /year by the

year 2000. (Ref,2. 7 .4-1) Extraction of the arget volume will lead to a

furt.her decline in the piezometric head to cease the artesian flow.

Anot.her problem of the development project is the human problem that many

of the managerial staff do not like living in such isolated

Overall the project cannot be considered a success (Ref.2.7.4-2)
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2.8 Brackish Groundwater Reverse Osmosis (RO) Desalination in Bahrain

Groundwater in the Darrunan aquifer in the Bahrain island has been seriously

contaminated by seawater intrusion or upward leakage from the underlying

saline aquifer of Urrun Er Radhuma since the 1960s, owing to the intensive

pumping which exceeded the safe yield. The world's largest reverse

osmosis eRO) plant for the treatmen of saline groundwater. which is

located at Ras Abu-Jarjur, 25 km south of Manama, the capital of Bahrain,

was corrunissioned in 1984. The plant has an installed capacity at 45,000

m3 /d (10 migd), of which source of raw water is dependent on the highly

saline brackish groundwater in the "Urrun Er Radhuma" formation. The RO

plant was designed to meet the domestic water demand of the Manama city.

capi tal of Bahrain, taking into account its several advantages over a

seawater distillation (MSF) plant; namely i) short construction time, ii)

lower energy cost, and iii) ease of operation and maintenance.(Ref.2.8-1)

The use of reverse osmosis desalination for saline groundwater in the

Bahrain island was corrunenced in 1984-1986. Its monitoring data examined

here is one of the key sources of experience in the development of

marginal water resources in the Middle East.

2.8.1 Background

Bahrain consists of 33 islands. islets, coral reefs, and is located in the

Arabian Gulf between Saudi Arabia and Qatar between the latitudes 25 0 45'_

26 0 27' north and longitudes 50 0 25' _50 0 54' east. The country has a land

area of 662 km2 , of which Bahrain comprises 85 % with the capital of

Hanama. (Fig.2.8.1-1) The climate is arid to extremely arid. The mean

monthly temperature varies from 17°C in January to 34 0 C in July and

August. Owing to the surrounding Arabian sea, the humidity is generally

high. Rainfall is confined to the period between November and April with

an annual average of 76 mm, which occurs essentially in a form of

ephemeral thunder showers. The country has no rivers. streams or lakes.

The country is occupied by Ter iary sedimen s which are rather gently

folded on a regional scale into elongate domes or periclines of near

north-south trend. Bahrain main island is dominated by one such dome,

developed principally in carbonate sediments of Cretaceous - Tertiary age

which dip gently outwards. The Bahrain dome is elongate (about 30km x

30km) and with slight asymmetry as seen in Fig.2.8.1-1.

The sequence is composed of three formations: "Damman". "Rus", and Umm Er
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Radhuma" as seen in the schematic geological pcofile on Fig.2.8.1-2. The

Damman formation, which consists of fossiliferous dolomitised limestone,

dolomitic marl, and dolomitic limestone, has two forms known as "Alat

Limestone" and " Khobac Dolomite" hom the middle Eocene. The Rus

focmation of the lowec Eocene consists of chalky dolomitic limestone,

shale. gypsum and anhydcite. The Umm h Radhuma focmation of the

Paleocene is composed of dolomitic limestone and calcarenite with some

argillaceous and bituminous facies, which is underlain by shales, marls

and argillaceous limestone of the upper Arma formation of the Cretaceous.

The geological sequence and aquifer characteristics are shown in

Fig.2.8.1-3.

The population and its gcowth cate ace estimated at 427,271 capita and 4.2

Z pee annum in 1985, cespectively (Ref 2.8.1-1).

2.8.2 "'ater resources

Histocically Bahcain has utilized gcoundwatec foe supplies of both

agricul ture and municipal requirements. Natural fresh water springs used

to flow freely in the northern part of Bahrain but, with increased demand,

spring flow has decreased and pumped boreholes became the normal means of

obtaining wa ter. Prior 1925, wa ter supply was dependent on free-flowing

spcings and some hand dug wells, of which the dischacge was estimated to

be 93x10 6m3 /y in total. With increased water demand after exploration of

offshore reservoirs of crude oil and gas in 1946 I spring flow decreased

and pumped boreholes became the normal means of procuring water.

Groundwa ter use in Bahrain at tha t time was estimated to be 153x10 6m3 /y in

total, which included 138xl0 6m3 /y of tubewell abstcaction and 8.1xl0 6m3 /y

of land spdngs and 6.6xl0 6m3 /y of macine spcings (Ref.2.8.2-1). Ducing

the 1980s, most of the springs have ceased flowing, and further increase

in water demand has caused deterioration in water quality including the

intrusion of seawater into the aquifer system.

Faced with rising demand and contamination of the aquifers by seawater

intrusion. Bahrain turned to desalination of seawater to provide for the

increasing demand for M&I water suppl;', Based on a groundwater model

sLudy in 1983 (Ref.2.8.2-2), which included the cecommendation to ceduce

groundwater abstraction from the Damman aquifer to the level of 90

xl0 6m3 /y, the Ministry of Works, Power and Water instigated a crash

pcogcam to inccease Bahcain' s desalinated watec capacity fcom 22,680 m3 /d

(5 mgd) to 204,120 m3 /d (45 mgd). Pcoduction of watec foe M&I watec

supply was estimated to be 101xI06m3 /y in 1987, including 53x10 6m3 /y of
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gcoundwatec and 48xl0 6m3 /y of desalinated watec (Ref.2.8.2-2).

2.8 3 Hydrogeology and seawater intrus~on

The principal aquifers are pervious limestone units in Paleocene to

Eocene sedimentary rocks. "Damman II and IIUmm Er Radhumal! are the

important aquifers in Bahrain.

The Alat limestone in the upper Damman formation used to sustain small

artesian flows or springs in the northern island. The Khobar dolomite in

the lower Damman formation is a highly pervious unit, and was the main

productive aquifer to produce fresh groundwater with a typical salinity at

2.500 mg /1 of TDS. Due to over a bs trac tion, however, piezometric level s

in the Khobar aquifer declined continuously with substantial increase in

watec salinity (Figs.2.8.3-1,2). This aquifec has become saline in the

Ali-Buri area. due to upward leakage of brackish water. and on Sitra. due

to seawater innusion (Fig.2.8.3-2). Significant upwacd leakage of

bcackish watec hom the undedying aquifec of Umm Ec Radhuma occucs only

in eastern and central Bahrain where the evaporite layers in the Rus

formation have been removed by solution.

The deeper aquifer of "Umm Er Radhuma", which is composed of dolomitic

limestone and calcarenite, is a salinity stratified aquifer with a

thickness about 200 m in total. A fucthec highly saline gcoundwatec

contains hydrogen sulfide and hydrocarbons from bituminous as specific

contaminants.

2.8.4 Desalination

Since it has became the policy to curb abstraction of groundwater

in the Damman aquifer and to improve the quality such as

salinity of domestic water supply, further development of water resources

will undoubtedly be means of desalination eithec by thecmal pcocess

reverse osmosis (RO) process. The choice will depend on the site

specific conditions and economy or cost.

The f icst mul ti- stage flash (MSF) distillation plant was intcoduced in

Bahcain in 1976. The installed capacity of this plant was 22,650 m3 /d (5

mgd) in total in 1981, which was 15 Z of the total demand of 154,000 m3 /d

(34 mgd). The pcesent installed capacity of desalination plants in Bahcain

is 205,000 m
3

/d (45 mgd), including 160,000 m3 /d (35 mgd) of seawatec

distillation by MSF and 45,000 m3 /d (10 mgd) of desalination of bcackish
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groundwater by RO. A further 45,000 m3 /d (10 mgd) of seawater

desalina tion capacity by RO is under construction. (Ref. 2.8 2-1)

2.8 5 Brackish groundwa tet Reverse Osmosis (RO) Desalination

The reverse osmosis desalination plant at Ras Abu Jarjur, 25 kIn south of

Manama, the capital of Bahrain, which has an installed capacity of 45, 000

m3 /d (10 mgd), and the world's largest RO plant with seawater membranes in

the 1980s, was commissioned in 1984 (Ref.2.8.5-1). The raw water source

is a highly saline (13,000 mg/l TDS) groundwater in the "Umm Er Radhuma

(UER)" formation, containing hydrogen sulfide and hydrocarbons from oil

as specific contaminants. The water quality is predicted to deteriorate

with time, implying significant increases in the hydrocarbon concentration

from a trace to 2 mg/l, the hydrogen sulfide concentration from about 2

mg/l initially to about 13 mg/l, and the total dissolved solids (TDS) from

about 13,000 mg/l to up about 30,000 mg/l after 20 years operation The

design TDS for the plant is 19,000 mg/1 and this concentration is

predicted to be reached after 10 years operation. The predicted range in

feed-water salinity is shown in Fig,2,8,5-1. The permeate is being

produced from highly brackish well water at a conversion rate averaging 65

percent, of which the salinity is as low as averaging 210 mg/l of TDS or

well below the design criterion of 500 mg/l of TDS, The plant contains

five basic systems: a well water supply, a pre-treatment, RO desalination,

post-treatment, and product water transfer systems, as shown in the

process flow diagram in Fig 2,8,5-1.

Rav,; \v-ater is pumped from fifteen boreholes which include thirteen of duty

wells and two standby wells. Submersible pumps are designed to abstract

an average of 3,200 m3 /h of brackish groundwater from a group of

horeholes. Four anti-surge tanks at the high and low points of the

wellfield are installed to protect the collection pipes from sudden

pressure surges. The anti-surge tanks are pressurized with nitrogen gas

to prevent oxidation of hydrogen sulfide in the well water.

To protect the RO system, well water entering the plant is filtered and

chemically treated to remove silt, oil and other hydrocarbons. The raw

\....ater passes through a series of dual media filters and carbon filters.
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Sodium hexametaphosphate and sulfuric acid are then injected downstream of

t.he carbon filters to prevent scaling of the RO system.

Before entering the heart of the RO system, the water passes through 8

micro-guard filters (10 micron) with polypropylene cartridge elements.

Seven units of horizontal multistage diffuser type high pressure pumps

are installed to feed water with an average pressure of 60 bar (maximum

pressure 69 bar). Each pump is equipped with Pelton wheel impulse type of

energy ::-ecovery turbines. The RO membrane unit comprises a total of 2,100

permea lors. The permeators are hollow fiber type such as DuPont B-I0.

Pas,. treatment

Since the well water contains a high level of hydrogen sulfide, the RO

product water must pass through a series of stripping towers to remove the

gas. pH-adjustment of the permeate with sulfuric acid is also needed

before stripping for maximum removal of hydrogen sulfide. In-line mixers

are ins-.:alled in the pipeline for post treatment with chlorine, lime and

carbon dioxide.

2.8.6 Development strategy for the RO desalination

As staced earlier, Bahrain officials of the Water Supply Directorate chose

reverse osmOSlS (RO) desalination over multi-stage flash (MFS)

distillation for reasons of; 1) short construction time, ii) lower energy

cost, and iii) ease of operation and maintenance. The parameter that most

readily demonstrates the performance of the system is the energy

consumption per unit of product. Specific electric power consumption per

prou.uct water is estimat.ed to be as low as 5.3 KWh 1m 3 • which is the mean

value du::ing two years (1984-1986) operation (Ref.2.8.6-1).
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2.9 Desalination of Seawater in the Arabian Gulf Countries

Owing to the rapid increase in demand for wa ter in the Arabian Gulf

countries, namely Saudi Arabia, Kuwait. United Arab Emirate (UAE), Qatar,

Bahrain, and Oman, where conventional water resources such as fresh

surface water and renewable groundwater are extremely limited, other

alternatives such as waste-water reclamation and desalination have been

adopted since 1960s. Countries such as Saudi Arabia. Kuwait, Qatar, and

Bahrain all use nonrenewable groundwater resources in large quantity.

causing depletion of these valuable resources and deterioration in the

quality of water. Al though conventional wa ter resources such as renewable

groundwater and surface runoff are available in countries like Oman, the

United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia, these resources still need to be

properly developed in an integra ted wa ter resources planning context.

In some of the more arid parts of the Middle East I in particular the Gulf

states, where good quality water is not available or is extremely limited,

desalination of seawater has been commonly used to solve the problems of

water supply for municipal and industrial (M&I) uses.

KU\...ait was the first state to adopt seawater desalination, linking

elect:-icity generation to desalination. The co-generation station, as it

is called. re-use the low pressure steam from the generator, 0 provide

energy for the desalina tion process. As a resul t both energy and cos s are

minimized. Kuwait began desalinated water production in 1957 when 3.1xl0 6

m3 per annum of water were produced. By 1987 this figure had risen to

184x10 6 m3 per annum.

In Qatar. too, an intensive program of desalinated "",'a er production has

been started. which should be supplying :Ibout 150 million cubic mete!:" per

annum of water by the year 2000. This is believed to be about three

qua::-ters of the total water demand, with the rest being supplied from

groundwater sources which are mostly brackish. About half of the

country' 5 demand will be generated in the urbanI industrial centers.

Saudi Arabia entered the desalinated water field much later than Kuwait.

The first plant was corrunissioned in 1970. It has, however. gone in for an

ambitious program of desalination plant construction on both the Red Sea

and Gulf coasts. So far Saline Water Conversion Corporation (SWCC) has

installed 30 desalination plant projects by the end of 1980s. The total

production of desalinated water is esti'nated to be 2.16xl0 6 m3 /day (572
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mgd), including a one million cubic meter per day facility at Al-Jubail

which is c~rrently the world's largest the distillation plant.

In spite of the high cost of seawater desalination, of which the unit

water cost is five to ten times as high as that of conventional water

resources development. a vast quantity has been produced to meet the

increasing demand for domestic water in the Arabian Gulf countries. As in

Kuwait, however. there is increasing government concern about the

production cost of desalinated water and every effort is being made t.o

that water use is as efficient as possible.

2.9.1 Installed capacity of desalination plant

There are about 1,483 desalination units operating in the Arabian Gulf

countries, which accounts for 57.9 Z of the worldwide desalting plants

capacity. The dominant plant type is multi-stage flash (MSF) which

account.s for 86.7 Z of the desal ting capacity, while the reverse osmosis

(RO) only accounts for 10.7 %. The installed capacity of the desalination

plant in the Arabian Gulf countries such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait., United

Arab Emirates, Qat.ar. Bahrain. and Oman is estimated at 5.76xl0 6 m3 jd in

total, including 2. 98xl0 6 m3 jd in Saudi Arabia which is approximately half

of the total desalination capacity Ot the Gulf countries. (Ref.2.9.l-1)

The installed capacity """ith shares of each process are shown in Tab.2.9.1

1.

The multi-stage flash (MSF) desalting system has proved to be the most

simple, reliable and commonly used seawater system in large capacities.

It has reached maturity with very little improvement in sight. This

maturity is expressed in reliable designs of large units up to 10 mgd,

long operation experience with high on-line stream factors (up to 95%),

confidence in materia selection and very satisfactory water pre

treatment. However, there has been a recent trend towards the use of

reverse osmosis (RO) in seawate::- desa~ination both for new plants and in

connection with the present M5F plants. taking into account the possible

reduction in the energy requirements and he lower operation and

maintenance cost ror RO system.

2.9.2 \';orld's largest seawater desalination with high pressure pipeline

system.

To meet the water demands of the increasing population and water short

regions, the Saline Water Conversion Office (SWCO) under the Ministry of
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Agriculture and 'Water of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has been responsible

for providing fresh water by desalination of seawater since 1965. The

first sea'Vlater desalination plant was commissioned in 1970. With its

increasing responsibilities to provide fresh water SWCO was changed into

an independent corporation (SWCC) in 1974. Then an elaborate plan was

developed by the succeeding Saline Water Conversion Corporation (SWCC) to

constr ct dual purpose plants on both east and west coasts of the Kingdom.

So far SWCC has constructed 24 plants by 1985, including 17 plants on he

western coast along the Red Sea from Haql on the Gulf of Aqaba in the

north to the tiny Farasan island in the south, and 7 plants on the east

coast along the Arabian Gulf from Al-Khafji to Al-Khobar (Fig.2.9.2-1).

These plants are producing 1.82lxl06 m3 /day (481 mgd) of fresh water and

3,631 MW of electric power. By the end of the 1980s the total production

of fresh water was estimated to have increased to 2.165xl0 6 m3 /day (572

mgd) of fresh water and 4,079 MW of electric power by adding 6 co

generation plants. (Ref. 2.9.2-1)

In addition to desalination and power plants SWCC is providing wa er to

inland regions by means of water pipelines. "Al-Jubail - Riyadh" water

pipeline is one of he world's largest. water pipeline systems with

seawater desalination plants. The pipeline has a diameter of 60 inches, a

le gth of 466 lan, differential head of 690 m, and a pumping capacity of

830,000 m3 /day as shown in Fig.2.9.2-l (Ref.2.9.2-1).

2.9.3 Cost constraints of seawater desalination

The multi-stage flash (MSF) process has served very well during the past

ten years. especially in the Middle East. During this period operating

exper ience has been developed that should result in substantial extensions

to what was heretofore considered a reasonable operating life. Certainly

this favorable experience will be a factor in selection of future plants.

However the lower ca pi ta 1 and opera ting cos ts for the RO proces s should

receive increasing attent.ion in selection of a desalination process in

coming years. There are st.ill opportunities for further lowering of costs

through improved membrane technology, notably in increasing membrane life.

Another new development with good pot.ential for reducing costs for the RO

process are membranes for operating at high pressures up to 1,500 psi (105

Kg/cm
2

) and 50 % conversion when operating on 45,000 mg/l of total

dissolved solids (T.D.S) of seawater. Another alternative of the process

will be low temperature multi-effect (ME) of horizontal tube evaporators
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(HTE). If aluminum tubes and tube sheets can be shown to have a

reasonable life in Middle East seawater, the capital cost can be reduced

or a higher performance ratio will be achieved.

Another factor which will favor RO in coming years is that it is the most

energy efficient of all of the processes. his will be of increasing

importance as fuel/oil prices rise and environmental considerations

increase in importance. The cost of the energy consumption is also the

largest single cost item in the desalted water cost. It is significant

that for either a single purpose or a dual purpose plant, RO appears to be

the most cost effective. On the basis of world fuel costS in 1989 the RO

process would save over 10 Z as compared with the MED and 32 Z as compared

with HSF (Ref.2.9.3-1).

2.9.4 Hybrid RO/HSF seawater desalination to compromise quality-cost

constraints

It seems that the race for the second generation of seawater desalters has

been settled with reverse osmosis (RO) and low temperature multi-effect

(HE) of horizontal tube evaporators (HTE) as front runners. Both system

are characterized by their low requirement of energy consumptions as

compared with the HSF system. As shown in Fig.2.9.4-1 which gives the

worldwide market shares of various desalination processes. reverse osmosis

(RO) accounted for 65 Z of market share in 1987 (Ref .2.9.4-1). Beside

hese two options (RO and ME), there are combination possibilities of

different desalting plant types. In the hybrid HSF/RO desalination-power

process. a seawater reverse osmosis (RO) plant is combined with either a

new or existing dual purpose HSF plant with the following advantages:

- Capital cost of the combined RO-HSF plant can be reduced.

- A common seawa ter intake is used.

- Product wa ters from the RO and HSF plants are blended to obtain

suitable product water quality. Taking advantage of the fact that the

HSF product (25 mg/l of TDS) typically exceeds potable water water

specifications (WHO standard: 500-1,000 mg/l of TDS), the product

water specification in the RO system can thereby be reduced.

A single stage RO process can be used and the RO membrane life can be

extended because of the reduced product water specification. (The life

of the RO membrane can be extended from 3 to 5 years or the annual

membrane replacement cost can be reduced by nearly 40 per-cent)

- Electric power production from the MSF plant can be efficiently

utilized in the RO plant, thereby reducing net export power
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production. In addition, elec ric power requirement to drive the high

pressure pumps of the RO system, which is a major factor energy

consumption. can be reduced by 30 Z by adding an energy recovery unit

to the brine discharge in an RO system. (Power consumption for a

single-stage seawater RO plant at 30 Z of recovery/conversion is

estimated to be 9.24 KWh/m3 or 6.38 KWh/ 3 for without or with energy

recovery on brine discharge, respectively (Ref.2.9.4-2).

- By blending with RO product water, the temperature of the HSF product

water is reduced. A problem conunon in areas in the Middle East is the

high temperature of the product water. Application of RO high pressure

brine when no energy recovery is used, can be used to cool the MSF

produc t wa ter wi th an educ tor.

The first large scale HSF/RO hybrid project, the Jeddah I Rehabilitation

project in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, is now in operation by the Saline

"ater Conversion Corporation (SWCC). This 15 mgd (56,800 m3 /day) RO

plant, which is the world's largest facility for seawater conversion, has

demonstrated the attractiveness of the hybrid concept. In 1970, Jeddah I

HSF desalination plant with an installed capacity at 5 mgd (18,925 m3 /day)

was completed in Saudi Arabia. It was one of the world largest plants in

t·.e early 1970s, therefore it has a significant place in history. The

installed capacity of the Jeddah desalting complex was expanded by steps

to a nominal capacity of 85 mgd (329,375 m3 /day), all by MSF. In 1985,

the operation and maintenance of the Jeddah I MSF plant had become

increasingly costly. To correspond with the increasing water demand, 5

HGD Jeddah I MSF plant was replaced by 15 mgd RO plant (Phase I) in 1986

1989. The RO system is incorporated in a hybrid RO/MSF desalination

system. The RO unit has the following design criteria (Ref.2.9.4-2):

- Feed water quality; TDS~43,300mg/l, Chloride as Cl-=22,400mg/l, pH~8 2,

"ate: temperature 24.5 to 32.50 C.

- Operating pressure at 60 kg/cmZ (maximum design pressure; 70 kg/cm2 )

- A single stage design including 10 RO trains, each train includes 148

RO modules.

- Hollow fine fiber (TOYOBO Hollosep made of cellulose triacetate) RO

module with 10 inch diameter.

- Recovery ratio of 35 % of product water.

- Product salinity as specified at 625 mg/l of chloride (~ 1,250

mg/l of TDS).
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Since MSF product water has a salinity as low as 25-50 mgtl of TDS,

salinity of the permeate from Jeddah I RO plant (Phase I) was specified as

625 mg/l of chloride (1,250 mg/l of TDS), which is a major factor to

minimize the cost for RO. In a cost analysis done by Bechtel (Ref.2.9.4

3), it was shown that the product water cost from the RO system in a

hybrid MSF /RO plant can be reduced by 15 Z compared with a stand-alone RO

plant.
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Tab.2.9.l-1 Installed Capacity of Desalting Plant and Share of Process

of the Gulf Country

Plan: Type Saudi Arabia Kuwait V.A.E. Qatar Bahrain Oman Total

No. of units

Capacity

874

2.98

279

1. 09

99

1. 02

47

0.31

143

0.26

41 1,483

0.10 5.76
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MSF share (Z) 80.7 95.5 98.3 97.9 56. 7 91.1 86.7

RO sh<:!.re (% ) 16 8 0.9 37 2 1 10.7

ED shat-e (% ) 2 55 0.5 4 .9 0 1.8

VC share (% ) 0 1.6 0.7 0.8 1.7 0.65

MED share ill .Q...,,12 Q.2 Q...",i Q..".ll
Remarks: MSF; Multi-stage Flash

RO Reverse Osmosis

ED ; Electrodialisis

VC ; Vapour Compression

MED; Multi-effect Distillation
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Z.10 G~oundwate~-Byd~o Development in Chile and Libya

G~oundwate~-hyd~o has been studied in two development p~ojects in the a~id

~egions of no~thwest Chile and Saha~a desert in Libya. The Chilean plan

involves const~ucting a high-p~essu~e pipeline to exploit the height

diffe~ence between the well field in the Andes (3,750m) and the coastal

te~~ain (1, 700m). The Libyan plan involves installing a mini-hyd~o

station at the end of the Great Man-made River pipeline which will carry

ZX10 6m3 of g~oundwate~ a day, to exploit the height diffe~ence of ZOO m.

2.10.1 Groundwater-hydro in multi-purpose Salar del Huasco scheme in

Chile

The coastal plains in the no~thern pa~t of Chile may be classified as arid

to ext~emely a~id (Fig.Z.10.l-l). The ext~emely a~id Iquique ~egion is

loca t.ed in the no~the~n co~ne~ of Chile whe~e ~ainfall is ve~y sca~cely,

such as 0 0 10 mm or less per annum. No water resources are available in

t.hese arid coastal regions except for a very limited amount of

g,·()und"ate~ of which he quality is likely to be saline o~ b~ackish. By

contrast huge renewable groundwater resources with excellent quality can

be tapped in the Andes mountain ~anges. The hyd~o-potential of the Andes

mountain ranges in the South America is one of the world's biggest, and

includes both surface water and groundwa ter.

The Sala~ del Huasco p~oject is being planned to develop the g~oundwate~

resources of the Andes. including water supply, irrigat.ion, and

hydroelectric power. The groundwater-hydro scheme to be incorporated will

use the substantial difference head of water between the wellfield on

the mountain ~ange (3,750 m) and the irrigation lands on the coastal

terrain (1, 400 m). Iquique' s d~inking water will be supplied f~om a

',Yf'llfield 76 kIn away, by a pipeline which will cross the mountains using

pumping stations. The Sala~ del Huasco p~oject will assu~e adequate

d~inking wa e~ supplies to Iquique until he middle of the next centu~y

and v.-ill increase by 50 per cent the local availability of irrigation

This will p~ovide fo~ the cultivation of 4,800 ha of land

ext~eme1y a~id te~~ain. The hyd~o units will have a combined capacity of

50 MW (Ref.Z.10 1-1).

The scheme will comp~ise the ext~action of Z.4 m3 /s of g~oundwate~ from 54

wells in the area of Lake Huasco, which is at an elevation 3.785 m. The

water will be piped th~ough a cent~al collector to Iquique and Pica, and
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the available head will be used to gene~ate elect~icity. The fi~st o~

uppe~ station will be built between wellfield and Pica, at an elevation

3.000 fr., and the second or the lower st.ation will be huil t in Pica. at an

elevatio 1,400 m (Fig.Z.10.l-Z). The theo~etical hyd~o-powe~ is

estimated to be 50 MW in total, 16 MW at the fi~st powe~ station and a 34

MH at the second. The installed capacities of the power stat10ns

preliminarily estimated to be 42 MW in total t consisting of 13 MW at the

first station and 29 MW at the second.

2.10.2 Groundwater-Hydro in Great Han-Made River project, Libya

A hydroelectric power station will be installed in a part of the massive

pipel":'ne system which will carry an eventual 6xl0 6 m3 /d of water from

henealh '.:he southern Sahara desert for agricultural. industrial and

dO:"!lf'stic use in the heavily populated coastal regions in Libya (Refer to

clause Z.7.3). This g~oundwate~-hyd~o plant will be the fi~st majo~

instance.

A vast aquifer estimated to hold an amoun of fresh water equivalent to

thp tota~ flow of the Nile Rive~ ove~ a ZOO-yea~s pe~iod was accidentally

discovered by American geologist during crude oil exploration in the

Saha~a desert in the 1960'. The Libyan gove~nment saw the oppo~tunity to

pump t.he wate~, at a ~ate of 5.7x10 6 m3 /d (66 m3 /s), then convey it ove~

600 km no~th to fa~ms on the Libyan coast. The total length of the

p':'peline ".'ill be about 4. 000 kIn which will be the worlds largest water

p':'~eli:1e system.

Somr agricultural development has already begun around the desert oasis of

Kufra using the self-flowing artesian wells in the depression. Acres of

wheat., barley and alfalfa grow where there were only desert and gravel

Llains before. According to the article in the British journal "New

Scient.ist" I the amount of sust.ained yield of groundwater resources is in

some doubt. Professor Ahamad, a hydrogeologist at the University of Ohio

says t~at the water is moving in 0 the t ....·o aquifers which are to be tapped

at 80 m3 /s, whereas Dr.E.Wright from the British Geological Survey says

tha the :igure is close to 5 m3 /s_ The life of Nubian sandstone aquifer

p"timated 0 be ZO to ZOO yea~s, owing to the lack of data of

e'timating g~oundwate~ ~echa~ge th~ough the wadi beds and/or the

d\~ircssions during occasional and temporal flash floods. The pipeline

sysLem has the~efo~e been designed on the assumption of an aquife~ life of

50 yea~s.
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In 1984 the Libya gDvernment cDnunenced 1st phase cDnstructiDn fDr the

"Great tian--Made River (GMR) prDject. This cDmprises a 2x10 6 m3 Jd twin

pipeline in eastern Libya I 5 leading wellfields in the Tazerbo and Sarir

~~giDns, deep in the desert, tD the small cDasta1 tDwn Df Agedabia_ A

single line will then lead along the coast east to Benghazi and another

west to Sir-teo No idea of groundwater-hydro, however, was incorporated in

the 1st phase scheme.

The Zoe phase commenced in 1986 consists of a 600 krn long pre-stressed

concrete pipeline to convey 2xI0 6 m3 /d from beneath the western deserts to

the Tripoli area on the coast. This includes an option for an 18 MW

hydroelectric stations to be built adjacent to a terminal reservoir with

planned capacity of 28x10 6m3 (Ref.2.10.2-1). The station would use a

diff(-'rence head of water of some 200 m, and power output would compensate

u'r the energy used to pump the water to the coast.
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2.11 Mediterranean-Qattara Solar-Hydro and Pumped-Storage Development

2.11 . 1 Scheme

This particular type of hydro-electrical station, also known as a hydro

solar power station, would be made possible by the combination of such

factors as the existence of a vast depression at a distance not too far

fr('lln t.he sea, and the region's characteristically scare rainfall with

J-~~s111t.ing high degree of evaporation.

This clause 2.11 describes the Mediterranean-Qattara solar-hydro scheme in

Egypt which was the world first idea of developing solar-hydro energy in

the large desert depression under the hot-arid climate. The hydro-solar

scheme incorporated the pumped-storage to cover the peak power demand, of

which the function is becoming increasingly important owing to the forced

reduction of the Nile hydro-electric power generation in the 19805. An

example of Ga 1a la -Red Sea seawa ter pumped - storage scheme is examined in

this Section to evaluate the development alternatives for pumped-storage

scheme in Egypt.

Two projects of this type are being considered in Israel and Egypt. The

Israeli plan involves constructing the a long pipeline/tunnel between the

Mediterranean and Dead Sea (the lowest point on the earth, 400 m below sea

level) to exploit the hight differences between these two bodies of water.

The Egyptian plan involves transfer of water from the Mediterranean Sea to

the Qattara Depression (a basin in the western desert of about 26,000 km
2

,

the floor of which is 120 m below sea level). Both plans involve an

initial development stage at which the basins are filled with water from

the Mediterranean Sea up to a certain design level that will be maintained

later by transfer of water to replace the amount evaporated. Very similar

type of the solar-hydro scheme is also studied on the Assal lake in

Djibouti. which has the shortest conduit with a length of about 15 km

from the Red Sea to the AssaI depression. World five deepest depressions

are shown as below;

Name of Lake/Sea Lowest Area Below Distance from

Eleva tion Sea Level Ocean or Sea

(m) (km2 ) (km)

Dead Sea -401 3,800 72

Tiberias (Galilee) -212 (72 )

Assal -174 80 15

Turfan -154 5,000 1,500

Qattara -133 44,000 56

Name of State

Israel, Jordan

Israel, Syria

Djibouti

China

Egypt

The scheme involves flooding a natural depression in the Western desert

(the Qattara) through a canal or tunnel from the Mediterranean Sea, 56 km

away (Fig.2.11.1-1). At its lowest point, the depression is 134 m below

sea level. The plan envisages generating power utilizing the fall in

""a ter to the lake which will eventuall v be formed, and of which surface

will be 60 m below sea level, with an a~ea of 19,500 km2 . It could supply

670 MW of basic load during the first phase of operation (Ref.2.11.1-1).

2.11. 2 Topography of Qattara depression

Qattara is located in the northwestern part of Egypt, which comprises the

world's 5th deepest natural depression. The depression is limited to the

north and west by deep escarpment, and becoming comparatively flat towards

the south and the east (Fig.2.11.2-l). The lowest point is found at a

:evel of 133 m below sea level. The depression has a length of about 300

km at sea level, a maximum width of 145 km and an area of 19,500 km
2 . The

northern edge of the escarpment is bC'..l.nded by the hilly ridge with an

elevation about 200 m above level, in which the shortest distance from

the Mediterranean Sea is 56 km.

2.11.3 Previous studies

The utilization of the Qattara depression to develop the hydro-electric

power, was suggested for the first time by the Berlin geographer,

Professor Penk in 1912, and later by Dr.Ball in 1927. Dr.Ball studied in

particular the possibility of utilizing it for hydroelectric purposes by

the formation of lakes at final levels of -SOm, -60m, and -70m below sea

level, to which the corresponding surface areas were 13,500, 12,100, and

S,600 km2 , respectively. Moreover, he indicated the most convenient water

inflow routes (lines E,E,F in Fig.2.11.2-1) with reference to the

formation of the lakes. After examining the effect by the climatic

changes, evaporation, seepage, minor transmission losses, and the lowest

cost per KW installed, he showed that the most convenient solutions were

those relating to lakes at -50 and -60m below sea level. From the

geological and topographical conditions, he left the final selection at 

50m below sea level with the supply system along route-D in Fig. 2 .11. 2-1.

Dr. Ball, moreover, anticipated the possibility of using a power surplus

during period of off-peak demand to pump some part of the inflowing water

into a high-level reservoir on top of the escarpment around the
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depression, and using the 200m head to generate power to meet peak-load

requirements. (Ref. 2 .11.1-2)

water surface area of 12,100 km2 , evaporation of 1.41 m per annum,

specific weight of the sea water of 1 02782, and effective difference head

of water at 57 m.

2.11.4 Pumped- storage application

In the canal plan, a nuclear blasting was a given condition for excavating

the open canal with a total length cf 60 km. Following construction

program for the nuclear-blasted canal is given (Ref.2.11.5-1);

It was estimated to have an installed capacity of 315 l1W, assuming the

twin tunnels with a maximum flow discharge of 656 m3 /sec (328x2=656) in

total, which will require approximately 35 years to fill up the level of

62.5 m below sea level.

The upper basin is situated in the natural depression at elevation of

188.0 m above sea level with a maximum capacity of about 45x10 6m3 . The

design volume of the upper reservoir is estimated to be 15.16x10 6 m3 per

day, by assuming 4.5 hours per day of peak operation.

The pumped-storage portion is estimated to be 2,085 l1W (2,400-315=2,085

l1W). For this an additional discharge of 936 m3 /sec is required from the

upper reservoir, by assuming the specific weight of Mediterranean Sea

water of 1.02782, pumping efficiency of 84.3%, and differential head of

water at 262 m.

Period of Operation

(years)

1st-10th

11th-15th

16th-

Stage Type of Capacity Construction

Power Plant (l1W) Time (years)

Hydro-solar 670

Hydro-solar 1200

Hydro-solar 2400

+pumped storage

Egypt's power supply has been dependent on the Nile river, including 9,801

Gwl1 from Aswan High Dam Power Station, which is 53.2 % of the total power

production of 18,430 GWh in 1980. After the Nile hydroelectric

development, a series of steam power stations have been constructed in the

northern part of Egypt such as Ismailia. Abu Qir, Kafr £1 Dawar. £1 Suezu,

Shoubra El Kheima, Damanhour, and Ai Kuraimat in the 1980s (Fig.2.1l.1-1).

A number of gas-turbine power stations has been installed in E1 Suif. £1

Mahmodia. Damanhour to cover the deficit in peak-load requirement.

Egypt's power development will be based on the nuclear power generation,

0: which the installed capaCity is scheduled to be extended upto 8,400 l1W

by the year 2000.

2.11.5 Conjunctive opera tion of solar-hydro and pumped- storage

\.Ja ter levels in the Nile have been falling for nine years I which gave a

strong restriction for generating the power at Aswan. The power house at

Aswan accounts for 40 % or less of national power supplies in the end of

19805. The production of energy from the waters of the Nile river is, in

fact, subordinated to the demand for water to be used for agriculture

purposes, and this does not correspond generally to the demand for

electric energy. Moreover, the firm electric power that these waters can

producE' is used mainly in the production zones in the Nile Valley

(Fig.2.11.1-1), and there is a only fluctuating energy supply available

tor the northern industries.

A project in the region of Qattara is even more significant for pumped

storagp (Fig.2.11.5-1) to satisfy the peak-load requirements of an

electricity supply system that would be aimed mostly at the northern

region of Egypt (Ref.2.11.1-1). Two development alternatives either by

tunnel or by canal have been examined in 1975. which assume the combined

hydro-solar and/plus pumped-storage with a total installed capacity of

2,400 ~rw (Ref.2.11.5-1).

Compared with the hydro-solar plan, the nuclear blasting canal plan could

have double capacity of hydro-solar for 15 years after the commencement of

taking water from the Mediterranean Sea. The nuclear method for open

blasting, which was proposed in the 1970s including a serious

environmental and socia-psychological problems, was put aside. The tunnel

boring machine (TBM) method could solve the cost problems of the civil

works in the sedimentary rocks of the Neogen Tertiary.

In Lhe tunnel plan, the hydro-solar plant is based on the amount of

evaporation from the lake surface when it rise up to a design level such

as 60 m below sea level. The theoretical hydro-potential at a equibriurn

point of 60 m below sea level is estimated to be 315 l1W, by assuming the

2.11.6 Galala-Red Sea seawa ter pumped- storage scheme

Construction of new thermal or nuclear power stations in Egypt has
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encouraged the Electric Authority to build a pumped-storage plant. In

1989, feasibility study on the 600 MW of seawater pumped-storage scheme

...·as carried out in the North Galala plat.eau, 55 km south of Suez

(Fig.2.11.6-1). The scheme will utilize seawater which would be pumped

directly to a natural basin located 587 m above sea level with a storage

capacity of 8.2x10 6m3 (Ref.2.11.6-1). To compare with the Qattara solar

hydro scheme, Galala-Read Sea seawater pumped-storage scheme has two

advantages as shown below;

- Jele:.:e a substantial capital cost of intake tunnel or canal with a

length 60 to 80 kIn.

- Minimize the environmental problems of the artificial lake.

The world first seawater pumped-storage scheme, which has been conceived

in the early 1980s in Egypt, includes technical problems such as

corrosion of pipe and tirbine system. This unique application of non-

conventional hydro-power t however. would be marginally feasible in the

arid region where deficit of the peak power demand is substantial. The

same type of the seawater pumped-storage scheme have just been examined

in the i land sea of Israel, including two development alternatives at

Galilee Sea and Dead Sea (Ref.2.11.6-2).
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2.12 Concluding Remarks on the Review Study and Marginal Vaters as Non

Conventional Water Resources in the Arid Zone

2.12.1 Concluding remarks on he review study in Chapter II

7he s udy has been initiated to review problems and constraints of the

wa ter resources development and management in the arid zone including non

conventional water resources development alternatives as summarized below;

- Many states in the Middle East have experienced serious water supply

problems since the 1950s, corresponding with the rapid increase in water

demand. The potential for renewa ble wa ter resources development is

limited. owing to the scarce rainfall with very high potential

evapora tion.

- Mul ti-Na tional River Development; There are two major water resources

issues in the world's large river developments in the arid region: the

quantity issue in inter-state water allocation and the quality issue of

salinity problems. Various and serious salinity problems have been

major issues in the basin management of large rivers since the mid

twenty-century, including Indus river in Southwest Asia, the Tigris

Euphrates and Jordan rivers in the Middle East, the Nile river in the

North Africa, and the Colorado river in the southwestern Arizona of the

United States of America.

- Rinerian Issues; River waters in the Middle East are a conflict-laden

determinant of both the domestic and external policies of the region's

principal actors. All he countries of the Middle East t except for

those in the Arabian peninsula and Libya, depend on three major river

basins; the Tigris-Euphrates, the Nile and the Jordan. Given that these

rivers do not respect national boundaries and that those states located

upstream have obvious advantages both political and economic over those

dO\;''l1stream, the potential for conflict over water is great.

- Most of the flows in the major rivers in the Middle East have fully been

developed in the 1960s-1980s with increasingly salinity problems and

riparian issues such as inter-state water allocation problems. Salinity

conlrol of the rivers is needed not only to protect the quality

environment of river system but also to manage the desirable quantity of

water to be re-used for the downstream irrigation or other water supply.

Reverse osmosis (RO) application for the brackish water desalination in
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line with sustainable basin management will be a key application of

controlling the salinity problems of the twenty-first century.

- Renewable groundwater resources conservation: Owing to increasing

demand and limited recharge potential on the conventional fresh

ground\;,'ater resources, many states in the Middle Eat have already over

exploited the sustainable yield. Careful groundwater management is

required to sustain the development of the nation's valuable water

- Non-Renewable Groundwa ter Resources Development; A vast amount of the

non-renewable or fossil groundwater is tapped in the Paleozoic to

Hesozoic-Neogen (Nubian) sandstones which underlie wide areas of the

Arabian peninsula and the eastern Sahara desert including Saudi Arabia,

Jordan, Egypt and Libya. The dominance and importance of the non

rene\.,rable groundwater reserves in national water resources planning

became clear in the 1980s. such as with the "Han-Hade River" project in

Libya and "New Valley" pro j ec t in Egypt. In Saudi Ara bia , a total

increase of 89 Z was made in the national wa ter supply during the Fourth

Plan period (1985-1990). Hany of the traditional and conventional uses

of non-renewable or fossil water developments which have been practiced

in the arid countries including Egypt, Libya, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,

Qatar, and Bahrain, have been suffered from the depletion of these

valuable resources or deterioration in quality of their water. Taking

into account the nation's needs for the water conservation and the

dominant use of fossil groundwa er in the agriculture sector of about 90

: of the Kingdom's water supply, the government of Saudi Arabia

suggested the first reduction program including 8 Z cut of total water

supply. from 16. 2x10 9m3 per annum in 1990 to 14. 9xI0 9m3 per annum in

1995 in the Fifth Plan period (1990-1995).

- non-renewable or fossil groundwater resources should be regarded

strategic reserves except for a emergency or short-term use.

- Desalination Qf Seawater; The oceans hold 1, 338xl0 6km 3 of seawater,

which accounts 96.5 Z of the total wa ter reserves of the earth of

1, 386xl0
6

km
3

. In some of the more dry parts of the Hiddle East, in

particular the Arabian Gulf states, where conventional good quality

waters are not available and/or extremely limited, desalination of

seawater has been corrunonly used to solve the water supply problems for

the increasing demand in the municipal and industry (H&I) uses. The

cost of the seawater desalination is invariably high, however, and is
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influenced by petroleum prices, that have enabled the oil-rich states of

the Midd"le East to finance the buying of massive quantities of desalting

equipment. Two-thirds of the world installations of the desalination

plant are located in the oil-rich states in the Middle East, especially

in the Arabian Gulf states.

- The prevailing multi-stage flash (MSF) desalination is going to be

replaced by steps to develop more low capital and .operating cost process

such as low pressure type of the reverse osmosis (RO) membrane. The

role of the ocean, which is the largest water reserves on the earth,

will be important to sustain water resources development in the twenty

first century.

- Solar-Hydro Development; The solar-hydro scheme of the Mediterranean

Dead Sea (MOS) Canal was proposed by Israel in 1980. The scheme which

has multiple socio-economic and political ramifications was intended to

convey water from the Mediterranean Sea to the Dead Sea via canals and

tunnels utilizing the height difference of close to 400 m to generate

electricity of totaling 600 MW. However, there has been no presentation

of the concept of sharing resources and no effort at joint development.

The I1DS project was put aside, owing to the strong opposition of the

Arab states and others and with the confusions and in the world oil

market price in 1984. In recent days. however. talk of the much

discussed Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MUS) Canal has again been revived with

worldwide attentions of using clean energy for sustaining global

environment.

- Applications of the groundwater-hydro and the solar-hydro in non

conventional water resources development in the arid regions, which are

typical clean energy developments in the non-conventional water

resources development context. likely to be a strategic priority to

save the fossil energy and the global environment with economic

feasibility.

- The strategic priority is to be given to the reverse osmosis (RO)

desalina tion, inc luding resea rches on the hydro-powered co-genera ting

applications, which will result in developing more low energy dependent

membranes with significant cost reduction.

- The >;"'ater conservation and sustainable water resources management are

the key measures to sustain the economic development of the arid

states, which may even includes the cutting of a part of national
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water supply from non-renewable sources. The conservation approach has

to be performed in line with developing non-conventional water

resources. by taking into account the new developments in the technology

of desalination, waste water treatment and water saving techniques.

- Water resources planning study in the arid regions, especially

developing countries in the Middle East, must be based on water

conservation including the following strategic development alternatives:

a) i·later conservation including the diversion of existing water system

from one use to another.

b) Strategic reserves of the fossil or non-renewable groundwater

resources, with the exception of emergency or short-time use for

specified purposes.

c) Non-conventional water resources development including desalination

and re-use of treated sewage.

d) Inter-state water transfer or importation.

- The priority will, however, have to be given to domestic water

development and management and conserva tion including non-conventional

measures rather than that of introducing water importation from outside

countries. Inter-state riparian issues of water allocation have to be

resolved in a context of basin master plan.

- The water resources planning study, especially master planning for

inter-state basin development of the arid zone should incorporate not

only technical, engineering, economical, social and environment issues

but also political issues in a context of engineering-political

science. It is suggested that the engineering-political feasibility is

to be evaluated in a context of a master plan.
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2.12.2 Potential marginal wa ters as non-conventional water resources

After reviewing problems and constraints of the water resources

development and management, the study is focused on marginal waters as

non-conventional water resources in the arid to semi-arid regions. Almost

all the fresh and renewable natural water resources in the rivers, lakes,

and aquifers in the arid zone, which are referred to as "conventional"

water or "traditional" water, have already been exploited or are going to

be fully developed by the end of the twentieth-century. Besides the

major rivers in the arid zone have already been seriously contaminated by

the accumulated salt in the return flow from irrigated land. By the

early decades of the twenty-first century almost all the countries in the

Middle East will have been forced to solve severe water shortages in urban

centers as populations continue to grow. After completing the

exploitation of renewable water resources, we may have only limited

options to sustain water development including;

- Making more efficient use of available water supplies.

- Diverting water from one use to another,

- Developing marginal waters as non-conventional water resources,' and

- Importing fresh water from neighboring countries

Potential applications in the atmospheric system include cloud seeding or

artificial rain. It may sound little in the Middle East, however, except

in some very limited areas in high mountain ranges such as the Anti-

Lebanon where winter precipitation exceeds 1,000 nun The

probability that the results are positive may dependent only on chance

(Ref .2.12.2-1).

The marginal waters in the surface wacer system such as treated sewage

effluents and irrigation return flow are the major source of the water

reclamation. The probability that the results satisfy economic

feasibility is high but these will be dependent on advanced wastewater

treatment technologies to be applied in the twenty-first century. The

increasing demand for water supply, especially in urban centers, may

create an increasing potential for reclaimed waters. These treated waters

will be used mainly for the secondary purposes such as garden/landscape

irriga tion and irrigation of specific crops,

The marginal waters in the groundwater system include non-renewable or

fossil groundwater, brackish groundwater, and artificial recharge from

surface waters and treated sewage effluents (Ref.2.12-2-2). Artificial

recharge of groundwater is a marginal water in the arid zone, and

includes application of the conjunctive surface-groundwater uses.

The marginal waters may occur in any category of hydrologic system:

atmospheric, surface water, groundwater and ocean systems as shown below:

Hydrologic Conventional

System Water Resources

Atmosphere Rainfall

Surface water River, Stream flow,

Lake

Groundwa ter Renewa ble groundwa ter

Oceanic
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Non-conventional (Marginal)

Wa ter Resources

-Cloud seeding or artificial rain

-Treated sewage effluents

-Return flow with accumulated salts

from irrigation drainage

-Urban storm drainage water

-Wadi runoff

-Playa lake water

-Non-renewable groundwater (fresh)

-Non-renewable groundwater (saline)

-Brackish groundwater desalination

-Artificial recharge

-Seawater desalination

The brackish groundwa ters, which have higher salinities such as 2, 000

10,000 mg/l of TDS, have not been been developed except for use in

blending with fresh surface water or distilled water from desalination

plants. In the arid zone, however, the reserve potential of brackish

ground".,.aters in deep aquifers is great as compared with fresh

ground"oJaters in shallow aquifer systems near the recharging area. The

brackish water reverse osmosis (RO) desalination have been only marginally

feasible in the 1980s. but it is becoming more cost-effective, and is

regarded as an energy conserving measure to develop water resources in the

arid region. The development of brackish groundwater resources in line

with the reverse osmosis (RO) desalination will be a key application for

non-conventional water resources development in the arid countries.

An extremely minor amount of the seawater is being used for the water

supply through the desalination plants. Seawater desalination has been

practiced mainly in the oil-rich desert countries of Arabian Gulf where

conventional water resources were scare. In the 1970s. large-scale

seawater desalination projects were considered that would be both

technically and economically feasible as water supply alternatives in the
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early 1990s (Ref.2.12.2-3). Cost constraints remain, but there is no

doubt that seawater will be the ultimate water resource in the arid zone.

Curren innovative researches in desalination technology and specially

on the reverse osmosis membranes are changing the cost environment by

reducing both capital costs and operation and maintenance costs over the

conventional MSF desalination process which has been used almost

exclusively in the Middle East states (see ANNEX-I).

\o-1 a ter system Potential energy use

Surface water Hydro-power

Pumped- storage

Thermal energy use

Stream heat pump

The potential marginal waters as non-conventional water resources are

composed primarily of brackish waters. seawater, and reclamation of urban

waste waters. These are the keys to develop water resources in the 21st

century, taking into account that almost all the arid states in the Middle

i':ast are completing or depleting the development of the conventional water

Ground",'a ter

Seawater

Reclaimed wastewater

Groundwa ter-hydro

Solar-hydro

Pumped-storage

Tida 1- powe r

Aquifer hea t exchange

Solar pond

Ocean thermal energy conversion

Cost and viability of technology are the key factors in non-conventional

wa ter resources development. Brackish wa ter desalination can provide a

relatively liable source of water for costs ranging from USSO.25/m3 to

USS1.0/m 3 in the mid-19BOs. and is becoming even more cost effective by

development of low-pressure (energy) types of reverse osmosis (RO)

process. The seawater desalination and water transport by tanker may

provide water for costs of USS1.2S/m 3 to USSB.0/m 3 (Ref.2.l2.2-1). The

re-use of waste water gives a lower quality water at a cheapest price,

while the weather modification has a potential to provide a low-cost but

relatively unreliable source of water and technology for it.

2.12.3 Applica tions in hydro- power and co-genera tion developments

USP of marginal waters is not be limited to exploit water for M&I water

supply and irrigation. After the Iraqi invasion in Kuwait in August 1990,

world\.Jide attention was focused on the energy crisis and the needs of

minimizing or reducing world energy consumption to sustain both human

life and global environment. Application of non-conventional water

resources development with co-generation at thermal and hydro-power energy

conversio may be used to 1) reduce the capital inves ments, 2) cut power

~L,;rpl)' costs and 3) contribute to saving precious energy. The following

is a :List of possible measures to develop hydro-potential and thermal

e!1ergy 1.0 a water resources system;
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2.12.4 Integration of marginal waters in national water master plans

This study aims to identify development alternatives for marginal waters

as the non-conventional water resources. These development alternatives

are likely to be integrated in nation-wide and/or mul i-national level

water master plans. This study focused on the development and management

of saline water resources including desalination co-generation

alternatives. The study suggest that marginal waters produced by reverse

osmasis (RO) desalination will play an increasingly important role in

tv..·enty-first century's water resources planning in the arid countries in

::h€" Middle East. Kuwait, Jordan, Palestine and Israel are selected for

c<.se studies the following chapters I =, IV,and V.
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III. APPLICATION OF HYDRO-POWERED REVERSE OSMOSIS (RO) DESALINATION IN

THE NON-CONVENTIONAL WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN KUWAIT

1 Background and Objectives

::. . :: .1 Background

Kuwait is located in the northwestern corner of the Arabian Gulf between

latitudes 28 0 30'_30 0 05' north and longitudes 46 0 30'_480 30' east. The

country is bounded to the north and northwest by Iraq and to the southwest

and south by Saudi Arabia, with a land area of 17,818 km2 and a coastline

of 195 km. (Fig.3.l.1-1)

The population was estimated at 1.79 million in 1987. Crude oil

production and petroleum related investments provide the main

governmental revenue. The gross national product per capita (GNP) was

""st:'mated to be U.S.S19,610 in 1987. The occupation of Kuwait by Iraq in

A"gust 1990 and its recent liberation in March 1991 too recent for

fu:-ther comment except that "",ater development will the key to future

habitability of Kuwait as it was before.

Du:-':ng the period 1925 to 1950, Kuwait imported fresh water by tankers

rram Shatt-AI-Arab in Iraq some 100 km north-west rom Kuwait city. The

exploitation of water resources was i. itiated by he rapid development of

cil indus:.ry and conunerce in the 19505 which required large quantity of

:resh water to be safely supplied. The constraints of economic

development of Kuwai in the 19505 was he water shortage problems 0 mee

a grDv.-ing demand.

:"imit.at.ions of water I are likely to impact increasingly on the economic

development of States in the t1iddle East and !Iorth Africa. The Center for

Strategic and International Studies, Washington D.C. has stated that "By

thp year 2000, water -not oil- will be the dominant resources issue of

the Hiddle East. (Ref.3.l.1-1) The situation is particularly acute in the

Arabian Gulf states such as Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar and Saudi Arabia. Of

t.hem, Kw.·;ait is a pioneer state of developing desalination to supply fresh

water ior domestic use since 19505, owing to its hyper-arid climate

without conventional water resources such as renewable fresh river water

anc pround'<later.
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Kuwait had no alternatives to develop water resources except. for the non

conventional options such as (i) importing water from Iraq or Turkey by

through Euphrates river, (ii) exploiting brackish groundwater, (iii)

desalting seawater. The first option of importing water from Iraq or

Turkey may not a realistic option which needs a solve the inter-state

security problems as questioned by the Gulf War in 1991, Therefore,

Kuwait had only two options to develop either brackish groundwater or

desalting seawater. The desalination was the key issue of

conventional water resources development in Kuwait, in which the cost

problems have long been a major constraints.

Two experimental desalination practices have been carried out in the

1980s, including seawater reverse osmosis (RO) desalination at Doha co

generation station and brackish groundwater reverse osmosis (RO)

desalination with skid mounted operating system, which give an opportunity

to compare the unit cost of water over the different methods of

desalina ion. These RO systems are characterized by their low energy

requirement, in which the cost of the energy consumption is the largest

single cost element in the desalination engineering.

3.1.2 Objec ives

The major purpose of studying the new method of hydro-powered reverse

0smosis (RO) desalination is to examine the technical feasibility and the

cost eftectiveness of the proposed system, which aims not only to minimize

the desalting cost but also to demonstrate the strategic priority of

saving fossil energy and global environment.
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3.2 Potential of Va ter Resources

The climate is characterized by an extremely hot summer with occasional

periods of extreme humidity, which last from June to September with

average maximum daily temperature of 45°C. The winter season is mild to

cool with a minimum temperature of _l oC.

Rainfall is concentrated in the four months from November to February. The

average annual rainfall is about 115 mrn, wi h a minimum of 30 mm in 1960

and a maximum of 360 mm in 1954. The rainfall records at four gauging

s ta :io s. the Interna tional Airport, Ahmadi, Umm Al-Aish, and Shuwaikh

since 1952 are shown in Fig. 3.2-1. Histogram of the monthly rainfall at

the International Airport and Shuwaikh are also shown in Fig.3.2-1, which

indicate that the 75 % of the rainfall occurs in the four months from

November to February. There is a spatial variation of rainfall, including

a typical example of rainfall of 136.2 mm at Ahmadi station in 1972 while

it was only 18.1 rom at Alomaria.

3.2.1 Surface water

The prevailing hyper-arid climate of Kuwait is not favorable for the

existence of any river systems in the country. There are no rivers or

lakes, but small scale wadis are developed in the shallow depressions in

the desert terrain. Surface runoff sometimes occurs in the large wadi

depressions during the rainy season from November to April. There is no

permanent stream gauging station but flash floods are reported to last for

only a few hours to several days. Due to the extremely high evapora tion

losses and the high deficit in soil moisture, only a small percentage of

t.he precipitation infil tra tes into the groundwater. Run-off ratio must be

extremely small.

The average annual volume of rainfall within the Kuwait is estimated to be

1,780xl06m3 by assuming a mean annual rainfall of 100 mm. However, with

such high evaporation losses, the net annual runoff is simply estimated to

be 17.8xl06m3 by assuming a runoff ratio of 1 %.

3.2.2 Groundwa ter

Kuwait is a hyper-arid state w: hout rivers and fresh \....ater aquifers. The

non-conven ional water resources including brackish groundwater, seawater

(desali:la ion), and reclamation of treated waste-water are the major

sources of current water supply, of \.;hich the quality is as saline

1.000 to 45,000 mg/l of the total dissolved solids (TDS) as show below;

The mean annual potential evaporation as measured by Class A-pan and Piche

evaporimeter are 3,460 mm (1962-1977) and 5,460 mm (1957-1977),

respectively. Theoretical annual average potential evaporation as

estimated by Penman method is approximately 2,630 mm (1957-1977). The

monthly average potential evaporation and rainfall at Kuwait International

Aioport is shown in Fig.3.2-2

Maximum permissive level .Q..f
,iliD standard for drinking wateo

Gooundwa ter (shallow)

Bra ki~h groundwater

Seawa ter

Product water from MSF desalination

Reclamation of treated waste water
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000-2,000 mg/l

000-8,000 mg/l

45,000 mg/l

25-50 mg/l

2,500 mg/l

~hick geological sequences are of sedimentary origin from Paleocene to

Recent, in two groups known as "Hasa" and "Kuwait". The Hasa group, which

consists of limestone, dolomite, anhydrite, and clays, comprises three

formation units known as "Umrn El Radhuma" in the Paleocene to Middle

Eocene, "Rus" in the Lower Eocene. and "Damman" in the Middle Eocene.

The Kuwait group, ...·hich consists of fluviatile sediments of sand and

gravel. calcareous sand and sandstone with some clays. gypsums, limestones

and marls. comprises three formation units known as "Ghar" in the Miocene.

"Fars" in the Pliocene, and "Dibdibba" in the Pleistocene. (Fig.3.2.2-1)

Tw-d economic aquifers are found in the "Damman" formation in the Hasa

Group and and "Dibdibba" formation in the Kuwait Group.

'.:'he Darrunan aquifer of the middle Eocene, which consists of carbonate rocks

and exten s allover the country, has a thickness varying from about 150 m

in the southwest to about 275 m in the north.

The dissolution of the quantities of gypsum and anhydrite in the Kuwait

gro'J.p. Damman formation and Rus anhydrite formation is an important factor

conditioning the chemical quantity of groundwater in Kuwait. The total
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dissolved solids (TDS) of groundwater in the Darrnnan limestone aquifer

varies from 2,500 mg/l in the extreme southwest to about 200,000 mg/l in

the northeast (Fig.3 2.2-2).

Groundwater isotope analysis of 14 C in the Damman aquifer has been

performed by taking water samples from thirteen wells in the southwest of

Kuwait. From the absence or zero concentration of 14 C, the age of the

groundwa ter in the Damman aquifer is estimated to be more than 400,000

years. While the 14 C concentration in the Kuwait group groundwater

indicates an age of 14,000-22,000 years (Ref.3.2.2-1).

Owing to the nature of limestone geology, the permeability of the Darrnnan

limestone aquifer varies considerably. The aquifer parameters vary from

27 to 7,100 m2 /day of transmissivity and 3.4-8.9x10- 4 of storage

coefficient, based on the results obtained from thirty-eight testing sites

the southwest and south of Kuwait (Ref.3.2.2-1).

No natural groundwater recharge from rain water source is not likely in

the confined Darrnnan limestone aquifer, although there is some lateral

inflow or recharge through the Saudi border which is preliminarily

estimated to be 8.3-24.9x10 6 m3 per annum (Ref.3.2.2-1).

The Dibdibba aquifer. which is composed of unconsolidated sands and

gravels. is generally a water table aquifer with fresh to brackish

groundwa ter.

Most of the groundwater recharge of the Kuwait group is dependent on

upwards leakage from the underlying confined Damman limestone aquifer. The

quality of groundwater is generally of similar characteristics to that of

the Darrnnan a~uifer. The total dissolved solids (TDS) of the groundwater

in the Kuwait group increases generally from about 3,000 mg/l in the

southwest to about 130,000 mg!l in the northeast over a distance of about

ISO km. Some lenses of fresh water with TDS ranging between 800 and 1,200

mg/l are perched on the brackish groundwater body in the wellfields of

'"Rawdatain" and "Urn-Al Aish". Qashaniya and Hannabiyah in northern Kuwait,

which are recharge by infiltration through the wadi beds during

occasional flash floods in the wadi depcessions. (Fig.3.1.1-1)

The piezometric level in the Kuwait group varies from about 90 m in the

southwest to zero at along the coast. The groundwater flows generally
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northeastwards.

3.2 3 Seawater

The seawater is unlimited water source for Kuwait which has a long

coastline along the Arabian Gulf. The Arabian sea, which covers an

of 3,683x10 3km2 and reserves 10.07x1012m3 of seawater. (Ref.2.3.3-1)

The high mineral content in waters from the Arabian Gulf requires special

at.tention or control of salt deposit.ion in plant.s located there. The

total dissolved solids (TDS) of the feed water from Kuwait bay at Doha is

44,885 mg/l in average (Ref.3.2.3-2), "hich is as high as 1.3 times

compared with other standard seawaters such as 33,600 mg/l in the Pacific

Ocean and 36,000 mg/l in the Atlantic Ocean (Ref.3.2.3-3). The seawater

has been a major source of fresh water supply in Kuwait since the end of

1960s. The desalination of seawat.er will continues to be a key application

for developing water resources in Kuwait in the twenty-first century.

3.2.4 Treated sewage effluents

Marginal waters in the artificial category are composed primarily of

municipal waste water and urban storm drainage water. With regard to

reclaimed sewage effluents, potential reclaimed sewage effluents in

Kuwait city were estimated to be 190 x10 6m3 per annwn in 1988, asswning a

water supply of 293 xl0 6m3 per annum with a rate of return flow at 65

pel·-cent. The amount of re-use of the sewage effluents was 97 x10 6m3 per

annum, which was one-third of the volume of water supplied in 1988. The

potential for water re-use will increase, corresponding to the increasing

wa ter use in future.
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3.3 Water Resources Development Projects

The water needs of Kuwait expanded after crude oil marketing was initiated

in 1946, requiring the import of water by lighter and barge from the Shatt

Al Arab in Iraq some 100 Krn to the northwest. Intensive test well

drillings were performed in 1945. which discovered an extensive brackish

wat_er aquifer in the Abduliya area. The first desalination plant was

commissioned in 1950 at Fahahil in Kuwait city. A parallel development

followed to meet the growth of Kuwait city, including the Sulaibiya

brackish water wellfield. The combined development of co-generation and

this brackish water wellfield was commissioned in 1953. Kuwait is now

dependent on distilled water to blend with brackish groundwater as the

main source of its water supply. Another source of water is treated

sewage effluents, which are being used for landscape irrigation and

agr icul ture.

.~. summary of present water supply for M&.I in Kuwait is shown as below;

Ref.3.2.3-3

Everett D.Howe, 1962, "Saline Water Conversion", UNESCO, Problems of the

Arid Zone, Proceedings of the Paris Symposium, pp.271-297.

Water source Salinity

(mg/l :TDS)

- Groundwater (shallow) 1,000-2,000

- Brackish groundwater 2.000-8,000

- Seawater desalination by MSF 25-50

- Reclaimed waste water 2.500

Annual supply

(xl0 6m3 /year)

2.5

109

184

97
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Small scale crop irrigation is being carried to exploit brackish

groundwater of 57_67x10 6m3 per annum. Water resources development

projects which have been performed in Kuwait after 1950s are described as

below.

3.3.1 Surface water and artificial recharge

Kuwai t ' s hydrology. topogra phy. and geology. and surface wa ter resources

do not favor the country, and no promising storage dam scheme may be

possible. Effective use of the temporary surface runoff in the wadis was

examined in a research project on groundwater recharge at Rawdatain in

1962, by ins talla tion of recha rge pits wi th a total volume of 25,000 m3 in

the wadi depression. The recharge scheme aims to evaluate the

infiltration potential of wadi runoff into the upper Kuwait group aquifer

\oJher.-e the water table is shallow. The prospects of increasing the

potential of fresh groundwater.- in the shallow Kuwait group ar.-e good, but
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a:-ti:icia~ recharge vdll not be a key a plicat.ion. owing to the limited

amount of surface runof:.

3.3.2 Groundwa ter exploi ta tion

Gro ndwater has been exploited in twO major aquifers. in the Kuwait group

0: the Heogen-Quarternary and in the Hasa group of the Eocene.

The selection of wellfields in Kuwait has been governed by many factors.

In areas such as Jahara, Abdally and Wafra farms, groundwater exploitation

has been concentrated on the shallow water table aquifer with salinity

2,000 t.o 8.000 mg/l of TDS for local inigation. At the initial stage of

thl' development, large-diameter hand-dug wells were constructed in the

shallow aquifer at a depth of between 10 and 15 m. Later, tubewells with a

depth of 50-60 m were drilled in the saturated section of the Kuwait group

at. the end of 1960s. Relatively deep groundwater wells which penetrate

into the upper part of the confined Damman aquifer were drilled by the

Kuwait Oil Company in the early 1940s to provide brackish water for the

,lil industry and gardening at Abdally and other areas. Sulaibiya

wellfield was developed in the early 1950s to supply water for gardening

and mixing with distilled water. The exploitation of fresh groundwater

Lesources in Raudhtain and Urrun El Aish was later initiated to Kuwait

i' y. In view of limited sus ainable yield of the aquifer system and

i ussible leakage contamination from the underlying saline water body, the

<.~hst.ra... tion has been controlled since ;:he mid-1970s. The Darrunan aquifers

in remote areas were also explored by steps in the mid-1960s a coordinate

\~'ith the substantial increase in water demand in Kuwait city. The Shigaya

",..ellfield in the southwes of Kuwait city was corrunissioned for use in the

.'3:1y 197"s.

Annual abstraction of ground",'ater for water supply is estimated at 109

x10 6 m3 /y of bcackish watet- and 2.5 x10 6m3 /y of rather fresh water

(Fig.3.3.2-1). Crop inigation is being canied out by pumping 53-67

x10offi 3 /y of bcackish gcoundwater fcom the wellfields in "Wafra" and

"Abdali-Um Nigga". The existing yield. estimated potential yield, and

salinity of each wellfield are shown in Tab.3.3.2-1.

3.3.3 Seawater desalination

Kuwait is one of the world's leaders in production of fresh water from the

The development of "Co-generation Stations" has been practiced

since the early 1950s as shown in Tab.3.3.3-1. The multi-stage flash
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orocess (MSF) is used to distill the seawater and the annual production

~f the fresh (distilled) water is estimated to be now 18" x10
6

m
3

/y as

shown in Fig. 3.3.2-1.

Shuwaikh co-genera tion s ta tion

Shuwaikh is the oldest co-generation station in Kuwait to have been built

since 1953. Corresponding to a rapid increase in fresh water demand,

distillation units were installed over the period between 1965 and 1982.

In 1987 installed capacities of the power generation unit and

distillation plant were 32" MW and 32 migd (14"5,504 m
3

/d), respectively.

Distillation plants have been installed as a part of the co-generation

stations including the following; (Ref.3.3.3-l)

Shuaiba co-generation station

The Shuaiba station is composed of two stations, Shuaiba North and Shuaiba

South. The installed capacity of the power generation units is 1,204 MW in

total, being "00 MW at the Shuaiba North and 804 MW at the Shuaiba South.

J':'stillation plant with a total ins;:alled capacity of 44 migd were

installed over the period between 1965 and 1975. including 1" migd (63,658

m3 /d) at Shuaiba North (1965-1971) and 30 migd (136,410 m
3
/d)at Shuaiba

South (1971-1975).

Doha c( -generation station

The Doha station is composed of two sta ions, Doha West and Doha East.

The ins alled capacity of the power generation units is 3.558 MV," in otal,

being 1.158 m; at Doha East and 2,400 MW at Doha West. Distillation plant

"ith a total installed capacity of 139 migd (195,521 m3 /d) were installed

OVeL" the period between 1978 and 1985. including 43 migd at Doha East

:978-1979) and 96 migd ("36.5:2 m3 /dJ at doha West (1983-1985).

Al-Zour co-generation unit

The AI-Zour station was designed to have an installed capacity of 2,511 MW

0: po,,:er generation and 72 migd (327.38" m3 /d) of distillation, and was

scheduled to be completed by 1991.

The problem with seawater distillation is the high cost of producing water

by the multi-stage flash (MSF) evaporation process. The cost of the

the:-ma~ process is largely dependent on the rate of energy (fuel)
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consumption for operating the system, which is as high as about 50 Z of

the unit water cost and is sensitive to the unstable world market price

of crude oil.

3.3.4 Reuse of treated sewage effluents

The amount of reuse of the sewage effluents was 97 xl0 6m3 per annum, which

~s one-third of the volume of water supply in 1988.

Three municipal waste-water treatment plants had been constructed at

Ardiya. Rekka. and Jahara. which were aimed to treat municipal waste-water

through by tertiary treatment for re-use in landscape irrigation. The

installed capacity is 290,000 m3 /day in total, comprising 150,000 m3 /day

of Ardiya, 65,000 m3 /day of Rekka, and 80,000 m3 /day of Jahara. The output

of the treatment plants is 265,000 m3 /day, including 175,000 m3 /day of

Ardiya, 30, 000 m3 /day of Rekka, and 60, 000 m3 /day of Jahara. After

tertiary treatment by sand filtration, the quality of the treated water is

controlled to be 10-20 mg/l of BOD, 3-40 mg/l of NH 3 -N, and 2,500 mg/l of

TDS (Tab.3.3.4-1). Some of the reclaimed sewage water is being used for

landscape irrigation and some for agriculture.
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h'el field

(1985)

Tab.3.3.2-1 Wellfields in Kuwait

Existing Potential Salinity Aquifer

(l~6~1~y) (;~5~~/y) ;~i~)

riDS. Purpose
of
Wells

Tab.3.3.4-1 Sewage Treatrrent Plants for Reuse in Kuwait

Ra ....dataln&
Urn-A 1 f\ish 2.5 6.6 700-1,200 Oibdibbaf. 52 Water supply

Stligaya
i',B,e 53 66 3,000-4,000 Kuwait G. & 60 \,'.:Her supply
D,E 42 3,000-4,500 Damnan t. 54 Water supply

Sulaibiya 25·33 33 4,500·5,500 Damnan F. 133 Water supply

Abdullya 4,500 Damnan t. 14 Water supply

P;dfra 33·42 50 4,000·6,000 Kuwait G. (l10) Irrigation

Ilbdal i-Urn
Nigga 20·25 33·42 3,000.7,000 Oibdibbaf.(IIO) Irrigation

IGh (' 3. .:..3-1 Installed Capacity of Co-generat lOn Stations In KUn'ait

Stations Fresg ~ater Product ion Power Generation Remarks
(xl0 m /y) (MICO) (MW)

----_ .....----- ---------------------- ----------------
Shlh..aikh 53 32 324 1960·1970
SluJ:bJ Nonh 23 14 400 1965·1971
Shlla iba South 50 30 804 \971·\975
Dttldlast 71 43 1,158 1978·\979
Doha West 159 96 2,400 1985
Al lour SOl.:tll 10 6(;2) ·(2,511) Stage 1,(11)

Total 366 221 5,769
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Jahara

Tota I

150,000
60,000
80,000

290,000

175,000
30,000
60,000

265.000

800 -10·20/30

~Hr~ : 2~~~~ ; ::;~o.Uoo
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3.4 Experimental Seawater Reverse Osmosis (RO) Desalination

3.4.1 Background

Kuwai has been developing fresh water by distilling seawater since 1950s.

The multi-stage flash (MSF) desalting process, which has has been used

exclusively in the Arabian peninsula, has proved to be a most simple and

reliable process but requires extensive materials and energy. The MSF

system reached its mat.urity with very few improvements. It seems however

rha t. the race for the second generation of Seawa ter de sal ters will be won

by reverse osmosis (RO), and low temperature multi-effect (ME) horizontal

tube evaporators (HTE). (Ref.3.4.1-1), Both systems are characterized by

their low requirements for energy consumptions, as compared with MSF. The

cost of energy consumption is the largest single cost item in

desalination. In 1980s, intensive efforts were made to evaluate the

feasibility of the seawater reverse osmosis (RG) desalination, including a

pilot RO plant in Doha, in which the cost analysis on the seawater

desalination was made to compare the cost between experimental RO and

existing I1SF.

3.4.2 Doha experiment.al RO plant.

This pilot plant, which has an installed capacity of 3,000 m3 /day, was

installed in 1984, to eva uate the optimum membrane and operating syst.em.

It has three lines which are equipped with different types of modules,

namely s;oiral wounded, hollow fine fiber, and pia e-frame as shown below;

(Re f . 3 . 4 .2 -1 )

RO line 1 : 1st stage Spiral wound, UOP-PA 1501

2nd stage Spiral wound. UOP-PA 8600

RO line 2 : 1st stage Hall 0101 fine fiber, Dupont Bl0

2nd stage Hollow fine fiber, Dupont B9

RO line 3; 1st stage Pl. te & Frame. Enro+Sche iche r &Schue11 Film Tee.

2nd stage Spiral wound, Hydronautics 8040B

The feed seawater to the RO plant usually contains high concentrations of

inorganic salts and foreign materials which can foul membranes and

decrease their productivity. The main foulant.s which are associated with

feed seawater are due to biological slime formation, suspended solids,
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colloids, metal oxide and scale format.ion. Pre-t.reat.ment. is an essent.ial

process to control the life of the membranes. Different methods of

conventional pre-treatment were also examined in each line.

Since the beginning of the plant's operation, pre-treatment has been

running satisfactorily with availability of more than 96 Z. Most of the

time, it has been successfully controlled t.o give a silt. density index

(SD1) less than 4, but in some cases it has failed to produce an

acceptable quality, owing to the clogging of the dual media filters,

failing or overdosing of FeC1S0 4 , breakdown of the destabilizer mixer, and

climatic conditions such as temperature, dust storms and wind.

3.1,.3 Cost evaluation

The cost effectiveness of the membrane (RO) process can be compared with

the cost of the predominant thermal (MSF) process. The cost is composed

of two major items such as 1) direct capital cost and 2) operation and

maintenance (O&M) cost. The equipment cost is a major factor of the

capital cost, while the cost of consumed energy and chemicals make up the

major part of the O&M cost.

,ypical design for a large scale MSF and RO with an installed capacity

of 27,360 m3 /day (6 migd) each may be used to compare the unit water cost.

The feed water assumes the quality of seawat.er in the Arabian Gulf with

concentrations of 45,000 mg/l of total dissolved solids (TDS), 800 mg/l of

Ca H
, 1,700 mg/l of Mg H

, 12,500 mg/l of Na+, 500 mg/l of K+,3,600 mg/l of

501. --, 24 mg/l of C0 3--, 24,000 mg/l of Cl-, 180 mg/l of HC0 3-, 12 mg/l of

Sr++. and 0.04 mg!l of Ba++. The cost evaluat.es assume the unit elect.ric

ene~gy cost of USS O. 07/KWh, the rate of replacement of the membrane 20 Z

per annum, t.wenty years plant life, 90 Z load fact.or. and interest rate of

10 Z per annum. The results of this cost comparison between MSF and RO

as follows (Ref 3.4.2-1);

- The seawater intake size and flo ...' rate of t.he MSF unit are twice as

much as those of the RO unit.

- The volume of the MSF unit is about three times as large as that

required for the RO permea tors. The land required for the MSF

unit is at least four times as large as that. required for the RO

permea tors.
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- Extensive and heavy materials are used in the MSF unit, which are more

than ten times as much as those required for the RO unit. The heavy

weight of the MSF unit requires heavy foundat.ion and extensive civil

\lock.

Energy consumption
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- Thermal energy is consumed only by the MSF unit, and amounts to 89 MW.

This thermal energy can be very expensive if it is obtained directly

trom boilers (not extracted from steam turbine).

- The energy consumptions for pumping the seawater to the pre-treatment

syslem and the high pressure feed pump are estimated to be 0.25 KWh/m3

and 7.98 KWh 1m3 , respectively. The pumping energy consumption for RO is

8.23 Kl'h/m 3 in total, which is about 25 % more than that required for

the MSF unit. However, the pumping energy for the RO can be decreased

about. 30 %, from 8.23 KWh/m 3 to 5.9 KWh 1m3 , by installing an energy

recovery unit such as a reversed centrifugal pwnp or Pelton wheel.

- The average energy conswnption per cubic meter of the product water for

the I1SF unit is 15.27 KWh 1m3 , which is about three times as high as the

cate for the RO plant of 5.9 j(\o,'hlm3

- From lhe above analysis, the on-site unit water costs of seawater

desalinat.ion were estimated to be USS 2. 71m 3 by MSF and USS 1. 71m3 by

~hese COStS are abou two times as high as the unit municipal water

supply cost of USS1.0Im 3 and wastewater treatment cost of USSO.95/m 3 in

Japan (Ref.3.4.3-1) which are the world standard cost of M&I water

supply and waste-water treatment.

Ct'njunctive use~ for MSF and .BQ

- Introducing RO seawater desalting plants in Kuwait is not a

substitution for phasing-out old desalter units. Combination of new RO

and existing MSF units could be cost effective in a water supply plan

as illustrated in section 3.6 of Fig.3.6.4-1.
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5 Experimental Brackish Groundwater Reverse Osmosis (RO) Desalination

3.5 1 Background

The quality of groundwater in Kuwait is mostly brackish, including total

dissolved solids (TDS) of the order 2,000 to 8,000 mg/l. Brackish

g:oundwater, of which the salinity is more than two to eight times as high

as the maximum permitted level of WHO drinking water standards (TDS=l,OOO

mg/l) is being used to blend with permeate from MSF distillation plants or

to irrigate the garden crops. No direct use of brackish groundwater for

d:-inking purposes is possible without desalination. Reverse osmosis (RO)

is the best means of demineralizing brackish waters, as has been

practiced in United States of America since the 1970s. Brackish

groundwater desalination is usually three to five times less expensive

than seawater desalination (Ref.3.5.l-l), and has the following

advantages;

Low initial capital cost

- Compact design

_ Short construction time required and easy mobilization

- Less energy requJ.rement

- Cost. flexibility in small to large scale units

Skid mounted mobile brackish water reverse osmosis units 13 in number,

have been introduced since 1987, to supply fresh water for emergency

purposes. Each RO unit equipped with a standby power generating unit.

These skid mounted units, which have an installed capacity of O. Z5 migd

(1.137 m3 /day) each, were installed in the Labour Institute for Juvenile,

Shwaikh storage area, two army camps and nine hospitals. The skid mounted

RO desalination with brackish groundwater was the first practice in

Kuwait. of which the technical and cost feasibilities are revived herewith

to extend a new idea of the hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO)

df.>salination system as proposed in the following Section 3.6.

3.5 2 Experimental reverse osmosis unit

The first of the thirteen skid mounted RO units commenced the operation in

1988. and has been running continuously 8,260 hours according to

specification. During the one year test operation, no membrane unit was

added or replaced, but frequent changes of the cartridge filter elements

'I:<lere needed to avoid the bio-fouling. The test operation was successfully
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completed without encountering any significant problems. (Ref.3.5.2-1)

The skid mounted RO desalination with brackish groundwater was the first

practice in Kuwait. of which the technical and cost feasibilities are

revieVled herewith to extend a new idea on the hydro-powered

osmosis (RO) desalination system as proposed in this Section 3.6.

The reverse osmosis unit is housed in two standard containers. The first,

the operation container, includes the membranes. high-pressure pumps,

cartridge filter, flushing/cleaning tank, transfer pump. dosing stations,

control panel, electrical switch board. etc. The second contains two

dual-media filters. feed pump. backwash air blower and associated pipes

and valves.

- Brackish water is supplied to the feed water tank (227 m3 ) through the

existing brackish water network/pipelines.

- The pre-treatment system consists of dual-media filters (hydro

anthcacite/fine sands) and cartridge filters (5 micron size). Sulphuric

acid (5 mg/l) and antiscalant flocon (6 mg/l) are dosed prior to the

cartridge filters. Sodium bisulfate (Z mg/l) is added at the suction

of che feed pump.

- Aft.er passing through the cartridge filter, the pressure of the feed

"ater is increased up to the operating pressure of l5-Z5 kg/cm Z by

centrifugal pump.

- 'iht' RO unit of eight pressure vessels. The membrane is a low-

l'::"essure type. spiral wounded BW-8040 composite membrane of 8 inch

diiJffieter.

- The permeate from the modules flows to the flushing/cleaning tank.

neutral pH value is achieved in the final product water by dosing

caustic soda (5-10 mg/l). Sodium hypochlorite (1 mg/l as C1 Z ) is

injected to sterilize the product water

BiD-fouling problems

The feed brackish water includes bacteria with count-concentrations of the

order of 60 to 400 CFU/ml, which was the main cause of blockage the

car"ridge filter elements. Frequent replacements and/or cleanings of the
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ca,tridge filter elements were needed at every 300-400 hours which is

five times as much as the standard rate of 1,500-2,000 hours. To improve

the rate of replacing filter element, the brackish feed water tanks and

sand filters were disinfected by 5 mgll of chlorine. This chlorination

improved the rate of the f il ter replacement up to 700-800 hours. The

cartridge filter was also periodically shock-chlorinated with 5 mgll

chlorine. which could significantly improve the replacement time to about

1, 800 operating hours.

Per iodical cleaning of the membrane every 1, 000 hours using a solution of

NaOli (0.1%) and EDTA (0.1%), along with the replacement of cartridge

tilter every 1,800 hours. was found to be more economical and safe than

other method such as increasing the chlorine dose rate (0.2 to 2 mg/l) in

the feed water.

3.5.3 Technical performance

One year (8,260 hours) of test operation of the brackish wa ter reverse

osmosis desalination was successfully completed in 1989. The skid mounted

RO unit can operate continuously with an availability of 94.3 Z. The

average rate of the product water was 46.83 m3 /hour, which is 98.9 Z of

the designed value of 47.4 m3 /hour. (Fig 3.5.3-1)

Salini ty of the brackish feed wa er varied from 3,134 mgll to 3,874 mgll,

with an average of 3,407 mgll of TDS. The salinity of the product water

had an average of 73.5 mgll of TDS, with a minimum of 62 mg 11 and

maximum of 122 mg!l of TDS. The feed water temperature was in the range

between 26 0 C and 37 oC. The pH of the feed water was 7.87 on average with a

minimum of 7.65 and a maximum of 8. O.

Th ... opprating pressure varied from a minimum of 15 kg/cm2 to a maximum of

21 kg/cm2 . The average power consumption during the 8,260 hours operation

was 2.00 KWh/m 3 of product water, which includes all auxiliaries such as

air conditioners, lights, mixers, etc.
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The recovery of the fresh water was 59.86 Z on average, ranging between 56

Z and 64 Z. The average salt rejection was 98.4 Z, with the minimum at 98

4.

3.5.4 Cost performance

This is a case study on a very small scale brackish water RO desalination

unit, which aims to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of supplying fresh

....·ater in for a remote isolate t.owns or emergency needs by installing a

skid mounted unit. The costs estimates of initial capital cost and

operat.ion and maintenance cost. assume the following;

- 15 years of plant life

- 3 years of membrane replacement

- Interest rate at 8 %

- Electricity charges of KD.0.020/KVih (=US$0.07/KWh)

- Source water cost of brackish groundwater is not included

'!'he initial capital COSt includes mechanical equipment 49.8 Z, membrane

19.5 :. electric generators 17.5 Z, instrumentation equipment 5.0 Z,

training 4.5 Z, and civil 3.5 Z. The operation and maintenance (O&M)

cost. which includes the labor, chemicals, spare parts,

pl1e::-gy/elec ricity. and membrane replacements, was estima ed to be

KD.0.16(USSO.48)/m 3 The O&M cost is ~he more important cost item in a

small scale plant, and is five times as high as that of the capital cost.

The energy costs and labor cost.s are the dominant cost. elements in O&M,

and account for 31.7 Z and 27. a Z respectively. Other costs are less

"ha~ hal that of O&M, including 14.6 % for membrane replacement, 14.4 %

fo:.- chemicals. and 12.3 Z for spare parts. The unit cost of the product

h'ater from a small scale skid mounted mobile system was estimated at as

high as KD.0.726(US$2.18)/m 3 (Ref.3.5.2.-1), owing to its scale demerit.
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3.6 Hydro-Powered Brackish Groundwater Reverse Osmosis (RO) Desalination:

A New PrDpDsal

A new method of the hydro-powered reverse osmosis desalination is proposed

in this study tD minimize the CDSt of energy cDnsumptiDn which is the

largest single cost element in the desalination engineering. The hydrD

powered application takes into account the effective use of hydro

potential energy in a water pipeline system which carries brackish

groundwater from wellfield tD terminal reservDir with differential head of

200 or more. This new idea is applied in the existing Shigaya groundwater

development project in Kuwait to evaluate the cost feasibility of the

proposed desalination system.

3.6.1 Brackish grDundwa ter wellfield

PrDpDsed wellfield is lDcated in the pDtential wellfields Df West Shigaya

and a part of NDrth Shigaya, about 100 km west from the Kuwait city

(Fig.3.6.1-1). The grDund elevation is as high as 200 tD 300 m. The

Darrunan limestone at this point has a thickness of about 150 m. The

piezometric levels are rather low being in the range between 50 and 100

m above sea level. The quality of the groundwater is brackish with a

salinit.y in the range between 2.500 and 7,000 mg/l of TDS. The potential

yield has been estimated tD be 68,000 m3 /day in each potential

wellfield. (Ref. 3.6.1-1) For this study, the po ential yield is assumed

to be 45x106m3/y (123,400 m3 /day). fDr which the wellfie1d covers an area

with an elevation Df mDre than 200 m (Fig.3.6.1-1). The total number of

production wells is estimated to be 46, by assuming a unit rate of 2,700

rr: 3 /day per well.

3.6.2 Pressure pipeline system and pre-trea ment plant

The hydro-powered RO desalination scheme will utilize the piezometric head

difference between the collecting reservDir (E. L. at 230 m) and Jahara RO

plant (E.L. Rt 20 m). The pre-treatment plant is sited immediately east

cf the collecting reservoir where the feed water gravitates to the Jahara

RO plant. A ductile irDn pressure pipe 750 mm in diameter and 60 km lDng,

",..hich has a specification of limited pressure to a maximum of 25 bar, will

carry the feed water to the Jahara RO plant. The design flow discharge

and the velocity in the pressure pipe are 1.42 m3 /sec and 3.2 m/sec,

respectively.
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3.6.3 Estimate of hydro-potential energy in the trunk main

The head difference between he collecting reservoir (230 m) and the RO

plan (20m) is 210 m. The energy loss is composed mainly of friction loss

in the pressure pipe and other losses. The energy loss is estimated to be

10 m of water head, which is as small as 5 Z of the total head of 210 m.

From the effective head of water at 200 m or 20 kg/cm2 , the theoretical

hydro-potential of the scheme is estimated to be 2,780 KW. The :ollowing

equations are used to estimate the theoretical hydro-potential, installed

capacity and power generation;

Pt ~ 9. 8*Hs*Q*He

!' ~ Pth*Ef

\{p = 365*24*GUP

where, Pth Theoretical hydro-potential (KW)

Hs Specific weight of water (~1.0)

Flow discharge (m 3 / sec)

He Effective difference head of water (m)

P Installed capacity (KW)

Ef Synthesized efficiency (assumed to be a 80)

Wp Potential power generation per annum (KWh)

Gf Generating efficiency (assumed to be 0.68)

:" the design of the water supply system, the hydraulic pressure in the

trunk main is to be broken at a limi: of 20-25 kg/cm2 to prevent the

mechanical failure of the pipe. The flow discharge (Q) of 1.18 m3 /sec at a

differential head of water of 210 m or effective head (He) of 200 m has a

potential yield of generated electric power (Hp) of llxl0 6 KWh per annum.

3.6. '- HyJro-powered reverse osmosis desalination system

The application of hydro-potential energy, which is a typically clean

energy. is the key to hydro-powered reverse osmosis desalination, to

minimize the energy consumption and operating costs.

The potential energy in the trunk main can be used more effectively to

provid!=' hydraulic pressure in the prE:ssure-pumping unit of RO than in

genera ting electrici ty. owing to the direct use of hydro-potential energy

as hydraulic pressure rather than through turbine and generator. The

energy losses in a turbine and generator are generally 16 Z and 5 %.

respectively, which is 20 Z in total of the theoretical hydro-potential
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energy. The energy requirement or consumption of the pressure-pumping

system is a major cost factor in operating an RO plant. The hydro-powered

reverse osmosis desalination has the great advantage of two stages of

energy conversion costs. to electricity and then t.o hydraulic pressure.

It also has other advantages as shown below;

- Lov initial capital cost

- Compact design

- Short construction time

- Minimize the energy requirement and

The brackish feed-water will be pumped from the Danunan limestone aquifer

into a collecting reservoir at an elevation of 235 m above sea level. The

average feed water quality is estimated to have a salinity of 4,000 mg/l

of TDS, temperature between 26 0 C and 37 0 C, pH of 7.87 in average ranging

7.65 and 8.0 (Ref 3.5.2-1). Following design criterion are used;

Installed capacity of RO desalination system: 100, 000 m3 /d

Design feed water (85% of operating factor) 86,400 m3 /d (36 5xl0 6m3 /y)

Design product water (60 Z of feed water) 51.840 m3 /d (18 9xl0 6m3 /y)

The reverse osmosis unit will be in two parts. The first will be pre

treatment unit to be sited immediately east of the collecting reservoir

with dual-media filters (hydro-anthracite/fine sands) and cartridge

:il~ers (5 micron size), and with sulphuric acid (5 mg/l) and antiscalant

flocon (6 mg/l) dosed prior to the cartridge filters. Sodium bisulfate (2

mg/l) will be added at the suction of the feed pump.

After passing through the cartridge filter. the feed water will en er a

pressure pipeline (trunk main) to sustain a hydraulic pressure head of 20

kg/cr.,z. which is directly used to apply the osmotic pressure needed to

pe::-mea te the membrane.

The RO module will have a low-pressure type membrane, spiral wounded

composite type and 8 inch diameter. The specifications of the RO module

",ill be as follows;

- Salt rejection rate; 87.5%

- Design operating pressure 20 kg/cm2

- Design quantity of permeate; 30 m3 /day

- Maximum operating wa ter tempera ture ; 40°C

- pH of feedwater to be adjusted; 6 0-6.5
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A unit. line of the RO vessel consists of a circuit with six modules in

series. Recovery is estimated to be 70 % of the feed-water, yielding

31.5x10om3 /y of permeate with TDS at 500 mg/l and 8.0x10 6m3 /y of brine

reject with TDS at 17,700 mg/l. Periodical cleaning of the membrane every

1,000 hours using a solution of NaOH (0.1%) and EDTA (0.1%) will be

performed along with the replacement of the cartridge filters every 1,800

hours.

The effective pressure of the brine reject is estimated to be 17 kg/cm2

assuming a friction loss of 3 kg/cm2 in the RO circuit. The potential

energy recovery of the RO brine reject is preliminarily estimated to be

333 n: by assuming total efficiency of turbine and generator at 80%, which

generat.es 1.98x106m3KWh per annum electricity with load factor at 65%.

The permeate from the modules then flow to the flushing/cleaning tank. A

neutral pH value is achieved in the final product water by dosing with

caustic soda (5-10 mg/l). Sodium hypochlorite (1 mg/l as C1 2 ) is injected

to sterilize the product water.

Thp schpmatics of the proposed hydro-po,.;ered reverse osmosis (RO)

desalin3tion system are shown in Fig 3.6.4-1.

3.6 5 Cost effectiveness

':'hf' investment cost of t.he proposed desalt.ing plant with hydro-powered

app~ication is preliminarily estima ed to be US$94,065,OOO in total with

annual capital cost at US$ 5,656,000, including US$74,488,OOO of the

capital cost and US$19,S77,OOO of the design and construction supervision.

The capital cost comprises the following major cost elements;

The annual cost of the operation and maintenance is estimated to be USS

5,653,600 including the following major items;

- Labour US$ 1,169,200

- Material and supplies US$ 584,920

- Chemicals US$ 2,339,690

- Membrane replacement US$ 1,559.790

COSt for source water and benefit from energy recovery are not included in

this cost estimate. The above cost estimates are based on the

following assuraptions;

- Plant life 20 years

- Membrane life (replacement) 3 years

- Unit price of RO module : US$ 1,300

The unit water cost of the hydro-powered reverse osmosis desalination for

the annual product water of 31.5x10 6m3 is estimated to be US$0.4/m3 , which

is the least cost to compare with other existing methods such as seawater

desalination by MSF (US$2.7/m3 ), seawater desalination by RO (US$1.7/m3 )

and brackish groundwater desalination by RO without hydro-powered

application (US$0.6/m3 ) as shown in Fig.3.6.5-1. Such application of

~etrieving the hydro-potential energy in a pipeline system is likely to

have a st.rategic priority to save fossil energy and the global environment

on t.op of minimizing the cost in desalination engineering.

- Pre-treatment

- Desalt.ing plant

- RO membrane. equipment

- Control and operating system

- Appurtenant works

Powerline and substation

- Eneq!,y recovery / turbine

US$ 13,898.860

US$ 22,144,570

US$ 26.679.960

US$ 1.871.900

US$ 8,495,200

US$ 1,142,680

US$ 254,940

Financial expenditure is estimated to b~ US$ 24,428,700 which is based on

1990 prices with 8 Z interest during three years construction.
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3_7 Development Alternatives and Conj~ctive Use Plan

3.7 1 Development alternatives

The predominant multi-stage flash (MSF) desalination process in Kuwait,

vlhich consumes extensive materials and more energy than RO. is going to be

replaced by steps after completing the plant life of about 15-20 years.

RO seawater desalting plants in Kuwait are going to replace old MSF

desalter units. The unit cost of RO brackish groundwater desalination is

also r.1Uch lower than that of seawater desalination, implying lower energy

C0nSUffi!)tion and less capital investment. Hydro-powered RO desalination is

Lhe least cost method minimizing both eIlergy consumption and capital cost.

The development alternatives include the following methods of

desalination;

- 11SF dist.illing of seawater (existing plant; highest cost)

- RO desalination of seawater (completing experimental stage)

- RO desalination of brackish groundwater (existing skid mounted RO)

- Hydro-powered RO desalination of brackish groundwater (proposed

hereHith; will be the least cost method)

3.7.2 Cor:junctive use plan

A number:- of old MSF plants in Kuwait are going to be phased out by the

year 2000. Seawater RO will re lace the old MSF by steps. but it will

also contribute to blend with almost pure water from the existing MSF

syst.em from RO product water wit.h salinity of about 500 mg/l of TDS to

obr.~in sl:itable quali~y for drinking purpose. The range in salinity of

the plC'dur-t water and world standards 0: drinking water are shovm

belo·.... ;

Sea,.;ater Brac~ Ish ;.,;atcr WIlD drm~ ing v.ater standards

l'roduC' water MSf RO RO Europc-USI,-Japan Middle East
),'''''y ("'9/1:1OS) 25-50 300-1,500 100-500 250-500 500-1,000

:r: t.he hybrid RO/MSF seawater desaliration system, a seawater

osmosis (RO) plant is combined with either existing MSF co-
generation plant with following advantages;

- Both the capital and operating cost for the RO system are reduced.
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- A single stage RO process can be used, and the life 0: RO membrane

be ext.ended by reducing the water quality specification for the

permeate.

- The temperature of the MSF product water is reduced by blending hot

product water from MSF with RO permeate.

The combination of the new RO system with the present MSF system will be

the 'ey application for developing the water supply system in the 1990s.

The combination of the proposed hydro-powered RO desalination system with

the present MSF system will make more effective use of desalting brackish

groundwater at least cost, taking into account the limited potential of

brackish groundwater resources over the unlimited potential source of

seawater. The salinity of permeate from brackish groundwater desalination

(RO) can be contcolled in the range 100 to 500 mg/l of TDS, while the

L~ino ceject water has a salinity as high as 10,000 mg/l of TDS or more.

Ti.~ salinity of product water from MSF plant is as low as 25 to 50 mg/l of

iDS. The RO brackish groundwater desalination will contribute; i) direct

supply of good quality drinking water to meet with WHO standards, ii)

indirect supply by blending brine reject water from RO with almost pure

water from the existing MSF system not only to supply good quality

drinking water but also to blend almost pure water from the existing MSF

system with the brine reject. The conjunctive use plan suggests the

following prior uses of the water-energy elements;

- RO product water (permeate) 31.5x10 6m3 /y with 500 mg/l of TDS.

Direct. use for drinking water supply.

- RO hrine reject watec 8xl0 6m3 /y with 17,700 mg/l of TDS.

Indirect lise to blend with MSF product water.

- MSF product water 632,000 m3 /d maximum with 25-50 mg/l of TDS.

To blend ,.,rith brine reject from RO.

l'lSF I rine reject wa 45, OOO>mg/l of TDS.

To bt.-' safely wasted in offshore Kuwait bay.

- Energy cecovery from RO 1.98x10 6 Dfu/y of electricity.

\·,Till be used to supplying electricity for treatment and/or pumping.
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A proposed conjunctive use plan is also illust.rat.ed in flo...., diagram on

f'g 6.4-1.

3.7.3 Remarks on the future development plan

The desalination of saline water by the membrane process with low energy

requirements. will play an increasingly important role in the water

resources planning of the arid states in the twenty-first century. The

reverse osmosis (RO) is the least cost process today, but it may not be

the optimu:n solution which may be either reverse osmosis nor thermal

desalina tion. Membrane desalination. however, will be a key application

:or water resources planning in the twenty-first century. A new

desalination system of the reverse osmosis (RO) either with or without

application of the hydro-powered process will be incocporated in the

existing MSF system in Kuwait by steps. to make a reality of promoting the

energy saving desalination technology.
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IV. APPLICATION OF HYDRO-POWERED REVERSE OSMOSIS (RO) DESALINATION IN THE

NON-CONVENTIONAL WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT PLAN OF JORDAN

4.1 Background and Objectives

L .1 .1 Background

Jordan is located to the northwest of the Arabian peninsula. and extends

from 29 to 33 degrees of north latitude and from 35 to 39 degrees of east

longitude with an area of 89,555 km2 (Fig.4.1.1-1).

"lore than 80 % of the country is covered by desert where the population is

v"ry scarce. The population of the country was estimated to be about 2.8

millions in 1985. About 90 % of this population lives in the northwest

quadrant of the country. Greater Amman, which is a metropolitan district

v,.rithin a 30 kIn radius from the center of Amman city, occupies an area of 3

4. of the country. The population of the Greater Amman area, however, is

as much as 1.62 millions (573 head/km2 ), which is about 60 % of the whole

population of Jordan. The national population growth rate was as high as

about 3.7 % annum in the 1970s (Ref.4.1.5-1), mainly due to migration from

the ',':est Bank and the Gaza Strip.

Tile growth rate is expected to decline only slowly to reach 3.2 % by year

2010. M&I water as a proportion of total water use is expected to

increase from 24 % in 1985 to 30 % in 2005 and 45 % in 2015, by assuming

only modest per capita consumption rate of 83 litre per capita per day for

domestic use. The national water demand was simply projected to increase

upto 1.209x106m3 /y by year 2000, assuming a growth rate of 2.5 to 3.5 % in

population, 5 % in industrial uses and 4 % in agriculture uses.

(Ref.4.1.1-3) "'inile he effective rainfall as poten ial renewable water

resources was estimated to be 1,123x10 6m3 /y including 245x10 6m3 /y

g~ound,...ater and 878x10 6m3 /y of surface flow (Ref.4.1.l-1).

:"''::'Ir.itations of water, one of the important resources of Jordan, is likely

to have a major impact on the economic development of the country. By the

year 2000, most of the conventional water resources in the country will

have been fully exploited by conventional measures such as constructing

dams and drilling wells. The development of marginal non-conventional

water resources will then become a key application in the twenty-first

cpn~u=i' to sustain economic development of the country.
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Non-conventional waters are composed primarily of brackish waters,

seawater, and reclamation of urban waste waters in Jordan. In the 1970s,

it was considered that large-scale seawater desalination projects would

become both technically feasible and economically viable as water supply

alternatives in the early I990s (Ref.4.1.I-4). Innovative researches on

:.he desalination technologies for membranes in the 19805 are changing the

world market by reducing the share of the conventional HSF distillation

plant which has been used exclusively in the Middle East countries (see

ANNEX-I). The development of saline water resources by desalting with

reve>rse osmosis (RO) or other membrane process will play an increasingly

i:nportant role in a context of the national water master plan.

4.1.2 Objectives

The m.Jjor purpose to study the application of hydro-powered reverse

osmosis (RO) desalination in a case study on the Aqaba-Disi groundwater

de\.'elopment and water supply project is to evaluate the technical

teasibility and cost-effectiveness of the proposed co-generation system.

The proposed co-generation system aims not only to conserve the. fossil

groundwater resources in the Disi aquifer but also to retrieve the hydro

i)c.,u~nr.ial energy in a pipeline system for generation both electricity and

CPsd::"tl.ng brackish groundwater from the Kurnub aquifer.

The potent.ial application of the non-conventional water resources

developments including proposed hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO)

desalination are examined in a context of the national water master plan

of Jord.:tn. t"lhich aims to make a new concept and framework of water master

pIa., the sustainable developme t of Jordan in the twenty-first

4.1-2
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'..2 Water Resources of Jordan

Hydro-meteorologically Jordan is a semi-arid to arid state with

:-elatively abundant water resources to compare with ot.her stat.es in the

~:iddle ~ast such as Kuwait. About 80 : of the territory is steppe and

desert where water is only minimally available. The Jordan, however, has

various source of waters such as river streams, springs, wadi flash

floods. renewable and non-renewable groundwaters. and reclamation of

treated sewage effluents.

4.2.1 \-,fater resources potential

\-"ater resources in Jordan depends mainly on precipitation within the

country, except for the Yarmouk river of which the flow is mainly fed from

rainfall on Syrian territories. Average rainfall ranges from 600 rom/year

in the northern uplands to less than 500 nun/year in the south and eastern

desert areas. The rainfall occurs between October and May, and is at its

height between December and March when over 80 Z of the annual rainfall

Avprage annual volume of rainfall within the Jordan was estimated to be

8. 500xl0 6m3 . However. with high evaporation losses. the average net annual

yil'ld is only about 1,120xI06m3 (13 Z) with 875xI0 6m3 (10 Z) in the form

or surface water and 242xl0 6m3 (3 %) in groundwater (Ref.4.2.1-1), About

two-thirds of Jordan's potent.ial usable water resources is surface water.

Abou· 1.00xI0 6m3 per annum of the surface flow, which is 46 Z of the total

runoff. forms the discharge in the Yarmouk river. Sustained yield and/or

renpwable ground"later resources is preliminarily estimated at 3 Z of the

c.nI:ual rainfall. of which the rech2.rge is mostly dependent on the

rainfalls on he Western Highlands. In addition. it is estimated that

ovpr 1l.000xl06m3 of stored fresh groundwater exists within the state, It

is. however, mostly non-renewable groundwater which may offer an

l"pportunities for short-term and emergency

4.2.2 Surface water resources

Surface wa ter re source s, which are two- thirds of Jordan's potential usable

water resources, are at present used exclusively for agriculture, except

for Gpt ing water which is sometimes collected for municipal use. Most of

the municipal water supply systems and industries in Jordan are presently

dependent upon groundwater and springs. Although surface water resources
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~x:"s;: on t.he northern border such as in the Yarmouk river. in the Jordan

valley, and in some of the wadis flowing into the Jordan River,

exploitation of surface water for municipal and industrial water supply

has not so far occurred to any great extent due to sporadic flow patterns.

priority use for irrigation, and relatively low elevation and long

distance to population center.

Flows in rivers are generally of a flashy nature with large seasonal and

as well as annual variation. Annual baseflows. however, of which the

volumes are estimated to be 540xl0 6m3 , vary at least 15 to 20 Z depending

on the rainfall patterns with a return period of five years (Ref.4.2.1-1).

The base flow of 150xI0 6m3 per annum in the Yarmouk river has been

developed by the East Ghor Main Canal (EGMC) irrigation project since

1965. Corresponding to the rapid increase in water demand in the

metropolitan area, 45xI0 6m3 of canal water has been diverted from EGMC to

Amman for municipal and industrial use by constructing a treatment plan

and pipeline with a total difference (pumping) head at 1,300 m.

Since ~he beginning of the 1960s', a number of storage dams have been

consLructed together hold an estimated 452 xI0 6m3 of water. The Ai Wuheda

dam .....·hich is being built on the Yarmouk river near the Syrian border to

store 225xl0 6m3 , will supply irrigation "ater for the downstream of Jordan

Valley and generate electric power. Syria will be using part of the water

aCId 75 Z of the total hydro-electric power (Ref. 4.2.2-1).

4.2.3 Groundwater resources

Major potential aquifers are found in the pervious sequences in the basalt

sysf.em of the Pleistocene, Rijam (B4) formation of the lower Tertiary,

Armnan-Wadi Sir (B2/A7) formation of the upper to middle Cretaceous, Lower

Ajlun (Al-6) formatio of the middle Cretaceous, Kurnub-Zarqa formations

of the lower Cretaceous, and Disi formations of the Paleozoic age.

The shallow aquifer systems of basalt-Rijam( B4) forms a locally important

aquiff'r in the central part of the Jafr basin and Al Azraq - Hadi as

Sirhan basin. Groundwater irrigation has been practiced in and around the

Jaf~ town since 1970s, of which the t:nderlying aquifer of B4 has been

contaminated by steps by irrigation returns. increasing salinity (TDS)

from 500 mg/l to 4,000 mg/l during the ten years operation. The sustained

yield is estimated to be less than 2 xl0 6m3 per annum, due to the limited

ground"ater recharge through the wadi beds during the occasional flash

floods. The basalt-Rijam system in the Azraq basin has intensively
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exploited for t.he purpose of Amman municipal water supply. The annual

a\)s:.raC' ion from the Azraq wellfield amount.ec to 15.6 x10 6m3 in :985,

which exceeded the safe yield lowering the piezometric head and increasing

the water salinity. The groundwater in the Si:-han basin, of which the

recharge mechanism is as same as that of the Jafr basin, is untapped.

'!hE:' mas" important aquifer system is the Anunan-Wadi Sir (B2/A7), Khich

~ cnsis:.:> of limestone, silicified limestone, chert, sand limestone and

sandstone of upper to middle Cretaceous age. This aquifer system extends

throughout entire country with thickness about 100 to 350 m. The depth of

groundwater table below the ground surface generally ranges 50 to 250 m in

rhe uplands. Good groundwater recharge occurs from the Western Highlands

",:here annual rainfall ranges 200 to 600 mm. To the east aquifer is

confined by thick marl layer such as Huwwaqar (83) formation, and water

salini ty is inc rea sed. Thi s economic aquif er sys tern of the B21 A7 ha s

excessively exploited in the northern part of the country I lowering the

piezomerric levels and deteriorating quality of water. In the southern

pal-t cd: the country such as Mujib basin, Upper Hasa basin, and Jafr basin,

thu B21 A7 aquifer is the most important economic aquifer, of which the

l~a;,ily is as good as less than 500 mg/l of the total dissolved solids.

The groundwater is being pumped for M&I water supply from the wellfields

of Qastal, Siwaqa, Qatrana, Sultani, Karak, Shoubak, and Hasa.

;.... intflrrncdiate aquifer system is the lower Ajlun (Al-6). which consists

0: alternaling limestone. marl, shale. chert and sandstone of middle

." ~ta euus age. This aquifer sys em is underlain by the Arnma. -\oiadi Sir

\ B2/ A7) forma tion, which is mos tly confined by its rela tively impervious

layer of marl and shale in the A5/6 of the upper unit of Al-6. The lower

Ajlun :ormation extends throughout country with variable thickness and

~i~h '-:acies. To the southwards. the aquifers in the lower Ajlun

l('rmation becomes more sandy where salinity of water becomes as less than

mg/l of TDS. The aquifer system io mostly untapped, however, due to

;" 5 complica ted hydrogeology and deep formation.

Det'p sandstone aquifers are Kurnub/Zarqa of lower Cretaceous age and Disi

n.:. PalF'Clzoic age, which are unconformably separated by a less permeable

layel- of sandstone, siltstone and shale. The Kurnub formation

intercalat.es frequent argillaceous layers in the south, while the Disi is

composed of massive and rather homogeneous arenaceous. Groundwater in

these aquifers are mostly non-renewable due to limited groundwater

recharge through small outcrop area. Quality of groundwater in the

Kurnub/Zarqa system varies from fresh to brackish. Excellent quality with
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lot,.; salini y, however, is found in the is:' aquifer in the southern part

~: he country, which has been exploited for the water supply of Aqaba and

local experimental irrigation. Development potential of the Disi

groundwater has been estimated to be about 100-200 xl0 6m3 per annum for

the period over 50-100 years. The aquifer complex, however, forms a huge

groundwa ter reservoir extending under he whole of the country. This

grell. dv.iar.er storage offers oppor unity for short-term and emergency uses.

Groundwater is presently used for municipal, industrial and agriculture

purposes. In the northern uplands, which includes the heavily populated

Greater Anunan and Irbid areas, groundwater in the Amman-Wadi Sir aquifer

has been over-exploited in the 1980s. Significant irrigation water use is

al50 round in the Zarqa River Basin, where about 70 % of the water is from

groUndv.'8ter. The abstraction in the northern uplands is estimated at about

l20xl0 6m3 /y against an estimated sustainable yield of 90 xl0 6m3 /y.

It is sa id tha t 96 % of the Kingdom's popula tion is now supplied with

drinking v.'ater from springs and groundwater wells. A series of water

supply schemes have been carried out. including 20xl0 6 m3 /y of Wadi Arab

g:-ou:1d'.Jater schemes west of Irbid, 15xl0 6m3 /y of Azraq groundwater

pcoject. l4xl0 6m3 /y of Amman-2arqa groundwater project. 45xl0 6m3 /y of

Deir A;,la-EGMC pipeline project, 9xlO Cm 3 /y of Qatrana-Siwaqa-Qastal

groundwater project, 3.5xl0 6m3 /y of Sultani groundwater project near

Karok, 1. 5xl0 6m3 /y of Shoubak groundwater project, and l7xl0 6m3 /y of Disi

~ro,,~d,,'ater project (Ref.4.2.2-l). Mukheiba wellfield of 26xl0 6m3 /y,

,.'::i h has been developed for the irriga ion water supply in the downs ream

0: the Yarmouk/Gohr, will be diverted "0 upland supply, by taking

into account the difference in the water head at about 200 m between the

artesian wellfield and the Ghar.

.... 2.·. ':'reated sewage effluents

Signi:icant work on sewerage has taken place in lhe past decade, and about

i..,r. :- 0: the urban popula tion (25 Z of the country' s population) are now

being to be served. In many urban areas, household cesspit.s and septic

tanks are still commonly used, with liquid effluents discharging into the

soil \-ia open joint pipes or openings in pit wells. This return flow

mi:·:es v.·ith groundwater recharge from rainfall. which is re-used for water

supplies, however, in groundwater located under densely populated areas

and a gradual increase in mineral content, sometimes in nitrate

concentration, has been monitored.
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Groundwater in the Wadi Arab wellfield, of which the aquifer is Amman-I-iadi

Si, (B2/A7), has been contaminated by direct infiltration from the

sewage effluents through the outcrop of the B2/A7 in the upstream area in

1988. The drainage of the sewage effluents from the Irbid city was

diverted to the north to protect the quality of groundwater in and around

the outcrop area of the B2/A7. The direct recharge of sewage effluents

into the limestone aquifers is not planned.

The Zarqa river, which runs through the heavily populated cities of Amman,

Zarqa and Ruseifa. collects the return flows of sewage effluents. The

sewage effluents mix with surface water in the river system and are stored

in the reservoir of King Talal dam, which is exclusively used for the

irrigation water supply in the Jordan Valley downstream. but not for

municipal water supply.
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':'.3 Water Resources Development and Management

:he United Nation's partition proposal of 1947, which decided to divide

Palestine into Jewish and Arab sta es, ignored water problems. The 1948

Acab-Israeli war aggravated the difficulties of cooperative water

development and management. Failure of negotiations to develop a multi

lateral approach to water resources development and management

reinfo~ced unilateral action. Though the Unified Plan (see Annex-II) was

not ra~ified. both Jordan and Israel undertook to operate within their

allocations. The two major projects undertaken were the Israeli National

I;atpc Cacrier (INWC) and Jordan's East Ghor Main Canal (EGMC).

':'r1t' dl?sign of the East Ghor Canal was begun in 1957. The construction of

the canal commenced in 1959 and the first phase upto Wadi Zarqa was

conunissioned in 1966. The King Talal dam, which is situated on the Zarqa

rivl?r with a storage capacity of 56 xl0 6m3 and an 18 kIn extension of the

!::a.~ Ghor Main Canal (EGMC), were completed in 1977 at a cost of US$5Z

million.

Smaller dams were built on the rift side wadis in 1980-85. including

Kafrain dam (3.8 xl0 6m3 ) and the Wadi Ziqlab (4.3 xl0 6m3 ). The rift-side

dRm scheme on the wadi Shueib was intended to store winter flows for

dow!1jtream irrigation, however. it could not effectively store the design

.... '"'.&.um~. owing to substantial leakage through gravel formation and

~ ~Ilwrtones geology in and around the r~servoir. The reservoir has never

been filled with water up to esign high wa er level since completion of

the dam s true ture.

7he Kadi Arab dam. completed in 1987. has a total storage capacity of 20

xlO bm3 at a rost of US$50 million. The combined capacity of the King Talal

and \-..·adi Arab dams were increased to 130 xI0 6m3 in total after raising

:ilP dam hpights at the end the 1980s. (fig.". 3-1)

Present surface water constL'11ption is currently estimated at 336 x10 6m3 per

a;m'...ur. 0f which almost all is for irrigation. including approximately 102

xi °m 3 tor upland irrigation and 229 x10 6m3 for irrigation in the Jordan

\illley. Of this approximately 110 x18 6m3 is diverted from the Yarmouk

River through the East Ghor Main Canal (EGMC), and about 119 xl0 6m3 comes

trom the rift-side wadis.

O..... ing to topographic and hydro-geotechnical problems. the construction of
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storage dams in Jordan is extremely costly. New investment on storage dams

in Jordan can be justified only for supply of municipal and industrial

water, or for irrigation of high value, high yielding crops using water

conserving technologies.

The water shortage in Jordan is most noticeable in domestic use. The Deir

AlIa pumping station, which has an installed capacity to pump, treat and

convey 45 xl0 6m3 per annum of water from EGMC, was completed in 1988. The

scheme involves pumping water up about 1.300 m, and the operating costs

are excessively high to sustain the quality for drinking purpose. Due to

priority use in the irrigation sector, the system is not allowed to supply

precious water during the summer season, and consequently only about 28

x10 6m3 per annum of water are being pumped. (Fig.4.3-l)

The Government strategy up to the present has been to use groundwater

resources for both M&I and agriculture use. and to use surface water

primarily for irrigation. Domestic water supply is exclusively dependent

on the groundwater supply, owing to its better quality and higher

elevation of water body than that of the surface water resources.

GrouCldwa ter pumping amounted to 155 xl0 6m3 per annum in 1985, which

exceeded the safe yield in some well fields including Ammanj Zarqa aquifer.

Almost all the renewable groundwater resources have been excessively

developed, lowering piezometric level and deteriorating quality of water

in some aquifer systems. The Disi is only one remaining significant

aquifer. It is, however, a fossil aquifer with an estimated safe yield of

about 110 xl0 6m3 per annum over a 100 year period.(Fig.4.3-l)

\,l1en Jordan' s last major potential water sources of Disi groundwater and

Al-I>'uheda dam are fully developed. there will be no alternative except the

use of non-conventional water resources and/or importation of water from

fo:-eign countries.

"".3.1 Surface water

Surface water resources are dominated by the Yarmouk river and the Zarqa

:-iver. which provide the majority of the irrigation water for he Jordan

Valley. Irrigation in the Jordan Valley in the past has been made

possible only by large scale public investments in water diversion such as

East Ghor 11ain Canal (EGMC) and in the water storage dam including King

Talal and Wadi Arab, to utilize potential of surface water

The King Talal dam on the Zarqa river was completed in 1979 t to collect

not only natural flows in the river system but also sewage effluents,
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either treated or untreated. from the population centers of Amman and

Za:qa. An increasing proportion 0: water stored in the dam comprises

r.:.a ior oarts of the return of sewage effluents, of which the amount of

t.!.-ea te~ sewage is expected to increase from 29 x10 6m3 in 1985 to 116

xI0 6m3 in 2005 and 165 xI0 6m3 in 2015 in the Northern Jordan (Ref.4.3.1

1). Although the water quality of the reservoir is still good, and

suitable for cultivation of most crops through drip irrigation except for

leafy vegetables, use of King Talal ,,'ater for M& T, even after treatment,

should be avoided, taking into account the health risk imposed on it.

Small dam schemes have been implemented to provide embankment type dams

small scale streams in the riftside wadis including Ziq1ab (4.3 xI0 6m
3

of

storage), Shueib (2.3 x10 6m3 of storage), Kafrain (3.8 xI0 6m3 of storage)

since 1968, despite their heights between 30 and 38 m. As mentioned

eatlier, the riftside dam scheme on the wadi Shueib was intended to store

winter flows for downstream irrigation. but it could not effectively store

the design volume owing to substantial leakage through gravel foundation

and limestone geology in and around the reservoir.

':':w Kadi Arab dam, which was completed in 1987. has a total storage

capacity of 20 xI0 6m3 at a cost of USS50 million. The scheme was

o1-iginally planned to store 30 x10 6m3 per annum of spring flow in the wadi

Arab, however, the flowing spring was suddenly stopped owing to

groundwa er development in the adjace:n wellfield in the wadi in 1985.

The dam design had to be amended to store an excessive winter flm.... from

'he EGHC by pumping up 100 m for M&I water supply during the summer

The feasibility was made by raising the dam height and changing

:he ",,?piy objec ives including the M&!. The combined capacity of the King

Talal and \';adi Arab dams were increased up to 130 x10 6m3 in total after

raising the dam heights at the end of 1980s.

The Yarmouk river, \...hich has a mean discharge of 400xI0 6m3 per annum,

orovides almost half of the Jordan' s surface water reSOurces. The water

~n this river, after allowing for some 17xI0 6 m3 per annum for downstream

in neighboring countries, is diverted through the East Ghar Main

Canal (EGHC), an irrigation canal which runs along the Jordan river, to

!'prve agricultural water needs in the Jordan Valley. Shortage and/or

limitation of groundwater resources to meet growing municipal and

industrial water demands in North Jordan was required conveyance of

45xI0 6m3 per annum of water from EG~lC to Amman by pumping an extremely
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high head of 1,300 m from Deir-Alla treatment and pumping station (-200 m

below sea level) to the terminal reservoir (+1.100 m above sea level).

The schema ics of water transport systems in North Jordan are shown on

fig.4.3.1-1.

Al-Wuheda dam, first conceived as early as 1956, is soon to be constructed

in the northern area of Maqarin about 20 km north of Irbid to store the

,·:aters of the Yarmouk River, a tributary of the Jordan River (fig.4.3-1).

Estimated stream-flow at Maqarin gauging station is 273x10 6m3 per annum on

average, which includes the flood waters being discharged downstream

without any use. Based on the riparian agreement between Syria and Jordan

in 1988, preliminary work for opening an 800-meter long diversion tunnel

were completed in the end of 1989. The Jam reservoir would have a gross

capacity of 225xI0 6m3 with effective storage volume of 195xI06m3 annually.

The water would irrigate an additional 3,500 hectares in the Jordan

Valley, supply 50xI0 6m3 of water a year to the Greater Amman area and

Eastern Heights. It will also generate an average of 18,800 ..VI per hour

of electricity a year. Syria will be using a part of the water and 75 %

of the total hydro-electric power generated by a power station near the

demo The project has been stopped I hOlJever. by a strong opposition from

Israel, demanding more wa er in the Yarmouk river downstream.

4.3.2 Groundwater resources

Groundwater has been exploited ex ensively in northern Jordan, because the

population was originally concentrated in this region. Groundwater has

been used exclusively in M&I water supply, owing to its better quality

and higher elevation of water body than that of the surface water

.A.:n:llan-Zarqa wellfields were developed to supply water for Anunan-Zarqa

municipalities, which had a capacity tC provide 16-17 x10 6m3 per annum in

the 1950s supplying of only 50 % of the demand. Azraq oasis which is

located 100 km east from Amman was developed to supply M&I water for Amman

municipality. To meet the increasing demand for M&I use in the 1980s,

both Amman-Zarqa and Azraq well fields were over-developed by lowering

piezometric head and deteriorating its quality.

Two important artesian wellfields were exploited in the mid-1980s in
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north-west Jordan including the Mukheiba wells and Wadi Arab wells. The

Mukheiba wells near Adasiya intake site of the EGMC is currently used for

irrigation in the Jordan Valley, by use of an 11.5 krn long canal with 3

m3 /sec capacity. The sustained yield of the wellfield was estimated to

be 20-25 x10 6m3 per annum and its quali y is is good for drinking purpose.

':'::e Mukheiba wells represent the bes available source for incremental

supply of M&I water to the Jordan uplands. The Wadi Arab wellfield,

which is loea ted jus t ups tream of the Wadi Ara b dam and reservoir, has

been developed to tap the highly confined aquifers in Anunan formation (B2)

with an estimated safe yield at 10 x10 6m3 per annum. The highly confined

groundwater in the Amman formation (82) is conceived to supply a group of

springs in the wadi beds which was the source of baseflow of the wadi

Arab. However, abstraction of the artesian \o,'ater from Amman formation

(B2) has substantially reduced the baseflow of the Wadi Arab and the Wadi

Arab reservoir. The Wadi Arab dam is now largely dependent on pumping from

East Gho~ Main Canal (EGMC) for recharge/storage.

:her n.o ,,'ellfield of "Wadi Ajib (15 x1.0 6m3 per annum of safe yield)" and

'\,adi Dhuleil (20 x10 6m3 per annum of safe yield)", which are situated in

the north and the northeast of Anunan, have been exploited for the purpose

of local upland irrigation and M&I (Ref. 4.3.1-1). The Wadi Ajib

wc>llfidds is being over-developed to abstract 14 x10 6m3 per annum for M&I

water s pply and 14 xI0 6m3 per annum for irrigation, while the Wadi

Dhuleil ·.....ellfield is exclusively developed for irrigation purpose. The

quality of the aquifer beloy,,' the irrigation land has been deteriorating

progressively. by over pumping and the contamination of poor quality of

irrigation return flows.

The Di,i aquifer (350 krn south of Amman) is the most precious and

f'xpensive aquifer in Jordan. The Disi has been exploited for M&I water

supply tor Aqaba to supply 8.5 x10 6m3 per annwn fresh water, and for arid

land irrigation. Recorded abstraction for 1986 was 14.5 x10 6m3 . but 3000

ha have now been developed for agr icul ture, implying an extraction of over

30 xI0 6m3 per annum. Licenses have been granted to drill wells for

irrigation over 20,000 ha. implying annual abstraction of over 200 xI0 6m3

pe:- annwn. It should be noted that the aquifer is ex rernely expensive to

develop for irrigation; it lies 250-300 m below the ground surface and

requires drilling to depth of 750-1000 m. Irrigated agriculture is

unlikely to be economic. Furthermore Disi is a typical fossil

groundwater, and represents with Al-\.juheda dam, Jordan's last substantial

un-exploited fresh water resources, and should be regarded as a strategic
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4.3.3 Hydro-power

Owing to the scarcity rainfall and water resources. the potential for

hydro-power generation is quite small. Since priority is given to

irrigation and M&I purposes, most of the energy produced cannot be

dependable. There are only two existing mini-hydro-power plants \...hich

were completed in 1987. These include two 2 M\o,t units installed at King

Talal dam and a 375 KW unit at Wadi Arab dam. For the Wadi Arab plant,

the water is pwnped from East Ghor Main Canal (EGMC) for storage of

surplus water (1.2 m3 /sec) and released back to the canal during time of

deficit (1 m3 /sec). The annual potential energy generation of these wo

plants (12x10 6m3 !Cv,'h) represents only 0.2 Z of the expected total power

generation in Jordan in 1990. The only future hydro-power plant would be

associated with AI-Wuheda dam with installed capacity of 15 MW. The

recent Riparian Treaty between Jordan and Syria envisages that 75 Z of the

electricity produced would be consumed in Syria.
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6..4 Non-Conventional Water Resources Development

Jordan, which is a semi-arid to arid country in the Middle East, has a

limited potential of rainfall with a mean of 114 mm per annum. The

potential of exploitable-renewable water resources, which is subsequently

limited to be about 900 x10 6m3 per annum, is going to be fully exploited

by the end 1990s, owing to the increasing demand specially in the

population centers. The hydrology and hydrogeology of Jordan has a unique

nature comprising variable alternative water source such as river streams,

springs, flash floods in the wadis, renewable and non-renewable

groundwaters, return flow of treated sewage effluents, and seawater. The

non-conventional waters in Jordan are primarily composed of reclamation of

urban waste waters. brackish groundwaters and seawater, of which the

present status and the future development plan are described in this

Section.

4.4.1 Reclamation of urban sewage waters

':'he \·iater Authority of Jordap. (WAJ) has an ambitious sewage treatment

program which is on-going. The program will not only have a positive

environmental and health impact, but it will also provide for the

collection and treatment of sewage in a way that effectively lends itself

fur re-use of treated effluents. Sewage collected in North Jordan is

expected to increase from 29 xI0 6m3 in 1985 to 116 x10 6m3 in 2004 and 165

x10 6m3 in 2015, and it will be re-used mostly in the downstream irrigation

of the Jordan Valley. The on-going sewage projects include construction

of new sewage treatment plants in Baqa and \";adi Sir and extension of the

existing plants in Salt and Jerash. These plants should be given priority

bec~us(' their effluents are discharged upstream of the Zarqa basin and

will OP re-used in downstream irrigation through the regulation by King

~alal

4.4.2 Brackish groundwa ter

Brackish groundwater is generally stored in the deep aquifers in the

country ey.cept in the area of the southwest where the Disi formation or

Pre-Ca",b~ian complex outcrops. The quality of the brackish groundwater

has a ,,'ide range from 1,000-2,000 mg/l to 5,000-10,000 mg/l of the total

dissolved solids (TDS), which could be used for neither domestic nor

irrigat.ion. The brackish groundwater with lower salinity in the order of

less than 2,000-3,000 mg/l of TDS would be directly used for limited crop
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iniga tion with specified (pervious or sandy) soil conditions. Another

potential use of the brackish groundwater is for the specific purpose of

mining industries such as their requirement for washing water. In general,

brackish groundwater can be safely used by through desalination or mixed

with very fresh water.

Brackish groundwater has been found some places in the Jordan Valley, and

accidentally detected in some deep sandstone aquifers such as in Kurnub

formation on the upland during either exploratory or exploitation

drillings. No systematic potential study or investigation has been

performed. However, a large storage potential for the brackish groundwater

is conceived in the rather shallow aquifers of the eastern desert of

Jordan including areas of Azraq, Shirhan, and Hamad. In these areas, the

target aquifers are found in the Amman-Wadi Sir (B2/A7) formation which

underlain by the shallow aquifer uni t of Rijam (B4). The brackish aquifer

may exist at depths of 200-300 m and 500-700 m with total dissolved solids

of 2,000-5,000 mg/l. The piezometric data are very few, the depth to the

water table from the ground surface is expected to be only 100 to 200 m in

wadi depressions including Azraq and Shirhan. This brackish groundwater

potential is situated 100-150 km east of Amman, which suggests a

potential source of water supply to the Anunan municipalities if cost

effective desalination can be performed. The most important cost factor

in the desalination is the energy cost, which can be controlled by

introducing off-peak power operation taking into account the dominant

s team- power genera tion with high peak demand in Jordan. The recent

innova tive research in the high-molecular membrane industry could provide

the necessary energy saving or low-pressure type of reverse osmosis (RG)

modules for brackish water demineraliza tion.

In southern Jordan, a large amount of exploitable brackish groundwater is

conceivably stored in the deep sandstone aquifers such as the Kurnub and

Khreim formations, of which the nature and potential use for desalination

and Kater supply are described in the following case study of section 4.5.

4.4 _3 Seawater

Desalination of seawater for M&I water supply is the commonest method in

the oil producing Gulf countries. The cost of the conventional

distillation by the dominant multi-stage flash (MSF) method will be too

expensive, except for specific projects in Jordan. Furthermore a small

scale MSF desalination, for example to sa tisfy the local water demand in

Aqaba municipal water supply, has a scale demerit to achieve the cost
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feasibility. Seawater desalination by reverse osmosis (RO) process may

~mprove costs even for small-medium scale desalination plants. Aqaba

steam-power station might be viable as a co-generation system either with

MSF or RO. Hybrid desalination with MSF-RO and power will be a key

application for regional water resources planning in Aqaba district.
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".5 A Case Study OD the Hydro-Powered Brackish Groundwater Desalination

by Re";'erse Osmosis (RO); A New Proposal of Co-generatioD Application

in Disi-Aqaba Water Supply Scheme

Aqaba wiLh population of 42,400 is the largest city in the Na'an

Governorate and the fourth largest city in Jorda (Ref.4.5-1).

The Aqaba port is a strategic point of the corrnnerce and industry of

Jordan. The highest growth of the water demand is projected in the Ma 'an

governorate from llxl0 6m3 /y in 1990 to 29xl0 6m3 /y in 2005. in which the

r.:ajor increase in water demand is dependent on the anticipated growth in

~he industrial complex (Ref.4.5-2). The constraints of the Aqaba regional

development will be a definite shortage of water supply for municipal and

industry, taking into account the current dependence of source of water

supply from the non-renewable or fossil groundwater in the deep sandstone

2Ciuifer 0: Disi about 50 km northeast from Aqaba town.

Grounc!y,Ta~er mini-hydro and its application for brackish groundwater

reverse osmosis (RO) desalination is demonstrated in this Section, in

Y..hich the mini hydro-power plants and RO desalting plant are annexed in

:he existing Disi-Aqaba water pipeline system. A new proposal for the co

('enerating application includes the follov.'ing objectives to sustain the

r-p'.!,ionJ.: economic development of the driest commercial and industry center

(: Aqaba in Jordan.

-Retrieval of the potential energy in the existing groundwater pipeline

(Lrunk main) system. which is being wasted.

-Conservation of non-renewable fresh groundwater in Disi aquifer to

replace it by developing brackish groundwater in the Kurnub sandstones.

-Desalting brackish groundwater by hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO)

process to retrieve the hydro-potential energy in he exis ing water

pipeline (trunk main).

-Tpsti:1g the technical feasibility and cost-effectiveness of the proposed

co-generating application with mini-hydropower and RO desalination.

-Cnnser\"ation of energy and ;,..,'a er resources by introducing hybrid hydro

powered l"eVerSe osmosis (RG' desalinat";'on ,..rith energy recovery system.

4.5.1 Background of Aqa ba wa ter supply

Aqa ba iss i tua ted a t the head of the Gulf of Aqa ba on the Red Sea and at

the southern end of Wadi Araba (Fig.4.3-l). Only 40 years ago Aqaba was a
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sleepy little fishing village whose small population lived in mud brick

houses nestling among palm groves which are still a delightful feature of

the tm,'!l.

However, as well as being Jordan's only outlet to the sea, Aqaba occupies

astra tegic position on the Gulf, providing an important link between the

'liddle East and East Africa. Aqaba port was a strategic point in the war

between Iraq and Iran in t.he 19805, and it was again focused in Gulf War

of 1990-91. It now handles all the sea imports and exports of Jordan as

well as much of those for Iraq, Syria and the Lebanon. The volume of

t.raffic through the port has increased spectacularly over the past few

years before Gulf War and Aqaba is still an important conunercial center.

This expansion has been accompanied by a rapid growth of industrial

development along Jordan I s limited coastline.

As a small fishing town, water needs were readily met from shallow wells

which were excavated near the sea and which produced sufficient quantities

of good fresh water permeating to the sea through the alluvial fan of Wadi

Araba. But shortly after the World War II as demand for water increased.

boreho:'es were drilled further inland and well NO.1 was constructed in

1958, 2 km north from the sea. In 1964 Well No.2 was drilled further

inland and water pumped to a 2,250 m3 reservoir, augmenting the supply.

Over-pumping of these wells resulted in sea water intrusion. To satisfy

r.he increasing demand, additional holes were drilled in the deep alluvial

deposits of Wadi Yutm. Until middle of 1970s these wells have provided

the whole of the water supply to Aqaba, but with the limited yield of the

alluvial aquifer, there have been increasing shortage especially during

the hOL summer months and rationing has been necessary for a number of

years.

4.5.2 The Disi aquifer

Since the heart of the project is the water source, and the success of the

scheme depends entirely on correct assessment of the yield of the aquifer.

ir:tensive hydrogeological studies have been carried out since 1976

(Kefs .4.5.2-1&2).

Groundwater flow through the Disi area originates in the Um Sahm

mountains. discharging in a north easterly direction around each end of

the geological feature named the Kharawi Dyke which forms a natural

underground barrier. The new wellfield at Qa Disi will intercept a large
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Total cost of the Aqaba-Disi water supply project is estimated at US$

74 .8xl0 6 , by assuming the price escalation rate at 170 % form 1978 to 1990

(lHF International Financial Statics; 1990/1978).

Total cost of the Aqaba-Disi water supply project was estimated at US$

JD.llxl0 6 (~US$44xI06 1978 price of Jordan \,;ater Supply Corpora ion),

including the following major cost elements;

proportion of the flow at present passing round t.he nort.h western limit of

t.he Dyke and will slowly develop in the groundwater a large depression.

centered at Disi. The extent and rate of development of this depression

was simulated by digital computer models (Ref.4.5.2-3). From the model

simulation studies which have been carried out it was concluded that the

aquifer will support a maximum abstrac ion from the Qa Disi area of

between l7-19xl0 6m3 /year for at least 50 years. The maximum capacity of

ohe scheme has therefore been fixed at l7.5xl0 6m3 /year.

4.5.3 Aqaba-Disi water supply scheme

The Aqaba Water Supply Scheme comprises four main elements; 1) the

wellfield and headworks complex, 2) the trunk main from Disi to Aqaba, 3)

the tt-unk distribution main from Aqaba to the Fertilizer Factory near the

Saudi border and 4) the distribution network within the town (Fig.4 5.3

1). The scheme was completed and in operation by the end of 1981.

~ cost. element

Borehole construction

Borehole pumps

Generating (diesel) equipment

Pipeline/Trunk main

DistrilJution

Valves and specials

ill
5,464,000

1,110,000

2,648,000

21,172,000

13,104.000

44', ,000

Fo" the first stage developmpnt to exploit 10xl0 6m3 /year, seven boreholes

400 m deep have been drilled to penetrate the Disi sandstone aquifers.

The finished diameter of the upper half of the borehole is 219 mm and of

ohp lower half 171 mm. The boreholes are each equipped with twin

submersible pumps delivering water through collecting mains i to a

:.-eservoir from where the water gravitates to Aqaba. Power for the pumps

is provided by a power station equipped with four diesel genera ing sets

each 550 1(1,'.

;, (!uctile iron trunk main 800-450 mm in diamer.er and 92 kIn long carries

:-he ",rater to Aqaba and southwards to the Fertilizer Facr.ory near the Saudi

border. Pressure is broken at three locations along the pipeline to

limit pressure to a maximum of 25 bar as shown in profile of the trunk

main (Fig.4.5.3-2).

A large reservoir, capacity 9,000 m3 is sited inunediately north of Aqaba

and provides a buffer to absorb fluctuation in demand downstream and

reservoir storage in the event of a pipeline failure. A 4, SOO m3

reservoir is constructed at the Fertilizer Factory to provide service

storagp for the factory and for other industrial developments expected in

the same a rea.
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4.5.4 Application of mini-hydro development

The theoretical hydro-potential of the Qa Disi wellfield which is situated

at an elevation of 840 m above sea level is preliminarily estimated to be

5.2 HI,. by assuming a flow discharge of 0.663 m3 /sec with an effective

d'.::erence head of water at 800 m (95 % of a total head). The hydro

potential energy is being wasted by breaking the water pressure a three

locar.ions along he pipeline to limit pressure to a maximum of 25 bar

which is the ceiling bearing capacity of he duc ile iron steel pipe used

in this project.

Tr:is study aims to evaluate the effectiveness of the hydro-potential use

in the trunk main between Disi and Aqaba. by installing a series of mini

hydro stations in the existing trunk main at each difference head of

water of about 200 m. The head difference between the collecting reservoir

(840 m) and the terminal reservoir (220 m) is 620 m. Hydro-potential of

the exist.ing trunk main between collecting reservoir and terminal

reservoir is estimated to be 3 2 MW. Following equations are used to

evaluate the hydro-potential and power.

Pth ~ 9 8*Q*He

Pth*Ef

lip ~ 365*24*Gf*P
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where; Pth HydrD-pDtential (KW)

FlDw discharge (m3 / sec)

He Effective difference head Df water (m)

P Installed capacity (KW)

Ef Synthesized efficiency (-)

Wp PDtential pDwer generatiDn per annum (KWh)

Gf Generating efficiency

The flDw discharge is assumed tD be 17.5xl06 /year (0.555 m3 /sec), which is

equivalent tD a design capacity Df 0.663 m3 /sec with a unit Dperating time

of 21 hour per day. The effective difference head of water is estimated

LD be 589 m, by assuming a 5 % frictiDn head lDss.

FrDm the Dptimal layDut Df the pressure pipeline system (Fig.4.5.3-2), tWD

hydro-power stations NO.1 and No 2 would be installed at ground elevations

Df 630 m and 410 m, respectively.

By assuming the synthesized efficiency Df 0.80 and generating efficiency

of 0.873. the installed capacity and annual power output are estimated to

be 2.0 M"w and 15,900 MWh/year, respectively, Df which the details are

shown in Tab.4.5.4-1.

4.5.5 Conservation of fossil groundwater in Disi

l)is~ is currently explDited fDr M&I water supply fDr Aqaba (8.5 xl0 6m3 per

annum). and for irrigated agriculture. Recorded abstraction for 1986 is

14.5 xl0 6m3 but 3, 000 ha have now been develDped for agriculture, implying

an extraction of over 30 xl0 6m3 per annum. Licenses have been granted to

drill wells fDr irrigation over 20, 000 ha, implying annual abstraction of

Dver 200 xl0 6m3 per annum. It should be nDted that the aquifer is

extremely expensive to develop for irrigation of growing wheat: the water

'able lies 250-300 m below the surface and the drilling requires 500-1,000

n: of depth. Furthermore Disi represent:; with AI-Wuheda dam, Jordan' s last

substantial unexploited water resource, and should be regarded as a

strategic water reserve. According to the WDrld Bank study in 1988

(Ref.4.5.5-1l. it was recommended that the aquifer be monitored at present

abstraction levels to confirm the most reasonable long-term yield for M&I

supply in South Jordan.

4.5.6 Brackish grDundwater
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The Kurnub Group of the lower Cretaceous age underlies almost the entire

JDrdan, which is cDmposed of sandstDnes with pDOrly to very well cemented

facies interbedding silts, clays, shales. and occasionally dolomitic

layers, has been conceived deep aquifer unit to have a large storage

potential with maximum thickness of about 1.000 m or more. The water

table is, however, as deep as about 200-300 m or more from the ground

surface and permeability and salinity vary in place and depth. Quality of

grDundwater varies from 300 to 2,800 mg/l of the tDtal dissolved solids,

but it is conceived mostly brackish nature except the minor recharging

areas in the northwestern Highlands.

In the southern part of Jordan, the Disi aquifer is unconformably overlain

by Khreim fDrmation which has a thickness of about 100-300 m and stores

brackish groundwater in the upper to middle section. Brackish groundwater

is also found in the Kurnub formation along the zone of the southern

edges of the Jafr basin at abDut 25 km nDrth from the Disi. (Fig.4.5.3-2)

The depth of pumping water level will range frDm 100 to 250 m in the

Khreim formation between Disi and Muddawwara, while it is as deep as 230

325 m in the Kurnub formatiDn along the southern fringe of the Jafr basin.

These brackish waters with salinity between 1,000-5,000 mg/1 Df the total

dissolved solids in the sDuthern Jordan would mostly be fossil with

limited amDunt Df natural recharge from the rain. The storage potential

was. hDwever, estimated to be as large as 16.600 xl0 6m3 (Ref.4.5.6-1).

The brackish groundwater development with desalination may have a chance

to replace the amount of existing fossil groundwater abstraction from Disi

aquifer.

4 _5 7 Hydro-powered brackish groundwa ter desalination by RO

The co-generation system, which is an appliea ion of annexing a brackish

groundwater reverse osmosis (RO) desalination unit to the groundwater

hydro system. Hydro-pDtential energy as differential head Df water between

the Disi wellfield (840m) and Aqaba terminal reservDir (220m) is estimated

to be 620 m in total; two-thirds Df the differential head Df water will be

used tD generate the hydro-powered electricity and one-thirds of the head

at 190 m will be used to produce the hydraulic pressure for permeating the

RO (Fig.4.5.3-2). The proposed co-generating system for Disi-Aqaba water

supply scheme includes the following objectives and measures;

- DevelDping clean energy of the hydrD-potential in the existing water

trunk main between Disi and Aqaba, amounting to 620 m of difference

head of water; indirect conservation of fossil (oil) energy to generate
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electrici ty,

_ Co-production of hydro-powered electricity and fresh water for Aqaba

M& I wa ter supply.

_ Development of brackish groundwater resources in the Khreim and/or

Kurnub formations; conservation of fossil groundwater in the Disi

aquifer which is being abstracted for M&I water supply to Aqaba since

1970.

~nch diameter. including the following specifications;

- Salt rejection rate 87.52

- Design operating pressure 18 kg/cm2

- Design quantity of permeate 30 m3 per day

- Maximum operating water temperature: 40°C

- pH of feed water 6.0-6.5 (be controlled at pre-treatment unit)

_ Direct use of hydro-potential energy for generating pressure on the

reverse osmosis; utilization of a part of hydro-potential energy at

150-250 m of differential head of water in the trunk main, of which

pressure at 15-25 kg/cm2 is an optimum requirement for operating

reverse osmosis,

_ Pioneer research on the brackish groundwater reverse osmosis

desalination in Jordan: evaluation of cost-effectiveness of minimizing

the operation and maintenance cost which is a major cost factor of the

desalination engineering.

The brackish groundwater with amount of 0.663 m3 /sec will be pumped from

the Khreim and/or Kurnub formations underlying in the area of Disi 

Muddawwara - Shidiya, and it is conveyed to a collecting reservoir at

elevation 840 ffi. The design value of the salinity of the feed water is

4,000 mg/l of TDS.

A unit line of the RO vessel consists of a series circuit with six

modules. Recovery is estimated to be 70 Z of the feedwater, including

40,100 m3 / day of permea te wi th salinity at 500 mg /1 of the total dis solved

solids (TDS) and 10,200 m3 /day of brine reject with TDS at 17,700 mg/l.

The effective pressure of the brine reject is estimated to be 15 kg/cm2 by

assumi:1g the friction loss of 3 kg/cm2 in th RO circuit. The potential

energy recovery from the RO brine reject is preliminarily estimated to be

136 KI,' by assuming total efficiency of turbine-generator at 80 2, which

generates 0.81xl0 6 KWh per annum of electricity with load factor at 68 2.

Another alternative to develop 0.72 m3 /sec of brackish groundwater may

produc~ 15,8xl0 6m3 of permeate, which is equivalent to the curre'nt water

supply volume of 15.8 xI0 6m3 per annum.

Sub- total 35 414 000

Fi:13.11C:.al expenditure: 11,563.000

Design and construction management: 9, 111,000

Total investment cost for the proposed hydro-po\....ered reverse osmosis (RO)

desali:1ation, which is based on 1990 prices with 8 Z interest during three

yea;;:-s construction is preliminarily estimated to be US$ 56,088,000 with

annual capital cost at US$ 2.677 ,000 as shown below;

US$ (1990 price)

6,468,000

10,306,000

12,417,000

871,000

3,954,000

1,143.000

255,000

- Desalting plant

- RO membrane/equipment

- Control and operating system

- Appurtenant works

- ?O\..:e~line and substation

- Energy recovery / turbine

t'!a ior C2.oital Cost Eleme:1t

- Pre-treatment

Th~ brackish water flow down from the ,:ollecting reservoir (E.L=840m) to

the desalination plant - terminal reservoir (E.L~220m), through existing

pipeline system passing by two mini-hydra-power stations by steps; the 1st

mini-hydra-power station (E. L=630m) and the 2nd mini-hydra-power s ation

(E.L=410m). The estimated installed capacity and annual power output of

the two stations are estimated to be 2,078 Kw and 15,900 MWh per annum,

respectively.

The hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO) system is composed of three parts;

III part of the pre-treatment unit, 2nd part of the pressure pipeline

unit. and the l.!:.Q.. part of the RO unit. The pre-treatment unit is to be

sit~d just beside the outlet of the 2nd mini-hydra-power station

(LL=410m), including dual-media filter;; (hydro-anthracite & fine sands),

and cartridge filters (5 micron size). After passing through the

cartridge filter, the flow water is connected with a pressure pipeline

(trunk main between 410 m and 220 m) to obtain the hydraulic pressure at

18 kg/cm 2 . which is directly used to transfer the osmosis pressure to be

needed to permeate the RO membrane. The main heart of the RO unit is a

membrane. which is a low-pressure type, spiral wounded compost type with 8
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The annual cost for the operation and maintenance is estimated a be USS

2,631,000 including the following major cost elements;

Major O&M Cost Element USS per annum

- Labour 544,000

- Ha ter ial supply 272,000

- Chemicals 1,089,000

- Membrane replacement 726,000

sub-total 2 631 000

The above cost estimates are based on 1990 price and including following

assumptions;

- Plant life 20 years

- Membrane life (replacement) 3 years

- Cost benefit from energy recovery is not included,

- Costs for source water (groundwater) and pipeline/distribution are not

included.

The unit water cost of the hydro-powered reverse osmosis desalination for

the design annual product water of l4.6xl0 6m3 is estimated to be

USSO.4l/m3 .

Cost for Groundwater Hydro-power

The capi al cost for the proposed two unit of mini hydro-power stations

(No.1 and No.2), which equip with 1 MW pelton-turbine each, is

preliminarily estimated to be USS 2xl0 6 , accounting only 5.7 % of the

capital cost of the reverse osmosis (RO) unit. The generated power with

l6xl0 6 nih per annum will be effectively used to supply electricity for

pumping groundwater wells and others to recover the investment cost for

the plants. Other costs of existing hydraulic structures such as

pipelines and reservoirs are referred in Section 4.5.3.

Other Development Alternatives

After completing the use of hydro-potential energy in the recovery unit,

the pressure-free brine water with sal.i.nity 17,700 mg/l of TDS would be

directly disposed in the Aqaba bay where it combines harmlessly with

45,000 mg/l of salinity seawater, or it could be jointly used to blended

with the potential distillated water source if the seawater desalination

uj' thermal or solar system constructed. The Aqaba seawater
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desalina:ion is an important key of supplying fresh water from the

conventional source. which may includes the following four options;

i) distillation by conventional MSF

ii) reverse osmosis (RO) desalination

iii) solar-distillation

iV) hybrid MSF and RO desalination

Non-conventional water resources development alternatives including hydro

powered brackish groundwater desalination and seawater desalination in the

Aqaba are to be integrated in a frame of regional water master plan which

makes it possible of self-supplying the region.
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Tab.4.5.4-1 Installed Capacity and Annual Power Output of Disi-Aqaba Groundwater
hydro Sch"""

Po....er Elevation Effective Head Installed Capacity Potential Power Generation
Station (m) (m) (KW) (MWh/y)

----------------- --------------------------
flo.l 630 200 1.039 7,946"
1/0.2 410 200 1,039 7.946"
1/0.3 ill. .!.§Q 810""

(Total) (2,078) (15.900)" (8iii)-'.

Remarks: liydro-power potent ia 1 of groundwater-hydro
... .. Energy recovery from hydro-powered reverse osroos is (RO) desa 1inat ion.
1) Friction head loss is assumed to be 5 % of the total head.
2) Synthesized efficiency is assUJred to be 0.80.
3) load factor of mIni hydro-power generat ion at 83.7 % (0.555/0.663).
4) Elevation of the collecting reservoir is at 840 m above sea level.
5) Elevation of the terminal reservoir is at 220 m above sea level.
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4.6 Non-conventional Yater Resources Development in National Water

Master Plan of Jordan

Potential contribution of the non-conventional water resources development

including the proposed co-generating application with hydro-powered

reverse osmosis (RO) desalination in a national water master plan of

Jordan for the twenty-first century is studied herewith, taking into

account that 95 Z or more of the na ional renewable water resources are

going to be fully exploited to meet the increasing demand, especially in

the population centers, by the end of 1990s. Non-conventional water

resources development will be increasingly important in formulating a

national water master plan for the twenty-first century.

l,.6 1 Development alternatives and priority

The general characteristics of non-conventional water resources are that

they are generally more complex in development and operation than

conventional sources, and are almost always more expensive. In most cases

non-conventional measures involve considerably more risk than convl?ntional

solutions. and no single non-conventional solution is suitable for all

water short-areas. At the same time, by providing water to an arid area,

non-conven ional water resources may offer an opportunity for development

previously considered impossible.

Ir. any situation where a conventional source of water can be developed. it

will almost always be not preferred to a non-conventional source.

However, if conventional groundwater or surface water supplies are

inadequate. considera ion should be given to some of the non-conventional

'.vater resources techniques. No single non-conventional solution is

suitable except an experimental development. Accordingly, the

conventional water resources are considered here in the context of a

ional water master plan for Jordan.

A) Conventional Alternatives (namely fresh renewable surface water and

groundwa ter. )

The main potential for further surface water utilization is through

construction of storage facilities on the Yarmouk river and

rift- side wadis, including;
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- Al Wuheda dam on the Yarmouk river

_ Northern Ghor side-wadis development (Karameh, Kifranja, AI-Yabis and

raising of Kafrein dam)
_ Southern Ghor side wadis development (Wala recharge dam, Nkheila dam,

Tannour dam)

Most imoortant of these is the Al Wuheda dam, of which the gross capacity

is 230 ·xI0 6m3 . The total gross water storage potential of the proposed

projects was estimated to be 300-350 x10 6m3 .

The construction of storage dams in Jordan is extremely costly. New

investments for storage dams in Jordan can be justified only for supply of

municipal and industrial water, or for irrigation of high value or high

yielding crops using water conserving technologies.

The potential for further renewable groundwater resources development is

small. Current intensive abstraction amounts to 333 x10 6m3 per annum,

which accounts for more than 90 % of the estimated long-term safe yield of

356 xI0 6m3 . More a ttention is to be given not for development but for

management of the aquifer system, taking into account the sustainable

development concept to avoid the over-drawing and deteriorating quality.

Non-renewable groundwater resources, of which the main potential lies in

the fossil aquifer of Disi, is Jordan's last major exploitable source of

good quality water after Al Wuheda dam. The Disi groundwater scheme will

require expensive conveyance over a distance of about 350 km to the

population centers of the north-west highlands (Amman). The mining yield

potential, which has been evaluated by a series of computer model

simulation studies, has been estimated to be 110 x10 6m3 per annum for

over a 100 years. This non-renewable alternative should be regarded as a

strategic reserve. guided by careful moni toring of the aquifer and

stepy..... ise development over a decade.

The Disi aquifer is a part of extensive inter-state deep sandstone

aquifer system in the Arabian peninsula underlying southeast of Jordan and

the northwest of Saudi Arabia. In the early 1980s, Jordan feared that

hydraulic influence of Saudi Arabia's intensive abstraction might cross

~hE' state boundary. However, Saudi's rapid increase in abstraction from

the Tabuk wellfield between 1982 and 1985 dropped the pumping levels by

more 120 m of water head. In its Fifth (1990-1995) Development Plan, the

government of Saudi Arabia has just decided to cut part of the national

water supply by decreasing the abstraction of non-renewable groundwater
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B) Non-conventional Alternatives, which comprise desalination of saline

waters such as brackish groundwater and seawater, waste-water re-use,

weather modification and transportation of water by inter-state pipeline

and tanker as listed below:

_ Desalination of brackish groundwater and seawater. including

genera t.ion, groundwa ter-hydro and hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO)

desalina tion.

_ Reclamation and re-use of municipal sewage effluents.

- Hea ther madi£ ica tion.

_ Inter-state water transportation, including "Euphrates-North Jordan

tl-ansmission scheme" and "Peace Pipeline project".

for the supply of irrigation.

economic limit of abstraction

reached sooner than expected.

From the experience in Saudi Arabia, the

from the Disi aquifer will probably be

_ Piezometric elevation at 500 to 600m. (Anunan is at 800-1,000 m)

- Depth to groundwater table SO to 200 m.

- 100 km distant from population center of Anunan.

_ Desirable salinity range between 1,000 and 5,000 mg/l of the total

dissolved solids (TDS) for demineralizing brackish groundwater by low

pressure type of reverse osmosis membrane.

Brackish groundwater in the deep aquifer system such as the Kurnub

formation has a depth to water table of more than 200-250 m. The storage

potential for brackish groundwater in the deep aquifer system is more than

that for the fresh water reserves in the shallow aquifer system. The

hydrological characteristics of the brackish groundwater system are,

however, between renewable and non-renewable. Careful assessment and

management of the brackish groundwa ter resources would be required to

sustain the development by application of desalination.

Brackish groundwater reserves are found in most deep aquifer system

including the middle to the lower Cretaceous sequences such as lower Ajlun

and Kurnub formations. In the extensive eastern desert, groundwater has

generally brackish na ture, and is even found in shallow aquifer systems

including the Anunan-Wadi Sir (B2/A7) formation. The salinity of such

brackish groundwater is in the range of 2,000- 5,000 mg/l of total

dissolved solids, which fit with the effective range of reverse osmosis

(RO) desalination.

In 1982. lordan's first reverse osmosis (RO) desalination plant with an

i:1stalled capacity at 800,000 gal/day (300 m3 /d) was commissioned in Zarqa

oil rl'finery. where the supply source of the groundwater had been

contaminated with increasing salinity from 336 mg/l of TDS in 1960s to

1.700 mg/l of TDS in 1980 (Ref.4.6.1-1).

ThE-' most. promising brackish groundwater resources are to be found in the

Anunan-Wadi Sir (B2/A7) formation in and around the Azraq springs about 100

km east. of Amman I Zarqa. The prior use of the brackish groundwater reverse

osmosis (RO) desalination of the Azraq wellfield will be given to M&I

water supply, taking into account that the piezometric head of the B-4

aquifer system is being lowered with increasing salinity by over-pumping.

The Azraq brackish groundwater wellfield has the following

characteristics;
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Seawater desalination is only possible in Aqaba bay. Small scale seawater

reverse osmosis desalination has been carried out for boiler water supply

in Aqaba steam-power plant since the mid-1980s. It is quite clear that

the cost of seawater desalting is usually three to five times as high as

brackish water desalting (see Annex-I). Aqaba water supply is being

pedormed by developing fossil groundwater in the Disi aquifer, and it is

recommended in this study to replace it by brackish groundwater in the

adjacent Kurnub aquifer by applying hybrid hydro-powered reverse osmosis

desalination, which is expected to reduce both the cost and the energy

requirement and to sustain valuable groundwater resources as a long-term

policy. Seawa ter desalination to coopera te with the National Water

CarTier of Jordan, which aims to convey water from the sea to the

populat.ion center of Amman, would requires lifting water about 1,000 m or

more. At the present time seawater desalination has no feasibility except

for the supply of water for M&I in the Aqaba coastal region. There is

still the opportunity desalinate seawater and to lift the product water up

to 1,000 m elevation, by developing new renewable energy alternatives

including solar energy conversion and ocean thermal energy conversion in

the hot and arid climatic region of the Aqaba bay.

The development priority is given to the desalination of brackish

groundwater for the municipal water supply, including two possible

feasibility studies;

- Brackish groundwater desalination at Azraq for Anunan water supply.

- Hybrid hydro-powered brackish groundwater reverse osmosis desalination
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from the Kurnub aquifer for Aqaba water supply.

Reclamation and re-use of municipal sewage effluents as additional water

resources continue to increase the potential water resource corresponding

to the increases in water demand and supply in Greater Amman which

consumes about 60 Z of the total water supply in Jordan. Almost all the

st'\.JJ.ge effluents in the Amrnan-Zarqa region are discharged into the Zarqa

::-iver system whether treated or not. The Kherbet Samra sewage plant,

which collects the effluents from metropolitan Armnan and Zarqa. treated

33.2xl0 6 m3 in 1989, and discharged it to the Zarqa river to enhance the

base flow of the river system. The King Talal dam on the lower reaches of

:.he Zarqa river subsequen ly harvests all the sewage effluents which flow

into the river system. The Zarqa is mainly polluted by the untreated

sewage effluents in the upper reaches, while there is some natural

purification in both the flowing and impounding processes. The sewage

effluents which are harvested in the King Talal dam is exclusively re-used

foo irrigation water supply in the Ghor (Jordan Valley). The exceptional

topugraphy of the north-west plateau and escarpment to the Jordan Valley

f"'o;nits re-use for irrigation in the Valley of the bulk of the return flow

of water used in the uplands.

The weather modification alternative, which includes artificially induced

prpc ipi ta tion or cloud seeding, could probably provide an inexpensive

source of water under certain meteorological conditions. However,

$pecific verification is necessary in each mountainous region of Jordan.

From experiments in the upper Jordan river in Israel, encouraging results

were obt.ained under t.he certain orogenic and climatological conditions on

he southern slopes of the anti-Lebanon range (Mt. Hermon) where the

goollnd elevation exceeds 1, 500-2,000 with annual rainfall of more than

000-1,000 I1U11 per annum (Ref.4.6.1-2). In Jordan, the potential area for

C10UU seeding is limited to Ajlun mountain. Cloud seeding may not a

promising application, however, taking into account that the orogenic and

climatic conditions of the Ajlun mountain zone are less attractive than

[hose of the upper Jordan river in Israel. Cloud seeding on the

southeastern slopes of M . Hermon in Syria. where the headwaters of the

Yarmouk river originates, may have the same effect as experienced in

Israel. International cooperation is needed to develop a weather

modification program.

Inter-state water transportation alternatives include the Euphrates

t:."ansmission scheme to Jordan and the Peace Pipeline scheme. The

tra:1sport of water by tanker and barge is a more remote alternative for
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JC'rcan. taking into account that the main demand area is in northern

jorda:1 "'here the ground elevation exceeds 800-1.000 m.

A feasibility study on the Euphrates - North Jordan Transmission Scheme

was made in 1983. This would transport water from the Euphrates river in

Iraq to North Jordan (Amman) by water pipeline. Al Qaim, situated on the

Euphrates river where it enters Iraq at elevation of 163-165 m, offers the

highest abstraction level thereby minimizing the overall static lift

bet,...een the river and the delivery point in North Jordan. The scheme was

scheduled to abstract up to 160 xl0 6m3 (5 m3 /sec) of water annually form

the Euphrates river. The pipeline system was designed for a 5 m3 /sec rated

capacity. 605 kIn in length, 1.5-2.0 m diameter, 830 m static lift, and

:.330 m 0: total pumping head. (Ref.4.6.1-3) Such an inter-state water

c.oanspor: scheme might be technical and economically feasible if the water

were used for domestic purposes.

The ambitious Turkey's Peace Pipeline proposal, which aims to transfer

water from the Ceyhan and Seyhan rivers in Turkey to eight states in the

Arabian peninsula, includes the assumed potential water delivery of

600.00 m3 /day (219 xl0 6m3 /year) to Jordan.

Both the "Euphrates-North Jordan Transmission" and the "Peace Pipeline"

have been put aside, however, owing to political constraints including

i~HJ-:or-state riparian right questions on the Euphrates river in which the

u<"e of water as a political weapon has been increasing. These inter

s:-.ate \~'ater rransportation projects have now been emphatically rejected by

a::'l Arab states who have said that if necessary they will depend on non

conventional waters in their terri aries including seawater desalination.

Development priority is therefore likely to be given to marginal waters as

n~m- :onventional water resources, taking into account not only technical

financial-economic feasibility but also political feasibility.

'-..6.2 The development strategy for desalination in the national water

master plan

Dpsali:1ation to develop previously unusable brackish groundwater and

s~a\o:ater as sources of potable water, including energy saving applications

L: Lo-generation and hydro-powered reverse osmosis processes, should be

included in the context of a master plan for water resources development

of Jordan. In such a plan, the use of this relatively expensive water

treatment process should be entered into with caution, after the

possibility of utilization of more conventional and possibly less
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expensive sources of water have been carefully weighted. The master plan

should i:1clude measures for the conservation and optimum development and

management of all these natural resources. St.eps should be taken to

ensure rational use of water and minimize wastage. Water quality should

be maintained at acceptable levels, and an appropriate pricing policy

should be established including the diversion of water from irrigation to

municipal and industrial use. The use of fossil groundwater in Disi for

g!,('l'to,'ing wheat is one particularly questionable application.

Taking into account the planning period of a water master plan for 20 to

30 year, steps such as short-term (1990-2000), mid-term (2000-2010), and

long-term (2010-2020) are used to delineate the development stage of the

non-conventional water resources in a master plan.

i) ShorL-term (1990-2000) development strategy;

- Water conservation

- Ai Huheda dam

- North Jordan National Water Carrier

- Storage dams on the side wadis

- !ZeLt:~!1::.ion dams on the wadis, including Wala groundwater recharge dam

- Renewable groundwater development in sout.hern Jordan

- Waste water treatment and re-use, Zarqa river - King Talal dam system

ii) 11id-term (2000-2010) development strategy;

- Diversion of water from irrigation to M&I, including application of

more efficient irrigation echniques.

- Desalination of brackish groundwater, including co-generation and

hydro-po.....ered reverse osmosis applicat.ions.

- Desalination of seawater, including solar energy and ocean thermal

energy conversion applications.

- Hediterranean-Dead Sea conduit scheme. including solar-hydro and hydro

powered reverse osmosis desalination by joint development with Israel

and Pales tine I Jordan.

iii) Long-term (2010-2020) development strategy;

- Inter-state water transportation, including pipeline, tanker and barge

applica tions.

- Weather modification, including upper Jordan and Yarmouk rivers

artificial rain project be performed jointly with Israel, Syria and
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Jordan.

The most important with highest priority scheme of the Al-Wuheda dam and

o~her storage dams on the side-wadis of the East Bank, which are conceived

to minimize the inflow of the Dead Sea, are to be linked with the

Mediterranean-Dead Sea conduit scheme in the context of an inter-state

basin development master plan. These storage or flood retention or

gro'J.nd\<la ter recharge dam schemes for which the reduction of the inflow

fro:n the river system to the Dead Sea will be beneficial for both Jordan

and Israel. Further discussions with water politic issue of the inter

state basin development of the Jordan river system are shown in the

following chapter V.
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V. APPLICATION OF SOLAR-HYDRO AND CO-GENERATING HYDRO-POWERED REVERSE

OSMOSIS (RO) DESALINATION IN THE INTEGRATED JOINT JORDAN RIVER

DEVELOPMENT; ISRAEL-PALES TINE-JORDAN RIPARIAN ISSUE

5.1 Background and Objectives

5.1.1 Background

By the year 2000, water --- not oil --- will be the predominant resources

issues of the Middle East. This situation is particularly acute in the

non-ail-producing countries such as Israel and Jordan, in which the

renewable water resources such as fresh surface waters and groundwater

will have already been exploited or is going to be fully developed in

these two states.

Concerns over the global environment and the Gulf (oil) crisis in August

1990' s Iraq invasion to Kuwait have improved our understanding of the

importance of clean energy such as non-polluting hydro-electric power.

A solar-hydro scheme by a Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS) Canal was proposed

by Israel in 1980. The scheme which has multiple socio-economic and

political ramifications was intended to convey water from the

Ivh:diterranean Sea to the Dead Sea via canals and tunnels utilizing the

height difference of close to 400 m to generate 600 MW electricity. In

addition, proposals were made to use the water for cooling nuclear power

stations rated at 1.800 Mvt. and to investigate the feasibility of

generating 1,500 MW from Dead Sea as a solar pond. There has been no

presentation of the concept of sharing resources with other countries and

no effort at joint development. The MDS project was soon put aside. owing

to the strong opposition by Arab states and others with the confusion and

drop 0: the world oil market price in 1984. Major constraints of

realizing the 1980-MDS project were;

Jordanian fears of environmental and economic effects - these may be no

longer be valid.

- Neglecting of the concept of shared resources including the riparian

the Dead Sea and no effort at joint development between the two

states - this could now be removed by linkage of MDS and Al-Wuheda dam

project.
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_ Territorial questions on the West uank - with cooperation from the

Palestines these could be dealt with separately from cooperation in

water development.

There are now several changes in the political situation after the Iraq

invasion to Kuwait in 1990-1991, that may facilitate a comprehensive

resolu~ion of Israel-Arab problem. This may make integrated development

not only technically and economically feasible but politically desirable

and urgent.

5.1. 2 Objectives

To delineate the strategic dimensions of water problems in one of the

world's driest region such as Israel where the peace of the world has

been at risk for more than forty years.

To evaluate the technical feasibility and cost effectiveness of the

proposed co-generating system which combines solar-hydro scheme of MDS

scheme of generating electricity with hydro-powered seawater

osmosis (RO) desalination of producing fresh water.

70 elabora e an inter-state basin development master plan of the Jordan

rive!" system. taking into account the non-conventional alternatives with

advanced water technologies.

In recent days, talk of the much-discussed Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS)

Canal has again been revived with the end of the Gulf War and the

international political drive for peace in the Middle East and an end of

the Arab-Israel conflict.
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5.2 Water Resources of Israel

In an aver'age year rainfall over Israel is estimated to be 5,000 xl0 6m3

per annum: about 3,500 xl0 6m3 per annum of this are lost through

i:Tetrievable absorption-evaporation, leaving only 1,500 xI0 6m3 per

I.O the country's water reservoirs on the surface and underground.

The characteristic of Israel's water resources is shown as below:

- Rains fall in winter only with wide fluctuation ranging from around 25

% 0: the long-term average in dry years to 160 % of the long-term

average in particularly rainy years.

- Most Yo'ater sources are situated in the northern and central region of

the country.

- Most water sources are located at low elevations, from which water must

be pumped with high operation and maintenance costs.

Owing to the substantial fluctuations in annual rainfall, groundwater

aquifers are conceived as more reliable potential reservoirs than surface

storage. About one-third of Israel's water use is dependent on surface

wa ter resources, and mainly the Jordan river. Groundwater is therefore a

major source of supply, amounting to two-thirds of the national

consumption. The aquifer connected are dependent on limestone formations

300 to 400 m thick and deep sandstone forma tions of 600 to 800 m thick.

The deepest groundwater wells penetrate to a depth of 1,000 m or more.

Marginal waters or non-conventional waters are primarily composed of

brackish groundwater, seawater and treated sewage effluents, which are

looked to for additional water supplies available for the next decade.

5.2.1 Potential of water resources

':'he potential of renewable water resources is exclusively dependent on the

annual precipit.ations over the s ate which fluctuate considerably from

vea::- to year with significant spatial varia ions. Over half of Israel's

area receives annual rainfall of less than 180 rmn, while it is 1.000 nun or

more in the high mountain zones in the northern Israel. Although

renewable water resources accumulate in the northern part, the demand area

is concentrated in the central and southern regions. The rainy season

begins in October or November and ends in April or May: for the rest of

:'he year there is very little rain, three or four months being completely
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rainless. The replenishment occurs exclusively in the winter, while

irrigation with its highest water demand occurs in the summer.

In an average year rainfall over Israel is estimated to be 5,000 xI0 6m3

per annum: about 3,500 xl0 6m3 per annum of this being lost through

irretrievable absorption-evaporation, and leaving only 1,500 xI0 6m3 per

annum to reach the country's water reservoirs on the surface and

underground (Ref.5.2.l-l). Fresh renewable waters as surface and

groundwater, of which the recharge is dependent on the effective rainfall

over the country. are distributed accordingly: the Sea of Galilee in the

north stores effectively 500 xl0 6m3 per annum; aquifers in the coastal

plain store 1,000 xl0 6m3 per annum.

5.2.2 Surface water resources

Surface drainage is largely by a few east and west flowing streams.

Throughout the southern half of the state. streams are ephemeral.

About one-third of the Israel's potential usable fresh water is dependent

on surface water, which is largely dependent on the Jordan river. The

river is entirely land-locked, terminating in the Dead Sea. The hydrology

and water resources of the Jordan river system have been discussed in the

previous Section 2.5.

G-E!.l.ilee as a whole is the wettest region of the state. receiving over

1,000 rnrn per annum of rainfall in places, and both springs and streams are

more numerous than in other areas.

N.Harod (Bet She'an) river is a tributary of the lower Jordan river, which

is replenished by abundant springs or groundwater flow, but has a high

salinity and is useless for irrigation purposes.

The Yarqon river is a short stream on the coastal plain, which is fed by

large springs at Rosh Ha 'ayin 15 krn east of Tel Aviv. The Yarqon river

basin lies on economic aquifers with high development potential.

Thf' mountainous and hilly zones in Samaria and Judaea receive more than

500 mm of average annual rainfall. but surface water is not plentiful.

The permeable strata dipping westward are valuable for groundwater

recharge to the underlying potential aquifers.
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5.2.3 Groundwater resources

The main aquifers to supply water for irrigation. municipal and industrial

use are found in permeable strata of Cenomanian-Turonian carbonate rocks

and Plio-Pleistocene sandstones.

One of the main sources of groundwater is the thick carbonate rock

aquifers of the Cenomanian-Turonian formations. which consist mainly of

dolomite and limestone intercalating some clay and chalk layers. The

total thickness amounts to 600-700 m in the central and the northern part

of Israel. The aquifer supplies several hundred million cubic meters of

water annually, which is a significant portion of the water supply in

Israel (Ref.5.2.3-l).

The coastal plain is rich in water resources from wells and springs. Up

to 700 rnrn per annum of precipitation may be received over the hills and

permeable strata dipping westward yield valuable groundwater for the

coastal plains. This gave the early Jewish settlers a wide choice of sites

ror their villages, while today it is one reason why Israel wishes to

retain control of the Wes Bank as a major source of groundwater recharge.

The aquifer lies at depths of 18 to 120 m in the middle Plio-Pie is ocene

formation. Groundwater abstraction from the coastal aquifer amounts to

around 30 % of the total water supply volume in Israel. (Ref.5.2.3-2)

5.2.4 Non-conventional water resources

The marginal waters of Israel are composed primarily of brackish waters,

seawater, and urban waste waters. The potential contribution of marginal

waters to meet the anticipated water demand include the following

al terna tives;

- Reclaimed sewage effluents of the Dan region (Greater Tel Aviv).

- Water harvesting for the Sea of Galilee by artificial rainfall.

- Brackish waters to the north of he Sea of Galilee and in the south in

the area adjoining the port town of Eilat on the Red Sea.

- Seawater desalination.

- Peak-power generation by seawater pumped-storage by the Dead Sea.

- Co-generation of water by reverse osmosis (RD) with peak-power

genera tion by Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS) conduit scheme.

With regard to the brackish groundwaters in the north near Lake Tiberias

and in the south in the area adjoining the POrt town of Eilat on the Red
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Sea. the salinity is in the range from 1.000 to 10,000 mgtl of total

dissolved solid (TDS) which fits with desalination by reverse osmosis (RO)

a: a feasible cost. The renewable supplies from the unde~lying aquifers

has been estimated at about 200 xI0 6m3 per annum. (Ref.5.2.1-2) The

seawater desalination by distillation such as by the multi-stage flash

(MSF) process used in the Gulf states is still too expensive in the non

oil producing countries such as Israel and Jordan.

The second source of marginal waters is urban waste-water for which the

demand has been increasing since the late 1970s and early 1980s. On the

basis of a returnable useful flow of 65 % and 30 % of domestic and

industrial water consumption, respectively, the urban waste water

potential for the year 1985 was estimated at 370 xl0 6m3 per annum

(Ref.5.2.1-2).

Evaluation of the marginal waters in a national water master plan will be

needed, taking into account the recent innovative researches on saline

y,'ater co version including desalination of brackish and seawater by the

reverse osmosis (RO) process.

5.2.5 '-iRter consumption in Israel

Almost all renewable water resources such as surface water in the upper

part of the Jordan river and groundwater in the aquifers of limestone and

deep sandstones had already been exploited by the end of the 1970s. Water

consumpt:ion in Israel was 1,565 xl0 6m3 per annum in 1973, including 1,180

xlv 6m3 (75.4%) of agricultural water, 288 xl0 6m3 (18.4%) of domestic

water, and 97 xl0 6m3 (6.2%) of industrial water. It was then predicted

tha t further water resources development would be needed. including 20.5

xI0 6m3 of domestic consumption, 28.5 xI0 6m3 of industrial consumption, and

8.1 xI0 6m3 of agricultural consumption by the year of 1992 (Ref.5.2.1-2).

Israel is utilizing almost all of its renewable fresh-water resources such

as surface water from the Jordan river and renewable groundwaters in the

limestone-sandstone aquifers. of which the po ential supply is

.reliminarily estimated at 1,500-1,600 xl0 6m3 per annum. Water demand had

?lready exceeded the potential of renewable sources by the late 1960s.

bcael's per capita consumption (537 m3 per year; 86 m3 per year for

domestic purpose only) are not out of line with other industrial nations,

although it is as much as double that of its neighbors. (Ref.5.2.5-1).

The agricultural sector is using more than three-quarters of Israel's

total water use.
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5.3 Water Resources Development and Management of Israel

The primary users of the waters of the Jordan River are Israel and Jordan.

Between them, the Jordan River system has been extensively exploited; it

satisfies about one-half of their combined water demand. The other

riparian states are Lebanon and Syria; their use of the Jordan River at

present is minor as compared to the others, and satisfies about 5 Z of

their total demand for water. The water resources of the Hashemite

Ki gdom of Jordan are described in the previous Chapter IV.

The most comprehensive water resources development and management in the

Middle East up-to-date is undoubtedly found in Israel. Following

establishment of the state in 1948, the government decided to undertake a

comprehensive program of water resources development based on the ideas

outlined in Lowdermilk's "Palestine: Land of Promise" (refer to Annex-II).

Two factors had considerable importance in the initial stage of

development. The first was the lack of capital in the new state, and

secondly, the urgent necessity to provide water supplies for the many

immigrants pouring into the country.

Up to about 1965 and completion of the National Water Carrier, there was

enough water awaiting development to satisfy all needs. All that was

required was new schemes to tap the resources and make efficient use of

them. From the late 1960s onwards it became extremely difficult to make

any extra water supplies available, and so emphasis had to be shifted to

making more efficient use of available supplies.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s Israel has had to face a growing demand

for water from urban and industrial sectors of its economy. It will now

have to face the issue of diverting water from the agricultural sector.

which still accounts for more than three-quarters of Israel's total water

use. to the municipal and industrial sectors of the economy.

5.3.1 Initial stage of water resources development

Initially, attention was concentrated on low cost projects, such as the

drilli:lg of wells, which produced quick results. These pumped wells

permitted the irrigation of new lands on the coastal plain and in the

northern Negev.

An effort to improve the flow of the upper Jordan River was carried out in
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the Huleh Valley during 1950-60 by Jewish rural settlers. The Huleh

Valley, which is situated in the northern most corner of Israel, was a

marshy area where nobody could live before 1950s. The marshy area was

flooded by the winter flow of the upper Jordan river, of which the stored

water evaporated without productive use in the semi-tropical climate. The

land reclamation works were performed by the immigran s to construct a

series of canal drain systems to control both flood water and the

groundwater levels in the depressions, to enable them to convert the

valley from a useless marsh into fertile irrigation land.

Development of the upper river basin in conjunction with irrigation and

drainage of the Huleh Valley. however, increased both the saline-nutrient

flows into Lake Tiberias and has resulted in a heightened concern over

eutrophication. The chloride ion concentration in the water of Lake

Tiberias (Sea of Galilee) rose from below 300 mg/l to nearly 400 mg/l

during the years 1949-50 to 1963-64 as shown in Fig.5.3.1-1. The

increased utilization of water resources may not have been the only cause

of this sharp increase in salinity, nevertheless it is conceivable that it

played a major role on it.

5.3.2 Hedium- term stage of wa ter resources development

Hedium term development projects were chose which permitted the maximum

investment per unit of water supplied, which were not technically complex,

and which were capable of having the investment divided into a number of

stages. At the same time, the idea evolved that every project within the

country, no matter what its size, should be capable of being integrated

into a nationwide hierarchical water supply system. A number of long term

projects, which possessed a regional, rather than local significance, were

also implemented.

':"~e Yaraon-Negev Pro iect, which was one of the early schemes of the

Natior.al 'v,"ater Carrier and completed in 1955, carries water from Rosh

He 'aying springs and groundwaters east of Tel Aviv in he Yargon river

basin southwards towards the Negev desert. The sys em provides 270 xI0 6m3

per annum for Tel Aviv and for irrigating the Lachish area (Ref.5.3.2-1).

The \\'estern Galilee-Kishon Pro ject, which was the first large scale

conjunctive use scheme for developing both surface wa ter and groundwater.

By this scheme, 85 xl0 6m3 per annum are carried from western Galilee to

the fertile but dry Jezleel Plain. In this, 85 xl0 6m3 per annum area

carried by this system (Ref 5.3.2-1). The water mainly surface water
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during the winter months, when these are relat.ively abundant, and

groundwat.er -during the drier sununer period.

The Beit She'an Valley Project, which is situated a about 15 Km south to

south by south-west from Lake Tiberias, has a perennial stream with high

salinity. The stream water was too salty to be used for either drinking

or irrigation purposes. However, it has been found possible to utilize

this water by diluting it with purer water obtained fz::om Lake Tiberias.

5.3 3 I:1:egrated development stage, Israel National Water System (IN\,S)

The largest water resources development project in Israel is the National

T,.,·ater Carrier, which is a huge aqueduct and pipeline network carrying the

waters of the River Jordan southwards along the coastal plain region

(Fig. 5 _3.3-1) . This scheme stems from earlier ideas and concepts for the

inLegrated development of all the waters of the River Jordan for the

J:n.:.tu.11 benefit of the states of Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and Israel.

In the earlier 1950s, discussions took place between Israel and the

adjoining Arab states in an attempt to reach an understanding as to how

"he waters of the River Jordan might be mostly fairly allocated among the

rou:. states. This plan, which was drawn up for the United Nations, is

usually referred to as the "Main Plan 1953" (see Annex-II). After

prolonged negotiations. modifications to the original plan were made and

this new version became known as the "Johnston Plan 1955" (see Annex-

II) t named after the American mediator, Eric Johnston. The potential use

of t.he River Jordan water was estimated to be 1,287 xI0 6m3 per annum in

rotal. This gave Israel 31 % of the allocation, compared with 56 % for

Jo:.-d.:ln. 1.0 % for Syria and 3 : for Lebanon. It is widely assumed that the

technical experts of the various countries involved agreed upon the

details of this plan, although soon afterwards the governments rejected it

for political reasons.

\~'ith the failure of these negotiations. both Israel and Jordan decided to

proceed with water projects situa ed entirely within heir own boundaries.

As a result Israel began work on the National Water Carrier in 1958. The

main storage reservoir, and also the starting point of the scheme, is Lake

Tiberias. From here water is pumped through pipes from 210 m below sea

level, to a height from which it flows by gravity to a reservoir at

Tsalmon_ After a further lift. the water flows via a canal to a large

storage reservoir at Beit Netofa, which forms a key part of the system.
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South of Beit Netofa, the water is carried in a 270 cm dia. pipeline to

the starting point of the Yarqon-Negev distribution system at Rosh

Ha'ayin. In the initial stages 180 x10 6m3 per annum of water were

carried. This capacity was increased to 360 xI0 6m3 per annum in 1968, and

it is now believed that the maximum capacity approaches 500 x10 6m3 per

annum (Ref.5.3.3-1). This has, however, not yet been attained owing to

water salinity problems of the Lake Tiberias. At the present time, the

national water grid interconnects all the major water demand and supply

regions of the country, with the exception of a number of desert regions

in :he south. In total, it supplies approximately 1,400 x10 6m3 per annum,

0:- about 90 Z of all Israel's water resources. More than half of the

...·ater is obtained from the River Jordan and its tributaries, with a

further 14 Z from the Yarqon river basin.

5.3.4 Conjunctive use and groundwater management

Hany of the main groundwater aquifers in Israel are integrated

opera tionally within the National Water Scheme. The pumpage from these

aquifers has to be coordinated with releases of water from surface

The conjunctive operation of surface reservoirs and aquifers

has been performed in conjunction with artificial groundwater recharge

schemes. Owing to the scarcity of suitable surface storage sites and the

arid climate with high potential evaporation, part of the aquifer system,

\oJr.:'ch is composed of Turonian-Cenomanian carbonate rocks, has been used as

aa underground reservoir to store the excess of winter stream flows

through pumping wells and lor recharge wells. (Ref. 5.3.4-1&2)

5.3.5 Israel's water conservation

The t.otal annual water supply was is about 1,750 x10 6 m3 in 1988,

approximately 74 Z of which is used for irrigation, 19 % for domestic use,

and 7 % for industrial use (Fig.5.3.5-l). Approximately 43 % of the

cultivated land is irrigated, which amounts to 185,000 ha. Present

estimates indicate that Israel currently uses as much as 95 % or more of

its :.otal renewable water resources including both surface water and

gcuundwater. (Ref.5.3.3-1)

In agriculture there have been spectacular achievements and today in

Israel almost all irrigation is carried out by sprinkler, drip or sub

surface systems. This has meant that a given irrigated area can now be

watered with much less water than previously. At the same time it does

mean. hm.;eve::, that little future water savings can be made by agriculture
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b~' increasing efficiency, as irrigation in Israel is as economical of

",-a te:.- use as any in the world.

In the la te 1970s and early 1980s Israel had to face a growing demand for

water from the urban and industrial sectors of its economy. Experiments

have been made to re-use urban waste waters through the Dan v-Taste-water

Recovery project, but success has been less than had been hoped for owing

to difficulties in removing contaminants from the waste waters. Similarly

research into different water desalination systems has concluded that

distillation, such as the dominant multi-stage flash (MSF) process used

in the Middle East is too expensive except for specific projects.

The result has been that Israel has been faced with the fact that the only

\.;ay to obtain water for growing cities is to divert water from one use to

another. This requires facing the issue of diverting water from the

agricultural sector, which still accounts for more than three-quarters of

Israel's total water use. to the municipal and industrial sectors, taking

into account the net effect on the economy of the state.

Khat seems likely to happen increasingly in Israel, as has happened in

states such as Arizona in the USA, is that irrigated land adjac;ent to

urban centers will be taken out of cultivation and the water diverted to

urban and industrial uses. By the earlier decades of the twenty-first

cenlury almost all the countries of the Middle East region will be facing

similar severe water shortages in urban centers as their populations

continue 0 grow. It seems inevitable, therefore, that water will have to

be diverted away from irrigation to urban/industrial uses_ Israel has

jus started to reduce the national supply amount since 1987, by cutting

the supply of irrigation water as seen in Fig.5.3.5-1. It has been

announced that in 1991 allocations of water for agriculture will be

reduced by 30 % from the 1990 level.

5.3 6 Israel's occupation policy and water resources of West Bank

The occupied lands, most notably he \';est Bank and Golan Heights,

impo:.-tant in the water economy and security of Israel. It is estimated

tha- one-third of Israel's water resources origina es in rainfall over the

western slopes of the \.-Iest Bank and is drawn from the same aquifer system

that supplies the West Bank. Hence. during the post-1967 period, the

Israeli occupation of the West Bank has allowed greater exploitation of

this aquifer by preventing new water resources development by the Arab

population. The effect is to maximize groundwater recharge so that the
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aquife:.- under Israel may be more extensively developed. At the same time,

Israeli settlements in the West Bank are tapping the aquifer.

It should also be noted that another one-third of Israel's water comes

from Jordan River. The 1967 conquests are important in this light also

because the Golan Heights afford control over the upper Jordan, enabling

Israel to block any Arab attempt to divert its headwaters. (Fig.5.3.3-1)

Almost one-half of Israel's total water supply therefore consists of water

that has been diverted or pre-empted from Arab sources located outside its

pre-1967 boundaries (Ref.5.3.2-1).
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5.4 Joint IsraelI Jordan Mediterranean-Dead Sea Conduit Development

with Co-generation Concept

A new co-generation method for Israel and Jordan is proposed herein, which

aims to produce both electricity and fresh water from the sea by means of

a co-generating system including both solar-hydro and hydro-powered

reverse osmosis (RO) desalination, based on exploitation of the 400 m

eleva tion difference between the Medi terranean Sea and Dead Sea.

The co-generation system could produce 500 MW of electricity and 100xl06m3

per annum of fresh water from the Mediterranean Sea. The generated power

would be shared by the two countries in proportion to their investments

either peak-power demand or base load increment. It is assumed that the

product of fresh water of 100 xl0 6m3 per annum would be used exclusively

for the supply to central Ghor (Jordan Valley, in and around the Dead Sea)

where the ground elevation is as low as 210-400 m below sea level.

,he application of solar-hydro with RO desalination, which is a new type

of co-generation system proposed herewith, is likely to be a key

technological development in this region for the strategic objective of

saving fossil energy and the global environment.

5.4.1 Background

This particular type of hydro-electric power development, also known as a

hydro-solar power, is made possible by the existence of a vast

depression at a distance not too far from the sea, and the region's

cha~acteristically arid climate (with the resulting high degree of

evaporation). Two such hydro-solar projects have been studied in depth;

the "Mediterranean-Qattara" canal scheme in Egypt and the "Mediterranean

Dead Sea" canal scheme in Israel. (Fig. 5.4.1-1) Both plans would involve an

initial development stage during which the basins would be filled with

water from the Mediterranean Sea up to a certain design level that ",'ould

be maintained thereafter by transfer of water to replace the amount
evaporated.

Israel announced its performance of feasibility study on a seawater hydro

electric power generation project in 1980, but this had been proceeded by

pre-feasibility studies over many years before this. The Mediterranean-
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Dead Sea Canal hydro-power project, as it was called, was designed to

exploit the 400 m elevation difference between the Mediterranean Sea (zero

meters) and the Dead Sea (-402 meters) by linking the two seas (Fig.5.4 1

2). The "Central Route" canal would be 72 km long, including a 15 km

section of pipeline which would be open and a 57 km tunnel with 5 m in

diameter. The first 30 km section would cross Israeli territory, and the

second 42 km section would traverse the West Bank (occupied Palestine).

The minimum distance route option was, however. put aside to fear the

possible saline (seawa ter) water leakage through the tunnel which could

contaminate fresh groundwater aquifers in the Judaea mountain range.

Jordan's counter-proposal

Jordan vied with Israel over the canal power scheme in 1981, by offering a

counter-proposal to bring seawater from Aqaba bay to the Dead Sea. This

scheme would have also exploited the 400 m drop between the Gulf of Aqaba

and the Dead Sea to generate electricity. Seawater would have been

pumped int.o a series of channels and reservoirs from Aqaba to Gharandal,

85 km further north (Fig.5.4.1-2). From here, the water would fall into

the Dead Sea to generate about 330 MW for 8 hours a day at peak demand

(Ref.5.4 .1-3).

The Israeli solar-hydro development project as MDS would generate 800 MW

electricity with annual generated electricity of 1.4-1.85x109 KWh by

assuming gross wat.er head at. 444-472 m and maximum discharge of 200 m3 /sec

with annual average flow intake of 1.23-1.67x109m3 (Ref.5.4.1-2). The

total project cost was estimated to be US$ 1.89xl09 (at 1990 price) by

assuming 140 Z of price escalation from 1982 to 1990, including the

following major cost elements;

After considering 27 alternative conduit routes to connect the two seas,

the "Gaza - Ein Bokek" route with 80 km tunnel length (Fig.5.4.1-2) was

selected to minimize the capital cost in 1982. The selected route,

however, would cross the occupied Gaza Strip For political reasons, an

alternative route was considered which would move the entrance of the

canal northwards into Israeli territory (Fig.5.4.1-2). This would add 60

million U. S. dollars to the cost, and 20 km to the planned 100 km-length

(Ref.5.4.1-1). However, even if poli~ical problems in Gaza Strip

avoided, they would be certainly have been encountered in Jordan which

shares the Dead Sea with Israel and also extracts minerals such as

potassium from it (Fig.5.4.1-2). The planned effect of the canal was to

raise the level of the Dead Sea by 17 m from -402 to -385 m below sea

level. This would have meant that the mineral processing plants in both

countries would have to be moved and potash production could fallen by 15

per-cent (Ref. 5.4.1-1) .

- Main tunnel (~80.4 km)

- Power Hation (~400MWx2)

- Other facilities and structures

- Design and supervision.

- Financial expenditure
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732x10 6

385x10 6

310x10 6

142x10 6

319x10 6

Environmental problems and political conflict

The flow of water from the Jordanian carrier would have forced Israel to

cut back its own influx of water into the Dead Sea, or the level would

have risen so high as to flood the potash works (of both Israel and

Jordan) and the surrounding hotels on the Israeli side. The Mediterranean

Dead Sea hydropower project was then put aside, owing to the strong

opposition from the Arab states and others, and with the confusion and

the drop of the world oil market prices in 1984. Israeli interest turned

then to the seawater pumped-storage from the Dead Sea. (Refs.5.4.1-4&5).

It should be noted that a United Nations mission found that the maximum

1 eve::" by the Dead Sea would have been -390.5 m which would not have

:lo ....lded any religious or archaeological remains, would not have triggered

earthqL:ake5 as this level was comparable with previous equilibrium levels,

and would not increase reflectivity. These studies therefore demonstrated

that the project would not have had any adverse environmental effects.

(Ref. 5.4.1-3) The possible inc rea sed evaporation through introduction of

r-:eciter-ranean wat.er discussed below could have additional beneficial

efff>CLs.

Dead Spa pumped-storage scheme .Qy Israel

Israel's Energy Ministry has recent.ly shown renewed interest in a pumped

storage scheme on the Dead Sea. first proposed earlier 19805 but shelved

in favor of a similar project proposed for the Sea of Galilee. The power

could be produced even more cheaply and efficiently from the pumped

storage on the Sea of Galilee in northern Israel, but the project could

damage plant and animal life there. The interest has shifted back to the

Dead Sea because of its almost total absence of flora and fauna. The Dead

Sea pumped-storage scheme could produce 400-800 MW equivalent to 10-20 Z
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of the national grid's capacity of 4.060 MW in 1989.

Co generation approach with .i.2.i!:li.. development concept .i... future ~

Israel's Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS) canal scheme was conceived to

provide hydro-electric power, but it did not offer any solution to the

urgent need for fresh water supply (Ref.5.4.1-6). The use of hydro

electric power a make desalination cost-effective, was a consideration of

the scheme in the early 1980s, but it W2S not sustainable to use valuable

clean energy from the hydro-electricity for conventional desalination due

to the substantial energy losses which would be incurred through

conversion and transmission. Discussion of the much-discussed MDS scheme

in the early 19805 may have overlooked concept of shared resources and the

benefi t of joint development. Indeed up to now there has been no attempt

t.o conceive comprehensive development of the Jordan river system including

linkage of MDS and Al-Wuheda dam on the Yarmouk tributary. The proposed

new co-generation approach to the MDS scheme thus takes into account; i)

recent innovative developments in membrane technology for the reverse

osmosis (RO) desalination which aim to save energy and to make reverse

osmosis (RO) desalination more cost-effective, and ii) recent changes in

the Middle East political situation following the Gulf War that may make

comprehensive basin development not only technically and financially

feasible, but politically desirable and urgent.

5.4 2 Hydrology of the Dead Sea and evaporation from saline lake

The climate of the watershed ranges from "hot-arid" in the bottom of

Jordan Valley to "Mediterranean semi-arid II in the surrounding highlands.

The Sea is a brine water body with the extremely high salinity of 250,000

mgll of total dissolved solids (TDS). The Dead Sea is a closed sea with no

out.lpt f"xcept by evaporation which at present amounts to 1,500-1,600 mm

per annum (Ref.5.4.2-l).

Evaporation from the surface of the saline lake is the most important key

factor to es imate the capacity for generating electrici y by solar

hydro development. For the same meteorological inputs and aerodynamic

resistance, a decrease in salt concentration will increase evaporation

ra tes and reduce lake tempera ture, whereas an increase in concentration

will have the reverse effect. Increased use of water from the Jordan

river specially for irrigation has increased salt concentrations, whereas

the proposed introduction of Mediterranean sea water into the Dead Sea via

a canal, for hydroelectric purpose, would reverse this trend.
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A model analysis to predict the annual evaporation rate and surface

temperature as a function of aerodynamic resistance and thermodynamic

activities of water (Ref.5.4.2-1), which assumed that on a long-term

basis (annual) the heat flux into the lake is negligible and the available

energy could be equated to the net radiation, calculated from the

parameters of the Dead Sea: T=23. 60 C of air tempera ture, e=15. 9 mbars of

vapor pressure of air, 8 s (T)=29.05 mba~s of saturation vapor pressure of

water at temperature TOC. H=Rn=146 W-m of total available energy or the

net radiation flux density. By assuming the changes in act.ivity of water

in solution (aw=l.OO of pure water); Bw=O.7S before 1958, Bw =O.71 in

19805, and aw=0.98 after introducing Mecti terranean seawa ter into the Dead

Sea. the mean annual rates of evaporation and surface temperature of the

Dead Sea for the different levels of salinity were estimated to be 17. 7oC_

1,563mm and 23.4 o C-l,908mm. respectively. If the proposed canal

development were completed, the forma ti::m of an unmixed Mediterranean sea

water surface layer (aw=O.98) overlying a denser Dead Sea water would

(possibly on a localized scale in the vicinity of the canal outlet)

decrease surface water salt concentration and raise aw values: model

predictions suggest a large increase in the (local) evaporation rate by

345 mm per annum to 1,908 mm per annum and a marked d~crease in surface

water temperature of 3.3 0 C to 23.4 oC. These estimated rates of the

evaporation are conceived as conservative and comparative to that

measured at Mead lake in Arizona, U.S.A which amounted 2,000 mm per annum

(Ref.5.4.2-3). This study assumes 1,600 mm of mean annual evaporation

for the present condition. The actual evaporation rate after impounding

SE>awat.er from the Mediterranean sea is assumed to be 1,900 mm per annum

for the proposed co-generating plan in the following Sections.

5.4.3 Co-generating plan; solar-hydro and hydro-powered reverse osmosis

(RO) desalination

':'he proposed Solar-Hydro Development Plan would exploit the sharp

di::erence in elevation of 400 m between the Mediterranean Sea and Dead

Sea. The Dead Sea water level would be maintained at a s eady-state level

with some seasonal fluctuations of about 2 meters to sustain the sea water

level between 402 m and 390 m below mean sea level, during which the

inflow into the Dead Sea should balance the evaporation.

The IsraelI Jordan Medi terranean-Dead Sea (IJMDS) conduit plan is a co

generation alternative which would combine solar-hydro and hydro-powered

seawater reverse osmosis (RO) desalination (Fig.5.4.3-1). The IJMDS plan
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would have the following major components,

1) Ar. upstream reservoir (the Mediterranean) at zero sea level, with

essentially an unlimited amount of water.

2) A water carrier, assuming several alternative schemes, depending the

raut.e considered, including a gravitational canal, a tunnel with

booster pumping, or an apen gravitational canal.

3) An upper reservoir and surge shaft at the outlet of the water carrier

'0 allow for regulating the water flow.

-of A sto:-age type hydroelectric unit. capable of reverse operation to

allow the system to also work as a pumped-storage unit, if required.

5) A downstream reservoir of the Dead Sea, at a present surface elevation

of approximately 402 m below sea level.

6) A hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO) desalination plant, including

pte-trealment unit, pressure converter unit, RO unit, energy recovery

unit, post-treatment unit, and regulating reservoirs for distribution.

5.4 4 Estimat.e of hydro-power

opera tion

Multiply

5.4.5 Hydro-powered seawater reverse osmosis (RO) desalinat.ion

The co-generation system is an application of a seawater reverse osmosis

(RO) annexed to the solar-hydro-power system which requires 8 hours a day

of peak operation. The marginal operation of the RO system is designed to

use the hydro-potential energy in the pipeline-tunnel (penstock) system

(481. 5 m of differential head of water) for 16 hours a day of the off-peak

time. The feed water requirements to produce lOOxI0 6m3 per annum of

permea e with 1,000 mg/l of the total dissolved solids (TDS) are estimated

to be 333x10 6m3 per annum by assuming 30 Z of recovery ratio (70 Z for

brine reject). The installed capacity is estimated to be 322,300 m3 /d

",ith load factor at 85 Z. The energy recovery from the brine reject is

e s tima ted to be 24,000 KW wi th annual genera tion of 134. 7x10 6 KWh of

electricity with load factor at 68 Z. The recovered energy (electricity)

will be used to supply electricity far the post-treatment process or

others a s shown in fig. 5.4.5-1.

The annual cost for the operation and maintenance is estimated to be US$

The total investment cost for the proposed hydro-powered seawater reverse

osmosis (RO) desalination unit, which is based on 1990 prices with 8 Z of

interest rate during the three years construction, is preliminarily

estimated to be US$ 389,355,000 with with annual capital cost at US$

18,568,000 as shown below;

The theoretical hydro-potential to exploit a head difference between the

11editerranean Sea (~O m) and Dead Sea (~-400 m) by transferring 56.7 m3/s

(~".6x109m3/)') of seawater is estimated to be 194 HI< following installed

capacity for peak-power operation a:' 495 MW with 1.3x10 9 KWh/y of

electricity. Another option of exploiting the gross head at 444-472 m

(Israeli plan 1982, Ref .5.4.1-2) by transferring 43 m3 /s of seawater would

have 198 MI< of of the theoretical hydro-potential following installed

capacit)' for peak-power operation at 505 M\o.' "'ith 1. 33x10 9 '0ih/y of

elecr.:"ici::.y. The estimates are based on the following conventional

equa tions:

Pth = 9. 8*lis*Q*He

~ Pth*Ef

Kp = 365*24*Gf*P

",here. Pth Theoretical hydro-po enual (K,,)

\"rs Speci ic weight ot seawater (=1.03)

flow discharge (m 3 / sec)

He Effective difference head of water (m)

P Installed capacity (KW)

Et Synthesized efficiency (=0.85)

Hp Potential power genera tion (output) per annum (Kl-'h)

Gf Genera ing efficiency (=0.30); 8 hours a day of peak

~ Caoital Cost Element

- Pre-treatment

- De sal ting plant

- RO membrane/equipment

- Control and operating system

- Appurtenant works

- Powerline and substat.ion

- Energy recovery I turbine

Sub- total

Design and construction management

Financial expenditure

USS (1990 .Jrri£tl
44,195,000

70,414,000

84,835,000

5,952,000

27,013,000

11,427,000

2,999,000

246 835 000

62,250,000

80,270,000
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44,387,000 including the following major cost elements;

The water balance of the Dead Sea for the co-generation scheme to produce

500 MW of electricity and 100xI0 6m3 of fresh water is estimated as below;Ma jor O&M I2.ll Element

- La bour

- 11aterial supply

- Chemicals

- Power (pumped-storage

- Membrane replacement

~Qll~

3,718,000

1,860,000

7,440,000

for RO feedwater) 3,100,000

28,269,000

Sub-total 44 387 000

-Evaporation after impounding seawater

-Seawater intake for MDS hydro-power at steady-state level

-Brine reject water from proposed hydro-powered RO plant

-Inflow from catchments

l,900xl0 6m3

l,220xl0 6m3

233xl0 6m3

447xl0 6m3

The above cost estimates

assumptions as shown below:

based on 1990 price and including some
The two riparians of Israel and Jordan must. share the resources and

benefit, which may need a further discussions on the water politic issue

as described in Annex-II.

- Plant life 20 years

- Membrane life (replacement) 3 years

- Cost benefit from energy recovery is not included.

_ Costs for source water (ground"'ater) and pipeline/distribution

not included.

The unit water cost of the hydro-powered seawater reverse osmosis

desalination for the design annual product water of 100xl06m3 is estimated

to be USS O. 68/m3 , which may be reasonable value to compare with the

international water tariff (Ref.5.4.5-1) as shown below;

City Water tariff 22m3 /month Electricity tariff 180KWh/month

(Yen/month) (USS/m 3 ) (Yen/month) (USS/KWh)

Tokyo 4,070 1.23 4,962 0.18

New York 746 0.23 12,000 0.44

Los Angels 4,800 1. 45 3,600 0.13

London 2,860 0.87 3.913 0.14

Par is 2,513 0 76 4,700 0.17

Cairo 12,892 3.91 1. 055 0.04

The project cost of the Israeli MDS Canal for the hydro-power scheme

estima ed at US$ 1.9xl09 as described in he previous Section 5.4.1.

5.4.6 Method of sharing and allotment

The Dead Sea surface which is the source of evaporation for the MDS solar

hydro scheme comprises two riparian states, Israel (300 km2 ; 30%) and

Jordan (700 km2 70%). While the conduit route of MDS pass through the

Gaza strips (10 km 10%) and Israel (90 km 90%).
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If the cost sharing were to be made by fifty-fifty between the two

countries to assure the fifty-fifty benefit allotment, the project

formulation including the financing, construction, operation and

maintenance could be done by an international consortiwn organized by an

international agency such as the United Nations. The possible benefits

and their allocation are discussed in he Supplement in Annex-II.

5.4.7 Remarks

This study of hydro-solar development has been made to test the technical

feasibility of exploiting seawater resources by taking into account the

distinctive nature of the arid zone hydrology and topography in and around

the Dead Sea. Reverse osmosis (RO) is the cheapest process for

desalination today, but it may not be the optimum solution which may be

encountered in the twenty-first century. Further researches will be

needed to evaluate its technical feasibility, including 1) rate of actual

evaporation from Dead Sea surface after impounding, 2) design of materials

to avoid corrosion of hydraulic structures from seawater and brine reject

wat.er, 3) TBM methods of construction for the pipeline tunnel, 4)

applica ion of low pressure (30-50 kg/cm 2 ) ty e RO membrane modules for

seawater desalination, 5) efficient energy recovery system in RO, 6)

methods of hybrid desalination, and 7) power generation by solar pond.
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5.5 Integration of Development Alternatives in a Inter-State Water

Master Plan

Integrated water resources development and management plan of the Jordan

river system including Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS) conduit scheme for co

generation with Al-Wuheda dam scheme, which aims to mitigat.e the

historical complexities, commonalties and conflict between Israel and

Jordan, is elaborated to provide he idea of sharing resources and joint

development of the Jordan river.

Prior to elaborate a new inter-state basin development plan of the Jordan

system. following three major existing development alternatives

examined to delineate the status and the priority in a master plan.

5.5.1 A1Lernative 1; inter-state water transportation by pipeline

T",'o inter-state water transportation projects have been proposed, either

hy bi-lateral or multi-lateral, including "Euphrates-North Jordan

7ransmission" and "Peace Pipeline". These two schemes were set aside,

however, owing to the fears over the political constraints including

inter-state riparian right questions on the Euphrates river on which the

fear of using water as a political weapon was increasing. The Peace

pipeline project has now been emphatically rejected by all Arab states who

have said that if necessary they will depend on non-conventional waters in

their territory including seawater desalination. Both Israel and Jordan,

'v:hich are not oil producing countries. have been unable to adapt seawater

desalination by the thermal method which requires substantial energy or

electricity.

5.5.2 Alternative 2; water transportation by tanker and barge

The transport of water by tanker and barge have been discussed mainly in

the oil-producing Gul countries and for small islands. up to now it has

been conceived that this method was not an attractive alternative for non

oil producing countries.

Jordan has only a short sea coast at Aqaba. while the water demand is

located 400 km north of the highland desert at an elevation of 800 to

1,000 m for the population centers of Amman and Zarqa. This alternative

may not attractive since it requires a water pipeline of more than 400 kIn

and a high pumping head exceeding 1, 000 m.

5.5-1

Israel and the occupied Gaza Strip have a long coastline along the

Mediterranean Sea, with major coastal population centers such as Tel Aviv,

Haifa and Gaza. Water by tankers could provide significant relief to all

the coastal towns and cities in the Middle East. Provision of water by

Turkey for the Israeli "water-bag" scheme should go a long way towards

developing credibility for its good intentions as regards the Euphrates

a:1d ~':f;=is and will reduce one of the mos serious problems for Israel in

cis L:ssioc. with the Palestines (Ref.5.5.2-1). Turkey also holds the key

::'0 :L.::u:e full use of the river systems of the Euphrates. Tigris, Ceyhan,

Seyhan and Manavga t.

5.5.3 Al terna tive 3; non-conventional wa ter resources development

Development priority is likely to be given to marginal waters in the

conventioT1al water resources development of Israel and Jordan, taking into

account. not only the technical-financial-economical feasibility but also

the political feasibility.

::::s:ae1 provides an example of a country which has long experience with

2.~:::. s::. all the non-conventional technologies, including the use of saline

",,'ate: :or agriculture. From experimental practices in the late 1970s to

::.he Irlid-1980s, Israel recognized that i) the re-use of urban waste waters

::.hrough the Dan Wast.e-water Recovery project had a success but less than

had bf'en hoped for owing to difficul ties in removing contaminants from the

\-Jast e-war..ers, and ii) seawater desalination was too expensive, except for

specifi c projects.

Non-conve:1tional water resources are generally more complex in development

and operation than conventional sources, and are almost always more

expensive. However. there are no further opportunities for development of

rp:h>\,;3 bIt'? \va ters in its terri tory. including its present dependence on

<J.lwut 50 ~ of renewable water from the occupied Palestine and 0 her Arab

~.e:-:-it.ories. There is a clear linkage between the Israeli occupation

policy on Palestine and the water resources issue. The Israeli dilemma is

not o:-:ly based on the quan ity and quality issues of water resources but

alsn occupation policies against the United Nations (UN) security council

rcsulu:ion 242 in November 1967.
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5.5.4 Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS) conduit scheme in the context of

inter-state development and Jordan river basin management.

From the environmental and economic point of views I the shorter conduit

route of the "Southern route (1) 11 has an advantage to minimize the

constraints of both cost and environment. This study supports the concept

of bi-lateral plan which has been suggested to be managed by

internaLional agency such as United Nations as proposed in the supplement

of Annex-II.

The Dead Sea, has a huge hydro-solar (evaporation) potential which is

shared by Israel, Palestine and Jordan. The Dead Sea hydro-solar

development should be discussed in the context of a master plan for

inter-state development and management with sharing of resources concept,

and providing the basis for peace collaboration between Israel and its

neighbors. The much-discussed Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS) Canal has been

including the four main alternative routes as shown below (Fig.5.4 .1-2);

the West Bank (Occupied Palestine) where limestone geology

predominant as illustrated in Fig.5.5.4-1 of the schematic profile of

the hydrogeology and groundwater of the Palestine, with aims of: i)

cutting flash floods which are being dwnped into the Jordan river or the

Medit.erranean Sea, and ii) recharging underlying the aquifer system to

sustain regional groundwa ter development. This may lead to improve the

hard situation that the Israel is depending on 40-50 % or more present

water supply from an aquifer underlying the 'West Bank.

Jordan's last major river development, the Al-Wuheda darn scheme with an

effective storage of 195 xI0 6m3 , is urgently needed for the national

water supply grid to add 155 xl0 6m3 per annwn. This will also reduce the

amount of winter flow into the Dead Sea. Meanwhile to the west the Jordan

Valley downstream of the Al-Wuheda darn including Palestine and a portion

of Israel, needs more fresh water to extend irrigation development, and to

the southeast almost all the population centers in Jordan are located on

highland desert at an elevation of 800-1,000 m, which suggests the prior

use of the Yarmouk river water for M&I water supply by diverting it from

Al-Wuheda (E.L~300m) to Amman (E.L~800m) as illustrated in Fig.5.5.4-2 of

the schematic profile of Jordan Valley and Yarmouk river system.

An engineering proposal of co-generation by coupling solar-hydro with

hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO) desalination on the Mediterranean-Dead

Sea (HDS) conduit scheme will generate following two products. electricity

and water:

Bilateral plan - UN/UNRWA

Unilateral plan

Bila teral plan - UN I UNRWA

Unilateral plan175Jordan-Jordan

Riparian Conduit Remarks

Intake-Outlet (Ian)

Gaza -Israel 100

Israel-Israel 120

Israel-West Bank 72

Alternative route

1) Southern route (1)

2) Southern route (2)

3) Central route

4) Aqaba route

The Hedi terranean-Dead Sea (MDS) conduit scheme. which includes solar

hydru and hydro-powered reverse osmosis desalination by joint development

",ith Israel-Palestine-Jordan, is a key proposal studied in this thesis.

The stream discharges into the Dead Spa from the Jordan river and Wadi

Mujib will be minimized to maximize the seawater diversion capacity from

Mediterranean. and to maximize the hydro-potential. To make a reality of

the physical basis. the following alternatives are included to minimize

the winter flows in the river and wadi systems;

- AI-Huhpda multi-purpose storage dam scheme on the Yarmouk river. which

has been postponed since 1989, owing to Israeli opposition for

dov..'T1stream water allocation questions.

- Storage dam schemes on the riftside-wadis in the East Bank, including

\~ala and Nukheila dams on the wadi Mujib and Tannour dam on the wadi

Hasa. which have not any political constraints but need financial

supports from international aiding agencies.

- Flood retention - groundwater recharge dam schemes on the side-wadis in

- ei ther 200 MW for base load or 500 MW for peak load.

- 100 xl0 6m3 per annwn of fresh water by desalination.

The schematic of the MDS co-generation system is also shown in Fig.5.5.4

2. The capital/investment costs of the hydro-power and the RO

desalination are preliminarily estimated to be 1,900 and 400 million

u. s. S, respectively (see Section 5.4) Annual potential outputs such as

1x10 9 K\{h of electricity and 100x10 6m3 of fresh water for M&I water supply

from the co-generation system are estimated to be equivalent with US$

80xl0 6 per annwn (USS160x10 6 in total) each by asswning the electricity

tariff of USSO.08/KWh and water tariff of USSO.8/m 3 These cost indices

simply suggest a feasible approach to the joint development of the two

Present. national power generation of Israel is 18. 76x10 9kwh per annum in

1988, which is about ten times as much as that of Jordan. The installed
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capacity of 500 HW would be equivalents to 12 Z of Israel's grid capacity

of 4,060 HW in 1988. The electricity from the Dead Sea hydro-power

would, however, be a resource to be shared by Israel and Jordan to supply

peak demands to optimize their power supply systems.

powered reverse osmosis (RO) desalination in the Mediterranean-Dead Sea

conduit scheme which would not only provide additional fresh water and

clean energy (electricity) in the driest area but would promote integrated

economic development between Israel and Jordan as a basis for lasting

peace.

Following is a proposed model of inter-state water allocation including

the proposed non-conventional development al terna tives:

The implementation of the inter-state basin development and management of

the Jordan system is a complicated issue with water politics, of which

the idea of project formulation is further discussed in the Annex-II.

It should be recognized that issues of security of water resources and

inter-state riparian problems of the Jordan river system, including

Israel's heavy dependence on water supply from an underground aquifer that

underlies the West Bank (Fig.5.5.4-1), have been some of the reasons

why Israel could not withdraw from areas occupied since 1967. Thus,

without resolution of these inter-state water resources problems,

sett.lement of the Palestine-Israel and Arab-Israel problems can be

achieved _

By the end of 19905, Israel, Jordan and the West Bank or Palestine will

over commit or deplete virtually all of their renewable sources of fresh

water if current patterns of consumption are not quickly or radically

altered. In the circumstances. the Jordan river system, which includes

the Al-\.tuheda dam scheme on the Yarmouk river. unquestionably holds the

greatest potential for either conflict or compromise. In the Southern

Ghar of the Dead Sea catchment, the driest area of the Jordan Valley with

annual rainfall less than 50-100 mm, there has been substantial water

demand to develop the region, but no alternative source of the fresh

water could be found in the area. M&I water demand in and around the

Dead Sea is about 100 xI0 6m3 per annum including increasingly demands for

mining (potash works) industry, agro-industry and resort hotels. The

produrt \.;ater of 100 xI0 6m3 per annum from hydro-powered reverse osmosis

(RJ) desalination could be mainly used for M&I water supply with aim of

supplying water exclusively in the southern Ghor (Jordan Valley) in the

t.went.y-first century.

All the water resources development schemes on the Jordan river system,

including the proposed AI-Wuheda dam and side-wadi dams, should be linked

with the Hediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS) conduit scheme in the context of an

inter-stale basin development master plan, to promote economic development

in Jordan, Palestine and Israel through sharing of the resources and

benefits.

The basic framework for allocation of Jordan river water is enshrined in

r.he "Hain Plan, 1953" and the "Johnston Plan, 1955" which were negotiated

by the United Nations but never formally endorsed by the governments

concerned. Flow diagram and water allocation of the Jordan river system is

illustrated in Fig.5.5.4-3, including A) Johnston Plan 1955, B) uni

lateral Jordan River Development as current situation, C) on-going or

postponecl projects which comprise political and/or financial constraints,

and D) proposed new schemes for integrated joint development plan 1991

which include MDS conduit scheme for co-generation and side-wadi dam

scheme for flood retention and groundwater recharge in the West Bank. The

framework for a new inter-state Jordan river development plan for the

twenty-first century as conceived in this study would build into the

"Unified (Johnston) Plan, 1955" the new engineering proposal for hydro-

Sources .2...f Water

Unified (Johnston) Plan : 1955

Hasbani

Banias

Jordan (main stream)

Yarmouk

Side \.Jadis

Integrated Joint Plan' 1991

MDS hydro-powered RO desalination

Side-wadi dams for groundwater recharge

Source Qf Energy (electricity)

MDS solar-hydro for peak-power (ill:!:)

Lebanon Syria Jordan Israel Total

(10 6m3 ) (10 6m3 ) (10 6m3 ) (10 6m3 ) (10 6m3 )

35 35

20 20

22 100 375 497

90 377 25 492

243 243

50 50 100

50 50 100

(.§.Q) (~) (2.QQ)
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

This Chapter-VI focuses on the conclusions of the application studies in

Chapter III-VI. The concluding remarks on the technical feasibility and

cost effectiveness of the proposed new technology of the hydro-powered

reverse osmosis (RO) desalination and its application in the non

conventional water resources development alternatives are summarized in a

context of the national and/or inter-state water master plan, taking into

account the concluding remarks on the review study in Section 2.12 of

Chapter- II.

6.1 Concluding Remarks

- From the case study on the non-conventional water resources development

in Kuwait, the unit cost of brackish groundwater reverse osmosis (RO)

desalination for "with" and "without" application of the hydro

potential energy in the water pipeline system (200 m of differential

head of water) was estimated to be USSO.4/m 3 and USSO.6/m 3 ,

respectively, in which the cost of hydro-powered brackish groundwater

reverse osmosis (RO) is estimated to be as low as one-sixth to one

fourth of the conventional seawater desalination either by MSF

(USS2.7/m3 ) or RO (USS1.7/m3 ).

- Potential of brackish waters including both groundwater and surface

water, \.,hich have long been neglected in the water resources study, has

to be evaluated in a context of national wa er master plan, taking into

account the prevailing water quality in the arid zone aquifers and the

promis~ng progress in the osmosis(RO) desalination

technologies.

- From the case study of national water resources master plan in Jordan,

tY.~o schemes of the "AI-Wuheda" dam and the "Disi" fossil groundwater

development are identified, which are the key applications to sustain

the national water resources development after the 1990s. The fossil

groundwater in the Disi aquifer is. however, to be conserved and may be

used temporarily or short time during the emergency. After completing

the Al-Wuheda dam on the Yarmouk river by the end of the 1990s, which

is the last major renewable water not fully utilized, the

conventional water resources development including brackish

groundwater and re-use of treated sewage effluents will become the key
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a ppl ica tions to formula te the future na tional wa ter rna s ter plans of

Jordan.

- The proposed co-generating approach of brackish groundwater development

with hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO) desalination using the existing

Disi-Aqaba water supply system conserves the fossil groundwater in the

Disi aquifer and produces both hydro-electricity and fresh water,

including 14. 6xI0 6m3 per annum of fresh water with potential hydro

power generation at 15,900 MWh per annum. The sustainable management or

conservation of the non-renewable fresh groundwater in the Disi

aquifer is possible by developing the brackish groundwater in the

Kurnub aquifer which has never been tapped. The unit cost of brackish

groundwater desalination by hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO)

desalination is estimated to be USSO.41/m 3 .

- The proposed co-generating approach by coupling Mediterranean-Dead Sea

(MDS) solar-hydro scheme with hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO)

desalination will be able to produce 100x10 6 m3 per annum of fresh

water and 500 MW of electricity which is 12 Z of the Israel's national

grid's capacity of 4,060 MW. The generated electricity of 1x10 9kh'h per

annum must be shared by the two riparians of Israel and Jordan to

supply their peak demands, while the product fresh water is to be

exclusively used and shared in the water supply of the central Ghor

(Jordan Valley). The unit water cost of the seawater desalination by

hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO) desalination is estimated to be

USSO. 681m 3 . The much discussed MDS scheme will be revived by

introducing the new technology including the non-conventional approach

with sharing resources concept in a context of the inter-state water

resources development master plan.

- The Al-h'uheda dam project and other side-wadi dam schemes such as flood

retention or groundwater recharge dams, which enhance the solar-hydro

potential of the Dead Sea, should be linked with the Mediterranean-Dead

Sea (l1DS) conduit scheme, to share the valuable inter-state resources

and benefits in a context of the integrated joint development plan,

not threatening new political conflicts but rather promoting peace and

economic development for the Jordan and Israel. The dialog among the

states are to be based on a sense of water cycle and balance of

coordinating hydrology, wa ter potential energy, and politics.

- The proposed inter-state basin development master plan of the Jordan

river system is based on the changes in the Israel-Arab situation since

6-2

the 1990' s Gulf crisis. It is now possible to conceive a comprehensive

joint development plan which is not only technically-economically

feasible but also politically desirable and urgent.

6.2 Reconnnendations for the Further Study

Further researches will be needed to evaluate the technical and

institutional feasibilities of the Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS) conduit

scheme, including j

- Rate of actual evaporation from Dead Sea surface after impounding

from the Mediterranean, including in-situ measurement and

laboratory model test.

- An application study on low pressure (30-50 Kg/cm2 ) type of membrane

module for seawater reverse osmosis (RO) desalination.

- Design of materials to avoid corrosion of hydraulic structures from

seawater and brine reject water.

Institutional~

- Riparian right issue on the multi-national use of the Dead Sea surface

including the allocation of potential energy from evaporation from its

surface.

- Demlli tariza tion of the Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS) conduit. route and

arrangements for project management for 50 years by international

agency such as Vni ted Na tions.
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The 400-year runoff record in the
Colorado River Basin reconstructed from tree
rings (plotted as a lO-year moving average)
[from Sioclaon and Jacoby, 1976]. Note the
anomalously high runoff during the early twenti
eth century. This short period was used to deter
mine allocations for the 1922 Colorado River
compact. (Ref.2.1.4-4)
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i\ote; Overview of the history of atmospheric CO
2

from lO' years ago to the present day on a log-log scale. For comparison, the
possible future CO2-levels projected for the next few centuries are shown on a linear time scale. The analytical meLhod appropriate to
each time scale is indicated by letters and arrows: (0) geological carbon cycle models, (5) ocean sediment cores, (I) trapped air bubbles
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in each time interval, The ice-age cycling is only representative of the range of CO

2
, not the specific number of glaciations
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(Source; R.P.Birch,1985)
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ANNEX-I

REVERSE OSMOSIS (RO) DESALINATION

Al.l Background

Desalting techniques are primarily intended for the removal of dissolved

salts that generally cannot be removed by conventional treatment

processes. Distillation units have been used on some American ships for

more than 100 years. The desalting was used on a limited scale for

municipal water treatment in the late 1960s. The past four decades can be

divided into three phases of desalting. The 1950s were a time of

discovery, the 1960s were concerned with research, and the 1970s and 1980s

have been the time of commercialization. Beginning in the 1970s, the

industry began to concentrate on commercially viable desalination

applications and processes. (Ref-Al.l-l)

The first commercial plant for the production of potable water from a

saline source using electrodialysis and ion exchange membranes was put

into operation in 1954 (Ref .Al.1-2). In 1968 use of membranes for brackish

water treatment started with the construction of an electrodialsis (ED)

plant in Florida. USA. This process was not favorably received in view of

its inability to adequately reduce dissolved solids. The first reverse

osmosis (RO) water treatment plant was constructed in 1970 for a

comdominium project on Longboat Key in Florida, USA (Ref.Al.1-3).

Significant advances in membrane technologies in the last 20 years have

improved the cost-effectiveness and performance capabilities of the

processes. Reverse osmosis (RO) membrane processes are increasingly used

worldwide to solve a variety of water treatment problems.

Al.2 World Desalination

The arid region, with its very limited freshwater potential, has generally

used high salinity waters such as seawater as a major water supply

sources. As shown in Tab.l, more than two thirds of the world's desalting

capacity is located in the arid, oil rich areas of North Africa and

Western Asia (Middle East). (Ref-Al.l-l)
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AI. 2.1 Desalting technology and processes

The major desalting technologies used today are distillation (several

types of evaporative process). reverse osmosis (RO). electrodialysis (ED) I

electrodialysis reversal (EDR), and ion exchange demineralization. The

typical concentration ranges of total dissolved solids (TDS) in the

feedwater for distillation, RO, ED, and EDR demineralization are; between

10,000 mg/l and 100,000 mgt I for distillation and other thermal

(nonmembrane) processes, up to about 35,000-45,000 mg/l (seawater

concentrations) for RO membrane, up to approximately 10,000 mg/l for ED

and EDR membrane (Ref.A1.2.1-1, and Fig.A1.2.1-1). Ion exchange, in which

anion and cation resins are used to exchange ions for hydrogen and

hydroxide, is primarily used in industrial applications for which very

pure water is required and the feedwater TDS is relatively low.

Distillation and other thermal processes are used primarily for seawater

conversion and special industrial applications . such as brine

concentration.

Al 2.2 Desalination capacity by process

As shown in Tab.A1.2.2-1, 70% of the world's desalination capacity is

dependent on the distilling process. In the Middle East and North Africa,

distillation of seawater is the main process being used, while the

processes favored by the United States and other countries are quite

different, reflecting the numerous applica tions for the desalina tion of

brackish water (Ref .AI.1-1).

In 1985 the total worldwide installed capaci y of land-based desalting

plants exceeding 10 m3 /d (25,000 gallon per day) capacity was more than

11. 4x10 6m3 /d (3 bgd), which is more than three times as much as that of

the capacity in 1975. Seawater and brackish water sources with salinity

in a range between 1,000 to 40,000 ppm of TDS account for nearly all of

this installed capacity, comprising approximately 75 percent of seawater

and 23 percent of brackish water sources (Refs.A1.2.2-1&2). Membrane

processes represent about 30 percent of this total capacity and nearly all

of the brackish water treatment capacity. (Ref.A1.2.1-1)

Al 2.3 Economics

The cost of desalination has generally decreased from more than 3 US$/m3

to as low as 0.5 US$/m 3 , over time as a result of both technological

advances and market processes (Ref .A1.1-1). The historical cost of
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desalting brackish water and seawater with available technologies is shown

in Fig.A1.2.3-1, which is based on a recent cost assessment study by the

Office of Technology Assessment for the U. S.A Congress.

Improvements in reverse osmosis (RO) membranes have been the main

technological change in desalination in recent years. U. S.A and Japan are

the world's leading countries in innovative research for the membrane

industry. A high level of competition on both a national and

international basis has also played a significant role in containing

prices for capital equipment. The distribution of overall cost, including

capital cost recovery, for the operation of a brackish water desalting

plant, is illustrated in Tab.A1.2.3-1 (Ref.A1.1-3). The main item of cost

in brackish water desalination is capital recovery, which represents

almost half of the overall cost. Energy, membranes, and labor are the

next most significant cost items.

Al.3 Desalination of Seawater in the Arabian Gulf Countries

In extremely arid countries, where good quality water is not available,

seawater desalination is commonly used to supply water for municipal and

industrial (M&I) uses. In spite of the high cost of desalinated water, a

vast quantity is produced to meet the demand for domestic water in the

Gulf countries.

AI. 3 1 Installed capacity of desalination plant

The installed capacity of desalination plant in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,

United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain, and Oman is estimated at 5.075x10 9

m3 /d in total, including 2. 395x10 9 m3 /d in Saudi Arabia which is

approximately half of the total installed desalination capacity in the

Gulf countries. Dual-purpose multistage flash (MSF) is the most commonly

used techniques to desalt seawater, which represents 97% of the total

installed capacity as shown in Tab .A1. 3 .1-1.

AI. 3.2 World's largest water pipeline and seawater distillation for M&I

water supply

To meet the demand for domestic water, Saudi Arabia commissioned several

desalination plants, which are located mainly on its Red Sea and Arabian

Gulf coasts, which produce 2,165,000 m3 /d (481 mgd) of potable water and

4,079 MW of electricity (Fig.A1.3.2-1, Tab.A1.3.2-1). "AI-Jubail _ Riyadh"
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water pipeline is one of the largest high pressure pipeline systems in the

world, of which the water source is wholly dependent on seawater

distillation (Fig.AL3.2-1). The pipeline has a diameter of 60 inches,

length of 466 km, differential head of 690 m, and a pumping capacity of

830,000 m3 /day. (Ref.AL3.2-1)

AI. 3.3 Remarks on seawater distillation

The problem with seawater distillation is the high cost of producing

permeate by the multi-stage flash (MSF) process which is the most

prevalent thermal type of distillation system in the Middle East. The

thermal process is largely dependent on the rate of energy consumption in

MSF, which is high and influenced by the unstable world market price of

crude oil (Fig.AL2.3-1).

AI. 4 Reverse Osmosis (RO) Desalination

Desalination of brackish water and seawater by the membrane process will

probably be the key applications for desalination technologies over the

next 10 years. Although RO, ED, and EDR membrane processes are used

worldwide to solve a variety of water treatment problems, it is likely

that RO will continue to have the greatest market share. Where fresh

water supplies are limited or must be imported over long distances I RO

desalting of nearby brackish water can be cost-effective. Most of the

countries in the Middle East and North Africa have rather long sea coasts

with a total length of about 25,000 km. Seawater desalination will

continue to increase in these countries. either by distillation or RO,

depending on site-specific conditions.

AI. 4.1 Brackish wa ter

Good quality water is neither abundant nor available to meet the growing

demand in much of the coastal areas and arid to semi-arid countries.

However, sufficient brackish water is normally available on site to

support development. Since the early 1970s, advances in desalination have

been mostly directed towards improving the abundant sources of brackish

water rather than towards the comparatively expensive conversion of

seawa ter. Significant advances in membrane technologies in the last 20

years have improved the cost effectiveness and performance capabilities of

the RO process. Brackish water desalination usually costs only one-fifth

to one-third of seawater desalting (Ref .AL1-1).
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The Colorado river water in its lower reaches has been contaminated by

excessive saline return flows or irrigation drainage since the 1950s. The

world biggest RO plant with an installed capacity of 27,900 m3 /d (72 mgd)

is being constructed at a site 6 km west of Yuma, just south of the

Colorado River's South Levee and on the national border between the USA

and Mexico (Fig.AL4.1-1). The desalting complex unit is specifically

intended to fulfill the USA's obligations to Mexico in accordance with

"Minute No.242" of 1973. "Minute 242" of the International Boundary and

Water Commission is aimed to improve, enhance and protect the quality of

water available in the Colorado river for use in the USA and Mexico.

(Ref .A1. 4 .1-1)

1il Brackish Groundwater

Groundwater in Damman aquifer Bahrain island has been seriously

contaminated by seawater intrusion or upward leakage from the underlying

saline aquifer of Umm Er Radhuma since the 1960s, owing to intensive

pumping which exceeded the safe yield. (Fig.AL4.1-2) It was here that

the world's largest RO plant with an installed capac·ity of 45,000 m3 /d

(10 migd) was commissioned in 1984, to de sal t highly saline brackish

groundwater from the "Umm Er Radhuma" formation. The RO plant was

designed to meet the domestic water demand of Manama city. capital of

Bahrain, taking into account several advantages over seawater

distillation (MSF) plant; namely i) short construction time, ii) lower

energy cost, and iii) ease of operation and maintenance. (Ref.AL4.1-1)

A1.4.2 Seawater

From environment reasons, thermal distillation plant, which is largely

dependent on high specific energy consumption, is likely to be replaced

progressively, by low specific energy consumption types of RO desalination

plant. Thus at the end of 1989, the world's largest seawater reverse

osmosis (RO) desalination plant with an installed capacity at 56,500

m
3

/day constructed on the West Coast of Saudi Arabai at Jeddah, replaced

the phasing-out (20 years old) MSF distilling plant (Fig .A1. 3.2-1) . It

may be noted that a case study on Doha desalination plant in Kuwait in

1989. showed that the unit cost of seawater desalination was estimated at

US$ 2. 71m
3 by MSF of distilling process and US$ 1.7/m3 by RO of membrane

process (Ref.AL4.2-1).
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A1.4.3 Treated sewage effluents

Although it is clear that membrane desalting is a cost-effective

alternative to importing fresh water over long distances, use of membrane

process for the removal of turbidity, organic, and hardness has typically

been more expensive than conventional treatment. The cost gap is

narrowing, however. with the continuing improvements in membrane

technology, increasing competition among manufacturers of capital

equipment, and the ever-escalating cost of meeting increasingly stringent

water quality standards by conventional approaches (Ref.A1.4.3-1).

A1.4.4 Key application in the 21st century

Membrane processes I which of low energy and/or energy saving types, are

expected to continue to be popular in coastal regions and other areas such

as arid to semi-arid regions. wherever brackish surface waters or

groundwaters are available and good quality water is limited or not

available. Applications of the RO process in Arabian Gulf countries will

be mainly for seawater and brackish groundwater desalinations and the

membrane process could indeed be the technology to take the drinking water

industry gradually into the twenty-first century.

AI.S Method and Process of Reverse Osmosis (RG)

The aim of this Section is to support our understanding of reverse osmosis

desalina tion. including the mechanism of reverse osmosis, membranes I

system units of the RO process, potential water sources. feedwater

quality, pretreatment, pumping system, energy recovery, and posttreatment.

AI.5.1 Mechanism of reverse osmosis

Osmosis is a natural process whereby a solvent (water) diffuses through a

semipermeable membrane from a solution of lower concentration to one of

higher concentration (part A, Fig.A1.5.1-1). The membrane readily passes

the solvent but act as a barrier to the solutes (dissolved solids). At

equibrium conditions, the pressure differential across the membrane is

called the osmotic pressuce (Part A, Fig.Al.5.1-1). For example, the

osmotic pressure of brackish water containing about 2,000 ppm TDS at a

typical water temperature of 25 degrees centigrade is only about 1. 6

kg/cm2 , whereas it is 27.7 kg/cm2 for standard seawater of 35,000 ppm TDS
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at 25 degrees centigrade. In RO. a pres sure grea ter than the osmotic

pressure is applied to the concentrated solution (saline water), and

dilute permeate (product water) is produced (part C, Fig.A1.5.1-1).

Fig.A1.5.1-2 is a flow schematic of a simplified RO unit. The pressure

of the feedwater, pretreated to meet certain established RO membrane

feedwater quality guidelines, is boosted before the water enters the RO

membranes. Two flows exit the membranes: the combined product (permeate)

and the combined concentrate (reject). The fraction of feedwater that

results as permeate is called the recovery and is usually expressed as a

percentage. The maximum allowable ratio of permeate to reject depends on

the water's scaling potential, which is a function of the feedwater

quality. This ratio is maintained by the use of a control valve on the

reject piping. This valve controls the flow rate of the reject, thus

forcing the permeate flow rate to the desired value.

Al.5.2 RO membranes

The first commercially available membranes, developed in the mid

1960s,were made of cellulose acetate (CA) manufactured in flat sheets.

Modern CA membranes are modifications of the cellulose acetate structure,

including blends and different surface treatments, and are called

cellulosic. Noncellulosic membranes include polyamide membranes with

rela tively thick asymmetric polyamide support structures and composite

membranes with thin-film polyamide or other membrane materials on a porous

support structure.

Use of each membrane material has advantages and disadvantages. The CA

based membranes are now generally the least expensive per gallon of

installed capacity (first cost). The price difference between CA and

composites, however, is decreasing as the number of manufactures supplying

the composite-type membranes increases and with new developments in the

manufacturing process. Use of CA membranes generally requires chlorinated

feedwater and higher opecating pressure than that needed by the composite

membranes. Composite membranes generally operate over wider pH and

temperature ranges than CA membranes. In some cases these operating

characteristics of composite membranes result in savings in electric power

and chemical costs. Their greater pH tolerance provides additional

advantages in cleaning for some applications.

Sensitivity to chlorine and other strong oxidants in the feedwater is a

disadvantage of polyamide-based membranes. New developments in membrane
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research to product chlorine-tolerant composite membranes are overcoming

this limitation.

Al. 5.3 Unist of the RO process

RO membranes are placed inside pressure vessels in several different

configura tions: hollow fiber, spiral wound, tubular, and pIa te-and-frame.

In the past 20 years, the hollow-fiber and spiral-wound configurations

(Figs.A1.5.3-l&2) have become industry standard for RO water treatment.

The predominance of the spiral-wound configuration has resulted from

recent advances in membrane technology, which have been more easily

translated into commercial flat-sheet membranes than into the hollow-fiber

configura tion.

Depending on the desired capacity of an RO system, one or more pressure

vessels containing RO membranes are used to form a modular block.

Pressure vessels within an RO block can be arranged in parallel, in

series, or both, depending on the design requirements. Often this

membrane-pressure vessel arrangement is called a membrane array or a

pressure vessel array. For example. a 2:1 pressure vessel array indicates

a two-stage system with two pressure vessels in the first stage and one

vessel in the second stage. In a reject-stage arrangement. the membranes

in the second-stage vessel would treat the waste concentrate (reject)

water from the first stage. thus recovering more product water from the

feedwater supply.

Al. 5.4 Potential water

Although some locations have a shortage of water of any quality, the most

common situation is a shortage of water of potable quality. Desalting

processes can expand the availability of potable water supplies by

converting previously unusable supplies to potable water. The potential

sources of water for membrane desalting include: brackish groundwater.

brackish surface water, hard water. municipal wastewater, high-nitrate

groundwa ter. irrigation return flows. and seawater.

Al. 5.5 Feedwater quality

The composition of raw water from the supply source must always be

considered in the design of both conventional water treatment and

desal ting processes. However, the design of desalting systems and their

operating economics are much more interrelated with feedwater composition
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and the required product composition than most conventional treatment

processes. The composition of raw water is probably the most important

component in. desalting process design The typical water quality

parameters needed for the process design of membrane desalting systems

are;

-Dissolved solid

-pH

-Temperature

-Sparingly soluble salts

-Suspended solids

-Iron and manganese

-Microbial growth

-Organics

A1.5.6 Pre-treatment

Pretreatment is usually required to protect the membrane system, to

improve performance, or both. The type of pretreatment required depends

on the feedwater characteristics. the ,membrane type, and the system

design parameters. Pretreatment requirements can be minimal, such as

cartridge filtration of well water. or extensive. such as conventional

coagulation. sedimentation, and fil tra tion of surface water supply.

For RO systems I standard pretreatment usually consists of adding chemicals

for scale control followed by cartridge filtration (usually 1-, 5-, 10-,

or 20-micron-m nominal rating) for membrane protection. The feed water is

often acidified to lower its pH; this step is nearly always required for

cellulosic membranes. Scale inhibitors such as sodium hexametaphosphate

or proprietary chemicals are also added to reduce carbonate and sulfate

scale potential.

Al. 5.7 Pump sys tern

The pump system raises the pressure of the pretreated feedwater to the

level required for operation of the desalting system. For RO, the pump

system discharge pressure typically is 8.8-28.1 kg/cm2 (125-400 psi) for

low TDS and brackish water systems and 56.2-84.3 kg/cm2 (800-1,200 psi)

for seawater systems. The pump system for RO might also include energy

recovery devices. particularly for seawater systems.
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Al.5.8 Post-treatment

Posttreatment that must be done for municipal membrane processes conunonly

includes product water pH adjustmer~~ for corrosion control and chemical

addition for disinfection. Typically entrained gasses such as carbon

dioxide and hydrogen sulfide (if present) are removed before final pH

adjustment and disinfection.

Removal of these gasses is normally accomplished by stripping in a forced

draft packed column. In the most cases, carbon dioxide must be removed to

stabilize RO product water. If hydrogen sulfide is presented, degassing

of product water is usually provided to control odor and minimize the

amount of disinfectant (e.g. ,chlorine) The final product water pH is

often adjusted by caustic soda, soda ash, or lime. A noncorrosive water

can be produced by using these alkaline chemicals and in some cases I other

chemicals and blending with raw or other water supplies that may also feed

the distribution system.

Posttreatment disinfection is normally accomplished with chlorine,

however, if the desal ting process allows the pas sage of trihalomethane

(THM) precursors, chlorine dioxide, or chloramines, some additional

posttreatment may be required to comply with THM drinking water quality

standards.
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Tab.A1.2.2-1 Distribution of Desalination Capacity by Process

Tab.A1.3.2-1 Existing Desalting Plants in Saudi Arabia

Loca I ity Phase Inst31led Capacity Water Source
(m Iday) (MW)

--------------- ----------------- ----------- ---------- -------------
Al Khafji Phase I 550 Arabian Gu If
AI Khafji Phase I I 22.727 Arabian Gulf
AI Khafji Rush Units 1.250 Arabian Gu If

(24,527)
AI Juba i I Phase I 136.363 360 Arab ian Gu lf
AI Jubail Phase I I 958.333 1.295 Arab ian Gu lf

(I 094 696) (.L..lli.)
Al Khobar Phase I 28,400 Arab ian Gu lf
AI Khobar Phase I I 195.075 750 Arabian Gulf

(223.475)

Haql Phase I 882 Red Sea
Haql Phase I I 6.590 Red Sea

(2....iZ1.)
Duba Phase I 230 Red Sea
Duba Phase II 550 Red Sea
Duba Phase I II 3.788 Red Sea

(~)

Al Wajh Phase I 230 Red Sea
Al WAjh Phase II 550 Red Sea

(780)
UITIn Lajj Phase I 550 Red Sea
Umn Lajj Phase I I 3.788 Red Sea
Umn Lajj Two Units 910 Red Sea

(~)

Yanbu-Medina Phase I 107.954 250 Red Sea
Yanbu-Medina Phase I I 90.900 105 Red Sea

(198 854) (355)
Rab igh Phase I 1.288 Red Sea
Jeddah Phase I Rehab 56.800 50 Red Sea
Jeddah Phase I I 43.181 84 Red Sea
Jeddah Reverse Osmos is 12.120 Red Sea
Jeddah Phase II I 87.878 240 Red Sea
Jeddah Phase IV 220,750 600 Red Sea
Jeddah Jeddah Krupp 750 Red Sea

(420 804) (974 )
Ta if -Makkah Phase I 181.818 320 Red Sea
AI Birk Phase I 2,272 Red Sea
Assir Phase I 94.696 128 Red Sea
Farasan Phase I 500 2.3 Red Sea
AI-Leeth Phase I 56B Red Sea
Qunfuda Phase I 3.788 Red Sea

AI-IS

160 107 5.075

115 105 4,949
45 I 123

I 3

11
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295

295

26

709

709

12

Kuwait United Arab Qatar Bahrain ()nan Total
Emirates

1,409

Installed CapacHy of Desal ination Plant in Arabian
Gulf Countries

41

Tab.AI.3.1-1

Total 2,395 1.409

Plant Saudi
Types Arabia

MSF 2,316
RO 77
Others 2

Desalination Process Distillation Reverse Osroosis Electrodialisys
Worldwide -- --7-0%- --25%-- 5%

United States 21% 73% 6%

Tab.Al.2-1 Distribution of DesaI ination Capacity Worldwide

Western Asia North North Europe Pacific Caribbean USSR Others
(Middle East) AlTerica Africa
--------------------

63% 11% 7% 7% 4% 2% 2% 4%

Tab.Al.2.3-1 Distribution of Overall Operating Cost for Brackish Water
Desalting

Cost Capital cost Herrbranes Energy Labor Chemicals Other
ca tegory recovery Expendab 1e
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:~TE: Typical feedwater TDS operating ranges for desalting processes (the
processes can also be used for feedwaters with <100 mg TDSIL If desired for a
particular application) (Ref ,Al.2-1)

Fig. AJ 2. I-I

Typical Feedwater TDS Operating Range for Desalting Process
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NOT::; Range of desalting costs-1950-S7 (Costs for distil/alion and RO,
ineluding capital and operating costs, are for plants producing 3,700-18.500 m:l/d
{l-5 mgd} of "polished" potable lI.'ater, Costs may be higher than indicated when
desalination equipment is operated inefficiently, The increasing distillalion cosls
during the 1970s primarily reflect rising capital and energy costs. AI/ costs aregiven
in 1985 dol/aI's.) (Ref.Al.l.l-l)

Fig AJ 2. 3-]

Range of Desalting Cost

AI-17

. i::'. Location of desalination plants in Saudi Arabia, together with their
capacities (million gallons per day of potable water and, in some cases, megawatts
of electricity) (Ref.A1.3.2-1)

Fig. Al 3 2-1

Desalination Plants in Saudi Arabia
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Colorado River Sal Inl ty Control Project
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(Ref .AI.8.2-2l

Fig. AI. 4. 1-2

Bahrain Hydrogeological System
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"1Te: Flow diagram of typical desalting system with split treatment (split
treatment using a bypass flow stream is 1I0t always applicable)
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Fig. Al 5. I-I

Simplified Concept of Osmosis, Osmotic Pressure, and RO

'~E Simplified concepts of osmosis, osmotic pressure, and RO (Ref.A1.2-1)

Conc.nlra'. (rej.cll
10dl'poul

::E Flow schematic of an RO unit (Ref.A1.2-1)

Fig, Al 5, j-2

Flow Diagram and Schematic of Typical Reverse Osmosis (RO) System
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, Typical hollow-fiber RO membrane element (adapted from The USAID
Desalination Manual by courtesy ofthe US Agency for Intemotional Development;
permeator adapted from the sales literature of £.1. duPont de Nemours and Co.,
WilmiHgton. Del.) (Ref .AI.2-1)

Fig. AI. 5. 3-1

Typical lIollo.-Fiber RO Membrane Element
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:JE Typical spiral-wound RO membrane element (cross section ofthe pressure
vessel adaptedfrom The USAID Desalination Manual by courtesy ofthe US Agency
for Intemational DevelopmeHt; the cutaway ofthe spiral memb1'OHeelement adapted
from the sales literature of Hydra noutics Water Systems) (Ref.A1.2-1)

Fig. AI. 5. 3-2

Typical Spiral-Wounded RO Membrane Element and Pressure Vessel
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ANNEX-II

PHYSIOGRAPY OF JORDAN AND ISRAEL

AND

HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE POLITICAL RIPARIAN ISSUES

IN

DEVELOPMENT OF THE JORDAN RIVER AND BASIN MANAGEMENT

Part A Physiography of Jordan and Israel

AZ.Al Jordan

In contrast to the more uniform and Ulonotonous morphology of most of the

Arabian Peninsula, the territory of Jordan is morphologically distinctive

and may be divided into seven physiographic provinces, which coincide with

geologic provinces as shown in Fig.A2Al-l (Ref .A2Al-l);

- Southern Mountain Desert;

- Mountain Range and Northern Highlands East of the Lift;

- Central Plateau, including Al Jafr and Al Azraq - Wadi as Sirhan Basin;

- Northern Plateau Basalt;

- Northeastern Plateau;

- Wadi Al Arabah - Jordan Rift;

- Highlands West of the Lift;

The most remarkable physical feature of the country is Jordan Rift/Valley

which is a narrow depression extending from the Gulf of Aqaba for

approximately 360 km north to Lake Tiberias. Much of the land in this

graven is below sea level with the the lowest levels in the Dead Sea at 

400 m. The Jordan river flows into the Dead Sea which has no outlet. The

Rift valley, however, continues to the Gulf of Aqaba where Jordan has 20

km of coast line. To the east of the Rift Valley, the land rises steeply

to a plateau with an average altitude of about 800 m above mean sea level

with peaks rising to over 1,500 m in the south. Ninety (90) percent or

more of the surface water resources. which cover two-third of the

country's total potential water resources, are drained into the Dead Sea

AII-l



catchment.

Jordan lies in the transitional zone between the Mediterranean climate in

the west and the arid climate in the east and the south. The synoptic

climatic zone of Jordan is a part of the Mediterranean bie-climatic region

of which an essential feature is the concentration of rainfall during the

cool winter season and a very marked summer drought. This relatively

simple climatic regime is due to the interaction of two major atmospheric

circulation patterns. During the winter months Jordan is within the

sphere of influence of the temperate la ti tude climatic belt, and moist,

cool air moves eastward from the Mediterranean over the area. In the

summer months the area lies within the subtropical high pressure belt of

dry air; temperatures are relatively high and no rainfall occurs. The

regional distribution of rainfall within the area is related to the

orographic effect of the Western Highlands which are oriented normal to

the direction of movement of moist air during the winter months. This

produces high rainfall zones coincident with the higher mountain ranges

and a marked rain shadow in the lee of the hills. Altitude has also a

strong effects on temperature. Frost is carranon during the w~nter months

and snow falls occur in most years in the Western Highlands from December

to March.

The highest rainfall zones correspond to the major mountain blocks of the

Western Highlands, including the highest mean annual rainfall of 664 mm

per annum at Ajlun station in the northern Western Highlands. The mean

annual rainfall is relatively abundant in the range between 200 and 600 mm

in the Western Highlands, but it decreases rapidly from the Western

Highlands into Jordan Valley, Dead Sea, and Wadi Araba. From the northern

end of the Dead Sea southwards and from the Wadi Araba to Aqaba the mean

annual rainfall decreases less than 100 mm and 50 mm, respectively. From

north of Dead Sea to Lake Galilee (Tiberias) the rainfall increases up to

400 mm per annum. In the most of the Central Plateau and in the eastern

desert the mean annual rainfall decreases to less than 50-100 mm where the

land slopes gently to the Arabian Desert. Rainfall occurs between October

and May, and is at its highest between December and March when over 80 %

of the annual rainfall occurs. The annual rainfall varies frequently year

to year. The range is most marked in the Central Plateau and in the

southern part of the Western Highlands, including extreme records of only

2 rom per annum and a maximum of 233 mrn per annum. The distribution of

annual rainfall is shown in Fig.A2Al-2.
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Owing to the hyper-arid climate with a substantial deficit in soil

moisture. the actual evaporation from the desert land is estimated to be

very small and less than the amount of annual rainfall plus residual soil

moisture, while the potential evaporation which is measured by class A-pan

is as high as about 2,400-7,400 mm per annum. The highest rate of 7,400 mm

per annum occurred in the eastern and the southern Bayir, while it is less

than 3,000 mm per annum in the northern and central mountain ranges and it

is less than 2,800 mm per annum in the mountains of Shoubak and Tafila

(Ref .A2Al-1). The highest potential evaporation occurs during the hottest

months of the year from June to August. The months with lowest evaporation

are December to February.

Average annual volume of rainfall within the Jordan is estimated to be

8,500 xl0 6m3 . With high evaporation losses, however, the average net

annual runoff is only about 1,120 xl0 6m3 including 242 xl0 6m3 in the form

of groundwater and 878 xl0 6m3 in surface flow.

About 80 % of the area of Jordan belongs to the arid zone with desert

basins of restricted drainage. The drainage basin includes the following

four sub-basins;

- Eastern Jordan Valley Basin

- Dead Sea Ba s in

- Wadi Araba Basin

- Desert Basins

The Eastern Jordan Valley Basin which includes the Syrian area of the

Yarmouk river basin is the largest. including the Yarmouk river I Wadi

Arab, Wadi Ziglab, Wadi Jurum, Wadi Yabis, Wadi Kufrinja, Wadi Rajib, Wadi

Zarqa, Wadi Shueib, and Wadi Kafrein. The annual average runoff is

estimated to be 607 xI0 6m3 in total which includes 357 xl0 6m3 of baseflow.

The Dead Sea Basin is the second largest, including Wadi Zerqa Ma' an, Wadi

Wala, Wadi Mujib, Wadi AI-Karak, and Wadi Hasa. The annual average runoff

is estimated to be 191 x10 6m3 in total which includes 141 x10 6m3 of

baseflow.

A small amount of surface flow occurs in the Wadi Araba Basin which is

located south of the Dead Sea. The Wadi Araba Basin includes Wadi Feifa,

Wadi Khuneizir, Wadi Fidan, Wadi El-Buweirida, and Wadi Musa. The annual

average runoff is estimated to be 31 xl0 6m3 in total which includes 21.6
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The Desert Basin is mostly located in the eastern and southern part of

Jordan, of which the wadi systems are not clearly defined.

The Yarmouk river, which runs along the northern border of Jordan with

Syria, provides almost half (400 x10 6m3 /year at Adasiya) of Jordan's

surface water resources. The total stream-flows of Jordan are estimated to

be about 878 x10 6m3 per annum which includes 540 xl0 6m3 of baseflow.

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is situated in the northwestern corner of

the Arabian Peninsula. Part of the Nubo-Ara bian Shield is exposed in the

southwestern Jordan. It is characterized by Plutonic and metamorphic

rocks, and by some minor occurrences of upper Proterozoic sedimentary

rocks. Cambrian. Ordovician, and Silurian sandstone and shale of

continental and marine origin have a maximum thickness of 1,800 m and

unconformably overlie the rocks of the Precambrian basement complex.

A belt of sedimentary rocks deposited chiefly on the stable shelf area of

the Tethys Sea borders the northern fringe of the shield. Most of

southeastern and central Jordan is within this belt. It is a zone of

inter-fingering sedimentary rocks of continental. littoral, and neritic

origin, rapid lateral facies changes, and many stratigraphic

unconformi ties caused by pulsation and, at certain periods, transgression

and regression of the Tethys Sea. Regionally, the marine influence on the

deposition increases toward the north and west. The total thickness of

all post-Proterozoic sedimentary rocks is 2,000-3,000 m; it exceeds 4,000

m in the baylike sedimentary basin of Al-Jafr in south-central Jordan, and

5,000 m in the Al- Azraq - Wadi Al-Sirhan Basin in the north-central

Jordan. These sedimentary basins strike northwest and thus seem to merge

with the unstable shelf area of the Tethys Sea in the northwest.

In the transition zone to and in the area of the unstable shelf in

northwestern, northern, and probably northeastern Jordan, neritic and

bathyal sedimentary rocks form the greater part of the post-Paleozoic

rocks. There, the stratigraphic sequence is more complete with fewer

unconformities and lateral faces changes are less pronounced than in the

stable shelf area to the south and southeast. In the northwestern Jordan,

west of the Jordan River, the total thickness of sedimentary rocks above

the Precambrian basement may be as much as 7,000 m; in the Dead Sea area
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of the Wadi Al-Araba - Jordan Rift province, repeated structural

subsidence resulted in the accumulation of sedimentary rocks as much as

10,000 m thick.

No evidence is known of post-Proterozoic structural movements

characteristic of alpine orogenesis. The crustal movements affecting the

country since the Cambrian were gentle regional tiltings (epeirogenic

movements) and a combination of faulting, block folding, and taphrogenic

movements. The majority of structural features were caused by tensional

forces. Evidence of compression is rare and chiefly restricted to west

Jordan and to north Jordan east of the Rift.

Major volcanic activity occurred during i) the late Proterozoic and Early

Cambrian (quarts porphyries; Wadi Al-Araba) , ii) the late Jurassic (1)

and Neocomian (mafic and intermediate eruptive rocks; Wadi Al-Araba and

west of the Jordan River), and iii) the Neogene Tertiary (includes Miocene

and Pliocene) and Pleistocene (extensive basalt volcanism). (Ref.A2Al-2)

Hydrogeology

The main aquifers have been recognized in the pervious sequences in the

formation of 1) the Basalt system, 2) Rijam (B4) system, 3) Amman-Wadi Sir

(B2/A7) system, 4) Lower Ajlun (Al-o) system,S) Kurnub system, and 6)

Disi system (Fig.A2Al-3).

Basal t system : The basalt system of the Pleistocene age is a regional

shallow aquifer system to the north of Azraq. High rainfall on the Jabel

Druze mountains in Syria is a source of groundwater recharge. which

discharges southwards to the Azraq depression. The aquifer is formed by

very permeable scoriaceous zones in the basaltic rock unit.

Rijam J.]ll system: The Rijam (B4) system of the Eocene-Paleocene age is a

regional shallow aquifer which is formed in the central parts of the Jafr

and Azraq basins. The Rijam formation has a thickness of 50-150 m or

less, which is underlain by the chalky marls or chalks of the upper

Muwaqqar (B3) formation. The aquifer is in a isolated-independent

hydrologic system, forming a water table condition in general, Within the

basin the saturated zone of the Rijam formation occurs in an area of very

low rainfall less than 50 mm per annum. The aquifer receives limited

recharge by infiltration of the flash floods through the wadi courses,

which flow to an easterly direction. The wadi system and groundwater flow

in the Jafr basin have no outlet. The Rijam formation of the Azraq basin
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comprises a part of a composite aquifer system with basalt system which

discharges at the Azraq springs and swamps. The permeability of the Rijam

formation is variable, owing to varying degree of karstification. The

water is highly saline in the areas of stagnant environment and in the

discharging area, while it is fresh in the area along the wadi courses

where direct infiltration from the flash floods The Rijam aquifer

is a local aquifer with limited potential.

Amman-Wadi Sir~ aquifer : The most important aquifer system is the

Amman-Wadi Sir (B2/A7), which consists of limestone, silicified

limestone, chert, arenaceous limestone and sandstone of the middle to

upper Cretaceous age. This aquifer system extends throughout entire

country with thickness about 100 to 350 m. The depth of groundwater table

below the ground surface generally ranges 50 to 250 m in the uplands.

Good groundwater recharge occurs from the Western Highlands where annual

rainfall ranges 200 to 600 mm. To the east aquifer is confined by thick

marl layer such as Muwwaqar (B3) formation, and wa ter salinity is

increased.

Lower Ailun~ aquifer Intermediate aquifer system is the lower

Ajlun (Al-6), which consis ts of alternating limestone, marl, shale, chert

and sandstone of middle Cretaceous age. This aquifer system is underlain

by the Amman-Wadi Sir formation, which is mostly confined by its

relatively impervious layer of marl and shale in the A5/6 of the upper

unit of AI-6. The lower Ajlun formation extends throughout country with

variable thickness and litho-facies. To the southwards, the aquifers in

the lower Ajlun formation becomes more sandy with less salinity of water.

The aquifer system is mostly untapped, due to its complicated hydrogeology

and deep formations .

.!2.lll2. sandstone aquifer· Kurnub/ZarqalDisi aquifer: Deep sandstone

aquifers are Kurnub! Zarqa of lower Cretaceous age and Disi of Paleozoic

age, which are unconformably separated by a less permeable layer of

sandstone, siltstone and shale. The Kurnub formation intercalates

frequent argillaceous layers in the south, while the Disi is composed of

massive and rather homogeneous arenaceous. Groundwater in these aquifers

are mostly non-renewable due to limited groundwater recharge through small

outcrop area. Quality of groundwater in the Kurnub/ Zarqa system varies

from fresh to brackish. Excellent quality with low salinity, however, is

found in the Disi aquifer in the southern part of the country. which has

been exploited for the water supply of Aqaba and local experimental

irrigation. The aquifer complex, however, forms a huge groundwater

AIl-6

reservoir extending under the whole of the country. This groundwater

storage offers opportunity for short-term and emergency uses.
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A2.A2 Israel

The Israel is one of the smallest states in the Middle East, and covers an

area of approximately 21,000 km2 in the northeastern part of the Arabian

Peninsula. Israel's shore-line is the eastern border of the Mediterranean

Sea, and its territory extends northwards through the Golan Heights and

southwards through the Negev to Eilat on the Gulf of Aqaba. Israel has

four geomorphologic provinces such as j i) coastal plain, ii) mountains and

hills, iii) Negev desert, and iv) Rift valley (Fig.A2A2-1).

The Mediterranean coastal plain, which is fertile land relatively rich in

water resources from wells and springs, stretches from Rosh Hanikra south

to Ashkelon with a length of about 200 km. The source of the valuable

groundwater recharge for the coastal plains is mainly dependent on

rainfall over the mountains and hills with permeable strata dipping

westward. The 'Emek Yizre'el is a graven with northwest-southeast

direction as shown in Fig.A2A2-1, of which alluvial plain is floored by a

thick layer of heavy and rich soils.

The mountains and hills include the regions of upper and lower Galilee,

Samaria, and Judaea. Upper Galilee is structurally part of the mountains

of Lebanon; a picturesque limestone plateau dominated by Mount Hermon

(2814m) . Lower Galilee to the south, is a mountainous block broken into

many smaller hills of lower altitude with gentle slope. Galilee as a

whole is the wettest region of Palestine where both springs and streams

are more numerous and rich than that in Judaea. Samaria is dissected into

hills and valleys, which roughly correspond to the heartland of the

ancient Kingdom of Israel, between the 'Emek Yizre' el and the plateau of

Judaea (Fig.A2A2-1). Samaria is lower in elevation than Galilee or Judaea

with rainfall up to 630-750 mm, but surface water is not plentiful. The

boundary between Samaria and Judaea is not physically well-defined. but

may be thought of as passing some IS km north of Jerusalem. Judaea is

more like a high pIa teau between 450 m and 900 m high, with a domina ting

bleaker and barer rocky landscapes. The Judaean mountains rises to nearly

1,000 m, with precipitation of up to 700 mm: to the east it becomes dry

with under 300 mm of rainfall.

The Negev which forms a large triangular desert region constitutes about

half of the area of Palestine and over six-tenths of pre-1976 Israel. A

ridge of mountains and hills runs across the central Negev at heights
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between 500 m and 600 m. rising towards the Egyptian border to above 900 m

in places. The northwestern part of the Negev receives fair but

unreliable rainfall. while the rest of the Negev receives from 200 mm to

less than 50 mm of mean annual rainfall. The Negev was never thickly

populated but its economic significance is considerable since almost all

of Israel's important mineral resources such as copper. phosphates t

natural gas, and glass sand are found there.

The Jordan Rift Valley is about 360 km long and is the northern part of

the world I s largest graven system known as "Rift Valley" which connects

East Africa and Northern Syria over a total length of about 6,000 km. The

Wadi Araba - Jordan" rift strikes N_lS o _E from the gulf of Aqaba to the

Dead Sea, and forms the "south graven" which has a length of approximately

200 km. The floor of the Rift rises gradually from the Gulf of Aqaba to

altitudes of 250 m above sea level at the watershed of Jabal ar Rishah in

the center of Wadi al Araba. From there the floor falls gently northwards

to the surface of the Dead Sea at 401 m below sea level. The maximum depth

of the Dead Sea is 793 m below sea level. It covers an area of 1,000 km2 ,

and has two basins which are separated by the Lisan Straits, namely "North

Sea" and "South Sea" with areas of 720 km2 and 230 km2 , respectively.

The rift turns from N150 E to about N5 0 E to Galilee Sea (Lake Tiberias) to

form the "north graven". From the mouth of the Jordan River at 401 m

below sea level, the 10S-km-long Jordan Valley rises to 212 m below sea

level at Lake Tiberias (Galilee Sea). Jordan river which runs on the floor

of the "north graven" separates the "West Bank" areas of the Palestine

block to the west and the Trans-jordan block to the east.

The catchment includes parts of Lebanon, Syria, Israel and Jordan. The

watershed between the Dead Sea and Mediterranean Sea extends approximately

north-northwest from the Al Khalil (Hebron) region through Bethelem

Jerusalem-Ramallah to the Nablus region, and reaches altitudes of about

1,000 m. The shortest distance between the Dead Sea and the Mediterranean

Sea is 72 km, which corresponds to the proposed Central Alternative,

namely the canal/tunnel route "Tel Aviv"-nJerusalem"-"Qumran" for

Mediterranean-Dead Sea solar-hydro scheme (Fig.A2A2-1).

For about eight months of the year Israel enjoys warm and sunny weather.

Winter rains fall between December and March. sometimes even in April,

usually in storms of two or three days duration. Precipitation is confined
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to the winter season and varies from an average of I, 000 mm in Galilee in

the north to 500 mm on the Coastal Plain near Tel-Aviv, to 200 mm near

Beersheba and to less than 50 mm at Eilat in the south. (Fig.A2A2-1)

Rainfall varies considerably from one winter season to another from around

25 Z of the long-term average in dry years to 160 Z of the long-term

average in particularly rainy years. Over half of Israel's area receives

les s than 180 mm of precipi ta tion annually. (Ref. A2A2-1)

The southern part of Israel is desert, namely the Negev desert, which has

a high potential evaporation in the range between 1,700 and 2,700 mm per

annum, and whose values of relative humidity and solar radiation register

40-60 Z and 195-201 kcal/cm2 per annum, respectively (Ref .A2A2-2). Owing

to low levels of precipitation and and high potential evaporation, large

water deficiencies have been experienced in the southern part of the

Israel. Droughts, particularly in the southern part of the country, are

not infrequent.

The climate of the Rift Valley ranges from "hot-arid" with a mean annual

rainfall of less than 100-300 mm in the bottom of Jordan Valley to

"Medi terranean semi-arid" with more than 300- 700 mm in the surrounding

highlands. The climate of the Dead Sea and the "southern graven" is

hyper-arid. Sodom, which is situated just beside the southwest shore of

the Dead Sea, has an average annual rainfall of 47 mm (1931-1969), with

monthly means of daily minimum temperature of lZoC in January, and maximum

of 39 0 C in August. The mean relative humidity is rather high at 56 Z in

January and 38 % in August. To the south of Dead Sea. the climate becomes

more dry. Eila t. which is located on the shore of Aqaba bay t has an

average annual rainfall of 25 mm, with monthly mean of daily minimum

temperature of 100 C in January, and maximum of 40 0 C in August. The mean

relative humidity is as low as 46 Z in January and 28 Z in August.

Selected climatic data, including "Tel Aviv" of the coastal plain,

"Jerusalem" of the mountain range, "Sodom" of the Dead Sea, "Deganya" of

the Rift Valley, "Beersheba" of the Negev desert. and "Eilat" of the Aqaba

bay, are given in Tab.A2A2-1.

Surface drainage is largely controlled by a few east and west flowing

streams, some of which have cut deeply into the highlands with their

numerous head-streams. The largest river, the Jordan, is an entirely

land-locked river terminating in the Dead Sea.

The Dead Sea is a closed sea with no outlet except by evaporation which

amounts to 1,500-1,600 mm per annum (Ref.A2A2-3). In the past, the
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evaporation losses were replenished by an inflow of fresh water from the

Jordan River and its tributaries I as well as from other sources such as

wadi floods, springs and rainfall. The mean volume of water flowing into

the sea before 1930 was about 1. 6xl0 9m3 /year, of which 1.1xl09m3 /year were

contributed by the Jordan River (Ref .A2AZ-4). Under these conditions, the

Dead Sea had reached an equilibrium level of around 393 m below sea level,

with some seasonal and annual fluctuation due to variations in the amount

of rainfall. However, since the early 1950s, Israel, and later on Jordan,

have taken steps to utilize the freshwater flowing into the Dead Sea for

intensified irrigation and other purposes, which has reduced the amount of

water entering the Dead Sea by lxl0 9m3/year. As a consequence, the level

of the Dead Sea has declined in recent years, reaching as low as 402 m

below sea level today, which is almost 10 m lower than its historic

equilibrium level. The surface area of the Dead Sea and the volume of

evaporation vary only by a few percent between the elevations from -402 to

-390 m, while the water levels fluctuate considerably. The Dead Sea and

its variations of water level from 1840 to 1980 are shown in Fig.AZA2-2.

The Sea is a brine water body with vast mineral wealth including potash,

common salt, bromide, magnesium chloride, calcium chloride. The' extremely

high salinity amounts to 230,000-300,000 mg/l of total dissolved solids

(TDS). The specific gravity of the brine water has been estimated to be

1. 22-1. 23.

The Palestine of the Israel and the occupied areas is part of a

physiographic region consisting of marine sedimentary formations lying

along the western margins of the ancient Arabian landmass, which were

folded in Miocene and early Pliocene times to form a long anticline

running roughly parallel with the Mediterranean coast. The geology is

mostly of sedimentary origin, ranging in age from Triassic to Neogene

Quaternary, except in the surroundings of the Tiberias lake where

volcanics of the Miocene-Quarternary age widely cover the areas. The

sedimentary succession which has a thickness more than 1, 000 m is mainly

due to a series of regional regressions and transgressions of the Tethys

Sea. The stratigraphic sequence of the sedimentary rocks includes:

Quarternary, Pliocene-Miocene, Eocene-Paleogene, upper to middle

Cretaceous of Cenonian and Cenomanian-Turonian, lower Cretaceous,

Jurassic and Triassic. The lowest formation of the Paleozoic

Precambrian system, which consists mainly of acid intrusives, outcrops in

some small areas in the southern Negev near the Eilat. The sedimentary
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sequences comprise mainly carbonate rocks and sandstones from Triassic to

Plio-Pleistocene. A geological map is shown in Fig .A2A2-3 (Ref .A2A2-5) .

The main aquifer is found in the Cretaceous (Cenomanian-Turonian)

formations, which consist largely of dolomite and limestone intercalating

some clay and chalk layers, and which has a maximum thickness of about

600-700 m (ReLA2A2-6), as indicated in Fig.A2A2-4 of the schematic

geological profile crossing central Israel.

The taphrogenic structural movements, which initiated the formation of the

present graven apparently occurred along old structural zones of weakness,

started during the late Eocene (7) to Oligocene. The east of the "south

graven ll in the trans-jordan block was structurally elevated in the late

Oligocene to Miocene. In the graven area itself, marine sediments were

deposited during the Oligocene and Neogene. The thick evaporite series

of late Miocene (7) to Pliocene age in the Dead Sea area may demonstrate

the gradual decrease and termination of marine deposition in a part of the

graven.

The Lisan formation, which consists mainly of shale and marl intercalating

gravels and some gypsums and native sulfurs, unconformably overlies all

older rock sequences in the Rift province. The Lisan formation was

deposited in a fluctuating oligohaline and miohaline lacustrine

environment in the late Pleistocene age. The ancient Lisan Lake covered

the entire Rift Valley from Lake Tiberias to approximately 80 km south of

the Dead Sea. Along the margin of the Rift province, the Lisan formation

intercalates with coarse clastic and sandy deposits derived from the

elevated areas bordering the Rift Valley.

The Rift Valley is covered with Holocene and Pleistocene fluvial, aeolian,

and lacustrine sediments.

During the latter half of the nineteenth century more than half of the

Jews in the world lived in Eastern Europe and in Tsarist Russia, where

their conditions were as miserable as they had been everywhere in Europe

for several centuries. In the l880s their distress was added to by a

series of anti-Jewish riots in southern Russia which resulted in large

scale emigration. Among these was the first wave of Zionists to reach

Palestine in modern times. It was their conviction that the only possible

solution to the plight of Jewish cormnunities in the east, and the threat

of assimilation in the west, was the formation of a Jewish state. Pre-1948
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Jewish colonization in Palestine thus laid the foundations for the

emergence of Israel in 1948.

After the First World War and the break-up of the Ottoman Empire a

'Mandate' for Palestine was entrusted to Britain by the league of Nations

and continued until the eve of the birth of Israel in 1948. The

boundaries of Palestine in the east followed the natural divide of the

Jordan Valley and the Araba depression. In the southwest the 1906

boundary between the Ottoman Empire and Egypt remained, from the Gulf of

Aqaba to Mediterranean Sea south of Gaza. This border, with the Gaza

Strip enclave on the coast t was restored with Israel's withdrawal from

Sinai in 1979. The northern and northeastern boundaries of Palestine were

established by Anglo-French agreement in 1920 and 1923, and remained

unchanged until Israel seized the Golan Heights in June 1967.

The configuration of Israel's pre-1967 boundaries was largely determined

by the location of Jewish rural settlements, and the distribution of the

Jewish population was the basis of the UN's partition proposals. Jewish

colonization of the Arab territories of Sinai (with the Gaza Strip), the

Golan, and the West Bank began after the Six Day War of June 1967. Here

again, the geographical dimension of the settlement strategy is of great

interest, but the real significance of the occupied area settlements is

that they may hold the key to the future of the state of Israel.

(Fig.A2A2-5)

Al though substantially larger than the area popularly thought of as

Biblical Palestine, the Mandated territory was one of the smallest

poli tical units in Southwes t Asia. Its total population was only 752,000

at the 1922 census. Yet throughout history, control of this part of the

earth's surface has been the ambition of succeeding powers, not only

because of its unrivaled strategic significance at the crossroads of Asia,

Africa and Europe, and between the Mediterranean and Red Sea, but also

because Palestine is revered by millions of Muslims I Christians I and Jews I

for its religious associations.

In many ways the West Bank is by far the most important of the remaining

occupied areas, being not only the largest (5,900 km2 ) and most populous,

but being the natural focus of Palestinian political aspirations. In

1984 the Arab population, including those temporarily abroad, was over

900,000, an increase of approximately one-third since Israeli occupation

began in 1967. The West Bank is also the focus of intensive Jewish

settlement effort, spurred on by a variety of factors.
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Israel's stake in the West Bank is now so great that voluntary withdrawal

seems inconceivable. Apart from the heavy financial and political

investment in the new settlements in the West Bank, Israel is now

dependent upon the West Bank for some 475 xI0 6m3 per annum of its water

supply out of a total of 1900 xI0 6m3 , a quarter of the annual water

potential. This would be less critical if Israel was not already

exploiting its water potential while facing increasing demands for water

which were thought could result in a deficit of 230 to 340 x10 6m3 per

annum by 1990 as indeed they have. Since 1982 Israel's national water

company MEKOROT has been integrating the West Bank supplies into the

Israeli network. It seems clear that control of these sources will not be

surrendered until alternative resources have been served. The water

resources in the West Bank being diverted into Israel, probably account

for 70 % of the West Bank's water resources. (Ref.A2A2-7)
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Tab.A2A2-1 Selected Climatic Data: Rift Valley and Israel

Loca tion Altitude Average Monthly mean of daily Mean relative

annual minimum & maximum humidity

rainfall temperatures

(m) (mm) (oC) (%)

January August (Period) January August

Min Max Min Max

Tel Aviv 20 564 8 18 22 31(1949-58) 74 73

Jerusalem 810 486 6 13 20 30 (1951-60) 65 54

Sodom -390 47 12 21 29 39(1961-70) 56 38

Deganya -200 384 9 18 24 37(1948-58) 70 54

Beersheba 280 204 7 17 19 33 (1961-70) 65 58

Ei1at 12 25 10 21 26 40(1956-65) 46 28
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The political riparian issues in development of the Jordan river and basin

management between 1948 and 1967 is described in this Annex. Basic

information for understanding the riparian right problems in the inter

state basin development of the Jordan river system are provided, with

respect to UNRWA's pioneering work on the "Main PLan and Johnston Plan"

in 1951-55. The source of this information is the book "Water in the

Middle East" published by the Middle East Research Institute, University

of Pennsylvania" in 1984. The research was unclassified and derived from

totally open sources of informa tion. Some recommendations for the future

planning of the joint development and management are described in a

supplement this Annex to conclude the study on the joint development and

management of the Jordan river system. The supplement to Annex-II

includes two key maps namely as llIsrael and Occupied Territory" and the

'IMajor Existing and Proposed Projects in the Jordan River System".

Part B Historical Review of the Political Riparian Issues in Development

of the Jordan River and Basin Management

and between Israeli and Arab residents in disputed territories and

demilitarized zones. Some incidents were designed to harass and remove

unwanted population elements or protect personal property; other

incidents were intended to inter-personal property; other incidents were

intended to inter-personal property; other incidents were intended to

interfere with the development of water resources in ways that the

contesting party viewed as inimical to its interests. In some cases.

over a period of some two decades. water-related actions were used as a

mask for other conflicts (e.g., shooting on Lake Tiberias in 1954-55 was

escalated to incursions that took hostages to exchange for prisoners of

war held by the other side.) Throughout the period, incidents threatened

to shatter the Armistice Agreements. Some analysts have held that water

was !!. major factor leading .!& the llli. (Tab.A2.Bl-2)

Jisr Banat Yaqub (Hebrew: Gesher Bnot Yaacov), the targeted diversion

point for the large-scale Israei project, was located in the demilitarized

zone between Israel and Syria Israel was apprehensive that this fact would

provoke Arab opposition and international condemnation. It delayed the

decision to proceed with the larger diversion scheme until July 1953.

A2. B1 Unilateral Planning and Action after the First Israel-Arab War

The 1948 Arab-Israeli war aggravated the difficulties of cooperative water

management. The fragile armistic agreements signed by the Arab states

and Israel in 1949 did no deal with water, nor was the post-war

atmosphere conductive a negotiation. In consequence, each of the

riparians moved to utilize the Jordan River system uni-Iaterally.

Israel resumed water planning immediately after 1948. The comprehensive

All Israel Plan was completed in 1951. (Tab.A2.B1-1) It included the

draining of the Huleh swamp, the diversion of the Jordan River, and the

construction of a carrier system. Subsequently consolidated into the

National Water Carrier (Hereinafter referred to as "Carrier"), this plan

was to became the keystone of Israel's water development, diverting the

Jordan waters to the Coastal Plains and the Negev Desert.

The first part of the project, the draining of the Huleh swamps, began in

1951. Israel delayed construction of the first leg of the Carrier for

foreign policy reasons. Work on the Huleh swamp, which infringed on the

demilitarized zone with Syria, provoked a number of military incidents.

These incidents were the first of many clashes between Israel and Syria
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By the early 1950s, both the Jordanian government. and UNRWA (United

Nations of Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near

East) were working on irrigation schemes to improve Jordanian agriculture

and re-settle the Palestinian refugees. In 1950, Jordan received a

commissioned study from British consultant Sir Murdoch MacDonald which

proposed diverting the Yarmouk into Lake Tiberias and constructing

irrigation canals down both sides of the Jordan Valley. A 1952 plan for

UNRWA by American engineer M. E. Bunger envisaged a dam on the Yarmouk River

at Maqarin with storage capacity of 480 x10 6m3 . The impounded water would

be diverted by a second dam at Addassiyah into gravity-flow canals along

the EAst Ghor of the Jordan Valley. Bunger reckoned the work would

irrigate 435,000 dunums (~ 43,500 hal in Jordan and 60,000 dunums (= 6,000

hal in Syria. Hydroelectric plants at the two dams would generate 28,300

KWh per year for JOrdan and Syria. Experts estimated the Bunger Plan

would settle 100,000 people.

In March 1953, Jordan and UNRWA signed an agreement to execute the Bunger

Plan. (Tab .A2. B1-1) In June 1953, Jordan and Syria agreed on sharing the

Yarmouk water. The actual work on the project began in July 1953.

However, even before it commenced, Israel protested that its riparian

rights to the Yarmouk were not recognized in the Bunger Plan. The Yarmouk

Triangle demilitarized zone controlled by Israel only had ten km of
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frontage on the Yarmouk.

Israel, in July 1953, commenced the diversion of the Jordan at Jisr Banat

Yaqub. This site was in the demilitarized zone, but had two technical

advantages over lower alternative sites: 1) it had a lower salinity level

than points farther down the Jordan River Fork, 2) the 270 m drop in

elevation between the site and Lake Tiberias was sufficient to enable the

use of gravity as the means of diversion. The Israeli Government

underestimated both Syrian and international reaction. In September

1953, the Syrians protested to the United nations. Unlike the Huleh

drainage case, which the U.N. had commenced, the U.N. ruled in favor of

Syria. Israel ignored the order to discontinue work. Only an American

threat in November 1953 to cut off funds channeled to Israel by the

Foreign Operation Administration convinced Israel to terminate

construction. Subsequently, a point at Eshed Kinrot on Lake Tiberias was

chosen. It was technically inferior to the original site; water

salinity was high and hydro-electric power had to be used to pump the

water to the Carrier.

Meanwhile, the Jordanian had to abandon the Bunger Plan entirely. One

factor was Israel's objection on the ground that the original Rutenberg

concession gave Israel right to the Yarmouk. Another factor was a change

in American perceptions. King Hussein, in his autobiography, alleges

that the United States accepted the Israeli legal position and hence

denied funding to the Bunger plan.

A2. B2 The Johnston Negotiations

The U. S. Government then moved toward deeper involvement. On October 16,

1953, President Eisenhower appointed Eric Johnston as a special ambassador

to mediate a comprehensive plan for regional development of the Jordan

River system. Philosophically based on the Marshall Plan in Europe, it

sought to reduce the conflict potential of the region by promoting

coopera tion and economic s ta bili ty.

The large number of plans issued between 1953 and 1955 represents

bargaining stages in the negotiation over the sharihg of the Jordan River

system. The major bargaining issues pertained to: 1) the water quotas

for the riparians, 2) the use of Lake Tiberias as a storage facility, 3)

the use of Jordan waters for out-of-basin areas, 4) the used of Litani as

part of the system, 5) the nature of international supervision and

guarantees.
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The llbase plan n for Johnston's mission was an UNRWA-sponsored desk study

prepared by Charles T .Main under the supervision of the TVA with the

backing of the American State Department (Tab.A2.Bl-l). The plan

fea tured:

(1) a dam on the Hassbani to provide power and irrigate the Galilee area;

(2) dams on the Dan and Banias rivers to irrigate the Galilee;

drainage of the Huleh swamps:

(3) a dam at Maqarin with 175 xl0 6m3 storage capacity to be used for

power generation;

(4) a dam at Addassiyah to divert water to Lake Tiberias and into the

East Ghor area:

(5) a small dam at the outlet to Lake Tiberias to increase the lake's

storage capacity i

(6) gravity-flow canals down the east and west sides of the Jordan Valley

to irrigate the area between the Yarmouk and the Dead Sea;

(7) control works and canals to utilize perennial flows from the wadis.

The Main Plan favored primary in-basin use of the Jordan waters and rules

out integration of the Litani. Provisional quotas gave Israel 394 xl0 6m3 ,

Jordan 774 xl0 6m3 , and Syria 45 xl0 6m3 .

Israel opened the bargaining by publishing a seven-year plan. Its major

features, modeled after the Lowdermilk and Hayes plans, included the

integration of the Litani, the use of Lake Tiberias as the main storage

facility, out-of-basin use of the Jordan waters, and the Mediterranean

Dead Sea canal. Since water flow was based on the combined Jordan-Litani

output of 2,500 xl0 6m3 , Israel sought an initial quota of 810 xl0 6m3 .

The Israeli proposals were elaborated in the plan prepared for it by Josep

Cotton in 1954. the combined annual Litani-JOrdan water resources were

estimated at 2,345.7 xl0 6m3 . Israel was to receive 1,290 xl0 6m3 /year.

The Arab share of 1,055.7 xl0 6m3 /year was to be divided by allocating 575

xl0 6m3 /year to Jordan, 450.7 xl0 6m3 /year to Lebanon and 30 xl0 6m3 /year to

Syria.

The Arabs responded to the Main "base plan" with the Arab Plan of 1954.

It reaffirmed the Ionides, MacDonald, and Bunger principle of exclusive

in-base use of the water, rejected storage in Lake Tiberias, and rejected

integration of the Litani. Because 121 2.f the water 2.f the Jordan water

system originated i.!l ~ Arab countries, it objected to the quota

allocations proposed in the Main Plan. According to the Arab proposal,
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Israel was to get 200 x10 6m3 jyear, Jordan 861x10 6m3 jyear, and Syria 132

x10 6m3 jyear. The Arab plan recognized Lebanon as a riparian of the

Jordan River system and allocated it 35 x10 6m3 jyear.

The Baker-Harza study was published in 1955 (Tab .A2. B1-1). The American

engineers were commissioned by the Jordanian Go'verrunent to conduct a

hydrological survey to determine the amount of water needed to irrigate

the Jordan Valley. The plan was technically oriented and not directly

related to the negotiations. It recommended construction of an elaborate

canal system to irrigate 460,000 dunums (46,000 hal in the Jordan Valley.

It increased the estimate of cultivable land but decreased the water duty

(the amount of water required per unit of land to produce crops).

A2. B3 Toward the Unified Plan

As negotiations progressed, disagreements were gradually reduced. Israel

gave up on integration of the Litani, the Arabs removed their objection to

out-of-basin use of waters. Lake Tiberias was rejected by ARabs as a

reservoir for Yarmouk water. An alternative Arab proposal to' treat Lake

Tiberias (without diversion of the Yarmouk) as a regional stprage center

to benefit all riparians was rejected by Israel. The Arabs demanded and

Israel opposed international supervision over withdrawals.

Allocation of water quotas was the most difficult issue. As illustrated

in Table A2. B3-1, the disparity between the opening demands was

considerable. After the claim for the Litani was dropped, Israel

downgraded its quota demand to 550 x10 6m3 jyear. After extremely hard

bargaining the so-called "Gardiner Formula" was adopted as the final

version of the Unified (Johnston) Plan (Table A2.B3-1). Compared to the

Main Plan figures, the Johnston Plan quotas are significantly different

only with regard to Syria and Lebanon. Jordan's share was slightly

scaled down and Israel was to receive the variable residue after other

quotas had been met; most estimates place this average residue at 400

x10 6m3 jyear.

The Unified Plan stipulated that supervision would be exercised by a

three-member Neutral Engineering Board. The Board's mandate included the

supervision of water withdrawal, record keeping, and preventing the sprit

and letter of the agreement.

The Unified Plan was accepted by the technical committees from both Israel
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and the Arab League. The Israel Cabinet discussed the Plan in July 1955

without taking a vote. The Arab Experts Committee approved the Plan in

September 1955 and referred it for final approval to the Arab League

Council. the Council decided on October 11,1955, not to ratify the Plan.

According to most observers, including Johnston himself, the Arab non

adoption of the Plan was not total rejection; while they failed to

approve it politically, they were determined to adhere to the technical

details. The issue of impartial monitoring was not resolved. which made

for problems in the future.

A2.B4 Unilateral Implementation: (1955-1967)

The failure to develop a multi-lateral approach to water management

reinforced unilateral development. Though the Unified Plan failed to be

ratified, both Jordan and Israel undertook to operate within their

a110ca tions .

The two major successful projects ""dertaken were the Israeli National

Water Carrier and Jordan's East Ghor Main Canal.

The National Water Carrier diverted water from the Jordan River Fork at

Eshed Kinrot to the Coastal Plain and the Negev desert. Al though sections

of it were begun before 1955, it was only completed in 1964. The initial

diversion capacity of the National Water Carrier without supplementary

booster pumps was 320 x10 6m3 , well within the limits of the Johnston Plan.

Design of the East Ghor Canal was begun by Jordan in 1957. It was

intended as the first section of a much more ambitious plan known as the

Grea ter Yarmouk Project. Additional sections included: 1) construction of

two dams on the Yarmouk (Mukheiba and Maqarin) for storage and hydro

electricity; 2) construction of a 47-km West Ghor Canal together with a

siphon across the Jordan River near Wadi Faria to connect it with the East

Ghar Canal; 3) construction of seven dams to utilize seasonal flow on side

wadis flowing into the Jordan; 4) construction of pumping stations,

lateral canals , and flood protection and drainage facilities. In the

original Greater Yarmouk Project, the East Ghor Canal was scheduled to

provide only 25 Z of the total irrigation scheme. Construction of the

Canal started in 1959. By 1961 its first section was completed; sections

two and three, down to the Wadi Zarqa, were in service by June 1966.

Shortly before completion of the Israeli Water Carrier in 1964, an Arab
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swnmit conference decided to try to thwart it. Discarding direct military

attack, the Arab states chose to divert the Jordan headwaters. Two

options were considered: either the diversion of the Hasbani to the Litani

and the diversion of the Banias to the Yarmouk, or the diversion of both

the Hasbani and the Banias to the Yarmouk. The latter was chosen, with

the diverted waters to be stored behind the Mukheiba Dam.

According to neutral assessments, the scheme was only marginally feasible,

it was technically difficult and expensive. Its estimated cost was

between $190-$200 million, comparable to the cost of the entire Israeli

National Water Carrier. Financial issues were to be solved by

contributions from Saudi Arabia and Egypt.

Political considerations cited by the Arabs in rejecting the 1955 Johnston

Plan were revived to justify the diversion scheme. A particular emphasis

was placed on the Carrier's capability to enhance Israel's capacity to

absorb immigrants to the detriment of Palestinian refugees. In response,

Israel stressed that the National Water Carrier was within the limits of

the Johnston Plan. It declared that as a sovereign state it had the

right to set immigration policies without external interference t and

refused to make concessions regarding Arab refugees.

The Arab started work on the Headwater Diversion in 1965. Israel declared

that it would regard such diversion as an infringement of its sovereign

rights. According to estimates, the completion of the Headwater

Diversion Project would have deprived Israel of 35 % of its contemplated

withdrawal from the upper Jordan, constituting one-ninth of Israel's

annual water budget, but having its supply for the Carrier.

In a series of military strikes, Israel hit the diversion works. The

attacks culminated in April 1967 in air strikes deep inside Syria. The

increase in water-related Arab-Israeli hostility was ~ rna jor factor

leading !£ the 1967 June War.

A2. B5 The Militarization of the Water Conflict

The 1967 war increased the trend towards competitive unilateral

utilization of the Jordan River system.

Israel improved its hydrostrategic position through the occupation of the

Golan Heights and the West Bank. The occupation of the Golan Heights made
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it impossible for the Arab states to divert the Jordan Headwaters. The

1967 cease-fire lines gave Israel control of half the length of the

Yarmouk River compared to 10 km before the war. This made development of

the Yarmouk contingent upon Israeli consent. Even small-scale unilateral

impoundment by Jordan can easily be detected by Israel and attacked

militarily.

The ability of Arab riparians to proceed with unilateral schemes decreased

in proportion to Israel gains. When the war started, about 20 % of the

Greater Yarmouk Project was completed. In the wake of the war, the two

most important projects, the Mukheiba and Maqarin (renamed Al Wuheda in

1987) Dams, had to be abandoned. The Mukheiba Dam had been planned to

store 200 x10 6m3 of water and the Maqarin Dam to store up to 350 x10 6m3

and manufacture 25,000 KWh of electricity annually.

When the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) emerged under new

leadership after the 1967 War, it mounted an intensive campaign against

Israeli settlements in the Jordan Valley. It included raids against water

installations. such as that on the Nafaraim pumping station in the swnmer

of 1969. The Israeli-PLO skirmishes soon deteriorated into Israeli

conflict with Jordanian and Iraqi det"chments stationed in the East Jordan

Valley.

After unsuccessful military efforts to stop PLO activities, Israel raided

the East Ghor Canal in 1969 and put most of the system out of commission.

Israel conjectured that extensive damage to irrigation would pressure king

Hussein to act against PLO. Conflict over the East Ghor Canal was

mediated by the United States. After secret negotiations in 1969-1970,

Jordan was allowed to repair the Canal; in exchange Jordan reaffirmed its

adherence to Johnston plan quotas and pledged to terminate PLO activity in

Jordan. King Hussein expelled the PLO from Jordan in 1970-1971.
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SUPPLEMENT

ReCOImnendations for the Future Joint Development and Management;

Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MOS) Canal and AI-Wuheda Dam Projects

By the end of 1990s, Israel, Jordan and the West Bank or Palestine will

have depleted virtually all of their renewable sources of fresh water if

current patterns of consumption are not quickly and radically altered. In

the circumstances, the Jordan river system, which includes the AI-Wuheda

dam scheme on the Yarmouk river, unquestionably holds the greatest

potential for either conflict or compromise.

The proposed co-generation system of coupling solar-hydro with hydro

powered reverse osmosis (RO) desalination on the Mediterranean-Dead Sea

conduit scheme could produce 500 MW of electricity, and 100xI06m3 per

annum of fresh water. The generated power would be shared between Israel

and Jordan to supply their peak demands. while the product of fresh water

of 100x10 6m3 per annum would be used exclusively for the water supply in

the central Ghor (Jordan Valley. in and around the Dead Sea) by Israel and

Jordan.

The proposed integrated Jordan river development and management scheme

will include following three key project elements, of which the gross

project cost is preliminarily estimated to be US$ 4. 5x10 9 as shown below;

- It is suggested that the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for

Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), which once played an

important role in developing the comprehensive Jordan river development

plan ("Main Plan" and "Johnston Plan") in the beginning to mid 1950s,

initiate the negotiations between Israel and Jordan. and organizes a

new executive agency with an international funding program for the

specific purpose of developing the Jordan river basin.

- It is suggested also that the Japanese government should play an

catalytic role in the above with consolidated ideas, strategies, policy

and plan, by providing a strategic fund of say two billion U.S.dollars

to United Nations to cover the initial project costs. International

co-operation agency with United Nations will be responsible to manage

the project including administration, investigation and planning.

design, construction, operation and management throughout the project

life for 50 years.

1) MDS Canal with hydro-power plant

2) Hydro-powered reverse osmosis (RO) desalination

3) AI-Wuheda dam and flood retention I recharge dams

1)-2)-3) Management, administration and O&M

Total

RecoDmlenda tions

US$ 2 x10 9

US$ 0.5x10 9

US$ 1 xl0 9

US$ 1 xl0 9

~ 4.5x10.2-

- It is suggested that the Mediterranean-Dead Sea (MDS) Canal scheme and

the AI-Wuheda dam project be linked in an integrated Jordan river

development master plan which would be make a beneficial economic

development for the two states. The water cycle and benefits of

coordinating water development, water potential energy. and politics.

are with understood by all the parties concerned.
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Table A2. B1-1 Development Schemes for Jordan River System Table A2.BI-2 water-relalBj cease-fire Violations in J:Jrdan RiI..,,· Systan f1ml951 to 1967

Year Plan Sponsor
!Bte Irci<En1: ImlBHate ISSIE ll'tb-lyirgIssue Resolutirn

Sp--irg Patrols, firirg on Road buildirg by Syria Arab ~ter diversion fbre
1965 Israel-Syriaborder in llJlanPei<j:lts

water diversion by Sovereignty"""" CtlZ lJi <rders w:rl halt, US
Israel in IJ1Z threatenstoerdaid.

Israell1'OJeS intake oot
ofCtlZ

Sp--irg srootirginCtlZ.l:oth Arabresistarceto IlJlehdrairagein
1951 siiEs irwade, Israel Israeli lard seizure. [Ml

""""Is Arab villagers expJlsion fran [}II(
franIJ1Z,Israelair-
fcrcetxnbsal-HinBh

Arab ~ter diversion Sea1rlty Cooocil

Seority Cwrcil con:lffins
Israel. Syria says no to
.l:tlnstonPlan,prisorers
returnoolTDlthslater

Both parties ccrrplaln to
Seority Cwrci I, Soviets
veto

Seority Cwrcil <rders
return of Arabs. b.rt
vi llages had bw1 razed

Syria ccnplains tol'AC,
Israel boj<Xltts

Use of lard

Israelisa1x>teJrS
captured (1954)
;nsi~Syria

Palestireself
determination

Sovereignty""""
so..n-ce of Dan
river

9/3/53' srootirginCtlZ

7/14/66' Israeli airfcrce txnbs Alleged Syrian
Syrianccostructioo ~tion

vehicles, air battle
at Banias

12/12/55' Israel's hit Arab Fishirg rights
villagesrortheastof
LakeTiberias,kill50
(foll"'" by 1><> days
firefightonlake)

1/31/62' IsraeldestroysLo.er Israelidrainage
Tcrv.afiq in O"t( ditdl in Arab village

11/13/64' Patrols, excharge of Road b.Jildirg by
fire,lx:rrbirgofTell Israelindisp.J'taj
el-<)a<ji(soorceofDan territory
riV€'l")

1/1/65' Fatahhitsp.np Israeliexisterce
station (first in
series of attacks on
Israel)

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry

World Zionist Organization

Jordan

Israel

Jordan/U. S .A.

UNRWA/UN

Israel

Israel

Arab League Technical Corrunittee

Jordan

Ottoman Empire

Great Britain

Great Britain

World Zionist Organization

TransJordan

Israel

Israel

Jordan

Arab League

Franhia Plan

Mavromatis Plan

Henriques Report

Palestine Land Development Co .•

Ionide s Survey

Lowdermilk Plan

Survey of Palestine

HaYS-Savage Plan

MacDonald Report

All Israel Plan

Bunger Plan

Main Plan

Israelli Seven-Year Plan

Cotton Plan

Arab Plan

Baker-Harza Plan

Unified (Johnston) Plan

Israeli Ten-Year Plan

Israeli National Water Plan

Great Yarmouk Poject

Jordan Headwaters Diversion

1913

1922

1928

1935

1939

1944

1946

1948

1950

1951

1952

1953

1953

1954

1954

1955

1955

1956

1956

1957

1964
8/15/66' Excharge of fire on Patrollirg, fishirg Land use in CtlZ

lake Tire-ias
Syrian rote to Security
Council

4/2/67' Firefi<j:ltinCtlZ Arab '!later diversion Arab W3ter diversion fb"e

4/7/67' Israeliairfcrcetxnbs Arabwaterdiversion Arabwaterdiversion I'ACreconvened,lllaction
(Olan, seen Q\JE.'r

DooasOJS
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Table A2.B3-1 Water A110cat ions to Riparians of Jordan River System Table for Supplementary:

Water Allocations to Riparians of Jordan River System with Hediterranean
Dead Sea (HDS) Conduit SchemeUnit : MCM(XI0 6m3 ) per annum

Plan/source Lebanon Syria Jordan Israel Total Remarks
-------------------

Main Plan nil 45 774 394 1.213
Arab Plan 35 132 698 182 1.047

Cotton Plan 450.7 30 575 1.290 2.345.7 includes Litani
Sources Lebanon Syria Jordan Israel Tota 1

Integrated Joint Plan: 1991
MOS hydro-powered RO desa 1ination
Side-wadi dams for groundwater recharge
MOS so 1ar-hydro for peak -power (MW)

50 50 100

50 50 100
53** 427** 480**

Unified (Johnston) Plan

Hasbani 35 35

Banias 20 20
Jordan (main stream) 22 100 375* 497* *residues
Yarmouk 90 377 25 492

Side wadis 243 243

Total (35) (132) (720) (400)*( I. 287)*

Unified (Johnston) Plan: 1955

Hasbani
Banias
Jordan (main stream)
Yarmouk
Side wadis

35
20
22 100

90 377
243

35

20
375* 497*

25 492

243

* According to the compromise "Gardiner Formula" the share to Israel
from the main stream of the Jordan was defined as the "residue" after the

~:h::a~~-~~~a:::n:x~::t::c~~v:~e~;:~r3;;a:~;6m3 ,Th i s wou 1d vary from year

All-3D

Remarks:

Assuming the southern route (Gaza-£in Bokek) which is the least-cost
a lternat ive in the MOS plan.

; According to the compromise "Gardiner Formula" the share to Israel
from the main stream of the Jordan was defined as the "residue"

::~~rf~:~ ~::;rt:o~:~;~r~:~sw::de:pe::tieVdedtothaevi:ra~:ar3~~'Xl~~~~.wou ld

Installed capacity of hydro-power plant in MW, which may generate
1.26xI09 KWh per annum of peak-power electricity.
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(Source: Geological Hap of the Arab World. Rabat 1987)

Fig.A2A2-3

Geological Map of Israel/Palestine
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